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Characters
Present And Past
In The Kencyrath
The High Council
ADRIC, LORD ARDETH OF OMIROTH BRITHANY: his Whinno-hir mare PEREDEN: the
last and youngest of his sons, in command of the Southern Host BRANT, LORD BRANDAN OF
FALKIRR CALDANE, LORD CAINERON OF RESTORMIR DONKERRI: his grandson
GENJAR: his son, who led the Southern Host at Urakarn GRAYKIN ("GRICKI"): his spy at
Karkinaroth KALLYSTINE: his daughter, Torisen's limited term consort LYRA: also his daughter,
consort to Prince Odalian NUSAIR: his son, Donkerri's father SHETH SHARP-TONGUE: his
randon commander DEMOTH OF THE COMAN, Kraggen Keep KOREY: his half brother and
rival for control of the Coman ESSIEN AND ESSIAR, LORDS EDIRR OF KESTRIE
HOLLENS (HOLLY), Lord Dam'or of Shadow Rock: a distant or bone cousin of Torisen's
JEDRAK, LORD JARAN OF VALANTIR: patron of the Scrollsmen's College at Mount Alban
ASHE: a former randon, now a scrollswoman and singer attached to Mount Alban KEDAN:
temporary lord after Jedrak's death KIRIEN: Jedrak's great-great-grandchild and heir RION: his
great-great-grandson KENAN, Lord Randir of Wilden: patron of the Priest's College at Wilden
KlNDRIE: a Shanir of his house, disowned for leaving the priesthood TORISEN, LORD KNORTH
OF GOTHREGOR, HIGHLORD OF THE KENCYRATH, also called the Black Lord or
sometimes "Blackie" BURR: his Kendar servant GANTH GRAY LORD: his father, once Highlord
until his defeat in the White Hills and exile to the Haunted Lands HARN GRIP-HARD: his randon
commander JAME: his twin sister JORIN: her blind ounce MARCARN (MARC): her friend, an aging
Kendar LARCH: one of his former officers in the Southern Host ROWAN: his steward at Gothregor
IMMALAI: an Arrin-ken from the Ebonbane

In Perimal Darkling
GERRIDON: the Master of Knorth, once Highlord, who betrayed his people to Perimal Darkling in
exchange for immortality GLENDAR: his younger half-brother, who led the remnant of the Three
People to Rathillien after Gerridon's fall and became Highlord in his place JAMETHIEL
DREAM-WEAVER: Gerridon's twin sister and consort, also called the Mistress KERAL: a changer,
half-brother to Terribend and Tirandys TERRIBEND: Tirandys' brother, who disappeared at the time
of the Fall TIRANDYS: a changer and Gerridon's half-brother, whose sense of honor led him to follow
his fallen lord even though he knew that this would lead to his own damnation; also Jame's Senethari or
teacher in the Senethar

In Tai-Tastigon (See God Stalk)
BANE: a fallen Kencyr, possibly Jame's half-brother BORTIS: a brigand and Taniscent's lover THE
B'TYRR: Jame's name as a dancer CLEPPETTY: housekeeper and cook at the Res aB'tyrr DALLY:
Men-dalis's younger brother, who loved Jame and was murdered by Men-dalis, who thought he had

betrayed secrets to her GHILLIE: hostler and musician at the Res aB'tyrr HANGRELL: an apprentice
thief who injured Marc and whom, in turn, Jame delivered to the city guard to be flayed alive ISHTIÉR:
a renegade priest of the Three-Faced God MEN-DALIS: Theocandi's rival for Leadership of the
Thieves' Guild PENARI: Jame's master in the Thieves' Guild SCRAMP: a thief who hanged himself,
partly because of Jame THE TALISMAN: Jame's nickname in the Thieves' Guild TANISCENT
(TANIS): the Res aB'tyrr's former dancer, who died of an overdose of Dragon's Blood given her by
Bortis THEOCANDI: lord of the Thieves' Guild, who stole the Book Bound in Pale Leather from Jame
and accidentally burned his brains out with it TUBAIN: innkeeper at the Res aB'tyrr

Elsewhere
GRISHARKI: warlord of the Grindarks KRUIN: late King of Kothifir, who went hunting wolvers
KROTHEN: Kruin's son, present king of Kothifir and the Southern Host's employer MOTHER
RAGGA: the Earth Wife of Peshtar, a far-hearer ODALIAN: Prince of the Agontiri of Karkinor, a
would-be ally of the Kencyrath and Caineron's son-in-law THE WOLVER GRIMLY: a poet and
werewolf from the Grimly Holt

Prologue:
The Story So Far
SOME THIRTY MILLENNIA ago, the entity known as Perimal Darkling first breached the barrier
between the outer void and the series of parallel universes called the Chain of Creation. It began to
devour universe after universe, invading each one in turn by way of the threshold world that linked it to
the adjacent dimensions.

To meet this threat, the Three-Faced God forged together three races from different threshold worlds
into the Kencyrath. Then, apparently, he abandoned them. The Three People— Highborn, Kendar, and
catlike Arrin-ken—found themselves alone, pitted against a foe too great for them. And so the long,
bitterly fought retreat began from world to world. As the fighting skills of the Kencyrath increased, its
number dwindled and its bitterness grew. The Three People felt betrayed by their god and yet unable to
refuse the role that he had forced on them. Honor alone upheld them.

Then one man rebelled. Gerridon, Master of Knorth, Highlord of the Kencyrath, offered himself and his
followers to Perimal Darkling in exchange for immortality. He persuaded his twin sister and consort,
Jamethiel Dream-Weaver, to dance out the souls of the Kencyr Host. On that night, two-thirds of it fell.
The remnant fled to the next threshold world, Rathillien.

At this point, the Kencyrath has been on Rathillien nearly three thousand years. In all that time, there
have been no major clashes with Perimal Darkling, though the Perimal Darkling and Gerridon have taken
over part of the planet, and the Highborn have long since begun to fight among themselves. Some
thirty-three years ago, one of these power struggles, combined with a major battlefield defeat in the
White Hills, led to the exile of the then Highlord, Ganth of Knorth, called the Gray Lord.

Ganth settled in the Haunted Lands, near the Barrier between the free lands and those controlled by the
Perimal Darkling. He took as consort a mysterious Highborn lady whom he brought back one day out of
the hills near the Barrier, seemingly out of nowhere. She bore him twins: Torisen and Jamethiel, called
Jame. Then she disappeared back into the hills.

Ganth didn't particularly want a daughter, especially when it became clear that Jame had inherited Shanir
blood, which linked her, as it had both the Master and her namesake, to the oldest, most feared powers
of her race. Ganth cursed her and drove her out of the keep.

Jame crossed the Barrier into Perimal Darkling. She was gone from Rathillien for at least ten years of her
life, apparently spending most of that time in Gerridon's House. Then she fled back to her home world,
bringing with her an ancient object of power called the Book Bound in Pale Leather but no clear memory
of what had happened to her during all that lost time. She found that on Rathillien more than twenty years
had passed. She also found her old home, but now it was only a broken shell containing the dead. Her
twin brother alone wasn't there. She took their father's ring and his sword, Kin-Slayer, and went
southward to look for Torisen.

What she came across first, though, was the city of Tai-tastigon, where she was delayed for more than a
year. During her stay, she became involved in the Thieves' Guild, where she made a name for herself as
the Talisman, and with an inn called the Res aB'tyrr, where she discovered that she had not only brought
the Book out of Perimal Darkling, but fighting and dancing skills that drew on her Shanir blood in
alarming ways. The latter ability proved especially useful, however, when Ishtiér, renegade priest of her
own god, went mad and she had to dance down the rampant power of his temple before it could destroy
all Tai-tastigon. At the same time, war broke out in the Thieves' Guild and Jame found herself accused of
the Guild Lord's murder. She fled the city with her ounce Jorin and the Kendar Marcarn.

This story begins three days later.

Chapter 1
Fire and Ice
The Ebonbane: 7th of Winter
TAI-TASTIGON BURNED.

"Wake, wake!" shouted city guards under windows barred for the night. Fists pounded on doors. Bells
began to shrill. From the roof of the Council Hall came the sudden boom of the warning horn, all five of
its mouthpieces manned at once.

The citizens woke. They tumbled bleary-eyed into the streets to find the sky alight overhead. From the

north came shrieks and the crash of falling buildings. An unearthly wail rose from the Temple District as
the gods, bound in their sanctuaries, felt the stones heat around them. Fiery motes danced in the air.
What they touched, burned: roofs, clothes, flesh. Panic spread. Now people were running, some already
on fire, down through the twisting streets, toward where the River Tone ran between dark buildings.
Quick, the water. The swift, cold current bore them downstream under the soaring bridges to smash
against the prow of Ship Island or drown in the white water along its sheer sides.

On the island itself, in the Palace of the Thieves' Guild, an old man sat in a tapestry-hung room. On his
lap lay a book bound in white leather with the texture of an infant's skin. His head tilted back. Gaping
mouth and empty eye sockets opened only into darkness.

The chamber room door burst open. A man clad in royal blue stood on the threshold, his golden hair
shining softly in the gloom. He stared at the old man. An unpleasant smile twisted his handsome features,
but when he turned to the dark figures crowding the corridor behind him, they saw only anger and grief in
his face.

"The Talisman has done this," he said to them. "Get her."

A low growl answered him. The hallway emptied. Moments later, shadowy forms slipped through the
streets, oblivious to fire and ruin, growling still. Swift as they were, rumor outpaced them:

The Lord of the Thieves' Guild is dead, is dead. The Talisman has slain him. Brother thieves, the
hunt is up!

The Talisman ran for her life, ran for home. One corner more, and there was the inn, the Res aB'tyrr,
blazing. Dark figures came at her, silhouetted by the glare.

"The fire might have spared it, Talisman. We didn't."

They closed in on her. Someone inside the inn began to scream. She fought her captors' sooty hands,
shouting the names of her friends: Cleppetty, Ghillie, Taniscent. . . . But here was Tanis now, clinging to
her arm.

"A party, Talisman, a lovely party, and you're the guest of honor! See, here's a friend to escort us."

The brigand Bortis shambled out of the darkness, grinning. The blood streaming from the red ruin of his
eyes looked black in the light of the burning inn. He took her arm. The streets were lined with silent
people, staring at her: Hangrell, Raffing, Scramp with the rope still around his neck, Marplet . . . dead, all
dead. Judgment Square. The Mercy Seat.

Dally was sitting on the stone chair. He looked up, smiling, and courteously rose to make room for her.
His skin hung in tatters about him.

"I loved you, Talisman. See what your love did to me."

Still smiling, he bound her to the chair with strips of his own skin.

They were all coming for her. Firelight flashed off knives, off short, flaying blades, their edges white hot.
She huddled back in the Mercy Seat, but they kept coming, coming . . .

"No!"

Jame woke to her own cry of horror. Stone pressed against her back, but where were the knives? The
air here was cold, so cold that it seared her lungs as she drew a deep, shuddering gulp of it. Where was
she? The wind keened and snow stung her face, numbing it. No, not in Tai-tastigon at all, but high above
it in the storm-locked passes of the Ebonbane. She had fled the city before the thieves could catch her.
Now a blizzard had her instead, and she was lost in it. But why was it so dark? She drew back against
the rock that sheltered her, fighting the first feather touch of panic.

"Marc, where are you?"

Jorin whimpered in her arms. Blind from birth, the ounce cub saw through her eyes—when she could
see anything at all.

"Marc?" Fear sharpened her voice, making her sound even younger than her nineteen-odd years. "Why
is it so dark? Did you let me sleep past moonfall? Marc?"

Feet crunched on the snow. "Lass? Softly, softly. Let me look."

She felt the Kendar's big hands gently touch her face.

"H-have I gone snow blind?"

"Ah, no such thing. Your eyelids are only frozen shut."

Tears?thought Jame. But I never cry. Then she remembered the inn.

"They all burned to death," she said unsteadily. "Cleppetty, Tubain, everyone at the Res aB'tyrr except
Taniscent, and she was dead already."

"Well now, I suppose it could happen," said Marc slowly. "A good bit of the city was burning when we
left, but that was three days ago, after the worst of it, and the inn was safe enough then. Now, if you
were a farseer—"

"But I've been spared that at least, haven't I?" Jame's voice sounded strange even to her, as if it
belonged to someone else, locked away in the dark, gripped by nightmares and memories. "You needn't
remind me that I'm Shanir. The old blood, the old powers—god-spawn, unclean, unclean . . ."

Marc shook her. Gentle as he was, the tremendous strength in his hands shocked her away from the
memory of her father shouting those words after her as he had driven her from the keep that had been
her home, into the Haunted Lands. But that had been long ago, before the years in Perimal Darkling,
which she could no longer remember, before she had returned to Rathillien to lead her double life as the
Talisman, apprentice to the greatest thief in Tai-tastigon; and as the B'tyrr, tavern and temple dancer.

Jorin anxiously touched noses with her. Then she felt the rasp of his tongue on her frozen eyelids. There
in the dark, still closer to dreams than reality, she tried to sort one from the other.

"So the Res aB'tyrr is probably safe, but Dally and Bane. . . . Is Dally really dead?"

"Yes. Very."

Jame shivered. "And Bane? Is he dead too?"

"We can only hope so."

So, in the end, it came to that. Bane, Dally, Tanis, Scramp. . . . She gave a bitter laugh. "It occurs to me,
somewhat belatedly, that I'm rather hard on my friends."

At that moment, the ice sealing her eyelids at last melted away. Jorin rubbed his soft cheek against hers,
purring. His whiskers tickled. Marc had let her sleep almost until morning, Jame saw, but in that time the
storm had eased. Now more snow seemed to be blowing than falling, and the full moon low in the sky
glowed through a thinning cloud cover.

By its light, Jame regarded her friend with concern. The biggest mountaineer's jacket they had been able
to find barely fit across his broad shoulders, much less down those powerful arms. The exposed wrists
looked blanched. His beard was white too, both with frost and years. At ninety-four, late middle age for
a Kendar, surely he was too old for such a desperate adventure.

"Why did you ever let me talk you into this?" she demanded.

"As I recall," he said mildly, "it was more a case of not being able to talk me out of it. We'd pretty well
decided even before the uproar that it was time to leave. You have that twin brother of yours to
find—name of Tori, wasn't it?—and I've an itch to see old friends in the Riverland. We're going home,
you and I. This is just the shortest route."

"Right. Just as jumping out a third story window is the fastest way to the ground."

"Oh, I've tried that too," said the big man placidly.

Jame started to laugh, then drew in her breath sharply. Simultaneously, Jorin's head snapped up. The
ounce might see quite well through her eyes, but she had only recently gained a limited use of his nose
and ears. Now she heard what he heard, distorted at first, then all too clearly.

"Wolves," she said, and scrambled to her feet.

Marc rose almost as quickly, but his stiffened knees betrayed him and he lurched against a rock. "No,
no," he said absently, pushing Jame aside as she reached out to steady him. "Always stand clear or
someday I really will fall and smash you flat." He drew himself up to his full seven-foot height, towering
over her. "Wolves, you say? If we're lucky."

"Trinity. And if we aren't?"

The howling began again, closer, unexpectedly shrill.

"Wyrsan," said Marc. "An entire ravening of them, from the sound of it, and headed this way. They may
be smaller than wolves, but they're faster and fiercer. These rocks won't protect us for long if they catch
our scent. There may be better cover up near the Blue Pass."

He stepped out into the open. Leaning into the wind, he trudged stolidly up the nearly invisible path
between snowdrifts, his bulk breaking both the ice crust and the wind's force for Jame as she struggled
after him with Jorin bounding along behind her in their footsteps. The worst of the storm might be over,
but the wind was still savage and the driven snow blinding. Jame could see nothing of Mounts Timor and
Tinnibin, which must be looming over them now, or of the Blue Pass, which cut between them, straddling
the spine of the Ebonbane.

The situation was bad enough without wyrsan on their trail. Not much was known about these beasts

because they usually kept to the deep snow of the heights during the brief travel season when the passes
opened. Superstition claimed that they were possessed by the souls of the unavenged dead. Rumor had
it, perhaps more accurately, that they were prone to killing frenzies and could tunnel nearly as fast under
the ice crust as they could run on top of it.

The two Kencyr had risked this winter crossing largely because they had hoped to find quite a different
sort of creature here among the jagged peaks. Long ago—nearly two thousand years, in fact—the first of
the Three People had grown disgusted with the rest of the Kencyrath and retreated to the wilds of
Rathillien to think things over. They were still at it. One of these catlike, almost immortal Arrin-ken made
his home here in the Ebonbane, but Jame had been mentally calling to him for three days now without
success. It looked as if she and Marc were on their own.

Abruptly, the Kendar stopped and Jame ran into him. He shouted something, then turned and climbed
the snow bank to the right. Jame scrambled after him. A sloping snowfield stretched out before them,
wind rilled, sheltered by the flank of Mount Timor. Snow blew over their heads off the mountain's spine.
The ice crust here was thick enough first to bear Jame and Jorin's weight, then Marc's.

Jame drew level with him. "What did you say?"

"I thought we might find something useful up here. The top of that mound up ahead might be our best bet
for a stand."

Not far away, Jame saw a rectangular pile of rocks about ten feet high with sloping sides and a flattened
top. Suddenly, she knew exactly where they were. This was the field where Bortis and his band of
brigands had slaughtered last season's first caravan, the one Jame herself would have joined if it hadn't
been for Marc's unexpected arrival in Tai-tastigon. That thing ahead was the burial cairn of the victims.

The wind moaned about it, raising ghosts of snow around its black flanks. Subsequent caravans had not
only raised this monument, but, to conciliate the dead, had built into its outer walls whatever personal
possessions the brigands had overlooked. Here a bride's broken mirror gave back a splintered reflection
of the moon, there a wooden doll thrust a stiff arm out between the stone blocks. Jame slowed, staring.
Her own people believed that while even a single bone remained unburned, the soul was trapped, but
here were hundreds, thousands of bones.

Marc had reached the cairn. "Come on, lass," he said, holding out his hand. "You first. We only have to
hold on until dawn."

Jame still hesitated. This was ridiculous. She had dealt with bones before, and with the dead themselves,
if it came to that. They simply obeyed their own rules. Once you found those out, you could usually cope,
however messy things got. Besides, in a sense, she and Bane had already avenged these poor folk in that
before the massacre, he had put out one of Bortis's eyes protecting her; and after it, she had gotten the
other one defending Jorin. No one had seen Bortis in Tai-tastigon since. She wondered fleetingly what
had become of him, then put him out of her mind and began resolutely to climb the cairn's sloping side.

The stones were slick with ice under her hands. She thought she felt a vibration deep inside the cairn.
Then, suddenly, a stone gave way under her weight and her right leg plunged into the mound up to the
knee. Something inside grabbed her foot. Her startled yelp turned into a grunt as Marc's arm shot around
her waist and jerked her back. Something white furred and slobbering was wrapped around her foot. It
let go, plopping back into the hole. Marc swung her down to the base of the cairn where she collapsed
breathless in the snow. Her boot hung in shreds.

"What in Perimar's name was that?" she gasped.

"A wyrsan kitling. It looks as if they've converted the entire mound into a ravery."

"But wouldn't it have been pretty solid?"

"Not after they'd eaten the bodies out of it. Jorin!"

The ounce had been warily sniffing the edge of the hole. He jumped back as a shrill, yammering cry
came out of the mound, immediately echoed by other voices down wind.

"That's done it," said Marc. "The adults will be all over us in minutes. Run."

They ran. Some distance ahead, the field ended in a steep, rocky slope that, if they were lucky, the
wyrsan would not be able to climb. Suddenly Marc floundered. Jame grabbed his arm as the white
expanse before them split open, great chunks of it thundering down into darkness. They stared in dismay
at the gaping crevasse. Behind, the yipping grew rapidly nearer.

"Now what?" said Jame.

"Too late to turn back. I might be able to catapult you across."

"And leave you here to have all the fun? Forget it."

"As you wish. But for future use, let's make a pact: Whatever you can't outwit, I hit. That should take
care of most contingencies."

"It's nice to know you think we still have a future," said Jame, watching as he dropped his pack and
unslung his double edged war-axe. "Just the same, I'm more likely to start hitting things than you are."

"Not wyrsan," said the big man firmly.

The howling began again, much closer this time. It was a sound that slid the thin knife edge of panic
between thought and action. Hearing it, one only wanted to run and run. Then, in the midst of that shrill
chorus, one voice wavered and broke into hysterical laughter.

"That was no wyrsa," said Jame.

"A haunt?"

"This far south of the Barrier? Well, maybe, but I've never met one yet who thought that being dead was
funny."

"It's not," said Marc. "Stand behind me."

Jame stepped back nearer to the crevasse and reached for the knife usually sheathed in her right boot.
She touched only shredded leather. Damn. The blade must have fallen out during the kitling's attack. She
stripped off the remains of the boot so as not to trip over them and stood stocking footed in the snow.
Her toes began to ache with the cold.

The outline of the cairn moved as the wyrsan swarmed over it. Then clouds swept over the moon,
bringing a fresh flurry of snow, and Jame could no longer see the mound. Jorin pressed against her knee,
protesting the loss of their shared sight.

"Too bad there's nothing here to burn," said Marc, peering into the darkness. "A bit of fire, now, that
would be useful."

Jame stood still a moment. Then she dropped to her knees and began to rummage frantically through
both their packs. In her own, she touched a broken sword with a defaced hilt emblem, a ring, and
something warm, but bypassed them all for things more suited to their present need.

"My spare pants weren't exactly what I had in mind," said the Kendar, skeptically regarding the clothes
she was hastily laying out in a semicircle around them. "That lot won't burn very long."

"What we need are some ashes. I'm going to try a kindling spell."

"Careful. Remember what happened the last time you tried a piece of Tastigon magic."

Jame grimaced. Early in her stay at the Res aB'tyrr, Cleppetty had tested her culinary skills by presenting
her with a lump of unleavened dough and the household book of spells. She had indeed gotten the loaf to
rise, but when Cleppetty had sliced into it, they had discovered that its expansion had been due to the
growth of rudimentary internal organs. After that, Jame had left Tastigon magic alone. Now, with some
trepidation, she called to mind the spell Cleppetty used every morning to start a new kitchen fire from the
ashes of the old.

"Listen," said Marc suddenly.

"I don't hear anything."

"They're running silent. It's now or not at all, lass."

Jame hastily set fire to the semicircle with steel and flint. The clothes burned grudgingly. Wondering if she
wasn't about to do something profoundly stupid, she recited the charm.

Instantly, a great cloud of fire-shot smoke billowed up around them. Choking, half-blind, Jame heard
Marc's shout, then a meaty thunk. A wyrsa shot out of the darkness to land heavily at her feet. Snarling, it
gathered its stocky body to spring at her, but then the terrible wound left by Marc's axe opened, spilling
blood and bowels into the snow. She stared at the creature. The coarse white fur down its back was
smoldering.

Now the smoke seemed full of hurtling bodies. The war-axe sang somewhere ahead of her, parrying
what looked like flung torches. The spell circle was apparently kindling anything that passed over it. Jame
sidestepped a blazing wyrsa. Were these creatures really so single-minded that they didn't realize they
were on fire?

The snow crust in front of her erupted. For half a heartbeat, Jame stared down the throat of the beast
springing up at her. Then Jorin met it in midair. Ounce and wyrsa disappeared into the smoke, snapping
at each other, rolling over and over. Jame ran after them.

"Down!" roared Marc's voice almost in her ear. She fell flat. Axe and wyrsa met over her head with a
crunch and a spray of blood.

"That's nineteen," said the Kendar, scooping her up. "Stand clear." And he pushed her to one side out of
his weapon's reach.

She could hear Jorin and the wyrsa still thrashing about somewhere nearby but couldn't find them. The
ounce would be fighting blind without her eyes to guide him, but then, despite her excellent Kencyr night
vision, she herself could barely see anything in this chaos of smoke, snow, and darkness. Where was the

crevasse? Sweet Trinity, to step over the edge of that in the dark . . .

A wyrsa charged her, all the fur down its back ablaze. No time for evasion. She went down backward,
caught the beast in mid-spring with her foot and flipped it over her head. Its wailing cry faded in the
distance before ending abruptly. So that's where the crevasse was.

Jame was just thinking that for a street fighter she wasn't doing too badly when the snow beside her
exploded. She barely saw the wyrsa before it landed on her. Its weight drove her head and shoulders
through the weakened ice crust. The powdery snow beneath filled her eyes and mouth. Bent over
backward with fifty pounds of maddened wyrsa on her chest, tearing at the heavily padded arm, which
she had thrown up to protect her throat, she fought back in mindless terror, slashing, clawing. The night
was red, red, and stank of blood.

Only exhaustion finally made her stop. The wyrsa sprawled on top of her, its teeth still locked in the
reinforced sleeve of her knife-fighter's d'hen, its face a gory, eyeless mask. It was quite dead. For a
moment she lay there gasping, then, with difficulty, heaved the beast off and sat up. Her gloves hung in
blood-soaked rags. She stared numbly at her hands, at the fingernails, razor-tipped and edged, still fully
extended. Oh God, she had used them again.

No one at her old home in the Haunted Lands had realized what she was until her seventh year. They
had thought it odd that she had no fingernails, but no one had been prepared for the retractile claws that
suddenly one day had broken through the skin on her fingertips. Then her father had known what to call
her when he drove her out:

Shanir, god-spawn, unclean, unclean . . .

There was blood under the nails. She plunged her hands into the snow again and again until common
sense stopped her. She could never wash away the taint in her blood that made her what she was.

Something breathed in her ear. Jame started, then turned and threw her arms around Jorin. The ounce
nuzzled her face as she ran anxious hands over him, looking for serious wounds, finding none. Ancestors
be praised for that, at least.

Then, for the first time, she noticed how quiet everything was. The semicircle still smoldered, but most of
the smoke had blown away to reveal a battlefield lit by the burning carcasses of some thirty wyrsan, all in
various stages of dismemberment.

Marc might hate killing, but if need be, he was certainly good at it. But where was he?

She scrambled to her feet, cold with sudden fear. Only his footprints remained in the trampled, bloody
snow, indicating that he had been driven backward several paces by the fury of his assailants. The trail

ended at the edge of the crevasse.

Jame threw herself down on the snow and peered into the abyss. It was too dark for her to see more
than a few feet, and her voice woke only echoes, cracking off icy walls farther and farther down. Sweet
Trinity, if he had fallen all the way to the bottom . . .

Behind her, beyond the firelight, someone chuckled softly. "Jamethiel!" called a husky, sweet voice from
the darkness. "Child, I've come for you."

Jorin backed into Jame, the fur down his spine rising. She felt her own scalp prickle. Whatever was out
there, it knew her real name, and she almost felt she knew what to call it, too. Where had she heard that
loathsomely familiar voice before? Not in Tai-tastigon, not at the keep . . .

"Dream-Weaver, Snare-of-Souls, Priest's-Bane . . ."

The voice chanted the epithets softly, mockingly. Only the last was one that Jame had ever used. The
rest belonged to the first Jamethiel, her namesake, who some three thousand years before had danced
out the souls of two-thirds of the Kencyr Host at the bidding of her brother and consort, Gerridon,
Master of Knorth.

"Soon the spell-circle will weaken. See, already the fire is dying. Do you remember the Master's House,
burning, burning, the night he called you to his bed?"

. . . she was climbing the twisted stair, naked under a cloak of serpent skins sewn together with silver
thread. The snake heads thumped on each step at her heels. A man was waiting in an alcove . . . who?
His face was like a refleshed skull, his fingers cold, so cold, as he slipped a knife into her hand, and she
was climbing, climbing, toward a door barred with red ribbons, toward the darkness beyond . . .

Jame flinched away from that splinter of memory, all that was left of so many lost years. The Master's
bed? But it was the first Jamethiel who had been and, for all she knew, still was the arch-traitor's consort.
What on earth did all this have to do with her?

But you were in Perimal Darkling yourself.The thought breathed cold on her. She wanted to deny it
but You have the Book Bound in Pale Leather, kept in darkness by Gerridon when he fell. There
isn't any place you could have gotten it but in his House, under shadows' eaves.

Damn. The spell-circle was weakening. Eyes gleamed across the dying flames, and that soft, gloating
chuckle came again. "Soon, Jamethiel, soon."

It was as if her entire lost past waited there in the darkness ready to pounce. What would hold it back?

All Jame could think of was fire . . . and the Book. Trinity, that was it. She scrambled for her knapsack
and dug into it. Her cold hands closed on something warm. She drew out a package and hastily
unwrapped it to reveal the Book Bound in Pale Leather. It throbbed in her grasp as if shaken by a slow
heartbeat. Then it seemed to shiver. Goose bumps rose on the soft skin of its binding as the cold air hit it.

There was a sudden movement beyond the still smoldering semicircle. Something pale and curiously
lopsided shambled forward, its exact shape hidden by the thickening snow.

"What are you doing?" it demanded, its voice rising sharply. "You little fool, stop!"

Jame wrenched her eyes back to the Book. On the page before her was the rune she wanted. She
stared at it with horrified fascination as its power began to unfold in her mind. Lanes of vermilion, lines of
gold. . . . Heat grew, and with it, pain. Jame slammed shut the Book, but the rune seemed etched on the
inside of her eyelids. The images began to blur, to expand, going out of control. Jame grimly forced the
power generated by the rune back into its proper shape. Then, when it felt as if the top of her head was
about to blow off, in the language of the Rune-Masters, she said:

"BURN."

The word seared her throat. She fell to her knees, gagging, as waves of heat rolled over her. Looking
up, half dazed, she saw a wall of roaring flame just beyond the ash circle, rising, spreading backwards.
Fiery motes stung her upturned face. The very sky seemed to be burning. For a moment, Jame believed
she had fallen back into her nightmare, but then . . .

Ancestors preserve me,she thought. I've set fire to the blizzard!

Out in the heart of the flames, something screamed. A burning shape hurtled over the now defunct
spell-ring. It somersaulted once in the melting snow to extinguish the flames, then came bounding
forward. Jorin leaped to meet it. The creature sent him flying with a blow and came on. It looked like
some warped parody of a wyrsa, but much larger and furred only in singed patches. Its fire-cast shadow,
monstrously distorted, sprang on before it.

Jame leaped to her feet, then went over backward as the thing crashed into her. She found herself
sprawling on her back, staring up into a face that seemed to be all eyes, muzzle, and teeth. It was a
changer out of Perimal Darkling, she realized, horrified, one of the Master's fallen Kencyr servants. Once
this creature must have been as recognizably human as Jame herself, but that had been long, long ago.

It grinned down at her. "Just like old times, eh? I always said Tirandys was a spoilsport for teaching you
how to fight back."

"What are you talking about?" She hardly recognized her own voice, breathless, cracking with near

panic. "What do you want?"

He laughed again, a half-mad sound. "Want? I? It's our master who wants, and what he wants is you.
Naughty girl, to have run away from his house like that, after all the pains we took with you. But it's been
a long, lean time up in these mountains, waiting for you to leave that god-ridden city. Master Gerridon
can wait. My turn comes now."

She had her hands braced against his shoulders, but that gloating face oozed down the length of her
arms, changing shape as it came. Shreds of rotting meat were caught between his teeth. His breath stank.

Then, abruptly, something blotted out the fiery sky behind him. The changer was wrenched away. Jame
heard the crunch of bones as he landed a dozen feet away. She saw a huge, dark shape crouching over
the changer and smelled the tang of wild musk. The Arrin-ken had arrived at last.

So, Keral, well met again,purred a deep voice in Jame's mind. It's been a long time.

"Not long enough," snarled the changer. "I think you've broken my legs."

Have I?The Arrin-ken patted one of the creature's twisted limbs experimentally. The changer
screamed. So I have. How clumsy of me. I meant to break your back.

"You wouldn't dare! I am a favorite of the Master himself! Harm me, and he'll nail your mangy hide to
his trophy wall with you still in it!"

Foolish boy. I've already harmed you. The flesh of your kind heals quickly, but what a pity that
bones take so much longer.

The purr deepened. Through it ran changing depths, and a sudden sense of many voices plaited together
like the currents of the sea.

As for that wall, we remember it well, and the bloody hall where so many of our kind were slain
the night Gerridon betrayed us all to Perimal Darkling and shadows swallowed the moon. We
even remember how many Arrin-ken you blinded with live coals before your half-brother Tirandys
stopped the fun. Indeed, Keral, we have looked forward to this meeting for a long time.

The changer had begun to shake. "You think you're so noble, so wise," he spat. "So I'm the fool, am I,
for having chosen the winning side and won immortality? You could rot for all your precious god cares,
but I tell you my lord values me, as the Darkness does him, and both will avenge me!"

The Devourer of Worlds values nothing that has outlived its usefulness, and as for your master,
we suspect that he too will be glad to see the last of you. Look at yourself, Keral.

The great cat opened wide his luminous eyes. In their depths, the changer saw himself, and flinched.

Mirrors aren't to your liking anymore, are they? We remember when they were, but that was
millennia ago. Since then, you say, you have become immortal. The Mistress reaped souls to keep
Gerridon of Knorth young; but you have gained your "immortality" by coupling with the foulest
shadows that creep in the farthest rooms of the Master's House, across the thresholds of a
hundred fallen worlds. Now you crawl back to them whenever lust or severe injury drives you and
find renewal in their arms.

But they warp you, Keral, body and soul, more and more each time. Even now you can no longer
hold any true shape. Soon you will crawl on your belly like some pallid slug until your very bones
liquefy. What price immortality then? It would be more merciful to give you back to these flames,
to a quick death.

The changer gave a bleat of terror and tried to drag himself away, but the Arrin-ken pinned him, almost
absentmindedly, with one great paw.

Ah, yes, but are we inclined to be merciful? No, we think not. Good-bye, Keral. May you live a
long, long time.

With that, the huge beast reared up, black against the flames. As a cat might a mouse, he hooked the
changer into the air and batted him into the chasm. Keral's scream faded into the distance, ending
suddenly. Then the great cat turned to the fire and, in that silent voice woven of many voices, spoke a
word. The flames died. Most of the storm had been consumed, leaving a night sky scattered with stars
and lit by a full moon now just peering over the shoulder of Mount Timor. It shone on a mountainous
landscape reduced almost to its underlying rocks. Water cascaded down them. Here and there, steam
hissed up from heated stones. The Arrin-ken turned back to Jame.

And now, as our friend said, "Your turn, Jamethiel."

Jame tried to speak, but only managed to croak.

Think it, child,said a cool, deep voice in her head. This time it spoke alone. Under it ran the detached
murmur of those other voices which, Jame suddenly realized, must belong to the other Arrin-ken in their
distant retreats. One had a rustle in it as if of dried leaves, another sparkled with the bright sound of a
mountain stream, a third echoed to the sea's boom, and so on and on. They all seemed to be discussing
her.

W-we met once, in the hills above Tai-tastigon,she said silently to the great beast before her. You
taught Jorin how to hunt and . . . and you at least weren't hostile to me. But now, somehow, I
don't think I've been rescued.

Not necessarily. Then, you see, I didn't know your name.

"I'm not—" she began, then stopped, choking. I'm not Jamethiel Dream-Weaver. It may be my
misfortune to be named after her, but surely it isn't my fault.

Perhaps. So, not the Mistress, but in possession of the Master's property, or so he would claim,
just as he claims the Ivory Knife and the Serpent-Skin Cloak, all kept by him in Perimal Darkling
when the elder world fell. And yet here the Book is now. Are you a runaway Darkling?

Jame stared up at him. I have been beyond the Barrier, yes, but I'm not a darkling. Sweet Trinity,
can't you tell?

Not easily. You have more than a touch of the Darkling glamour. Did you steal the Book?

This brought Jame up short. The Master certainly hadn't given it to her. In fact, she suspected that
everyone at her old home keep had been killed by Gerridon of Knorth when he had come there
searching for both it and her. She had been a 'prentice thief in Tai-tastigon with the priest Ishtiér's
grudging permission, provided she never stole from one of her own kind. Her honor had depended on
that. But had she already forfeited it by stealing from the Master? The past was an abyss into which only
the faintest rays of light fell. What had she done in Perimal Darkling, and what had been done to her?

The moon had slipped behind the Pass now. Fingers of shadow from the Ebonbane's ragged spine
scrawled over what was left of the snowfield. The Arrin-ken sat watching Jame, his luminous, unblinking
eyes a good three feet above her own. His outline had vanished altogether in the sudden gloom of
moon-fall, but she felt his presence as one does that of some huge, immovable object in the dark.

I'm on trial,she thought suddenly, with an involuntary shiver, and this is my judge.

Yes, she must have stolen the Book—but was the Master really of the Three People anymore? If he
was, he was also still the rightful Highlord of the Kencyrath. But the Arrin-ken had stripped him of that
title and given it to Glendar, his younger half-brother, who had then led the flight to Rathillien. So
Gerridon of Knorth had indeed been judged a traitor, bereft of rights, and she hadn't stolen the Book at
all but only retrieved it.

Agreed.

The silent word made Jame start. The Arrin-ken must have been following her thoughts as easily as if she
had shouted them. Anger touched a spark to her already frayed nerves.

If you already knew, why did you ask? Damnit, stop playing games!

Amusement cool as a wind off the heights answered her.

Ah, no. I may tease, but I also test. For those ignorant of the Law, some allowances are made.
You are not ignorant, therefore you are responsible.

Trinity! For what?

Perhaps for everything.

Abruptly, Jame felt another mind enter her own. Even though it was shielding itself, she felt as if the entire
Ebonbane had just unfolded in her consciousness. Something stalked her through it on velvet paws. It
followed the scent of certain memories and tracked them down . . .

She was dancing at the Res aB'tyrr. Her career as the B'tyrr had begun when a rival innkeeper had sent
ruffians to destroy the inn that had become her adopted home. To gain time, Cleppetty had told her to
dance for the mob. She had, with great trepidation, not even sure that she knew how. But she did.
Where had she learned this strange, intoxicating dance that somehow fed on those who watched it? What
was it doing to them? To her? That worried her sometimes, but not now as she danced. Now there was
only exultation, and growing hunger.

She stood in the temple of her god. The priest Ishtiér, possessed, was booming obscure prophecies
while in the outer corridors uncontrolled power ran mad. She must dance it down or they would all die,
and she did.

She knelt in the snows of the Ebonbane with the Book open on her knees and said, "BURN."

"No!" Jame gasped, and wrenched her mind and memory free. It was the present again.

The Arrin-ken's silent voice broke over her, implacable as the cold that shatters trees in winter, woven
with the sounds of sea, desert, and forest. Child, you have perverted the Great Dance as your
namesake did before you. You have also usurped a priest's authority and misused a Master Rune.
We conclude that you are indeed a Darkling, in training if not in blood. On the whole, your
intentions have been good, but your behavior has been reckless to the point of madness and your
nascent powers barely under control. Three days ago, you nearly destroyed a city. Now, shall we
let such a one as you loose on our poor, battered people? Answer, child.

Jame stared at the great cat. She must say something—yes, no—but her mind had gone completely
blank.

Then there was a sound behind her. A hand came up over the edge of the crevasse and fumbled for a
hold. Before the other one could appear, clutching the double headed war-axe, Jame was on her knees
grabbing for Marc's sleeve.

"Sorry it took me so long," he said apologetically, hauling himself up. "I heard you call, but I'd just landed
on a scrap of a ledge down there and had the breath knocked out of me. Then it rained fire. Then a
wyrsa fell on me—or at least I think it was a wyrsa. But what's happened here?"

"Company," Jame croaked, indicating the huge, silent cat.

Marc regarded the Arrin-ken with awe. Like most Kencyr, he had never seen one before. "My lord,
your servant," he said formally. "So, everything has come out all right at last."

"Not quite," said Jame, struggling to bring out the words. "I think . . . that he . . . means to kill me."

"Kill you? But why?"

"Because . . . of what I am."

The big Kendar gave her a perplexed look. If he wondered what she meant, however, he didn't ask.
Instead, almost absent-mindedly, he picked up his weapon.

"Lord or no, I don't see how I can permit that."

Jame was appalled. It might be pleasant on a winter's night to sit around the hearth discussing what
chance a three hundred fifty pound, ninety-four year old axe-man would have against a six hundred
pound, nearly immortal cat, but she had no desire to see it put to the test.

"You idiot!" she croaked, stepping between them. "Before I'd . . . let you do that, I'd . . . chuck myself
into . . . that damn crevasse."

In an instant, impossibly, she was falling. The reeling darkness closed about her. No sky, no walls of
rock, no ledge either. She had missed it. But she didn't miss the steep, rock studded slope below that
broke both her fall and several ribs as she tumbled down it. A moment more in the air, and then a

smashing blow. She was lying on the floor of the crevasse, face down in half-melted snow. Blood
bubbled in her throat. When she tried to move and couldn't, she realized that her back was broken.

Nearby, something stirred. Rocks shifted, grating, as a heavy body dragged itself painfully over them
toward her. She couldn't even turn her head. The sound of hoarse breathing echoed off the chasm walls,
nearer, nearer, and then came a low, ragged laugh.

"My turn . . . again, Jamethiel."

"That's enough," said a familiar voice sharply, as from a distance. "Stop it."

She found herself huddled at the lip of the crevasse with Marc kneeling beside her, his big hands on her
shoulders.

"Did you hear me?" he said again, speaking over her head in an angrier tone than she had ever heard him
use before. "I said, 'Stop it!' "

The Arrin-ken sat like a boulder, watching them. This time, she realized, he had drawn not on her
memories but on foreknowledge. That was exactly what it would be like to jump, to die down there in
the dark, helpless at that creature's mercy.

Your choice, Jamethiel.

Suddenly, Jame was very, very angry. She shook off the Kendar's hands and rose. The mountain air still
vibrated with the power set loose by the Master Rune, which the counter-sign had not wholly dispersed.
With a sweeping, defiant gesture of the dark dance, she gathered in the errant force to tingle down
exhausted nerves like strong wine on an empty stomach.

"My choice." Her voice, stronger now, caught the same purring note as the Arrin-ken's but with an even
colder undernote. "My choice! So I can jump or see you fight and probably kill my friend. But what if
there's a third alternative? You like games, cat, don't you? Well, perhaps it's your turn to play 'Mouse.'"

"Lass, don't . . ."

Marc touched her arm, then recoiled with a sharp exclamation. His hand shook as if with sudden palsy.
Jame hardly noticed. With the abrupt influx of power, the night had seemed to unfold around her. She felt
the patterns of force that wove through it: the vipers' knot of energy to the east that was Tai-tastigon, still
seething after three days; the changer's hectic heartbeat as he lay in the cold, open grave of the crevasse;
but before her sat the Arrin-ken, like some great rock around which all currents must flow. When she
probed for the patterns that made up his life, her mind slid off them as if off rimed marble. His aloofness

provoked her. She would weave the dance around him. She would lure him out of his inner citadel
and . . . and . . . what?

Strange thoughts stirred in the depths of Jame's mind, and a stranger hunger that she remembered as if
from some half-forgotten dream. It would be sweet to reap the soul of an Arrin-ken.

But what was that? The very night seemed to shift, as though shockwaves rippled through it. The
Arrin-ken's massive head lifted. He had felt it, too. The mountains to the north blotted out much of the
sky, but behind their peaks a light grew. It became brighter, brighter, and then its source shot into view,
blazing like a comet. Jame thought she saw a figure at its heart, dancing down through the night. She
found the Arrin-ken standing at her side.

I was wrong. The Master wants his pet changer back after all. Beware her touch.

Her?

The light shot overhead. It circled the field and came flashing back. For a moment, it hovered over the
crevasse, then Jame felt its attention shift. It landed. Gliding toward her like a sleepwalker was the most
beautiful woman she had ever seen, and one whom, surely, she had seen somewhere before. But her
mind didn't seem to be working properly. She couldn't think, couldn't even move as the other reached
out to her. A slim, ivory hand touched her cheek. The woman was smiling dreamily at her,
murmuring . . . something, but all Jame heard was a great buzzing in her ears. Her borrowed power
flowed from her like blood from a gaping wound. She felt as if her very soul was about to be ripped
away. The woman's eyes were a cool, almost inhuman silver, but their pupils plunged down, down
beneath the dreaming face. In their depths, on the edge of black chaos, a white figure danced on and on
desperately, as if afraid to stop. Jame plummeted toward her. The woman raised her head . . . and
abruptly Jame found herself on the ground with the Arrin-ken crouching between her and the shining
woman.

Mistress, take what you came for and go. Nothing else here belongs to you—yet.

The woman's smile shivered, as though about to crack, then froze again. She bowed and, like a falling
star, plunged into the crevasse, only to shoot out a moment later with the changer's broken body dark in
her arms. He was shrieking, in far more pain than ever the fall had caused him. Scream and light faded
into the distance until the darkness of the north swallowed both.

Jame struggled up on one elbow, feeling drained. If not for the buffer of extra power, that woman would
have drunk her soul to the very lees with her cold touch, not because she wanted to, but because it was
her nature. But what had the Arrin-ken called her?

The great cat sat as before, his unblinking eyes on her.

Yes, that was the Dream-Weaver, although nightmares are more her lot now.

"Trinity," said Jame out loud, almost reverently. But why was she so interested in me?

You don't spend much time in front of a mirror, do you?

With this face? Of course not. But what . . .

A sound interrupted her. Jorin was stumbling toward her, even his blind, moon-opal eyes managing to
look unfocused. Jame hugged him joyfully. Marc knelt beside them. His face was pale, but the arms he
put around them both were as steady as ever.

"So, everything has worked out after all."

Jame looked at the Arrin-ken. Has it?

That depends. Do you still want to play cat and mouse?

"Oh, hell." Jame felt her face redden. What in Perimal's name had she been thinking of? Of course I
won't fight you, lord, and neither will my friend, even if I still have to throw myself over the edge
to prevent it. She swallowed, remembering the cold, lonely death that awaited her there below. At least
the changer wouldn't be on hand to enliven things.

That is still your choice, as it always was.All the voices were back, purring together. You judged
yourself, child. You chose the pit. We expected your power and recklessness, but not that. It seems
that you are willing to take what responsibility you can for your actions. An unfallen darkling. We
would not have believed that possible. Clearly, there are forces at work here beyond even our
understanding.

Marc nudged Jame. "What is Lord Cat saying? All I hear is a rumble."

"I'm not sure, but I think I've just been given a reprieve."

Yes.Only the silent voice of the big cat before them answered. The best part of wisdom is knowing
when not to meddle. Besides, someone has to take that accursed Book back to the Kencyrath, and
it seems to have chosen you.

For lack of anyone more sensible, Jame thought.

Perhaps. Its tastes were always . . . eccentric, but I gave up quarreling with both them and it
millennia ago. The great objects of power choose their own paths, and this one is returning home
none too soon. A storm is brewing over the Riverland, over all Rathillien, north and south. I hear
thunder, and horns blowing. And I see darkness across your path, child. Tai-tastigon was a
sheltered place. Others besides Keral may be waiting for you to break cover. Beware of them, but
even more, beware of yourself.

"I don't understand."

No? Then look.

The big cat opened wide his luminous eyes. Jame stared at herself reflected in them, at the high
cheekbones, the sharp lines of nose and chin, the large, silver-gray eyes that stared back at her. She
looked in mirrors so seldom that her own face was almost that of a stranger to her, but this time it was
familiar in an unexpected way. This time, from certain angles, she might almost have thought that the
Mistress looked back at her.

"I-I still don't understand."

Then you truly are an innocent . . . but innocence and even good intentions are sometimes poor
protection. Take a lesson from your namesake. Jamethiel Dream-Weaver didn't understand the
evil that Gerridon asked her to commit until it was too late. She never really consented to it.
Nonetheless, her abuse of power opened the deepest reaches of her soul to the void beyond the
Chain of Creation where Perimal Darkling itself was spawned. At first, that breach was small,
manageable, but over the past few decades it has gaped wider and wider. Now souls fall into it
through her as if into a vortex, and she must dance on and on at its brink or be consumed by it
herself.

"B-but just now, she smiled at me . . ."

You were probably like a dream to her. All the external world must be, now. Mind and soul, she
dances and dares not stop while her body drifts on at her Master's will. Be warned, child. That
could happen to you, or worse. The Dream-Weaver acted in ignorance and so bears only partial
responsibility for her actions. You may still be innocent, but not ignorant—and you have already
played at the very game that doomed the first Jamethiel. If you do eventually fall, it will be as the
Master fell, knowing the evil you do, welcoming it. The abuse of power will push you in that
direction. On the other hand, its mere use may drive you the other way, toward our god. That is
what it means to be a Shanir, to walk the knife's edge.

Jame shuddered. "But I don't want to fall either way!"

A rich, rumbling chuckle answered her. Which one of us does? For us, alas, good is no less terrible
than evil. We can only trust our honor and try to keep our balance. I commend you to both. Now I
will escort you over the pass and as far down the other side as Peshtar. There you can refit and,
who knows, perhaps find a new pair of boots.

"Boots?" repeated Marc, apparently catching this last word if nothing else. For the first time, he noticed
that Jame was only half shod. "Here now, how long ago did that happen? You could easily lose a foot to
frostbite up here."

Jame wriggled her toes inside the wet sock. "That's odd. They aren't even cold. Are you?"

"No."

Overhead loomed Mount Timor, stripped now of snow but ice-sheathed after the fire-storm thaw.
Although a bitter wind blew off it, only traces of it reached the field below. Jame and Marc looked at
each other, then at the Arrin-ken. Jorin had tottered over to the big cat and was leaning against him, eyes
closed in bliss, as the great beast bent down to lick his head. At their feet, glowing faintly in the first light
of dawn, lay a white carpet of star-shaped spring flowers.

Chapter 2
The Hell Hunt
Tagmeth and Kithorn: 6th-7th of Winter
THE HANGING MAN moved restlessly in the breeze under his oak bough, his feet barely clearing the
tall weeds sprung up between the River Road's paving stones. His body had been encased in boiled
leather, molded to his limbs and sealed with wax. Only his gaping mouth and distended nostrils remained
open to the cold night air. He faced northward toward the mountains of his people. Then the wind caught
him and he turned east, then south to stare with leather-blinded eyes down the road into the curving
valley of the Riverland.

The two men on horseback looked at him.

"A watch-weirdling," said the younger, slighter of the two. "So this is why we had to leave our weapons
at Tagmeth. What kind of a noise does this thing make when it smells Kencyr steel?"

"You wouldn't want to hear it." The burly Kendar scowled mistrustfully at the tangled shadows lining the

road before them. "This is the edge of our territory, lord. The Riverland may belong to the Kencyrath, but
these hills haven't been ours since Kithorn fell to the Merikit nearly eighty years ago. Another step and
that thing will scent the iron in our horse gear. Turn back, Lord Torisen. Please."

"Please?" The Highlord looked at him, a glint of amusement in his tired, silver-gray eyes. "You haven't
used that word on me since Urakarn. Where would you be now if I'd listened to you then?" He
dismounted and tethered Storm, his black quarter-blood Whinno-hir, to a bush. The stallion snorted, his
breath white plumes in the sharp air, and tried to back away from the hanging corpse as the wind turned
it creaking to face him. Torisen quieted him.

"You forget," he said in the same soothing tone, looking up at Burr. "I'm on an inspection tour of the
northern keeps, and Kithorn is the northernmost of the lot, except for a few like my old home up near the
Barrier. Stay with the horses, if you like. I shouldn't be long."

He turned and walked up the overgrown road.

Burr shook his head. " 'Stay,' he says. Huh!" He tied his gray horse next to Torisen's black and followed
his lord.

Dry leaves crackled underfoot, cold stone rang. This was the gray margin between autumn and winter,
with bare branches stark against a full moon and fat snowflakes drifting down from a nearly cloudless
sky. In the distance, a fox barked. It was almost midnight, and bitter cold.

Back at Tagmeth, watchfires would be burning in the ruined courtyard while Torisen's Kendar retainers
lay rolled in their blankets beside them. Burr remembered the cheerful glow fading behind them as they
had slipped out into the night like a pair of thieves. He wondered if Torisen—always so quick to
chill—was warm enough now, but knew better than to ask. He himself missed his short sword more than
the fire's warmth. If the Highlord should be attacked here, so far from help . . .
***

TAGMETH, from which the two had come, had been empty for a long time. Like all the paired keeps
that faced each other across the Silver at twenty to twenty-five mile intervals down the length of the
Riverland, it had been built nearly a thousand years before to guard the northern frontier between the
ancient kingdoms of Bashti and Hathir. Both the Riverland and the keeps had eventually been ceded to
the Kencyrath so that it might serve as a buffer state here in the far north. Tagmeth had been claimed
once, then abandoned as blood feuds and foreign wars thinned the ranks of the Highborn and the great
houses began to gather their strength in keeps farther south. Now frost-blackened brier roses scrambled
in and out of Tagmeth's shattered walls and owls roosted in what was left of its rafters.

Its semi-ruined state had intrigued the Highborn boys who had come there with Torisen. They had
clambered all over it at the risk of their necks, hunting relics of its past life, disturbing bats and foxes.
Then, that evening they had sat around the fire in its solar above the hall, under the open sky, sipping hot
mulled wine and trying to sound like seasoned warriors on campaign. They had quite forgotten that the

Highlord of the Kencyrath was in the same room. Torisen had withdrawn to a window ledge just beyond
the light, where he quietly sat, warming his hands on his wine cup, watching the boys' flushed faces.

Every six months, he summoned nine different Highborn youngsters from various houses of the
Kencyrath to serve him. Some, one day, might become the heads of their respective families; others
might die in the vicious blood feuds that still wracked the Highborn even after three years of relative calm
under Torisen's rule. He wanted these boys to know him, and each other. If the Houses ever became as
linked by friendship as they were by blood, perhaps at last the killing would stop. But that was years in
the future.

Still, he reminded himself, when this lot first assembled at Gothregor a month ago, he had thought it might
take decades, if not centuries. These boys were the Highborn in microcosm. Four came from major
houses, five from minor ones; most were only distant or bone kin to each other except for Morien and
Brishney, half-brothers; and nearly all had some blood feud festering at home. There was even one of
Lord Caineron's numerous grandsons here: Donkerri, a timid, pale-faced boy who had clearly been
reared to think of Torisen as Grandpa's greatest enemy, which he probably was. The Highlord had
brought the whole troop on this inspection tour largely to keep them from each other's throats. And it had
worked. The leisurely two-week trip up the Silver, with its hunting and camping—not to mention visits to
all the keeps north of Gothregor—had brought most of them closer than he had dared hope, even if they
were still a bit shy of him. Now as they sat around the fire sipping wine and talking, he regarded them one
by one, remembering all the good men lost to blood feuds over the years, wondering how long these
boys would honor their campfire fellowship.

Their voices began to blur. Torisen jerked his head up, shying away from the ambush of sleep. Burr was
watching him. He forced himself to concentrate on the boys' chatter.

"We're close to Kithorn here," Morien was saying.

"Brishney, remember when we went bone hunting on a winter's night like this four years ago and nearly
got caught by a Merikit hunting party?"

Brishney laughed. "I remember. It's a good thing we brought back that tibia for the pyre or Father would
have finished the Merikits' work for them."

Torisen raised his eyebrows. "Explain," he said quietly to Burr as the Kendar refilled his cup.

The boys started at the sound of his voice and exchanged glances. Burr shook his head.

"He wouldn't know about it, lord," said Brishney. "It's . . . well, it's a kind of open secret among us boys.
You see, Kithorn fell through treachery. One night, a Merikit hall-guest opened the gate to his kinsmen,
and every Kencyr there, Highborn and Kendar alike, was slaughtered."

"Surely that's no secret."

"No, m'lord, of course not. You've probably heard that most of the bodies were recovered the next
spring when word of the massacre filtered south. But some couldn't be found. Boys started slipping into
the hills on bone hunts. Our grandfathers started it, and our fathers went, too. Now we go, although
there's precious little left to find, and we get beaten at home if we're caught at it; but, well, it's become a
sort of ritual, and Trinity help the boy who doesn't visit Kithorn at least once before he turns fifteen."

They began to compare notes. All had their own stories of search if not success and, often, of narrow
escape, for the hills were well guarded. Only Donkerri was silent. When at last someone asked him what
his luck had been, instead of answering he turned suddenly toward the shadowy figure seated on the
window ledge.

"How old were you, Highlord, when you went up into the hills?" he demanded.

The others stared at Donkerri.

"Donkey, you ass . . ." hissed Brishney urgently.

"How old?"

At fifteen, half a life time ago, escaping the nightmare of his father's keep, the terrible trip south through
the Haunted Lands, Ardeth's Riverland keep . . . "Sir, I am Ganth Gray Lord's son."

"If you stay here, boy, the other Highborn will kill you. Join the Southern Host under my name. They'll
think you're some bastard son of mine I'm trying to get rid of, but never mind. Here's your commission,
and a servant, Burr." At fifteen, learning to fight, to command and, at the red ruin of Urakarn, to survive.

The boys were staring at him, Caineron's grandson white-faced, his hands clenched together as though
to hold him in his seat.

"I didn't grow up in the Riverland," Torisen said quietly. "Your grandfather must have told you that."
Children, he thought, looking at them. They're all children. You can't make them stay up all night
just because you're afraid to sleep. He rose and stretched. "That's enough for now. Yes, I know it's
still fairly early, but remember that we start back tomorrow at daybreak. Now go to bed."

They filed out, still subdued. Burr collected the wine cups.

"You should send that brat home," he said over his shoulder.

"Donkerri? The boy just didn't want to admit that he'd never been to Kithorn."

The Kendar snorted. "His grandfather's keep is close enough. You could ride from Restormir to Kithorn
in four hours."

"Let it rest, Burr." Torisen rubbed his stinging eyes. "We all find our own rites of passage."

" Youshould rest. It's been four nights now."

"So you've kept count."

Burr froze, his hand inches from a cup.

"And to whom will you pass that information now that Ardeth is no longer your master? Poor Burr, after
all those years of spying on me and now no one to accept his reports. Oh hell," said Torisen abruptly, in
quite a different tone. "Sorry. Get some sleep yourself. I still have work to do."

The Kendar bowed silently and left the room.

Torisen sat down by the firepit. When he held his cold, scarred hands out to the flames, they shook.
You're weak, boy, his father's voice jeered at him out of the past. As weak as your sister. But Jame had
never been weak, even as a child. They won't teach me how to fight. Tori, but you will. I'll make
you. And she had tried, pouncing on him when he least expected it, learning snatches of the Senethar
from his counter moves. Trinity, but he had been furious. How long ago that had been . . . and why was
he thinking of it now? Forget the past, he told himself. You have no time for the dead. Now, to work.

He drew a sheaf of papers from his saddlebag. The first was a formal note from Prince Odalian of
Karkinor, an ancient princedom far to the south near the Cataracts. The Prince congratulated the
Highlord on his third year of successful rule. Torisen snorted. Successful, perhaps, in that he hadn't yet
managed to get himself assassinated. But Odalian didn't mean that. His family, the Agontiri, had always
had close ties to the Kencyrath because their capital city—in fact, their very palace —was built around a
Kencyr temple.

Odd how other people so often seemed drawn to those nine houses on Rathillien of the Three-Faced
God. Kencyr preferred to avoid them, partly because they shunned everything connected with their hated
god, partly because no one, not even the priests, fully understood the temples. Kencyr hands hadn't even
built them. Every time the Three People had been forced to retreat to a new threshold world, the temples
had simply been there, waiting for them. Because all the temples on all the worlds bore the same

architectural signature, as it were, scrollsmen suggested that their god had bound or at least
commissioned a fourth people and sent them ahead to prepare the way. For lack of a proper name, these
hypothetical folk were simply called the Builders. Their work was certainly impressive, but also
unnerving, at least to Kencyr.

Those Kencyr priests obliged to serve at the Karkinaroth temple were the honored guests of the
Agontiri. Odalian had recently gone one step beyond his status as host, though, by marrying the only
Highborn lady even permitted to form an alliance outside the Kencyrath. Torisen suspected that the
Prince would gladly become a Kencyr himself if that were possible. Well, there was no accounting for
taste. He would answer the letter when he got back to Gothregor.

Next came a bundle of documents, claim and counterclaim. This was more serious business. Lord
Coman of Kraggen Keep had recently died without designating a successor. It was customary in such
instances as this for the oldest son to become the new head of the household. This would have suited
Torisen well enough in one sense because Demoth, the son in question, was half an Ardeth and had
virtually promised to follow his lead in all High Council votes. But he had his doubts about Demoth's
ability to command. So, apparently, did most of the elders of Demoth's own family, who supported a
younger son named Korey. Unfortunately, Korey's mother was a Caineron, and to give that family any
more influence could prove fatal to the Highlord's own power.

The whole business made Torisen's head ache. How was he supposed to make a fair choice between
the Coman's interests and his own, which might be considered those of the Kencyrath as a whole? This
was the sort of problem that really needed the impartial judgment of the Arrin-ken; but in the great cats'
absence, the other Highborn had accepted him as Highlord so that he might judge such cases and stave
off the cataclysmic civil war that had seemed only one more blood feud away. Caineron must really have
been desperate to have accepted such a check to his ambition, or maybe he had thought that he could
easily dispose of Torisen when the time was right. All the lords must have felt equally endangered to have
accepted on his word alone, without ring or sword, that he was Ganth Gray Lord's son. Even Ardeth
must have had his doubts at first. Of course, he had wanted reports while Torisen fought under his
standard with the Southern Host, and Burr had had to supply them. It was unfair, almost irrational, to
hold that against Burr, but he still did.

Torisen recoiled from the thought. That was how it began, the slow slide down into madness. It ran in
the Knorth blood. Ganth had died insane, screaming curses at the silent warriors out of Perimal Darkling
who had broken into his keep, ravaging, slaughtering. Torisen had gone more than two weeks without a
normal night's sleep trying to stave off the horrible dream that had shown him his father's death. That had
been just after he came of age three years ago and couldn't decide whether or not to claim the Highlord's
seat. His intolerable restlessness had finally driven him from the Southern Host and into the Wastes,
where he had taken refuge in one of the vast, ruined cities whose bones littered the desert. But the
nightmare had come anyway. They always did. Did he believe them? No, of course not. To far-see, even
in dreams, was a Shanir trait and he— ancestors be praised—was no Shanir. But he had believed that
dream enough to claim his father's power, and the other Highborn had given it to him.

The flames ran together before his eyes, close, much too close. The papers had caught fire. He threw
them into the pit, cursing. Obviously he wasn't going to stay awake if he just sat here thinking. Dwar
sleep? Six hours of its healing oblivion would certainly help, but what if this time the dreams followed him

even there? To be trapped, unable to awake. . . . He rose and began to pace restlessly about the room.

Burr had stretched out on the landing in front of the upper chamber's door. He woke abruptly as
someone stepped over him and, without thinking, grabbed the other's foot.

"Now, Burr," said Torisen's voice softly above him in the darkness. "D'you really want me to fall down
these stairs head first?"

Burr let go and sprang up. "My lord, where are you going?"

"Out."

Burr swore under his breath. He knew only too well Torisen's habit of wandering about at night
unescorted when he didn't want to sleep. In fact, that was why Burr was here now. "Those wretched
boys and their bone-hunting stories . . ."

"Kithorn? Now there's an idea. Much obliged to you, Burr. Now go back to sleep."

"No. I can't stop you, my lord, but if I raise my voice, others will."

"And you will no longer be in my service—which, on the whole, would be a pity. All right, we
compromise. How do you fancy a moonlight ride to Kithorn, Burr?"

The Kendar sighed. "I'll get the horses, my lord."
***

AND NOW THEY WERE almost there. Above them on its bluff, the fortress hunched sullenly against
the mountains' darkness. Its outer ward was surrounded by overgrown cloud-of-thorn bushes whose
berries hung like drops of dark blood in a lacework of three-inch spikes. Burr noticed something black
on one of the bushes. It was a bat, upside down with its wings spread, impaled on a thorn. There was
another on the next bush, and another and another, all with charm beads hung around their necks, all in
various stages of decomposition. Burr slowed instinctively, feeling his scalp prickle. What were they
doing here? This land no longer belonged to the Kencyrath—if, indeed, it ever really had. It didn't want
them here now.

But what was that? He stopped short, straining to hear. Drums? The nearest Merikit village was only half
a mile upstream. Then the wind veered, taking the distant throb with it.

If Torisen had also heard, he gave no sign. Burr hurried after him. They had come now to the ruined

gatehouse, covered with vines. Wild grape leaves rattled down on them as they passed under its shadow
and began to climb the steep road to the outer shell of the keep.

Inside, all was ruin.

They stood in the middle of the inner courtyard beside the well, looking about. The tumbled ruins of the
armory, bakehouse, and granary lined the inner wall. Ahead loomed the tower keep. This had been the
stronghold of a very old but minor house, already well on its way to extinction when the Merikit had
wiped it out.

Torisen could see it all too clearly: the hall-guest creeping out in the dead of night, cutting the guard's
throat, opening the main gate, the silent tribesmen pouring into the courtyard. . . . A spark of fire, and
there went the hall's thatch, roaring up into the night. The Kendar tried to get out, but the doors were
blocked. They threw wet blankets over their children and started to hack at the walls. Some cut their
way out, only to die in the open, fighting, with shrieks from the tower echoing around them . . .

Now leafless vines hung over the walls, and saplings grew in the blackened ruins. Torisen shook his head
to clear it. For a moment, he had almost plunged into the dream-memory of his own home's fall, had
almost thought he heard small bare feet running, running, with fire and death behind them. Jame? No, of
course not. She had been driven out of their father's keep long before the end; he should have left too,
before the old man's madness had reached out for him.

"So they all died," he said, and hardly knew which keep he meant.

"Not quite all, lord. There was one survivor, a Kendar boy named Marcarn, who was out hunting by
himself when all this happened. Afterward, he hunted the Merikit and killed one for each member of his
lord's family and his own to pay the blood price. Of course, he only did what he had to, but because of
him, the hills have been closed to us ever since."

"He must have been a great warrior," said Torisen rather absently.

"Oh yes, and a thumping big man too, when he was full grown. Like a siege tower walking. But for all
that, I don't think he was very fond of bloodshed." Burr smiled. "He used to feign berserker fits in battle
to scare off the enemy. It worked so well that some of our own lads went straight up the nearest tree the
first time they saw it. I nearly did myself. But that was thirty years ago and more. Good old Marc. I
wonder where he is now."

Torisen was no longer listening. He had crossed over to the far wall to look at something. Behind the
vines was the crude image of a face, gap-mouthed and eyeless, drawn in dark lines on the pale stone.
Beside it was another and another, all down the length of the wall. They were imus, symbols of a power
so ancient that all but the name had been lost—or so most civilized men believed. Torisen touched one of
the lines. It came away in brown flakes on his fingertips.

"Dried blood," he said, sniffing it. "Human, I think. Burr, you were right: we don't belong here." Suddenly
he stiffened. "There, again!"

"Lord?"

"Don't you hear it? The patter of small feet running, running . . . I didn't imagine it!"

Burr wasn't so sure. His own senses weren't as keen as Torisen's, but then sleep-starved men often
heard and saw things that weren't there. Then Burr did hear something, all too clearly.

"Drums," he said.

Torisen was already halfway up the crumbling stair that led to the battlement. Moonlight gleamed on the
river as it twisted northward through the dark hills into the darker mountains. About half a mile upstream
in the Merikit village, a great fire burned. Figures shuffled around it to the beat of a drum, while their
chanting, borne southward by a freshening wind, grew louder and louder. Burr leaned forward over the
parapet, straining to hear.

" 'Come, Burnt Man. Come, Burning Ones,' " he translated. " 'We mark him and cast him out, now hunt,
hunt . . .' Trinity!"

A scream had cut across the chant, shrill as a woman in pain, but from no woman's throat. A dead
silence followed. Then, from far up in the hills, came the booming answer, hoarse, wordless, inhuman.
The men around the fire scattered. The flames flared up once, then sank, dying away altogether within
seconds. In the darkness that followed, a distant yelping began, far, far away, but getting rapidly nearer.

"I take it we picked a bad night to visit."

Burr grunted. "You might say that, lord. The Merikit have driven out a kin-killer—probably a
parricide—and called the damned down out of the hills to claim him, if he doesn't outrun them to the
border."

"That, I suppose, puts us directly in his path, and theirs. Time to make for home, old friend."

They descended to the inner courtyard. At the foot of the stair, Torisen suddenly caught Burr's arm.
"There!" he said. "Running, running . . . look!"

Burr saw the shadow sweep across the flagstones toward the keep and glanced upward for the
night-bird that must have cast it. There was none. When he looked back, Torisen was halfway across the
courtyard, darting after the shadow. Burr ran after him, shouting.

"Lord, the keep floor is rotten! Don't go—"

But the Highlord had already raced up the steps and through the keep's door. There was a splintering
crash. Burr paused on the threshold, blinded by the darkness within.

"Oh God. Tori . . ."

"Mind your step," said Torisen's voice, apparently from under the earth.

Steel struck flint, and a flicker of firelight outlined the jagged hole in the floor from underneath.

"Burr, you'd better come down here. I've found her."

Her?

The Kendar edged cautiously up to the hole, hearing timbers groan underfoot, then jumped down into
the keep's still room. The chamber was surprisingly undisturbed, considering the destruction above. Jars
of preserves lined the walls, the seals still intact on those that hadn't long since exploded. Under them
were jugs, their remaining contents unrecognizable under a five inch fur of dust. The corners of the room
were buried as deep.

Torisen had set fire to a heap of wooden utensils on a side table and now crouched by the still's boiler,
looking at something on the floor behind it. As Burr peered over his shoulder, he carefully folded back
the tattered blanket. Under it was a huddled pile of bones, pathetically small and defenseless without
even a scrap of cloth or flesh to cover them.

"There are no bloodstains on this," Burr said, examining the blanket.

"No. She must have fled here on the night of the massacre and died of shock and starvation, in the midst
of all these provisions. A child's soul, trapped in these ruins for eighty years. . . . Burr, we've got to take
her home."

The Kendar grunted, almost with amusement. "What else? But quickly, my lord. The hell hunt will be
snapping at our heels as it is."

Torisen spread the blanket on the floor and hastily piled the bones on it while Burr held up a burning
wooden spoon to light the work. Then the Highborn ran his fingers through the dust in a final check,
knotted together the corners of the blanket, and rose. By now, the side table was also on fire. The
preserves behind it began to explode with the heat.

"Right," said Torisen, ducking a spray of sticky glass. "Now we leave at a dead run before the wine
cellar below this goes. Oh lord," he said, seeing Burr's expression. "You mean there actually is one?
Climb, man. You first."

The Kendar scrambled up out of the hole, getting splinters under his nails, and turned barely in time to
catch the blanket bundle as Torisen tossed it up to him. The Highlord swung himself up. At the keep
door, however, he stopped suddenly, a hand thrown back in warning.

A man had come staggering into the courtyard through the main gate. He was dressed in the usual
Merikit leathers and furs. His coarse black hair should have been braided, one plait on the right side for
each son sired, one on the left for each man killed, but the right hand braids had been hacked off and the
ones on the left apparently burned away. He looked wildly about, panting, then lurched toward the tower
keep.

"Take the child and run," said Torisen without looking around. "Use the back way." He stepped forward
over the threshold.

The Merikit stopped by the well, staring at him. Then he came on, his hands held out as if in supplication,
making formless sounds. Torisen saw that his tongue had been cut out.

"Parricide," he said softly.

The yelping was very close now, just beyond the gatehouse. "Wha? Wha? Wha?" belled the pursuers.
Where? Where? Where? Here! They were coming up the road to the main gate.

The Merikit turned at bay.

The hunting cry died as the Burning Ones swarmed into the courtyard. They were men, or once had
been. Now they ran on all fours, or on wrist bones and knees for those whose hands or feet had
dropped off. As they moved, their charred skin cracked open in fissures ember red and glowing like
those on a half-burnt log. With them came the stench of burning flesh and a continual sizzling.

They played the Merikit back and forth across the courtyard as he bolted in yammering panic first one
way and then another. Where they touched him, his clothes smoldered. Then he tripped. Hissing, they
swarmed over his thrashing body and began to feed.

Burr pulled Torisen back inside the tower and slammed the door. "Those are only the hounds. D'you
want to meet the Hunt-Master?"

"I told you to leave by the back way."

"There isn't one."

At that moment, the fire at last reached the wine cellar and a pillar of spirit-fed flame came roaring up
through the hole in the floor. The two Kencyr backed away, scorched by the heat.

"Climb!" Torisen shouted over the uproar, pointing to a mural stair. They scrambled up to the second
level. Even there, the air was rapidly growing hot and a lurid glare came up between the cracks in the
floor boards. Torisen went to a south window.

"Too far to jump," he said, eyeing the shell's curtain wall some twenty feet away. "Pry up a plank."

They freed one of the long floor boards, its underside already smoldering, and shoved it out the window.
It barely reached to the wall-walk.

Burr regarded it apprehensively. "You first, lord. I weigh half again as much as you do."

"And would rather burn than walk it. I remember how you are about heights. No, you first, Burr, if you
don't want me to roast up here, too."

The Kendar swallowed. The very thought of putting a foot on that board made him feel sick. "Some
people would be ashamed to take advantage of a man's weakness," he muttered, and stepped up. Eyes
screwed shut, he began to edge out over the void.

"After nearly fifteen years, you should know me better than that," said Torisen's voice behind him.
"Nothing is sacred but honor. Anyway, why so glum? I got you out of Urakarn. Trinity willing, I'll get you
clear of this, too."

"Me glum? You're the one who's only happy when someone's trying to kill you."

The board groaned and sagged under his feet. He froze, gasping.

"In three seconds, I'm coming out there," said Torisen behind him. "One, two . . ."

The Kendar bolted forward, eyes still closed, and almost went over the battlement between two
merlons. Behind him, he heard the board crack. Spinning around, he made a wild grab, caught Torisen's
arm, and pulled him up onto the wall-walk. The other was still clutching the blanket full of bones.

"So far, so good," he said, rather breathlessly. "Now, how to get down?"

Close by, a black walnut grew just outside the wall, with its branches scraping against the stone. Torisen
persuaded Burr to descend by the simple expediency of pushing him through a crenel into its boughs.
When the Kendar reached the ground, swearing and sweating, his lord tossed the bundle of bones to
him. But then, instead of climbing down, Torisen hesitated. He turned back to the courtyard.

"What is it?" Burr hissed up at him, fairly dancing with impatience.

"The Burnt Man is coming."

Hoofbeats crashed in the hollow shell of the keep, followed by a hoarse, wordless shout and the crack
of a whip. A fierce wind sprang up in the enclosed space. Blazing leaves whirled skyward, mixed with
flakes of burnt skin like black moths.

Torisen stood looking down. Wind lifted his dark hair. Fire haloed him.

"Lord!" Burr shouted, trying to break the spell. Then he spun around, listening. From the south came a
thin, high wail. Even at this distance, it scraped on the nerves, like some small insect trapped in the inner
ear.

Torisen had also heard. He vaulted over the parapet and swung down through the bare branches,
dropping the last ten feet.

"The watch-weirdling?"

"Yes. Someone has crossed the border carrying weapons. Your guard from Tagmeth, perhaps?"

"If we're lucky. If not, we'd better get out of here before someone cuts us off. This way."

There was a postern in the wall not far away and the vestiges of a path leading down the steep, southern
slope from it to the outer ward. They plunged down, first through rocks, then through a dark spinney of

pines, into the overgrown meadow. Long, dead grass clutched at their legs as they ran. Behind them, the
harsh roar in the courtyard grew. The tower keep roof burst into flames. Firelight sent their shadows
leaping before them. The cloud-of-thorn hedges narrowed on either side as they neared the lower end of
the ward. Ahead was the barbican, and Torisen's black horse plunging out of its shadow toward them.
Burr's gray ran at Storm's heels, both his reins and the black's still tangled in the bush, which they had
pulled out by the roots and were dragging after them.

"You have more sense than I do, Storm," Torisen said to his stallion, disentangling the reins and springing
up into the saddle. "Here." He reached down for the blanket bundle, which Burr handed up to him.

Storm leaped forward, only to skid to a prancing halt a moment later as Torisen pulled him up sharply.
Two riders on heavily lathered horses had emerged from the barbican. Burr's gray drew up level with the
black. "Caldane, Lord Caineron," the Kendar said under his breath to Torisen.

"And Donkerri's father, Nusair. But who . . ."

A third horseman rode out of the shadows. Moonlight gleamed on his prematurely white hair.

Torisen stiffened. "Kindrie, Caineron's tame Shanir." He forced himself to relax, although Storm
continued to dance nervously. "All right. Easy does it." He rode at a crab-step toward the gate. Burr,
following him, saw that the archway behind the three Highborn was full of the lord's Kendar retainers.

"My dear Knorth," said Caineron genially. "What a delightful evening for a ride."

"My dear Caineron. Yes, isn't it, although I'm a bit surprised to see you so far north."

"Oh, I was at a hunting camp just south of Tagmeth when I heard about your little expedition. News
travels quickly, even in the wilderness, if one has sharp eyes and ears."

Meaning that he had had spies watching Tagmeth. Damn. Torisen hadn't anticipated that, but then he
hadn't thought that Caineron was ready to move against him either. Even if he really wasn't, this situation
must be tempting the man to the far edge of his caution.

Behind them, the upper story of the tower caved in. Flames leaped up into the night.

"Ah," said Caineron, watching them. "Nusair tells me that one can always tell where you are by the
sound of falling buildings."

"He should know. The last one he pulled down on me himself, oh, purely by accident, of course. At

Tiglon, wasn't it?"

Nusair glowered at him.

"Or was it at Mensar? No. That was where that adder somehow got into my boot. I limped for a week,
but the poor snake died."

"Accidents will happen," said Caineron blandly. "Especially if people are careless. It strikes me, Knorth,
that it wasn't too clever of you to come up here alone on such a night. The Merikit aren't gentle with
trespassers. How unfortunate if they should catch you here, so far from all assistance, and you without a
single blood kinsman to make them pay the price. Now, if you had given my granddaughter the baby she
wanted . . . but we won't dwell on such blighted hopes."

Burr tried to quiet his horse, knowing that it was only reacting to his own tension. Torisen wasn't
handling this situation all that well; but then the presence of a Shanir always put him badly off stride, as
Caineron well knew. What the rival lord apparently didn't know was that a Merikit hell hunt was about to
ride down his throat.

A hollow boom sounded in the keep. The wind shifted, pushing against Burr's back.

". . . and all for nothing," Caineron was saying. "Anyone could have told you that all the Highborn
remains were retrieved years ago."

"I see. Then the Kendar don't matter."

A shadow of vexation crossed Caineron's broad face. He wanted the Kendar and Shanir to think of him
as their champion, but they were just fools enough to take such a slip to heart.

"Of course they matter," he snapped. "But it's hardly likely that—"

"My lord!" Kindrie suddenly rode forward, pointing. "Look!"

They all looked. There on the ground before Torisen was his shadow, Storm's, and that of a child sitting
in front of him on the saddle. His arm tightened involuntarily around the blanket full of bones. On the
ground, the shadow child turned to look questioningly up at the shadow lord. Trinity, he thought
numbly. Sweet, sweet Trinity.

" Who?" came the yelping cry from Kithorn. " Who? Wha? Tha!"

Dark figures spilled out of the postern, their black skins laced with a glowing fretwork of lines. They
disappeared under the pines, reemerged at the top of the ward. There was one more of them than
before. They ran shambling on all fours, fire-mouthed, baying, and the dry grass burned in their wake.

"Oh my God," said Caineron, staring.

Torisen gathered Storm, holding him just barely in check.

"Gentlemen," he said, "I'm taking this child back to Tagmeth. I suggest you all follow me. In case you
hadn't noticed, Burr and I aren't the only ones on Merikit land."

As Storm sprang forward, Kindrie's mount jumped sideways with a squeal, straight into both the
Caineron. While the three horses were still entangled, Torisen and Burr swept past them under the
barbican. The Kendar opened a path. In a moment, they were back on the River Road, their horses'
steel-shod hooves striking sparks from the ancient stones. The hanged man's shrill wail grew closer,
louder. There he was, hovering ghostlike directly in their path. His voice buzzed in their ears, in their
heads, like a swarm of trapped mosquitoes. Storm's stride faltered. He started to shy, shaking his head at
the maddening sound, then steadied. In a moment they were past the weirdling. It turned with them, but
its voice was already fading. The sound died away completely as the last rider crossed the border.

Torisen fought Storm down to a canter. This could still turn nasty if Caineron thought he was running
away. Would the man try something anyway? He must be tempted, and they were still at least twenty
miles from Tagmeth. But suddenly, around a turn in the road, came more riders thundering northward. It
was Torisen's guard, charging to the rescue at last. Caineron gave an ironic salute and fell back. Too late,
my dear Caldane, too late . . . this time, at least.
***

"GOD'S CLAWS, but those Caineron are a public menace!"

Torisen was again pacing the upper chamber. He had been seething ever since his return half an hour
before, but as usual had kept himself well in check while others were present. Now, with only Burr as a
witness, it all boiled over.

"Of all the half-witted ambushes. . . . Caineron is the brightest of the lot, and even he can't see beyond
his own petty schemes."

"Not so petty," said Burr to the cup he was filling.

"Not really so stupid either. He nearly got me. I'm the one with mashed turnips for brains."

Burr advanced on him. Not liking to be touched, Torisen backed away, straight into the chair that the
Kendar had positioned behind him. Burr shoved the cup into his hand.

"Drink, lord, and rest. Names of God, I've seen men three days dead that looked better than you do
now."

Torisen sipped the wine, grimacing. "If you want a pretty face, court Nusair."

"Huh! You should challenge that smug toad. How many times has he tried to kill you?"

"Who counts? Most campaigns are too dull anyway. And if I did challenge him, then what? Nusair won't
lie, because that would cost him his honor, but Caineron isn't likely to sanction a duel, thereby forfeiting
his right to a blood feud if I should win. At any rate, I'm no longer a mere commander of the Southern
Host, able to fight as I please, nor am I all that secure as Highlord. It all comes to this: I can't afford to
dignify Nusair's bungling with any attention at all, much less pick a fight with his father that, at present, I
can't possibly win." He put down the empty cup and rubbed his eyes. "Odd that a Highborn can stab a
man in the dark and keep his good name if only he doesn't disown the deed. I used to think that honor
meant so much more."

Burr refilled the cup. He didn't know if he could get Torisen drunk, even in his present condition, but it
was worth a try. Anything to make him sleep, and dreams be damned. After fifteen years, Burr knew at
least in general terms what Torisen was trying to avoid and had little sympathy with the evasion. After all,
dreams never hurt anyone, did they?

Turning to put down the ewer, Burr saw first the parcel of bones resting on the edge of the fire pit and
then, with a start, the shadow on the wall of a small figure holding out spider thin hands to the blaze. He
hadn't meant to say anything more, but this startled him into speech.

"Lord, you should give that child to the pyre as soon as possible, here, near her home. Look. She's
reaching out to the flames."

"She's only cold. All those years alone, shivering in the dust. . . . My sister wasn't much older when . . ."

"My lord?"

Torisen shook his head, irritated at the slip. "Never mind. Anyway, we can't raise a pyre without a priest
to speak the pyric rune."

"Kindrie was in training for the priesthood before he rebelled. Lord Randir disowned him for that."

"He's Caineron's man now."

"After tonight? Probably not for long. I think he deliberately rammed Caineron's horse to let us
pass—why, God knows. Ask him for the rune, lord."

Torisen didn't reply.

Burr opened his mouth to argue, then closed it again. The other's head had begun to droop. About time,
too, thought Burr, and retrieved the full wine cup before Torisen could drop it. The child would have to
wait. It shocked his blunt nature to think of her soul trapped between death and oblivion a moment longer
than necessary, but after eighty years, a few hours more would hardly matter. He put another log on the
fire and carefully draped a coat over the young man's shoulders, then sat down opposite him. His own
bones suddenly began to ache with weariness. Keeping up with Torisen Black Lord was no easy job at
the best of times, but it was his job. He looked across at the dark, bowed head, at the touches of white
among the black, and remembered the day that Torisen had put aside his commander's collar.

"Well, Burr, that's the end of that. From now on, I will go under my own name and claim my own
power. But what about you? What will you do now?"

Burr had swallowed, dry-throated. Here it came at last. "Lord, I had hoped to serve you at
Gothregor."

"Indeed? And does my lord Ardeth still need someone to spy on me?"

"Lord, I broke with Ardeth this morning."

A long moment of silence had followed. Burr could still recall vividly how sick and empty he had felt,
masterless for the first time in his life.

"I see,"Torisen had finally said, in a gentler tone. "You never were much good at planning for
retreats, were you? Well then, I suppose you had better swear to me." And he had held out his
beautiful, scarred hands.

The fire in the pit had sunk to embers. Burr groaned and straightened out his stiffened joints, surprised to
find that he had slept. It must be almost dawn. But something had awakened him. What? Hoofbeats,
down in the courtyard. Burr rose as quietly as he could and went to the window. Below, one of Torisen's
Kendars held the reins of a post horse. Steam rose from its flanks. The rider must have already entered
the main hall below. Yes, he could hear hushed, urgent voices. Burr slipped past the still sleeping
Highlord and went quickly down the stairs.

A few minutes later he came back, making no effort this time to move quietly.

"My lord, wake up! There's news . . ."

The dark head moved. "Burning," murmured Torisen, in a voice Burr had never heard him use before,
higher pitched and somehow younger than his own. "Burning, burning . . ." He was still asleep.

A cold wind seemed to blow through the Kendar's heart. He remembered the last time he had heard
Torisen speak with a voice not his own, in a bone-white room, in a bleached city, in the heart of the
Southern Wastes. He and Harn Grip-Hard, Torisen's randon commander, had tracked Torisen there
after his sudden disappearance from the Southern Host. Three years ago, that had been, just before he
had claimed the Highlord's power. They had found him raving in a deep, hoarse voice that sounded so
like Ganth's and had thought that he was delirious or, worse, mad.

"He has no eyes," said that strange voice, through the flash of Torisen's clenched teeth. "That damned
book killed him. They're after me. Run, run, run . . ."

He half rose, would have pitched forward into the glowing embers, if Burr hadn't forced him back into
the chair.

"Blood and flies, crawling, crawling. . . . His skin is a tattered cloak . . . rope . . . tied down. C-can't
move."

His head whipped back against the chair. The eyes, half open, showed only white.

Burr shook him, now thoroughly alarmed. "My lord!"

"Knives. They have knives . . . no!"

The Kendar seized the wine ewer and dashed its contents into his lord's face. Sputtering, Torisen fought
his way out of sleep.

"Blind . . ." he said, almost in his own voice, covering his eyes. Then he forced his hands to drop and
stared down at them, blinking. His pupils reappeared. He slumped back in the chair. "A dream, a stupid
dream. . . . Why are you staring at me like that? Everyone has them."

"Yes, lord."

Torisen wiped sweat and wine from his face with a shaking hand. "You could at least have used water.
Trinity, what a mess. Wait a minute. You said something about news."

"Yes, lord. A post-rider has just arrived from Gothregor . . ."

"Well?"

"The Horde has stopped circling and is moving northward."

"Oh my God. All three million of it?"

"Apparently. The Southern Host has marched out to meet it."

"That damn fool Pereden. What does he think fifteen thousand can do against three million? But then
King Krothen probably didn't give him any choice. Where's that messenger now?"

"Below, lord."

"Well, fetch him, man. Hurry."

Burr bowed and left the room.

Torisen found a bucket of water in a corner and plunged his hands into it. Wine stained the water like
blood. He washed the stickiness from his face and hair, scrubbing long after both were clean, as though
trying to rinse away the last traces of nightmare. But if one bad dream had ended, another was about to
begin. He thought of Krothen, King of Kothifir, gross and greedy, but oh so rich. Kencyr troops were
hired out all over Rathillien. Only Krothen, however, could afford so many of them that the resulting force
could properly be called a host. The Southern Host was his elite guard and the Kencyrath's major source
of income, as well as its field training ground for young officers and troops. Krothen had used the Host at
Urakarn to lead a hopeless assault against his enemies, but would even he pit it, apparently unsupported,
against such an overwhelming foe as the Horde? And what about young Pereden, Ardeth's son, who had
taken command after Torisen had left to become Highlord? Why had he consented to such a suicidal use
of his troops?

Torisen sighed. The first major threat since he had become Highlord, and it had to be this.

He dried his face and hands on a cloak. Ready? No. The parcel of bones still sat beside the fire. On the

wall, shadow lord and shadow child confronted each other. Torisen stood there a moment, biting his lip,
then picked up the bones. On the wall, the child put her arms trustingly around the lord's neck. He
carried the bones to his pallet and covered them with his cloak.

Footsteps echoed on the stair. Torisen, Lord Knorth, sat down again by the fire and waited.

Chapter 3
Old Friends, Old Enemies
Peshtar: 7th-8th of Winter
THE TRAVELERS reached the timberline on the western slope of the Ebonbane around noon of the
7th of Winter. There they paused to eat some of the provisions that Cleppetty had hastily shoved into
their packs, which, up until now, had been frozen solid. The Arrin-ken's influence still shielded them from
the worst of the mountains' chill.

Coming down through snow and rock, they could see the Central Lands spread out before them, still
splashed here and there with autumn color. Jame thought once that she even glimpsed a flash of the great
River Silver a hundred leagues away. She rode the Arrin-ken, her unshod, stockinged foot thrust into one
of Marc's mittens, while the Kendar walked beside them and Jorin bounded on ahead. They came down
among the pine and ironwood of the upper slopes. Scarlet birds flashed against the dark green needles,
making Jorin bleat with excitement whenever Jame spotted one.

For the most part, though, she didn't notice. Her thoughts kept going back to that strange series of
predawn encounters, and especially to the changer Keral. He had spoken as if he knew her, as if he had
played his cruel games with her before. Then, according to him, his half-brother Tirandys had interfered
by teaching her how to fight back.

Jame shook her head in wonder. It was like falling into some old, half-forgotten song. Both Keral and
Tirandys were of the Master's own generation, which should have passed into history millennia ago and
would have if it weren't for the Fall. At the heart of the Master's treachery had been four blood-kin
Highborn. From the Knorth had come Gerridon himself and his sister-consort, Jamethiel Dream-Weaver;
from the Randir, Gerridon's maternal half-brother Tirandys and Tirandys' paternal half-brother, Keral.
The Knorth had also produced Glendar, who had led the remains of the Kencyr Host to Rathillien. Jame
vaguely remembered that Tirandys had had a full brother—a twin, in fact—named Terribend, who had
tried to oppose Gerridon but failed. No one knew what had become of him afterward.

But if Terribend was an obscure figure, Tirandys certainly was not. He had been obsessed with honor.
The keystone of any Kencyr's honor is his fealty to his lord. Tirandys was torn between loyalty to the
then-Lord Randir—a third or bone cousin— and Gerridon Highlord, his blood-kin half-brother. Blood
told. When Gerridon fell, Tirandys felt honor-bound to follow, even though he knew it would lead to his

own damnation. Many others followed his example, including Keral. The story of that bitter choice was
told in an ancient lay called "Honor's Paradox." Other songs, equally old, hinted that Tirandys was also
influenced by his love for his half-sister, Jamethiel Dream-Weaver.

And this was the man who, Keral had suggested, was Jame's instructor or Senethari. If so, she must
have known him quite well, but now his name only set up a kind of hollow ringing inside her and a vague
sense of loss.

At that moment, the Arrin-ken abruptly sat down, and Jame, caught unprepared, slid off rump first into
the melting snow. It was dusk now. Below lay the mountain town of Peshtar.

Here I leave you.

"You really won't come to the Riverland with us?" Jame coughed, one hand on her sore throat. She tried
again. "All these years up here alone. . . . Don't you ever get lonely, ever feel the pull to return?"

The great cat sat like a stone, staring past her into space. In the depths of winter, I hear the distant
thoughts of my own people ringing like crystal in my mind. There are so few of us left, so very
few. Yes, I feel the pull, but our time has not yet come. Someday, someone will call us. His massive
head swung back to Jame, eyes amber pools of light in the dusk. It might even be you. My name is
Immilai, the Silent One. Yours, I already know. Fare you well, my children.

He turned and melted into the shadow of the trees, taking the last of the day's warmth with him. Jame
shivered, wishing that she hadn't abandoned her mountaineer's jacket, stiff with dried wyrsan blood
though it had been.

"Now what?" she demanded.

"New boots," said Marc firmly, "and supper and a real bed. You'll like Peshtar, I think. It's a friendly
town."

They went down the slope toward the city gate. Peshtar was surrounded by a high palisade with sturdy
wooden bastions at each corner. Its walls formed a rectangle about two hundred yards wide, the sides
angling sharply down the mountain. Inside, a jumble of one- and two-story buildings raised sharp
roof-lines against the sunset. The gate was closed. Marc pounded on it until a small panel opened and a
man peered out.

"Here, now, what do you want? It's past sundown."

"Not quite, surely. We're travelers from Tai-tastigon in search of lodgings for the night."

The man turned his head and spat. "You think I'm softheaded? No one crosses the Ebonbane at this
time of year. This is the Black Band's night in town, and their full quota came in hours ago. Whose man
are you?"

"My own, unfortunately. But I'm not . . ."

"A wolf-head, by god, and his fancy boy." Jame gave him a baleful glare. "Well, now, by rights I'm not
supposed to let folk like you in at all, but for a small sum, say, ten golden altars . . ."

"Talk sense, man. That's the price of a good horse."

"Well, then, sleep in the snow for all I care." The panel closed with a bang.

"Friendly, huh?" said Jame, through teeth that had begun to rattle together with the cold.

"Ah well, never mind. There are other ways to convince the man." Marc unslung his war-axe. He braced
himself and took a good swing at the gate. It boomed, but didn't even score.

Inside, they could hear the man laughing. "That's iron-wood, you fool," he called.

"Indeed?" said Marc placidly. "And this is Kencyr steel." He swung again, this time leaving a dent along
the grain. "Did I ever tell you, lass, how we used to lumber ironwood in the forests near my old home? "
Crash!"A fair-sized tree would take a week to cut with the lot of us working in shifts. " Crash!"Then we
would trim it, drill a hole in its bore, drop live coals into it until it kindled—" Crash!" . . . which usually
took several months—and haul it down to one of the great Riverland keeps to set up as a fire timber in
their subterranean halls. " Crash!" A prime piece of ironwood will burn for generations, and rare good
warmth it gives on cold nights like these. " Crack!" The axe wedged in the board. Marc carefully worked
it out, raising splinters around the gouge. The panel popped open again.

"What the hell . . . ouch!"

In trying to see the damage, the gatekeeper had incautiously stuck his nose out between the bars, and
Jame had seized it.

" 'Boy,' huh? Marc, what's the usual gate-fee?"

"It used to be a silver crown."

"Right. Here's one. Now, friend, it's up to you where I put it."

Inside, the bar dropped, and the gate opened. The gatekeeper stared at the axe gouge, rubbing his nose.
"Who's going to pay for that? "

"You, probably, unless you want to explain your special rates to the City Council. Come along, lass."

They entered the town.

Peshtar smelled overwhelmingly of resin and rot. Everything there seemed to be made of wood: the
houses with their ornate carved façades, the steps, even the narrow streets, whose grooved boards
zigzagged through the city down the steep incline of the mountain. Marc led the way between two
buildings, down a precipitous staircase with moss-slick treads. The noise of the main thoroughfare rose to
meet them.

"What was all that about Black Bands and wolf-heads?" Jame asked.

"During the summer, Peshtar caters to the caravan trade," Marc said over his shoulder. "In the winter,
though, the brigands come in from their camps for a bit of fun, one band at a time. The City Council
insists on that, and on a reasonable degree of order. The merchants and innkeepers here are very proud
of their independence, although I doubt if they'd like to see it put to too severe a test."

They emerged on the main street. After the silence of the Ebonbane, the uproar made Jame flinch. The
narrow way seemed packed with burly, raucous men. Inside the low-beamed taverns that lined the
street, brigands drank and gambled while dancers undulated on tabletops and occasionally fell off. The
noise and stench were terrible. Jorin pressed against Jame's knee, nose wrinkled, ears back. All that he
heard and smelled flooded her senses, crashing in on top of her own impressions.

"This is orderly?" she shouted up at Marc over the din.

"More or less, for this part of town."

Just then, a man blundered drunkenly into the big Kendar and drew a knife, muttering something about
Marc's recent ancestry. Marc knocked the blade out of the brigand's hand, picked him up by the slack of
his filthy jacket, and began to shake him. Nearby ruffians started to clap as if beating time for a dance.
The faster they clapped, the faster Marc shook, until he had shaken the man half out of his clothes and
several teeth entirely out of his head. Then he deposited his dazed, erstwhile assailant in a convenient
rainbarrel. The other brigands cheered.

"You enjoyed that, didn't you?" Jame demanded as they went on.

"Oh, moderately. At least it was one way to deal with the man without having his friends turn on us. We
masterless wolf-heads have to be careful."

His voice dropped as he spoke, and Jame silently cursed the gatekeeper for having reminded her friend
of his status. He had been a yondri-gon , a threshold dweller, at East Kenshold, until the old lord died
and his son turned all the aging yondri out. Damn their god anyway for having made the once
independent Kendar so dependent on the Highborn, and double damn the Highborn for taking such
ruthless advantage of the fact. She wondered, not for the first time, how Marc would react when he
learned that she herself was a pure Highborn and not the quarter-blood Shanir bastard that he assumed.

He looked down at her, a twinkle lightening his momentary depression. "That explains one term, at least.
Now, as for 'fancy boy' . . ."

"That part I got."

He chuckled. "Yes. Well, right now 'odd' would be a better word for you than 'fancy.' In case you've
forgotten, you're still wearing my mitten on your foot."

Throwing back her head to laugh, Jame saw a man in a second-story window staring down at her. Or at
least she thought he was. A black hood concealed his face, but his head turned as she passed. His right
hand rested on the window sill. The thumb was on the wrong side. Then the two Kencyr turned the
corner, and the man was hidden from view.

They found a cobbler's shop on one of the stairways. The little craftsman turned out to be a Tastigon,
which was fortunate, because none of his ready-made boots were anywhere near the right size. Jame put
on a pair of fine black leather. Her feet felt lost in them. The cobbler stroked the boots with a tiny image
of his patron deity, trying to invoke the god's power all the way from his temple in Tai-tastigon. Jame
considered helping, but then remembered the kindling spell; with her luck, she would probably shrink her
feet instead of the boots. The craftsman's charm finally worked, however, leaving him exhausted and
Jame shod. She gladly paid him twice what he asked.

Then they found an inn several streets below the main thoroughfare and bespoke supper and a room.

Jame looked around the common room after they had been served. Of the handful of customers there,
most were townsmen, stolidly eating their suppers. How different it all was from the habitual uproar of
Res aB'tyrr. Jame sighed and reached for the bustard wing that she had saved for last. It was gone. From
under the table came the sound of Jorin cracking bones.

Marc had been staring into space with an absent frown. "I've been thinking about Lord Cat," he said in
answer to Jame's questioning look. "He said that there was trouble brewing in the Riverland. It would be
best to find out what, if we can. I've a mind to make some inquiries."

"Now?"

He smiled. "No, firebrand, in the morning. Maybe you can go at a dead run from now until the coming of
the Tyr-ridan, but this old man is tired." He rose and stretched, all his joints creaking. "I'm for bed."

Their room was at the back of the inn. Asleep that night on a goosedown pallet, Jame dreamed that she
was trying to explain her bloodlines to Marc. He listened, his expression unreadable.

"So you think your father was the exiled Ganth of Knorth, not just one of his retainers. And your
mother?"

"I don't know. One day our father brought her back out of the Haunted Lands. After Tori and I
were born, she simply walked away, back into the hills. No one at the keep ever saw her again."

"And you think that Torisen Black Lord, a man at least ten years older than you, is your lost twin
brother Tori?"

"Yes. Time apparently moves more slowly in Perimal Darkling than in Rathillien . . . Marc,
Father taught my brother to hate the Shanir. Tori didn't raise a hand to help me when Ganth
drove me out of the keep, and now I feel myself being drawn back to my brother. Marc, I'm
frightened. What will happen to me in the Riverland, among my own people? What will I do if
"you drive me out too? I can't help it if I'm a Highborn, Marc. Promise me it won't matter,
please."

"Yes, my lady."He was drawing back, expressionless. She tried to reach out to him, but her rich, heavy
garments anchored her to the ground. " Wo, my lady. Of course, my lady . . . "

Jame woke to the Kendar's gentle snore. Jorin stirred in her arms, then nestled his head under her chin
and, with a sigh, slept again. Below in the street, a man passed by, drunkenly singing a love song. His
voice seemed to go on and on, growing ever fainter and more off-key.

On the edge again of sleep, Jame thought that someone sat beside her bed, just out of sight.

"What is love, Jamie? What is honor?"

She tried to turn toward that quiet, sad voice, but her head wouldn't move. "Who are you?"

"Someone best forgotten."

With a sudden effort, she broke the bonds of sleep and turned, but, of course, no one was there. Jorin
protested her abrupt movement. She lay back and stroked his golden fur until his sleepy purr faded into a
faint snore. Damnit, she knew that dream voice just as she had known Keral's. While the changer's
accents had stirred a sense of loathing, however, this voice suggested a feeling of precarious security.
Someone best forgotten?

No. Someone who had comforted her once and now sounded in need of comfort himself. Someone
who had called her "Jamie."

She stirred uneasily, stopping herself before she woke Jorin again. Her encounter in the Ebonbane with
Keral had apparently cracked the wall that sealed off her lost years. A few good memories might seep
through, but how many more there must be that were best left in darkness.

She lay awake a long time, thinking, and then slipped unaware back into a light, dreamless sleep that
lasted until dawn.

In the morning on the eighth of Winter, Marc set out before breakfast to ask his questions. Jame went
with him, hoping that the crisp mountain air would clear her mind. She remembered the previous night's
second dream, but little of the first, except that her mother had been in it. That was strange in itself. She
hardly ever thought about her mother, perhaps because there was so little to remember. Her clearest
memories were of the stories her mother had told her, although Jame must have heard them at a very
early age. Old songs, bits of history, descriptions, especially one of a vast, picture-lined hall with a big
fireplace and rich fur rugs spread on the cold, dark hearthstones. . . . Jame remembered that hall as if she
had actually seen it. Odd, the things that stick in a child's memory.

Then she noticed that they had turned westward toward the quiet lower end of town.

"Who down here would know anything about the Riverland?" she asked as they clambered down yet
another alley stair. "Anyway, it's just occurred to me that even if whatever it was the Arrin-ken foresaw
has already happened, surely the news wouldn't reach Peshtar this quickly."

"By ordinary means, no; but the last time I was in town, some thirty years ago, a remarkable old woman
lived here. Ah. There's her lodge now."

Before them across the street was a building so low that it seemed half sunken into the ground. The door
posts and lintel were carved in high relief with intricate, serpentine forms. On the walls in either direction
were painted a series of ovals with circles in them, rather like a multitude of crude faces with gaping

mouths.

"Thirty years is a long time. Suppose she's dead?"

"Women like Mother Ragga are like oak roots: the older, the tougher." He knocked on the door. It
opened a crack. Bright, feral eyes peered out at them from about the height of the Kendar's waist. "May
we see the Earth Wife?" he asked. "I've brought her a present."

The door flew open. A ragged, skinny girl stood frozen in the doorway for a second before bolting
sideways out of sight. Behind her, the darkness moved.

"Present!" croaked a hoarse, eager voice. An incredibly dirty hand thrust out of the shadows,
age-swollen fingers crooked. "Gimme!"

Marc detached a small leather sack from his belt. It was snatched from his grasp, and the lump of
darkness retreated with it at a fast waddle. Ducking under the lintel, Marc followed with Jame and Jorin
at his heels.

Inside, several steps led down to the dirt floor of a large, low-beamed room. The air was thick with dust
and the smoke of three ill-tended fireplaces. As her eyes adjusted to the murky light, Jame saw that the
room's sparse furnishings were all pushed up against the walls. Perhaps the irregularities of the floor
explained that. There were long earthen ridges running across it, hollows where water had collected, and
even untidy piles of rocks.

Mother Ragga had stepped out into this confusion of earth and rock, clutching Marc's present. Seen by
firelight, she looked rather like an abandoned jackdaw's nest, all layered scraps of clothing held together
with gewgaws, twigs, and what looked like dried mud. She also had the filthiest ears Jame had ever seen.
For a moment, the Earth Wife stood there, irresolutely plucking at her lower lip. Then with a crow of
triumph she scuttled to the northeast corner where she opened the sack, dumped its contents (which
turned out to be dirt) on the ground, flopped down, and put her ear to it.

"Hoofbeats," she said after a moment's scowling concentration. "Fast. One leg lame, Ha! Someone's
gone tail over spout. My, what language!"

"That's probably young Lord Harth, trying to ride Nathwyr again," said Marc bleakly. "Nath was old
Narth's mount, a full-blooded Whinno-hir. We older yondri tried to tell the boy that no Whinno-hir can
be ridden without its full consent, but he wouldn't listen. We insisted, and he ordered us to leave."

Jame was startled. "You lost your place at East Kenshold because of a horse?"

"Because of a Whinno-hir, one of the breed who have been with the Kencyrath almost from the
beginning. Because of a friend."

"Sorry," said Jame, chastened. She thought of those six aging Kendar driven out, beginning what for five
of them had been a death march to Tai-tastigon, and all because of one arrogant Highborn, one of her
own race. "But how did Mother Ragga know?"

"Ha!" The Earth Wife glared at Jame around the patchwork bulk of her own broad behind. She
scrambled to her feet, dusting off her hands. "Stepmother to you, girl, if even that. This isn't your world.
But you, Kendar, you're a good boy. Now what?"

"The Riverland?"

"Done!"

She waddled back across the room, stepping over one earthen ridge, then another before flopping down
again.

"Why, that's a map!"

"Yes, of course," said Marc, "with the appropriate earth from each part of Rathillien. That's why she was
so delighted to get a sample of genuine East Kenshold loam."

He turned back to watch the old woman as she worked her way inches at a time up the trough that
represented the Riverland. Jorin began to dig in a corner, but Jame quickly called him to heel.

"Wait until we get outside," she said.

Just then, someone kicked her in the leg. She spun around to find the ragged girl behind her, holding up
an intricate cat's cradle. Without thinking, Jame raised her own gloved hands and the string web was
deftly transferred to them. The girl shifted a loop here, another there, and suddenly Jame couldn't
breathe.

Binding magic!she thought, choking down panic. She had heard of such things, but had never had to
cope with them before, much less while rapidly suffocating. The girl had stepped back and was smirking
at her. Why, the dirty, little brat . . .

Jame had a sudden, vivid image of herself, hands still trapped but nails out, lunging at the girl's throat.

"No!" she gasped, recoiling.

When she looked down at her hands, almost expecting to see blood on them, she found that she had in
fact untangled the string without thinking.

The girl was staring at her, thunderstruck. She thrust out her grubby hands, and Jame transferred the
cradle back to them. Again, the girl wound up the charm and this time struggled with it herself. Jame
watched without really seeing. What had possessed her even to dream of using her nails so freely, so
wantonly?

Torrigion, Argentiel, Regonereth—the three faces of our God. That-Which-Creates and
That-Which-Preserves are terrible enough, but ah, Jamie, those Shanir with claws have an affinity
to That-Which-Destroys, the most terrifying of all our god's aspects. Use yours as little as possible.

That voice again, in memory this time, and ringing with authority. Yes, Senethari, I hear you, she thought
automatically, then did a sort of mental stumble. Senethari? Was it Tirandys she had begun to remember?

The girl's face was starting to turn blue. Jame hastily untangled the string for her and then did it again
more slowly so that the other could see how it was done.

"Present," she said, with a rather shaky smile.

"Hooves," said the Earth Wife, settling back on her hams with a grunt. She pointed to the extremes of
the Riverland, then brought her plump hands together near the lower end of the valley. "Many hooves,
many more feet, coming south, coming north, coming here."

"Gothregor," breathed Marc. "Lord Cat was right: The Host is gathering. But why? What could be
important enough. . . . Ragga, where is the Southern Host?"

The old woman scurried on all fours down the furrow that represented the Silver and plopped down
again to the left of its base. Here she listened one place, then another. "Moving south from Kothifir."

"South? But the only thing in that direction—"

"Is the Horde." On hands and knees, she scuttled a few more feet, then again put her ear to the ground,
only to jerk back a moment later with a sharp hiss. "Yes. Moving northeast."

"Oh my God," said Marc. "It's happened at last."

"What has?" demanded Jame. "The Horde—isn't that that mass of people down in the Southern Waste
who've been chasing their own tails for the past few hundred years?"

"In a way. I think it all began when one desert tribe drove another from its water hole. The displaced
people moved into their neighbors' territory and uprooted them in turn. And so it went, one tribe
dislodging another, until eventually scores of thousands of square miles had been set in motion. That was
nearly three centuries ago, and it hasn't stopped since. Now there are some three million people down
there caught up in it, circling, circling . . ."

"Here," said the Earth Wife, stabbing a finger at the map. "And there." She spat on the ground beyond its
edge.

"Yes, that's the most worrying part of it. As their numbers have grown, the circle has expanded until part
of it lies across the Barrier in Perimal Darkling. There are rumors that the Wasters have mixed their blood
with what crawls there in the shadows until many of them are barely human themselves. Certainly, they've
come to live on whomever they can catch. Their drink is the blood of men and beasts and their way is
obscured by a perpetual cloud of powdered human bones. It's very windy down there, you see. The part
of the Wastes that they circle has become a continual maelstrom. I've even heard stories that they throw
the most deformed of their babies into it and that whatever lives in the heart of the storm feeds on them.
When I was with the Southern Host, we used to wonder what would happen if the Horde ever stopped
circling. Now it looks as if we're going to find out."

"And you think the Riverland Host will march south to help?"

"If the Highlord can mobilize it in time. The other Highborn may resist. One way or another, we've
picked quite a time for a homecoming. Home—" He hesitated, then drew a second leather pouch out of
his shirt. "One final listening, Ragga. Please."

The Earth Wife gave him a shrewd, not unsympathetic look. "Same as last time, eh? Of course." She
took the sack and trotted back to the top of the Riverland, where she placed it on the ground unopened
and put her ear to it.

"Quiet," she said. "Very quiet. Leaves blowing, thorns rattling, dry grass singing . . ."

"The cloud-of-thorn berries would be ripe now," said Marc as though to himself. "So would the
chestnuts. We used to roast them on cold autumn nights and Willow would usually burn her fingers."

Scowling with sudden concentration, the Earth Wife pressed one ear harder against the sack and stuck
her finger in the other. "Small bare feet, running, running . . ." she said. Marc stiffened. "Other footsteps,
booted, heavier, and someone else running, pursued. Fire, hoofbeats, howls. Fading now . . . gone."

"The earth has a long memory," said Marc heavily. "That must have been nearly eighty years ago, the
night the keep fell."

"No, not years. The earth warms, cools, warms . . . two days ago."

"And now? The running child?"

Ragga listened for a moment, then sat back on her heels, shaking her head. "Gone."

"Willow," said Marc, looking stunned. "My little sister. I recovered the rest of my family for the pyre, but
not her. I searched the ruins for her body more times than I can remember, that red winter when I hunted
the Merikit and they hunted me. In the end, I thought she must either have escaped or been carried off,
alive or dead, by the hillmen or a wild animal. And all this time she's been there, up until two days ago."

" Somechild was there, anyway, but how can you be so sure it was your sister? It could have been
anyone."

"Not quite," said Mother Ragga, peering up at them through her stringy gray hair. "This one had
footsteps and a shadow, but no weight. This one was dead." She returned the leather sack to Marc.
"Here, Kendar. No other earth on this world will ever be so nearly yours."

Turning to go, Jame nearly collided with the ragged girl, who thrust something into her hand.

"Present," she said, with a gap-toothed grin, and bolted back into the shadows.

Out in the morning light of the street, Jame saw that her gift was a clay medallion with a crude, eyeless
face printed on it. It made her gloved hand tingle in a not altogether pleasant way.

They walked back up through the town with Marc deep in somber thought and Jame not liking to
intrude. Jorin found a tub of earth and dead petunias in which he was happily industrious while Jame
mounted guard. Back at the inn, the Kendar roused himself and ordered breakfast. Then he asked to see
the medallion.

"Careful," Jame said sharply, but he had already picked it up.

"Why?"

"Somehow, I had the feeling that it might not be safe to touch bare-handed. Don't you feel anything?"

"Some warmth and maybe a slight vibration, but nothing else."

"Well, Mother Ragga liked you. Maybe this thing does, too. But what is it?"

"An imu, I think. I've run into them all over the more primitive parts of Rathillien. Many people carry
them as charms."

Rather gingerly, Jame took back the medallion. "There's certainly some kind of power bound up in this
thing, and in Mother Ragga's earth magic too. Now, where have I come across something like it before?
Ah. In the Temple District of Tai-tastigon among the Old Pantheon gods, I think. This seems different,
though, as if the only force invoked is that of the earth itself."

"The power of the earth," said Marc thoughtfully. "We had a priest at Kithorn who used to talk about
that. He claimed that there are thick and thin areas in Rathillien. The thin spots are like the Haunted
Lands, with Perimal Darkling just under the surface; thick areas are more like the hills above Kithorn and
down by the Cataracts where Rathillien is most itself and least susceptible to any encroachment. The
thickest spot of all is supposed to be the Anarchies, in the western foothills of the Ebonbane. We'll be
skirting it on our way to the Riverland."

"Marc, will we get there before the Host marches?"

"Possibly, if the Highlord is delayed that long. It could be disastrous if he is, though. I don't know where
the Horde is bound or what it thinks it's up to—assuming it thinks at all—but the longer we put off
meeting it, the worse things will be."

"Maybe the Southern Host can deal with it without help."

"Outnumbered two hundred to one?" He laughed, a bit ruefully. "We're good fighters, the best in
Rathillien, but not that good. At best, the Southern Host can only hope to delay the Horde, unless King
Krothen demands a pitched battle. He could. After all, despite its Highborn officers, the Host is his elite
guard, made up of yondri from nearly every house in the Kencyrath."

"Whose pay goes to enrich some lord snug at home in the Riverland," said Jame bitterly. It made her
furious to think that a displaced Kendar like Marc could spend most of his life as a yondri, only to be
cast off by his sometime lord when he grew too old for active service. "How can the Highlord permit
such a thing?"

"He isn't omnipotent," Marc said mildly. "It's a pity, of course, that anyone has to be a yondri, but it's
been a long time since there have been enough lords to give all the Kendar real homes. Then too, not all
lords are all that rich. The Riverland may be nearly two hundred and fifty miles long, but it's only about
ten miles wide, and very little of that is fit to grow crops or even graze cattle. We have to buy most of our
food, and sometimes the yondri pay for it with their blood. Perhaps that isn't fair, but it's the way things
are."

Jorin had stretched out on the bench beside Jame with his chin on her knee. Suddenly he raised his head
and began to growl. Now what? Out in the street, the patter of swift, stealthy feet. . . . The handful of
patrons in the hall exchanged quick glances, then rose and hurriedly left—all but two. There at a table in
the far shadows by the kitchen door sat the hooded man whom Jame had seen watching her the previous
night from a second-story window. Beside him lounged a big man in brigand garb with a strip of black
cloth knotted over his eyes. Jame put her hand on Marc's arm. Following her eyes, he tensed.

"Bortis."

The innkeeper emerged from the kitchen, staggering under the weight of a tray piled with brie tart,
shortbread, and an enormous humble pie. He plumped down his burden before the two Kencyr.

"There, masters! Now, can I get you anything else?"

"Yes. My war-axe."

The innkeeper stared for a moment, then began to chuckle.

"Ah, the wit of an empty stomach. You know perfectly well, sir, that this is a restricted area. No
unsheathed weapons here, if you please."

"Don't tell me," said Marc, getting slowly to his feet. "Tell them."

Thirteen big men, all armed with the distinctive curved knife of the brigand, had entered by the street
door. They ranged themselves in an arc across the room facing the two Kencyr, blocking the windows
and door. Bortis and the hooded man rose.

"By the Dog," the innkeeper said, staring. "Black Band himself and his pet necromancer." He made a
dive for the kitchen, only to run head-on into several more brigands who had entered by the back way.
They let him pass. A moment later, the rear door slammed.

"Well, now, Talisman, isn't this nice," said Bortis, grinning. Once he had been handsome in a coarse way.
Now he was only coarse, with a bulging stomach, greasy hair, and an unwashed smell that reached Jame

across the room through Jorin's senses. "I was just getting the lads ready for a visit to Tai-tastigon come
spring to see you again, and here you turn up on my doorstep. Now, I call that accommodating."

"Hello, Bortis. If you'd visited the Res aB'tyrr a few days ago, you would have been in time for
Taniscent's funeral."

"So the old girl finally keeled over. Good. That's one less senile slut to soil the world's sheets."

"That 'slut' loved you, and died of old age at twenty-four because you gave her an overdose of Dragon's
Blood."

"My, my, you do keep score, don't you? Well, so do I. You owe me for a pair of eyes, Talisman. I'm
here to collect."

"I wouldn't advise it," said Marc quietly.

The brigand cocked his bandaged head at the sound of a new voice. His grin deepened. "So now we
find out how many men a Kendar is really worth. Not to fret, though, Talisman. There'll still be enough of
us to make things interesting for you, and more in the hills afterward. All right," he said to his men, his
voice suddenly hoarse with a gloating eagerness. "Take them."

Marc pushed Jame back against the wall behind him. "Stay out of this as long as you can," he said over
his shoulder. "This isn't your kind of fight."

Jame eyed the advancing mob. "Is it yours?"

The biggest of the brigands rushed forward with a roar. There was a sharp crack, and he staggered
back, hands to his face, blood streaming between his fingers from a shattered jaw. Marc stood there
gently rubbing his knuckles.

"Next," he said.

They all rushed him at once. He shrugged off one attacker, floored another, and then went down under a
welter of bodies.

Jame circled the heaving mass in an agony of helplessness. Marc had been right: This wasn't her sort of
combat at all. Her friend might be killed if she didn't help, but what could she do? Dance. Yes, that was
it, but not as she had at the Res aB'tyrr. Paralyze these bastards. Strip away their souls, shred by
shred . . .

A hand closed on her arm and wrenched it up behind her back. Pain shattered her thoughts.

"Well, well," Bortis' voice wheezed in her ear. His breath stank. "So you couldn't stay away from me
even this long." He twisted her arm harder, making her gasp with pain. "Patience, pretty eyes. Watch for
both of us."

The mass split open, and Marc struggled halfway to his feet, dragging men up with him. A brigand rose,
clutching a short-handled mace. He brought it down hard on the Kendar's head. Marc collapsed. Two
brigands caught him by the arms and held him up. A third jerked his head back by the graying hair and
put a knife against his throat. Its edge drew blood.

"Now, chief?"

"Now," said Bortis hungrily.

Suddenly he gave a yelp of pain. Jame twisted out of his grasp as he went down with Jorin's teeth sunk
in his leg. The brigands were staring at them, caught off guard. When Jame darted at them, two of the
hulking men actually flinched away as if from some small creature with bared teeth and sharp claws. Jame
somersaulted over one of them, using his broad shoulders as a springboard. Her foot caught the man with
the knife in the face. He dropped. The others were too tightly packed to defend themselves properly.
She stepped on shoulders and heads, lashing out at everyone within reach. They surged back. Marc's
would-be killer was groping in a dazed way for his knife. As his hand closed on it, Jame landed on his
back. Her long fingers slid around his muscular neck. He fell forward, gurgling. She crouched over the
Kendar's body, claws fully extended and dripping.

"Next."

There was a moment's startled silence, and then a commotion began near the door. More men were
crowding into the room. If these were more brigands . . . but no. Here came the innkeeper, triumphantly
leading the city guard. As a fine battle took shape around them, Jame bent anxiously over her friend.
Blood was pooling under his head from a torn scalp, but his skull seemed intact and his breathing was
regular. Ancestors be praised for a good, hard head.

She was dragging him out from under the combatants' feet when someone grabbed her. Jame twisted
around in her attacker's grasp and a pair of strong hands closed on her throat. The hooded man bent
over her. She grabbed his little fingers, remembering in time that he had two left hands, and jerked them
back to break his hold. They shifted disconcertingly in her grasp. He laughed down at her. Gasping, she
struck up at him, and his hood fell back. Instead of breaking his nose, her blow had only shoved it up
between his eyes. Even now it was settling back more or less in place. He grinned. His mouth angled
across his face, splitting it open like a rotten fruit. He was another changer.

"Well met, Jamethiel. Like our bearish friend, I thought I would have to use the Black Band to get you
out of Tai-tastigon, but here you are."

Jame clawed desperately at his hands. When her nails broke the skin, his blood seared her. He tightened
his grip.

"Naughty, naughty. Be grateful when someone does you a favor, or would you rather be a guest in
Bortis's camp? At least this way you can die knowing that your death will lead to the eventual downfall of
the Master himself. Good-bye, Jamethiel."

Through the roar of blood in her ears, Jame heard a crash behind her as the table that she and Marc had
been sitting at overturned. The humble pie landed beside her, miraculously right side up. Simultaneously,
a small object shot past her, hitting her assailant in the face. It was the clay medallion. The changer let go
of her throat and clawed at it as it sank into his flesh with a muffled hiss. Wailing, he staggered toward the
door, crashing into furniture and men. Brigands and guards alike scrambled out of his way. On the
threshold, he got his nails hooked under the clay disc and tore it away with a wet, ripping sound. He
lurched out into the street, hands over his mutilated face. The imu medallion lay on the doorstep, the
changer's blood slowly eating away the stone under it.

Jame sat up gasping, one hand on her bruised throat. Sore again, damnit. This was getting monotonous.
Jorin slipped up to her out of the corner, chirping anxiously. He wasn't really used to people, much less to
tavern brawls, and this one looked as if it could still turn into a massacre. The guards were clearly getting
the worst of it. Despite the advantage of numbers, they were up against tougher men and dirtier fighters.
Marc groaned. Jame helped him to sit up, anxiously noting his glazed eyes and dazed expression. They
might still have to fight or run at any moment.

Their movement had been noted. "They're getting away!" a brigand shouted across the room to Bortis.

"Stop them, damn you!" bellowed the robber chief. "A hundred gold altars to the man who brings me
their heads!"

Four brigands advanced on them. Jame felt Marc tense. He came off the floor with a howl, sending three
attackers flying. The fourth he grabbed and jammed up the chimney. The rest backed away from his wild
eyes and bristling hair. He tore apart a bench with his nails and teeth and charged at them, brandishing a
six-foot plank. Foam and blood flecked his gray beard. One brigand jumped out a window, and then
another. Suddenly there was a struggling knot of them at the doors, all fighting to get out. Two of Bortis's
lieutenants grabbed him and hauled him with them, kicking and swearing. On the threshold, he fought free
and spun around.

"I'll be back, do you hear? I'll rally every brigand in the five bands and come ba—umph!"

The humble pie hit him squarely in the face. His men dragged him out as the Kendar charged them again,
howling like a wolf. All four disappeared down the street. A few minutes later, Marc came back, wiping
his beard and laughing. He found an unspilt tankard of ale on the mantelpiece, drained it, and looked
around.

"Hello, where is everybody?"

One of the innkeeper's slippers landed on the floor in front of him. Looking up, he saw the innkeeper
himself and half the guard clinging to the rafters, staring down at him. The rest peered warily out of the
kitchen and Jame and Jorin from around the edge of the overturned table.

"Oh, come out," he said, grinning at them. "I won't eat you."

"Is that a promise?"

It took awhile to retrieve everyone and even longer for them all to recover. The innkeeper helped with
plenty of free ale. Soon a festive mood set in, compounded as much of relief and exultation as of alcohol.
They had actually beaten the Black Band, or at least part of it. Never in the history of Peshtar had there
been so great a victory for the rule of order. They celebrated by sending down to the cellar for more ale
and by putting matches to the feet of the brigand still jammed up the chimney. Meanwhile, Jame
bandaged Marc's head.

"That's exactly where I got hit the last time Bortis and I tangled," she said, examining the wound. "The
man is at least consistent." She daubed at the torn skin with a wine-soaked cloth. Marc yelped. "Serves
you right. You nearly scared the boots off me, pulling a stunt like that."

"The splinters are a nuisance, but on the whole I'd rather break furniture than heads. Too bad I didn't
remember that before my own got broken. I did tell you that I used to feign berserker fits in battle, didn't
I?"

"Oh yes," said Jame, winding a strip of cloth around his head, "but that was hardly adequate warning. I
did get a bit suspicious, though, when you threw that pie. Bortis should wear tripe more often. It suits
him. There." She secured the end of the bandage, a troubled frown clouding her face. "I wish I knew
what's going on, though. It's natural enough that Bortis should come after me, but why the changers?
That's two of them in a week, the first for the Master, the second against, if that's possible. Then too,
why in all the names of God should my death mean Gerridon's ultimate ruin? It's like a puzzle with half the
pieces missing."

Just then, the innkeeper came bustling up with an ewer of wine. "What, my masters, not drinking? Here,
the best in the house!" He refilled their cups to overflowing. "Drink to the rout of the Black Band and of
Bortis, the worst bully on the western slopes!"

"Doesn't it worry you that he's promised to return?"

"If he does, we'll lick 'em again," said the innkeeper with relish. "But, just among the three of us, why
should he? After all, in the final reckoning it was just a tavern quarrel, spectacular, I grant you, but
nothing all that serious."

Marc looked up at Jame. "You'd better tell him."

Jame nodded. "I'm afraid it was and still is serious enough," she said to the innkeeper. "You see, I'm the
one who cost him his eyes."

The little man stared at her. His mouth opened, closed, opened again. "Excuse me." He put the ewer
down on the table with a thump and scuttled over to the carousing guards. They listened to his urgent
whisper, laughing at first, but not for long.

"I take it the party is over," Jame said to Marc.

The captain of the guard stalked over to the table. "What's all this nonsense?" he demanded, giving Jame
a scornful look. "As if a famine's filly like this was worth any man's eyes."

Jame glared at him. Not having seen her fight, he apparently assumed that Bortis had been blinded
fighting over her— which, she suddenly realized, was partly true.

"Gently, gently," said Marc in Kens, chuckling. "At least he knows you're a girl. That's an improvement
over last night. How many men can Bortis actually rally?" he asked the captain.

"Not the five bands, perhaps, but certainly the rest of his own, and there are four times as many of them
as we let into Peshtar yesterday. That means we could be under siege by some four hundred brigands by
nightfall. You had better be gone by then."

"So much for the celebrated rule of order," said Jame.

The captain turned dusky with anger, but his men shuffled their feet, embarrassed. He was a mercenary
brought in from the Central Lands, but they were townsmen, and they had their pride.

"Now, lass, don't taunt them," said Marc softly. "There's a delicate balance here between rule and
chaos. We don't want to be besieged anyway."

"No, of course not. But if they want to keep their civic pride at our expense, let them pay for it. We can't
leave until we're refitted," she said to the townsmen. "Most of our clothes were burned in the mountains,
and if we're going to be on the run, we won't have time to hunt for food. We'll need supplies for at least
two weeks."

"No problem there," said one of the guards eagerly, disregarding his captain's sour look. "We'll collect
what you need. I'm sure the Council will even be glad to foot the bill."

"And we need a pack pony."

There was a moment's disconcerted silence.

"Yes, of course," said the little innkeeper, glaring at the others. "I'll pay for that myself, if necessary. It's
the least we can do. Thank you, my dear. Now, make out your list and these chaps will attend to it while
I fix you both another breakfast. And will someone please get that man out of my chimney?"

By the time the Kencyr had eaten, their supplies were ready and packed on a shaggy little beast with
shrewd eyes. Someone had even found Jame a new pair of gloves. As she put them on, she remembered
the brigand whose throat she had slashed and was uneasy for a moment. Of course, it was wrong to use
her claws so freely . . . but the man had deserved it, and that was that.

At the gate, Marc fished something out of his pocket. "I almost forgot to give you this," he said. "It was
still lying on the doorstep."

She took the medallion gingerly. The clay face was softened by a mask of molded leather, which Jame
suddenly realized must be skin from the changer's face. Only the mouth remained uncovered, with a trace
of dried blood on the lips. Its power seemed muted, or perhaps just temporarily sated.

"I'm beginning to wonder just what sort of a present this was meant to be," she said. "Amazing that that
stampede of brigands didn't smash it to a powder, but then, like the Book, perhaps it can take care of
itself." She slipped it into her pocket. "Ready?"

Marc hesitated. "There's one more thing. Mind you, I think we can outrun this wolf pack, but if Bortis
should catch up with us, he had better not take you alive. Agreed?"

Jame swallowed, her throat suddenly dry. "Agreed." They went out Peshtar's western gate and started
down the caravan road. The Central Lands spread out before them, shining in the morning light.

Chapter 4
First Blood
Tentir: 7th-8th of Winter
BY DAWN on the seventh, Tagmeth seethed with life. Everyone had heard the news of the Horde's
march. The packing was already done and the cook fires ready to douse. Torisen had listened to the
messenger's full report and sent him down to snatch half an hour's sleep in a corner of the main hall. Now
while Brishney tore a spare shirt into squares, Torisen rolled up his sleeve, and Burr carefully nicked his
arm. Morien caught the Highlord's blood in a silver bowl. Donkerri, watching, turned a dirty shade of
white. He got up, trying to appear unconcerned, and nearly walked into the fire pit before Rion caught
him.

"Blood-blind," said Morien scornfully. He began to dip the corner of each cloth square into the bowl.

Torisen regarded Donkerri. When Caineron had spoken of having eyes and ears at Tagmeth, had he
meant his grandson? It would be like Caldane to use his own blood-kin, and a child at that, as a spy.
Torisen decided that he didn't like spies, whatever their age.

Donkerri huddled by the fire, feeling sick and miserable as he always did at the sight of blood. He felt the
Highlord's cold, considering eyes on him and turned paler still.

Torisen's herald entered the room. He gave her the scraps of cloth. "Pass the word down the river to
every keep that there will be a High Council meeting at Gothregor on the ninth and a general gathering of
the Host no later than the tenth. Give each lord one of these squares and say to him: 'The blood calls.
Answer or be foresworn.' "

She bowed and left.

"That should make them jump," said Torisen to Burr. "By tomorrow night, every Highborn in the valley is
probably going to wish I'd never been born, if they don't already—and what are you staring at? Is my
face still dirty?"

"No, lord." Burr gave him a critical look. "That bit of sleep did you some good. Now you only look as if
you've been dead one day instead of three."

"It's nice to know that I improve with age," said the Highborn tartly. "Hello, what's that?"

From the north came a distant rumble. Black clouds were beginning to pile up beyond the white peaks,
towering higher and higher.

"A storm is brewing up near the Barrier," said Burr, looking out.

"Yes. With our luck, it will probably chase us all the way to Gothregor. We aren't leaving the north a
moment too soon."

They rode out of Tagmeth within the hour, the light already dimming around them and an unseasonably
warm wind pushing fitfully at their backs. It was fifty leagues to Gothregor, past five pairs of keeps. Lord
Caineron and Nusair joined the cavalcade as it passed Restormir, leaving Sheth Sharp-Tongue, their
randon commander, to bring the troops after them. Caldane chatted cozily with Torisen for a way about
their lucky escape the night before and then dropped back to ride with his own retinue. The blood
summons bound him as it did every other lord in the Riverland; if he had any new schemes in mind, he
would probably wait until the Council session to spring them.

At Mount Alban, the scrollsmen's keep, a cheerful historian and a gray-haired singer joined them, one to
record the facts of the coming campaign (assuming there was one), and the other to immortalize it in
song, using the singer's cherished prerogative of the Lawful Lie.

All day, the storm clouds built up, growing blacker, towering higher, but they didn't burst until dusk. The
wind, fitful until now, began to rush past the riders, driving dead leaves with it. Thunder boomed in the
near distance. Caineron spurred his mount up to Torisen's.

"This looks bad," he said, uneasily regarding the lightning-shot darkness now rolling down on them. "We
had better turn back."

"Tentir isn't much farther away than Mount Alban. Surely you aren't afraid of a little rain, my lord."

"Of course not," said Caineron with a bland, superior smile, buttoning up the collar of his red velvet coat
against the blast. "It's simply that no well-bred Highborn rides in all weather like a leather-shirt trooper if
he can help it."

Torisen suppressed a smile. In his serviceable riding leathers, allowing for his slighter build, he could
easily have passed for one of his own Kendar retainers.

"As you please, my lord. We're going to make a run for Tentir, where supper should be waiting for us.
You're more likely to get wet going back anyway."

Storm sprang forward. Torisen heard one of the boys give a whoop and reined in until Morien drew up
level with him. Brishney and the others weren't far behind. Then he let Storm go again. The black
stretched out in a full gallop, his ears back as he listened to the other horses thundering after him.
Lightning was striking the peaks above them now. Its glare briefly gilded bare branches bent in the wind
and the ruffled surface of the River Silver running swift beside the road. The boys were shouting, their
voices shrill against the tempest's oncoming roar. Torisen laughed. As if they had a chance of catching a
quarter-blood Whinno-hir like Storm. There was a blinding flash, a boom like the sundering of worlds,
and a forty-foot pine crashed down ahead of them, its tip across the path. Storm shied, then steadied. He
took the jump gallantly, his hooves barely skimming the fallen tree's needles. The saddlebag containing
the bones thumped against his side as he landed.

"Hold on tight!" Torisen shouted over his shoulder.

Then, there across the river, was Tentir, the randon college, black against the mountains. Lights shone in
the guest quarter windows. Torisen galloped across the bridge, up between the training fields, and
through the gate house. Raindrops stung his face. The door swung open, and he rode full tilt into the main
hall of the old keep. Storm skidded to a halt on the age-slick flagstones. The boys clattered in after him,
shouting friendly insults at each other. Burr and the others followed, with Caineron's group last of all. By
now, it was pouring outside. Nusair rode in looking like a half-drowned cat, and Caineron, as proud as
ever, but with his fancy red coat bleeding dye over his hands.

"He'll find some way to make you pay for this," Burr said in an undertone as a servant led their horses
down the corner ramp to the subterranean stables.

"He can try," said Torisen placidly. "Even if he succeeds, it was worth it."

Behind them, the guards struggled against the blast to close the hall's massive oak doors. One of them,
glancing up as lightning struck the mountain side, thought he saw something large and white soaring down
the wind toward the keep. Then the darkness closed in again with a shout of thunder, and it was gone.

Torisen and Burr went up to the quarters on the second floor of the old keep that were kept in
permanent readiness for the Highlord's infrequent visits. A fire blazing in the grate and open ducts to the
fire timber hall three levels below heated the three-room suite. Torisen put his saddlebag on the huge bed
and crossed over to the fireplace. Perhaps for the first time since coming north, he would actually get
warm. Burr's movements caught his attention.

"What have you got there?"

The Kendar had been unpacking a bag. Now he carefully unfolded something dark and lustrous, with
flashes of silver at the throat and wrists.

"You brought one of my court coats on a hunting trip?"

"Well, you never know, do you?" said Burr with a touch of guilty belligerence. "And it has come in
handy, hasn't it?"

The Highborn smiled at him. "Poor Burr. Caineron caught you on the raw with his talk of leather-shirt
troopers, didn't he? Very well. You can dress me to the teeth tonight, and we'll see if I can dazzle him."

Burr held the velvet coat so that his lord could slip into it. "It would be easier if you didn't always wear
black and go armed." He transferred Torisen's two throwing knives to their sheaths in the collar of the
dress coat.

There was a scratch on the door. A Knorth cadet entered.

"My lord Caineron's compliments," he said, nearly squeaking with nervousness but gamely corning out
with his message. "Since he has learned that only his people and yours are still at Tentir, he has arranged
for everyone to eat in his hall, as—as his guests."

Burr glowered at the boy, putting the seal on his confusion.

"That man . . . as if he were master here!"

"Never mind. It's just his revenge . . . and I still say it was worth it. Ready?"

Burr eyed him critically, then nodded in grudging approval. They left the room.
***

HIGH ABOVE THE KEEP, something balanced awkwardly on the wind on pale skin stretched taut
between its body and extenuated limbs. It was naked except for a gray, undulating mass wrapped around
its neck. Above that was a face very nearly human, though pinched by the cold and concentration. The
creature hovered unsteadily, white hair whipping in the wind, then swooped down toward an open
second-story window in Tentir's north wing. At the last moment, a violent down draft caught it. It veered
wildly, first toward stone, then into and through the closed shutters of a lower window. A cot broke its
fall; likewise, it broke the cot, and ended up tangled in blankets, thrashing about and swearing on the
dormitory floor. Suddenly it stopped struggling, one web-fingered hand leaping to its bare throat.

"Beauty?" It called in a husky, distorted voice. "Where are you?"

From under a nearby cot crawled a gray, segmented wyrm, about as thick around as a man's upper arm.
Its antennae felt delicately ahead of it, while behind it left a trail of slime. The changer picked it up and

stroked it.

"Are you all right, girl? Well, I'm not. I can't . . . change . . . back . . ."

He began to shake with the effort. The webbed skin of one hand subsided into wrinkles like an
overstretched glove, but that was all. The changer stopped, panting and sweating.

"It's no use, girl. I need blood, lots of blood . . ."

Out in the hallway, there was the sound of approaching voices.
***

TORISEN AND BURR followed their young guide down to the first floor and into the new section of
Tentir. Barracks and training halls had been built onto the ancient keep, forming a large, hollow square
around an inner ward, which cadets claimed was always solid mud. Although the young Kendar men and
women trained together, they slept and ate with others from their home keeps. Caineron's hall was in the
north wing. Walking down the long corridor toward it, Torisen heard the heavy floor planks groan as the
wind struck the outer wall. The air in the hallway shifted, making their guide's torch flare uncertainly and
shadows leap ahead of them.

"So everyone else has gone home," he said.

"Yes, lord, as soon as your message arrived. Lord, will we be fighting soon?"

Torisen smiled at the boy's eagerness. "I'm afraid so. There must be about fifty Knorth cadets here now.
How many has Lord Caineron?"

"One hundred and thirty-five, lord."

Torisen was momentarily startled, but then remembered that while his fifty were sworn to him personally,
many of Caineron's must in fact belong to his seven established sons.

"And Harn? Will he be joining us?"

"No, lord. Old Grip-Hard . . . I beg your pardon, sir! Keep Commandant Harn never dines in public."

Burr and Torisen exchanged glances. "Doesn't he, by God!" murmured the latter. "That's something
new." He stopped suddenly. "I thought you said everyone was gone. Who's that, then, breaking up

furniture?"

The cadet stopped too, listening. "These are the Coman's dormitories, lord. No one should be here. I
think it's coming from that one down the hall."

By the time they reached the room, all was quiet inside. The cadet threw open the door.

"There," he said, holding up his torch. "The wind must have slammed open that shutter and broken it."
He went over to secure what was left of the window's covering.

"Did the wind break that cot, too?" muttered Burr. He drew his short sword, relieved the surprised boy
of his torch, and began a methodical search of the room, poking into corners, peering under beds.

Torisen stood in the doorway. He too felt a touch of whatever-it-was that had made Burr instinctively
bristle, but he couldn't identify it. The Kendar finished his search.

"Nothing," he said, sounding faintly puzzled.

The Highlord shook himself. They were acting like a pair of Shanir, starting at shadows. "Come along,
then," he said, waving the other two out of the room and firmly closing the door after them.

As their footsteps receded down the hall, the changer dropped from the ceiling with the wyrm clinging to
his neck.

"Two too many for us, Beauty, but did you see who the third was, there, by the door? We're close, very
close . . ."

He slipped out of the room and scuttled silently after the three Kencyr, an avid light in his pale, half-mad
eyes.
***

TORISEN, BURR, and their escort came at last to Caineron's hall, only to find the door firmly shut
against them.

"Full formalities, I see," said Torisen, amused. "This is known as 'Putting the upstart in his place.' You
had better announce me."

Burr pushed the cadet aside and struck the door three measured blows that made its panels shake.

"Who knocks?" demanded a voice inside.

"Torisen, Lord Knorth, Highlord of the Kencyrath," roared Burr at the closed door. It swung open.

"Welcome, my lord, to my lord Caineron's hall," said the seneschal, bowing and stepping aside.

The cadets and their few remaining instructors came smoothly to their feet. Caldane at the high table rose
in a more leisurely fashion, the torchlight striking sparks of gold and scarlet off his ornate court coat.

"All gates and hands are open to you," he said in formal Kens.

Torisen, in the doorway, gave a half bow. "Honor be to you and to your hall."

Standing there with candlelight on the fine bones of his face and hands, he looked as austere and elegant
as heirloom steel in a velvet sheath. Caineron, in contrast, suddenly appeared both overdressed and
overweight.

Torisen went up to the high table. Nusair was also there, as well as the two Kendar scrollsmen and
Kindrie. The Highlord faltered a second when he saw the Shanir, then steadied and mounted the dais. He
and Caineron exchanged another ironic half bow and sat down simultaneously. The cadets resumed their
seats. Bowls of thick soup were passed around to the lower tables while Torisen's nine boys waited on
the Highborn and their two Kendar guests.

Dust floated down into one cadet's soup. She looked up and thought for a moment that she saw
something white move among the high rafters. When it didn't reappear, she shrugged and began to eat,
keeping a surreptitious watch, like everyone else in the room, on the high table.

"A pity our host couldn't join us," said Caineron. "I gather he's become something of a recluse, but then
considering the circumstances under which he left the Southern Host a year ago, that's hardly surprising.
An . . . impetuous man, our Harn, but remarkably good at training randons. He used to be a friend of
yours, I believe."

Torisen sipped his wine. So that was how it was going to be. "Harn was second-in-command when I led
the Southern Host," he said levelly. "Years before that, he was my immediate superior, when I was a
one-hundred captain at the battle of Urakarn. Your eldest son Genjar was in charge then, I believe."

Nusair bristled. He had apparently been drinking since his arrival at Tentir. "What about Genjar, my
lord?"

"Oh, nothing. It's—ah—unfortunate, though, that the only time a Caineron ever led the Southern Host,
his commission ended with the decimation of his forces. The Karnides are religious fanatics, you know.
Those of us they captured, they tried to convert by torture—as if our own damned god had given us any
choice in matters of faith."

"Is that what happened to you, my lord?" asked the historian.

Torisen looked down at his hands cupping the wine goblet, at the filigree of fine white scars crisscrossing
them, and thought of other scars less visible. "It was a long time ago," he said, suddenly weary. "Perhaps
the whole thing is best forgotten."

"As you say, my lord," said Caineron smoothly, overriding his son. "Instead, why don't you tell us about
the cause of this remarkable general muster? All I've heard is that the Horde is on the move, although
why that should concern us I can't imagine. After all, it's nearly two thousand miles away."

"But apt to get a great deal closer. The Horde isn't striking out at random; our spies report that it's
headed straight for the Silver, and that, eventually, will put it on our doorstep here in the Riverland unless
we stop it."

"But why should it come after us specifically?" asked the historian, "There are no historical accounts that
I know of, or songs," he added, with a nod to his colleague, "that record any previous contact with these
folk. Why should they be after our blood now?"

"Perhaps because theirs demands it. Remember, because their endless line of march lies partly beyond
the Southern Barrier, everyone of these people has spent part of his life in Perimal Darkling. Many of
them must be at least half-blood Darklings by now. Then too, consider that the Horde is really a mixture
of tribes, most of whom are blood enemies. Yet now something apparently has united them, causing
them, or at least their vanguard, to break out of a pattern centuries old. What could that be but a
Darkling influence; and given that, where could they be going but after us, the Shadows' greatest enemy
on Rathillien?"

"That makes a certain amount of sense—superficially," said Caineron, playing with his cup. "But can you
prove any of this?" Torisen shook his head, frustrated. How could he explain his desperate sense of
urgency to someone who had never even seen the Horde? Instinct, not logic, would tell anyone who had
ever served with the Southern Host where the danger lay, but not this arrogantly ignorant Riverland lord.

"You see, my boy, it's not enough to cry 'Darkling' and expect people to jump," said Caineron in a
patronizing tone. "We aren't even really sure anymore what the term means, what with the historic and
poetic records getting so jumbled during the flight to this world. The more enlightened of us now believe
that much we once accepted as fact—changers and so forth—is actually some ancient singer's
rather—shall we say— fanciful invention. Wouldn't you scholars agree?"

The young historian looked embarrassed, but the singer, a former randon named Ashe, raised her
grizzled head with the light of battle in her eyes. "My lord, it's true that we don't know if some of the old
records are history or song, but only a fool underestimates Perimal Darkling."

Caineron gave her a long look. Then he turned back to Torisen exactly as if the woman had never
spoken.

"It isn't as if we had had any recent contact with anything from beyond the Barrier, you know. We've
been left virtually undisturbed since we came to Rathillien over three thousand years ago. No, my lord,
it's going to take more than fanciful supposition to convince me that we're about to be attacked now, and
you do remember, I hope, that this time a single vote will be enough to keep the Host from marching."

"You're going to look a proper fool," said Nusair, and snickered drunkenly.

Torisen gave him a cold stare. "You know, Nusair, it really is time things were settled between us.
Genjar bought his honor back after Urakarn by using a White Knife." He drew a coin from his pocket,
deliberately choosing a valuable gold one, and tossed it across the table. "Buy whatever you need and
meet me openly. I'm tired of looking for you behind every door."

Nusair picked up the coin. For a moment, he stared at it blankly, and then rising anger drove the
wine-flush from his face.

"Why, you . . . you imposter, you changeling! Showing up here without ring or sword and maligning a
real lord like my brother . . ."

"Gently, gently," said Torisen. "You're frightening the children."

Nusair gasped, as if the wind had been knocked out of him. Then he felt the weight of eyes and turned
to find all the cadets staring at him. He made a choking noise and hastily left the hall.

Torisen sipped his wine. "That boy should be trained or put on a leash. Changeling, eh?"

"That 'boy' is older than you are," said Caineron more stiffly than usual. "You'll have to excuse him,
though. He was very fond of his brother. So was I."

The meal ended soon after that, to everyone's relief.

Burr had eaten at one of the lower tables. By the time he reached the head of the room, moving against
the flow of dismissed cadets, Torisen had disappeared. The Kendar felt a sharp stab of alarm. He
thought he knew where his lord was bound; but even so, this was no night for anyone to be wandering
around alone. Despite that empty dormitory, Burr felt instinctively that something unnatural was loose in
Tentir. He would follow Torisen and . . . what?

Poor Burr, after all those years of spying on me and now no one to accept your report . . .

Burr flinched at the remembered tone. No, he would not follow. Torisen had a right to some privacy and
was usually quite capable of looking after himself.

"Burr." Kindrie suddenly appeared at his elbow. "Please light me to my lord's chambers."

"Yes, Highborn."

Why ask him rather than one of Caineron's people, Burr wondered as they walked in silence back
toward Old Tentir. He glanced curiously at the young Highborn. Kindrie had Torisen's slight build, but
not the Highlord's nervous strength or grace. Stripped, he must be more bone than flesh and nearly as
fragile as an old man, an expression heightened by his fine white hair.

"Burr," he said abruptly as they neared Caineron's quarters, "why does Torisen hate the Shanir so
much?"

Burr gave him a sharp look. Caineron was quite capable of sending a Highborn to ferret information out
of a Kendar, but was it like Kindrie to play such a game, even under orders? Somehow, he didn't think
so.

"Sir, I think it's less a hatred than a . . . an involuntary repulsion. He tries to control it."

Not with much success. Burr remembered Torisen once saying bitterly that it was his only legacy from
his father—that, and nightmares.

Kindrie walked on in silence for a moment. "Knorth was a great Shanir house once," he said, almost to
himself. "Many of us still have a touch of Knorth blood. I do myself and . . . and I would like to come
home. You might tell him that, Burr, if he ever seems inclined to listen."

He turned down the hall without another word and entered Caineron's quarters.
***

AS THE CADETS DISPERSED to their dormitories, Torisen slipped out of the hall by a side door into
the arcade that skirted the muddy ward. Rain mixed with hail thundered on the roof, sweeping in under it
in gusts whenever the wind veered. Thoroughly damp and chilled, he reached the east end of the arcade
and gratefully entered the relative warmth of the old keep's main hall. Three cadet guards huddled around
a small blaze in the enormous fireplace. Unnoticed, Torisen slipped by them and up the stairs, past his
own rooms, and up again. He remembered Tentir fairly well from his last visit nearly two years ago, but
how difficult its halls seemed now, darkened and echoing, stripped of life. More than once, he thought he
heard footsteps behind him, but saw no one. Then, ahead, there was a blazing wall torch beside the door
to the northeast tower. Under it stood a cadet on guard. She swung nervously around as Torisen
emerged from the shadows and found herself holding the Highlord of the Kencyrath at spear-point.

"Gently, gently," said Torisen, moving the point aside. "If you ruin this coat, Burr will never forgive either
of us."

"M-my lord! I beg your pardon. It's this damned storm." She started as hail struck a nearby shuttered
window like a volley of flung stones. "I come from one of your border keeps. When the wind blows
across the Barrier like this up there . . . well, there's no telling what might come with it."

"You don't have to tell me," said Torisen wryly. "I grew up near the Barrier myself, which is a great cure
for skepticism. A pity Lord Caineron can't say the same. Is Commandant Harn in his quarters?"

"Yes, Highlord. Shall I announce you?"

"No. Let's not frighten the poor man more than necessary."

He entered and climbed the spiral stair to the first of two levels. This had originally been a watchtower,
but Harn had commandeered it, apparently in another effort to separate himself from his garrison, as if
prolonged contact with him might contaminate it. The furnishings were as sparse as those in Torisen's
own apartments at Gothregor, but he could never have lived in such a muddle of weapons, discarded
clothes, and scattered papers. There was, at least, a roaring fire and, on a table near it, an untouched
meal. Torisen sat down, suddenly very hungry. He had barely eaten a mouthful in the hall below and had
drunk more than he cared to on an empty stomach. He picked up a bustard wing and began to gnaw on
it.

"That's my supper," growled a voice behind him.

"If you mean to eat all this," said Torisen, taking another bite, "you've got too large an appetite anyway."

"Blackie!" Harn sat down abruptly opposite him, a huge, shaggy Kendar in his late sixties, untidily
dressed. "I thought you were that scamp of a guard, sneaking in again for a bite. Border brats are all
alike: too independent by half."

"So you always told me. I'm glad to hear that someone can still approach you, even if you habitually bite
her. Why didn't you eat with the rest of us?"

"With Caineron there? Besides," he said, looking away, "I thought you might prefer not to see me."

"What, not even to compliment you on this year's randons? Even Caineron says that they're good."

"Oh aye, they're all fine youngsters. I should be glad to have accomplished something, I suppose, and it
is worthwhile work, but sometimes I can't seem to breathe here. Tentir is a world in itself . . . a small
world. I feel . . . caged."

And indeed he looked it in this cluttered room, sitting hunched in his chair like something wild confined in
too small a lair. Torisen regarded him with concern.

"I said I would take responsibility for what happened, and I have. The price is paid, Harn. You're free."

The Kendar shook his head like a baited bear. "Not from myself."

"Harn, it's not all that rare a problem. One out of every few hundred Kendar must have a touch of the
berserker."

"They aren't high-ranking randon; and with me, it's more than a touch. You weren't there when I killed
that boy. I don't even remember it myself; only with him on one side of the room and me on the other, still
holding his arm. Caineron's cousin . . ."

"About seven times removed. Just be glad it wasn't that idiot son of his or we really would have been
done for."

"The blood price must still have been ruinous."

"Oh, it would have been if I had paid in gold—" Torisen stopped short, silently cursing himself.

Harn looked up sharply. "In what, then?"

"Have a wing," said the Highborn, taking another one himself. "Do you realize that this bird has three?"

"In what, my lord?"

"I gave my word that the next time the Host gathered, the entire High Council would have to consent
before it could march out of the Riverland."

"You what? " Harn's chair crashed over as he surged to his feet. "You young idiot!" he roared, looming
ominously over Torisen.

"It was either that or order you to use the White Knife instead of forbidding it."

"By God, you should have let me kill myself! Now look at the mess we're in. You think Caineron is
tamely going to let you lead out the Host?" Harn bellowed down at him. "Once you've assumed that
much real power, he might as well dig a hole for his ambitions and bury them before they begin to stink!
And now with the Horde on its way . . . sweet Trinity, this could be the end of us all!"

"I made my choice, and I stand by it," said Torisen quietly, looking up at him. "The Host will march, one
way or another. When it does, will you come with me, as my second-in-command?"

Harn stared at him. Just then, the wind worked loose a shutter behind him. He turned mechanically and
reached out for it, but then, instead of closing it, stood there blindly staring out into the storm as rain
began to darken his broad shoulders.
***

CALDANE, LORD CAINERON, returned to his guest quarters after dinner to find Nusair there before
him, drinking again. He ignored the young man as servants carefully stripped off his scarlet coat and
brought him a white satin dressing gown with jeweled studs. Three full-length mirrors gave back his
reflection. He regarded it with less approbation than usual, noting the thinning hair and thickset figure,
which no amount of sartorial splendor could entirely disguise. It was exasperating that Torisen with his
slim, unconscious elegance should look so thoroughly like one of the Highborn on an ancient death
banner, especially when Caineron was trying to start a rumor that the Highlord was actually the result of
some long-forgotten indiscretion between Lord Ardeth and one of his Kendar.

His eyes met Nusair's in the mirror.

"That was actually quite an acceptable meal, considering its source," he said, waving the servants out of
the room. "However, it amazes me that anyone could swallow so large an insult without choking on it."

Nusair flushed. "What choice did I have? You won't sanction a duel—"

"And you, apparently, can't rid yourself of an enemy in any less public way."

"I'm not the only one," said Nusair sullenly, refilling his cup. "You haven't done so well yourself."

"My dear boy, when I eliminate a rival, I hardly need do it by dropping a building on him. Ah, what have
we here?"

Small, bright eyes peered at him around the corner of the mantelpiece. He picked a crumb, which his
servants had overlooked, from the sleeve of his scarlet coat and held it out on his palm.

"So far, I've merely played with this little upstart lord—and he is an upstart, you know, even if he really
is a Knorth: the strength of that line was broken forever when we exiled Ganth."

The mouse timidly emerged, nose twitching. Half-tamed by some cadet, hunger made it even less
cautious. It inched into Caineron's hand.

"My father was his father's dupe and paid for it with his life in the White Hills. For that, I destroyed
Ganth Gray Lord. My son, my Genjar, died after Urakarn, his name fouled by Knorth lies. For that, I will
destroy Ganth's son."

His fist closed. There was a shrill squeak and the muffled crunch of small bones breaking.

". . . but in my own time, dear boy, and, preferably, in a way so subtle that he won't know he's dead until
decomposition begins. To break him over the Council vote is almost too easy, too . . . crude. I would
prefer a more lingering end, but fate may have taken that choice out of my hands."

"Just so you get him," said Nusair vehemently.

Caineron tossed what was left of the mouse into the fireplace and turned back to his son with a bland
smile.

"And you think that that will increase your worth? Dear boy, what use have you ever been to me? You
haven't the courage to fight or the intelligence to intrigue. Since Donkerri's mother died bearing him, to
both his discredit and yours, you can't even add to my stock of grandchildren. On the whole, the most
constructive thing you could do, short of killing Torisen, would be to let him kill you. Ah, now that would
be really useful."

Nusair slammed down his cup, white-faced. "A choice, is it, father? Well, then, I'd better go shove that
damn coin down his throat, hadn't I?" He seized a torch and left the room, slamming the door behind him.

Caldane picked up the cup and raised it in a mocking salute. "My blessings, dear boy. Either way."
***

THE CAINERON QUARTERS were on the third level of the old keep's south side. Nusair expected to
reach Knorth's rooms within minutes. Instead, he got lost. Two-thirds drunk as he was, it took him
awhile to realize this. Half the time, he scarcely seemed to be in Tentir at all. At first, he put this down to
the wine, but as his anger cooled and his senses cleared to some extent, he grew uneasy.

Then the footsteps began behind him. Nusair nearly turned back in hopes of finding a guide, but the
scuffling, scraping quality of the sound made him hesitate. It was as if he was being followed by someone
who couldn't walk properly. He went on, more and more quickly. The footsteps followed. It seemed to
his befuddled senses that sometimes they came from behind, sometimes from a hallway he had just meant
to turn down, sometimes from all directions at once, but always they came closer. They were herding
him, he thought, beginning to panic. He tried to think where he was, which hall would take him back to
the hated but safe presence of his father. His mind wouldn't work. Here was a short corridor and, at its
end, a single door. The shuffling sound filled all the empty space behind him, seemed to push him down
the hall to the door. He opened it and slipped inside, closing it quietly behind him. It had no lock.
Outside, the footsteps were coming closer, closer. He backed away from the door, bumping into dusty
furniture, until his foot unexpectedly came down on something soft.

It moved.

Nusair went over backward with a yelp. The torch, flying out of his hand, landed still alight in the far
corner. He tried to get up, but couldn't. Something gray and slimy was wrapped around his leg. Even as
he started to gag, it bit him, and the world seemed to crumble. He couldn't remember where he was or
why he was on the floor. The room swung dizzily around him, filled with leaping shadows.

The door slowly opened. Something white crouched on the threshold. Nusair cast wildly about for a
way to make sense of this apparition and could only remember Caineron's satin dressing gown.

"Father?"

The figure shuffled forward, seeming to grow. Nusair could almost make out the rippling cloth and the
familiar bland smile.

"Dear boy," it said, so nearly in Caineron's voice. "I had to follow you. I have suddenly realized how
badly I have undervalued you all these years. Of all my sons, only you are fit to be my heir. I will
announce it when we reach Gothregor and bind myself to it here in private, by blood rite. Dear boy, give
me your knife."

It was all wrong. Nusair understood that at some deep, instinctive level, no matter what his poisoned

senses told him, but he wanted desperately to believe. After a lifetime of rejection and revilement, to hear
this, the ultimate acceptance . . .

"Yes," he said, breathlessly, drawing his knife and holding it out hilt first. "Oh, yes."

It was taken from his grasp and his hand gripped. He braced himself for pain, but it came like a coldness
against the skin—too high. Looking down, he saw not the usual palm cut but spurting blood.

"M-my wrist!" he stammered. "You've cut my wrist!"

"It doesn't hurt." The pale eyes held his own brown ones, taking away the pain. "Do you still want this
honor?"

"Y-yes . . ."

The changer bent and drank greedily. Nusair felt life flowing out of his veins. It was wrong, all wrong . . .

"No!" he gasped, trying weakly to draw his hand out of the iron grip.

The changer shuddered. The very bones of his bowed shoulders shifted, and muscles crawled under the
skin now glistening with sweat. Then he gave a long sigh and raised his head. Nusair found himself
looking into his own face, crowned by wild, white hair, framing pale, triumphant eyes.

"Too late, fool. You have given freely, and I have taken what I need. Now I will give you what you want
most: a chance to be really useful."

He shoved Nusair back on the floor and opened the young man's coat. Ignoring the feeble attempts to
push him away, he carefully positioned the knife and drove it up under Nusair's ribs. When the body had
stopped twitching, he stripped it and put on its clothes. In one pocket he found Torisen's coin. The
changer put it in Nusair's mouth against the teeth so that its golden glint showed between the bloodless
lips.

"There, little Highlord," he said with satisfaction. "Explain that. Now go down to the fire-timber hall,
Beauty, and wait until I bring our real quarry to you."

He left the room with a light stride, rejoicing in the strength and suppleness of his stolen form. Behind
him, firelight set shadows leaping in a mockery of life around the still, white body on the floor.
***

THE STORM RAGED ON. Blasts of wind and rain buffeted Tentir, shaking the windows, making fires
dance and smoke in their grates. The cadets tried to sleep. Caineron paced his quarters, composing a
speech for the High Council designed (oh, so gracefully) to flay the Highlord alive. Meanwhile, Torisen
sat by the fire in the northeast tower, patiently waiting for Harn's answer.

Someone hammered on the door below. Harn swung away from the window, rain dripping unnoticed off
the crags of his face. Hasty footsteps sounded on the stair and the guard burst into the room.

"Sir! One of the guard cadets from the main hall wants to see you."

"At this hour? Why?"

"I-I can't make that out, sir. He's nearly in shock. Please, sir . . ."

Harn brushed past her and ran down the steps with the guard and Torisen on his heels. The cadet
huddled under the torch. As the commandant appeared, he raised a stricken face and held out his hands.
They were covered with blood.

"D-dead," he stammered. "Dead, dead, dead . . ."

Harn shook him. The cadet stopped with a hiccup and began to cry, clinging to the big randon's arm.
Harn held him for a moment, then gently pried loose his hands.

"Stay with him," he said tersely to his own guard, and set off at a run down the hall. For so large a man,
he moved very quickly. Torisen barely kept up. Then they were on the stair leading down to the main hall
with a clear view across it.

The other two cadet guards lay on the flagstones before the meager fire. At first glance, they seemed
impossibly close to each other, as if caught in some guilty embrace that had gone much, much too far.
Then Torisen saw that they had in fact been smashed together face to face so violently that their very
bones interlocked. Blood formed a widening black pool on the floor. Harn knelt in it, trying to disentangle
the bodies without causing more damage. He must have realized that it would do no good, but he didn't
seem able to stop himself.

Torisen sensed someone behind him. He turned and found Nusair watching him from the shadows.

"We have unfinished business, Highlord."

Torisen heard voices. No alarm had yet been given, but other cadets were coming, drawn perhaps by
that special sense that so often alerted them to danger. He also noted that Nusair was wearing one of the
dead boy's caps pulled down over his hair. A thrill of warning went through him.

"We can't settle anything here," he said.

The other chuckled. "Now, is that discretion or fear? Follow, and prove which."

The stair leading down to the subterranean levels was behind him. He turned and descended without
looking back. Torisen saw that the back of the dead cadet's cap glistened as the pavement had around
the two broken bodies. He followed.

Donkerri saw them go through a thinning haze of blood-blindness. Had his father actually worked up the
courage to challenge the Highlord? Sick as he still felt after his glimpse of what lay on the flagstones, he
must not lose Torisen now or Grandfather would make him feel infinitely worse later. Swallowing his
nausea, he rose and again followed.
***

MEANWHILE, Caineron had finished polishing his speech and was ready to retire when he suddenly
realized that Nusair had not yet returned. How like the wretched boy to get lost and require a search
party. It would serve him right to be left wandering until dawn, thought Caineron, getting into bed—but
what if he had simply fallen down drunk in some corner? A fine sight that would be to greet the morning's
first passerby, and what great credit it would reflect on the family. No, damnit, the imbecile would have
to be found. He shouted for Kindrie.

A Kendar servant entered instead. "My lord, there's a disturbance of some sort in the main hall. The
Highborn has gone down to investigate."

"Has he indeed?" murmured Caineron.

Kindrie's post was his lord's outer chamber, and there he should have stayed, come what may. That
Shanir was getting above himself and had been for some time. Caineron even suspected that Kindrie had
deliberately rammed his horse at Kithorn to let Torisen pass. The Shanir would be made to confess that,
as soon as Caineron felt secure enough to use the means that suited him best. He licked his lips at the
thought.

The Kendar was watching him uneasily. Smoothing out his expression, Caineron sent him to find his son.
The man returned almost immediately, white-faced.

"My lord, I-I found him . . ."

Caineron rose at once. The moment he stepped out into the hall, he smelled something burning, and
followed his nose as much as his servant around the corner to a small storage room at the end of a short
corridor. While the Kendar put out the fire that the dropped torch had started, Caineron stood looking
down at his son. Torisen must have gone mad, he thought, to flaunt his kill so brazenly, and what an odd
kill it was, too. Why the cut wrist when the heart-strike would do, and why in Perimal's name strip the
body afterward? But then madness ran in the Knorth blood. Everyone knew that. The important thing
now was to remind the High Council of it before Torisen could tell his side of the story, assuming he was
still rational enough to do so. In fact, it might be arranged so that the Highlord wouldn't even have the
chance.

Caineron was halfway out the door before he remembered his son's body. "Do something about that,"
he told his servant, and walked on, considering what one should wear when arresting one's liege lord.
***

THE STABLE LAY immediately below the main hall. Only a few horses occupied the maze of wooden
partitions now, and they moved uneasily in their boxes as the two passed. Torisen wondered who or
what he was following. The other certainly looked like Nusair, but he was behaving entirely out of
character. Then too there was the murdered boy's bloody cap on his head and his shadow, dancing
behind him as they approached a wall torch. Torisen had never seen one more warped. If it was truly the
soul that cast the shadow and not the body, how hideously deformed the creature that he followed must
be. He must get it as far from the cadets as possible, Torisen decided, and then deal with it as best he
could. Neither of them realized that they were again being followed.

Another stairway led down to the brick floor of the fire-timber hall some fifty feet below. Tentir had
fifteen upright ironwood timbers, more than half of which were prime with fire glowing in the deep cracks
of their bark. Of the rest, six were still too green to burn properly for another century or so and two,
kindled soon after the keep's founding, had at last been reduced to heaps of embers in their deep
firebeds. A dusky orange light permeated the chamber. It was stiflingly hot. Torisen faced his guide
across one of the glowing pits.

"Who are you?" he demanded. " Whatare you?"

The other chuckled, his voice a deep, viscous gurgle. "Why, who or what should I be but Caineron's
idiot son?"

"I don't know, unless . . ." His eyes widened as the pieces of the puzzle began to fall into place. "You're
a darkling, a changer. One of the fallen."

"The more enlightened of us now believe that changers and what not are only some ancient singer's
invention," said the other mockingly, paraphrasing Caineron. It began to circle the pit. Torisen kept on the
opposite side, out of that terrible grasp.

"I'm a border brat. I believe all sorts of unlikely things." Even this, that a creature out of legend should be
stalking him in the orange glow of Tentir's fire-hall? "But your kind left us alone for so long," he protested,
raising one last barrier against belief. "Why has the Master sent you among us now?"

"The Master!"

The other spat into the embers. Its saliva burst into flames on contact. It sprang across the pit. Torisen
slipped out of its way in a wind blowing move and threw a knife into its back before it could turn. The
knife hilt clattered to the brick floor, its blade burned away by the other's blood. The changer turned,
chuckling. Torisen backed into an open space between the timbers, the second knife poised to throw.

"Afraid, little man?"

"Of you? Moderately."

"Now, what would really frighten you, I wonder. Shall we find out? Beauty, now!"

Out of the corner of his eye, Torisen saw something gray near his feet. His knife hand whipped down.
The blade buried itself in the wyrm's head just as it fastened on his leg. Someone screamed. The chamber
seemed to tilt, throwing Torisen to the floor. The wyrm's venom tugged at his senses. Random nightmare
images flickered through his mind, going faster and faster. It was like falling down a steep slope, clutching
at things too loathsome to touch. Then for a moment he felt the rough bricks of the floor under his hands
and clung to them grimly.

Someone was crying. Torisen thought it might be himself, but then as he fought back to consciousness,
he saw the changer kneeling not far away, cradling the wyrm's twitching body in his arms. His cap had
fallen off. Wild white hair tumbled over his eyes.

"Shanir!" Torisen gasped. "Y-you were bound to that thing . . ."

The changer's head snapped up, its face grotesquely twisted with grief and rage. It lunged at Torisen. He
felt its hands close on his shoulders, felt the terrible strength in them. His velvet coat ripped down the
back, the prelude to tearing muscles, splintering bones . . .

Pain came and then, incredibly, faded. He was on the floor again, with Burr bending over him.

"I've ruined my coat," he said to the Kendar.

" Damnyour coat."

Beyond them, Harn and the changer reeled back and forth on the lip of the pit, gripping each other in
deadly silence. Their shadows grappled on the floor. Then Harn caught the other's arm and twisted.
There was a wet, ripping sound and a terrible wailing cry. The changer staggered away. Harn stared at its
arm still in his hands, his face white.

"Oh my God, not again, not again . . ."

Kindrie caught his hands and wiped off the changer's blood before it could burn too deeply. There
wasn't much of it: the ghastly wound had sealed itself almost immediately. Crouching in the shadows
under the stair, Donkerri thought he saw more blood, much, much more—waves, oceans of it, roaring
over him. He sank to the floor in a dead faint. Above him, feet pounded on the stairs. There were a
dozen Kendar in the chamber now— cadets, instructors, even Ashe, the gray-haired, lame singer—
holding the changer at bay with its back to the pit. It looked more like a wild animal now than anything
human, all resemblance to Nusair gone.

"Careful," said the singer sharply. "If this is what I think it is, steel won't help."

Burr was still on his knees, holding Torisen. He didn't know what had happened to the Highlord, but the
changer's attack alone would hardly account for the young man's clammy skin or a heartbeat so fast that
it seemed to shake his entire body. Torisen gripped his arm with surprising strength.

"Slipping . . ." he muttered hoarsely. "Slipping . . ."

The changer heard. Its lips curled back over sharp white teeth, the entire jawline shifting.

"Highlord!" Its voice was a guttural bark. "Hellspawn! Blood will have blood . . ."

It charged. The cadet directly in its path grounded his spear and caught it full in the chest. It fought its
way down the splintering, burning shaft, and took off half the cadet's face with a single blow. The others
threw themselves on it.

Torisen half rose. "Child of Darkness!" he cried in a harsh voice not his own. "Where is my sword?
Where are my—FATHER!" He crumpled to the floor and lay there without moving.

The changer fought free. In the moment before it could gather itself to charge again, the singer's staff
caught it with a jolting chin-strike. It stumbled backward. She limped after it, coolly striking again and
again, keeping it off balance. The others scrambled out of the way except for one cadet, either slower or
cleverer than the rest, who was still on hands and knees at the edge of the pit when the changer reached
him. The singer slipped under a vicious swing and pushed the changer backward over the cadet. It fell

into the pit. Sparks swirled up from the disturbed embers, lodging in its stolen clothes, igniting them. It
tried to climb out, but Kendars now ringed the pit. Its skin began to char.

"Don't think you've won!" it howled from the depths. "We know now what frightens you, little lord, we
knoooo . . . !"

The flame had laid bare that searing blood and now kindled it, wrapping the creature in veins of fire. It
flailed about, shrieking, as the fire worked inward. Flames burst from every orifice. Then with a roar, it
exploded, spraying the pit walls with burning blood and bits of charred flesh. A charnel cloud of greasy
black smoke shot with red rolled up toward the ceiling.

Everyone recoiled. Soot settled on their clothing and a foul taste lingered in their mouths, but it was over.
The cadets began to pull their shaken wits back together. For most of them, this had been their first
serious fight, their blooding, but for none more so than the boy who had stopped the changer's initial
charge. Locked in a nightmare of pain, his face ruined, all he wanted was release, the White Knife.
Kindrie knelt beside him. Instead of drawing steel, however, the Shanir cupped his hands over the
cadet's ravaged face. His own pale features went taut with concentration. After a long moment, the boy
slipped from pain's grasp into the healing oblivion of dwar sleep. Then Kindrie turned to the Highlord.

Torisen hadn't moved. Even in the ruddy light of the fire-timbers, he looked gray with shock and
scarcely seemed to be breathing. Burr had put his coat over him. Kindrie reached out hesitantly to touch
his face, then stopped abruptly.

Caineron and his guards came down the stairs, weapons drawn.
***

IMAGES CAME AND WENT in Torisen's mind, swirling, melting into each other:

The dungeons at Urakarn:" Do you recant . . . do you profess . . ." no, no, no (the dead, rotting in
piles—don't look) " Then we must convince you, for your own good." . . . gloves of red-hot
wire . . . oh God, my hands! Burning, burning, the towers of Tai-tastigon, the Res aB'tyrr

(What? Where?)

. . . trapped, they're all trapped, burning alive . . . Dead. The Southern Wastes black with
corpses . . . Squat figures moving among the slain, taking a leg here, a head there

. . . meat, fresh meat . . . Fifteen thousand against three million? Oh, Pereden, you fool, you
god-cursed, jealous fool . . .

Burr was bending over him with a worried frown. "My lord? Tori? Hold on to me, just hold on . . ."

. . . slipping . . .

The tower keep's inner door groaned, then burst open, and black-dad warriors swarmed into the
great hall, voiceless, shadowless. The defenders fell back before the silent fury of their onslaught.
Tables crashed over. Benches splintered against the wall. The captain of the guard grabbed his
arm.

"My lord, we can't hold these lower rooms!"

"Betrayed!" The word burst from him in a hoarse bray, and the defenders faltered, "you've all
betrayed me again and again and—Can't hold, you say? Then climb, man, all of you, climb!. Make
the bastards pay for every step."

And here the Darklings came, silent still, their eyes like those of the dead weary for sleep. For
every one of them that fell, two more took his place, and there were so few defenders left. Up the
spiral stair, through the second story maze of living quarters, leaving fallen comrades behind in
every room, up again to the battlements.

The crystal dome over the solar glowed like a second moon within the hollow crown of the
parapet. Dark figures swarmed over it and it cracked. He was driven back against the door of the
northeast turret. There the captain fell, fighting at his side, and suddenly he was alone, ringed by
still, white faces.

"You're all dead wood!" he shouted at them. "Give me something living to hew!"

"Will I do, Gray Lord?"

A man stepped forward, also black-clad but wearing the rhi-sar and steel armor of a Highborn.
He grinned. His face involuntarily shifted into a wolf's leering mask.

"Keral. Oh yes, you'll do nicely."

He brought Kin-Slayer whistling down. The changer tried to counter the blow, but it shattered his
blade and drove him down to one knee. Ganth's sword sheered through armor into the changer's
flesh. The wound closed around the blade and blood burned it away. Keral rose, laughing.

"Poor Ganth. Can't trust anything, can you?"

The Gray Lord stared at what was left of Kin-Slayer. Then, in a burst of blind rage, he swung up
the hilt-shard to strike again. An arrow caught him in the shoulder. He staggered back against the
turret door.

"The Master has a question for you, Gray Lord. Answer, and he may spare your life, if not your
soul. Now, where is your daughter?"

"I have none!"

Two more arrows jolted him back, nailing him to the door.

"Wrong answer. We'll look for ourselves, if you don't mind."

He bowed mockingly and left. The others followed.

The arrows wouldn't let Ganth fall. He was trapped with the agony that each breath cost him and
the ever greater pain of a life finally and utterly come to ruin. They had all betrayed him, again
and again and again: his people, his consort, even his son. Pain and light faded together, but into
the long darkness of the unburnt dead he took his hatred and spent his last breath whispering it:

"Damn you, boy, for deserting me. Faithless, honorless . . . I curse you and cast you out. Blood
and bone, you are no child of mine . . ."

No!

Torisen thought he had shouted the word, but it woke neither echoes off the stone walls nor Burr, dozing
uneasily in a chair beside the bed. He was in his own chamber, he saw, lying on the bed under every
blanket Burr had apparently been able to find. A fire roared in the grate, branches (fingers?) snapping,
black tunnels in the red, twisting, turning, lost . . .

Torisen fought the slow drift back into nightmare. He remembered all too vividly what came next: flight
through the labyrinth, sleeping city; Ganth's iron boots crashing in pursuit; "Child of Darkness! Where is
my sword? Where are my . . . "

What?

His heart pounded with the dream memory of that chase, but what had it all meant? The nightmare of his

father's death was the one he had fled into the Southern Wastes three years ago, the one that had caught
him in that ruined city. As far as dreams go, it had made some kind of sense. But as for the other, which
had first come nearly two years later . . . a child of darkness was a Shanir, and as for Kin-Slayer, he only
wished he did have it, however fickle the luck it was said to bring. In fact, the second dream hardly
seemed to be his at all, anymore than the one at Tagmeth had. But he didn't want to think about them,
and he wouldn't. Ultimately, none of them meant anything anyway.

Somewhere in the far recesses of the apartment, stone grated on stone. Burr snapped awake and
jumped up, his hand automatically going for his short sword. The sheath was empty. He stepped between
the noise and his lord, poised to fight. Then abruptly his whole stance changed.

"Sir!"

"Give me a hand with this," said Harn's voice, oddly stifled.

Burr left Torisen's line of sight. He heard the randon grunt, and then the grate of stone.

"Damn near got stuck for good," said Harn's voice. "Blackie was right: I eat too much. How is he?"

Their voices sank.

"If you're discussing me," Torisen called with a touch of petulance, "talk louder."

When Harn and Burr reached the bed, he had pushed back the mound of blankets and was swinging his
feet to the floor. The room faded as a wave of dizziness rolled over him. When it came back into focus,
Harn was holding his shoulders, apparently to keep him from pitching forward headfirst.

". . . sure you're all right?"

"Well enough, considering. That damned wyrm."

"Wyrm?" The two Kendar exchanged glances. "What wyrm?"

"You didn't see it?" Torisen felt suddenly cold. "It must have crawled away. Damn. I thought I'd killed
it."

"There's a darkling crawler loose in Tentir?" Harn straightened. "My cadets . . ."

"They'll all leave tomorrow, and it should have been too badly hurt to attack anyone else tonight."

"So that's what happened to you. We weren't sure."

"Sweet Trinity. You didn't think I threw a fit like that out of sheer boredom, did you?"

"Caineron said you'd gone mad."

The word hung in the air like an obscenity.

"And you weren't sure," said Torisen softly. "Like father, like son, eh?"

Burr flinched.

"Don't be daft," Harn said impatiently, with no apparent sense of incongruity. "You've got trouble enough
without trying to tear strips off of us. Nusair is dead, and his father is going to accuse you of his murder.
That means a blood feud, you against the entire house of Caineron, unless the High Council takes pity
and declares you insane. Either way, we won't march against the Horde, and that, ultimately, may mean
the end of us all."

"But, sir, will the Council really take Caineron's word against the Highlord's?" Burr asked.

Torisen gave a bitter laugh. "Most of them will probably be delighted to. When they acknowledged my
claim three years ago, they said they wanted a leader, an impartial judge, but every one of them—yes,
even Ardeth—thought that justice meant having things his own way. Now Caineron will promise them
everything, or seem to. What's the alternative? A mad lord from a mad line who has only kept the peace
and satisfied no one."

"So what do we do?"

"If Caineron tells his story first, with me shut up here unable to refute it, my power will be broken
forever. Caineron knows that. So I've got to reach Gothregor before he does."

"Ride? Tonight? Are you strong enough?"

Torisen stood up, slowly, carefully, fighting down a fresh surge of dizziness. His face was bleak, as if
stripped to the iron core of his will.

"I can do anything I have to."

The randon gave him a hard look, then nodded. "Yes. You always could."

Burr brought his lord's riding coat and the saddlebag full of bones. At the back of the apartment was a
counterweighted stone wall through which Harn had squeezed with great difficulty. It was still open only a
crack. Torisen stopped short, his hand on it. Somewhere in the passageways beyond the guarded door,
a voice had cried out in pain.

"Who . . . ?"

"Kindrie, I think," said the randon. His expression hardened. "Caineron said something in the fire-timber
hall about giving him his back pay tonight."

"He pays a Highborn wages?" said Burr, blankly.

"For Kithorn, yes."

The cry came again, wilder, bitten off in midnote.

Burr took an involuntary step toward the door, but Harn caught his arm. "We can't help him now.
Besides, he's buying us time, and I think he knows it."

Old Tentir was riddled with secret passageways. Caineron's spies had apparently never discovered this,
but Harn had made himself master of their hidden ways within weeks of his arrival. The stone stairway
plunged down between dank walls in steps so narrow that they barely offered a foothold. Harn went first,
a torch in his hand, his bulk nearly filling the passageway. Some thirty feet down, he put his shoulder to
the wall, forced open another concealed panel, and squeezed through. The other two followed him out
into the subterranean stable.

Feet rustled on straw, and seven of Caineron's retainers surrounded them, steel drawn.

"We're sorry, my lord," the eldest of them said apologetically, "but our lord insists that you stay."

The shadows moved behind him. Something clipped the man on the side of the head. He dropped
without a sound. The others turned, startled, and another one of them went down with a grunt before the
singer's iron-shod staff.

"Ashe!" exclaimed Harn, and sprang forward to help.

He nearly collided with a cadet vaulting over one of the wooden partitions. Four more followed, all
Knorths, all survivors of the timber hall fight. Torisen sat down on a bale of hay to watch. Let someone
else do the fighting for a change, especially since he was in no shape to help.

"Don't let me hinder you," he said politely to Burr.

The Kendar only grunted. Clearly, the cadets didn't need the help of the veteran randon. Harn had
indeed trained them well. The battle was over before any of Caineron's people had even thought to give
the alarm.

"I'm glad to see you finally remember who I am," said the singer to Harn as they bound and gagged the
fallen Kendar. "After that blank stare you gave me in the fire-timber hall, I thought your wits had finally
gone missing."

"No, just on a long hike. Ashe and I were cadets and one-hundred captains together with the Southern
Host long before you were born," he said to Torisen. "She gave up her commission after an axe blow
nearly took off her leg, although I still say a good healer could have lessened the damage. The fool would
never see one."

The Highlord rose and gave the scrollswoman a full, ceremonial bow. "Fool or not, singer, I'm still in
your debt. How may I repay you?"

"My lord, I don't know what's going on, but there must be a song in it somewhere. I'll ride with you, if
you're willing."

"May we too, my lord?" asked a cadet eagerly.

Torisen glanced at the bound Kendar. "After this, you had better."

"Right," said Harn briskly. "Saddle up, then, and two of you go see if you can get the main gate open
before we run into it nose first."

"You never answered the question I asked you in the tower," Torisen reminded him.

"Eh? Oh." Harn went down clumsily on one knee in the straw. "I will serve you, my lord, in any way that

you require. Now and forever." He looked up under bristling bows. "Besides, any fool who takes on a
changer single-handed needs all the friends he can get."

"I reconfirm our bond and seal it with blood," said Torisen formally, repeating the ancient formula. He
gave the randon his hands. In the days long before Rathillien, when the Highlord had often been not only
a Shanir but a blood-binder, his palms would have been cut across for the full blood rite, which would
have bound his liegeman to him body and soul until death, and possibly beyond. "Now, be a good chap
and do something really useful, like saddling my horse for me."

Within minutes, they were all ready, with two mounts to spare for the cadets who had gone ahead.
Torisen pulled himself up onto Storm.

"Ready? Then come on!"

Storm thundered up the ramp. As he burst into the main hall, Torisen saw first the main gate, still firmly
closed, and then a dozen of Caineron's guards running toward him. At least half of them were cadets.

Torisen reined in abruptly, the other horses crashing into him from behind. I can't fight these children,
he thought in dismay . . . but can they fight me?

He spurred Storm, giving the rathorn war-cry as the stallion sprang forward. The scream echoed
deafeningly off the stone walls. Cadets and veteran retainers alike faltered. Their primary allegiance was
to Caineron, but through him they were also bound to his overlord, Torisen. The war-cry reminded them.
Their hesitation only lasted a moment, but in that time the horses had swept past them.

Shadows moved by the main gate. The two Knorth cadets darted out of hiding to lift the cross bar and
shoulder open the door. The wind whirled wet, dead leaves in around their knees. Then Torisen was past
them, plunging out into the night, into the blinding rain.

Chapter 5
Under Green Leaves
The Anarchies: 8th-11th of Winter
THE TRADE ROAD from Peshtar wound westward down through the mountains, following a
boisterous stream called the Ever-quick. During the caravan season, this route was well traveled, but
now Jame, Marc, and Jorin had it to themselves. Wilderness surrounded them. To the north, the
Ebonbane merged with the even higher Snowthorns, which also flanked the Riverland. Some seventy
leagues ahead, where the road dipped southward to meet the Silver, lay the Oseen Hills. To the south,

across the Ever-quick, was the fringe of the Anarchies.

On that first day, there was no sign of pursuit, unless one counted the shadow. It swept over the
travelers not long after they left Peshtar, and looking up, they saw something large and pale high in the
sky, gliding in a southwesterly direction toward the Oseen Hills.

"What in Perimal's name was that?" Jame asked.

"Trinity knows." Marc watched it vanish into the distance. "A snow eagle, maybe, but the shape didn't
seem right. It looked more like some huge albino bat with short wings. Anyway, it's nothing to do with
us—I hope."

They went on, forcing the pace as much as their somewhat recalcitrant pack pony would allow. By dusk
of the first day, Marc estimated that they were a good forty miles and, he hoped, eight hours ahead of
Bortis's brigands, who would only now be rallying at Peshtar. When it became too dark to travel, the two
Kencyr pitched camp under a stand of pine trees beside the stream. While Marc built a small fire, Jame
unloaded a pannier and found that, again, the Peshtan innkeeper had been more than generous.

"As far as I'm concerned," said Marc, lying back contentedly when they had finished eating, "the honor
of Peshtar has been more than restored."

Jame was staring into the darkness across the Ever-quick. The land beyond, invisible as it now was,
drew her thoughts as it had off and on all day.

"Marc, tell me about the Anarchies."

The Big Kendar gave her a look of mild surprise. "Well now, there's not much I can say. The hill tribes
call them 'The Place Where No Man Rules,' which translates rather inaccurately as the Anarchies. I've
never been in them nor has anyone I know, but there are rumors. As I said before, the old priest at
Kithorn claimed that they were the 'thickest' area in Rathillien—that is, the most truly native, with the
greatest natural resistance to Perimal Darkling. They've had a reputation for strangeness as far back as
anyone can remember, and only the rathorns move freely there, to mate and to die."

"Once in Tai-tastigon I saw a cuirass made of rathorn ivory. It was beautiful, and worth any two districts
in the city. Surely, if rathorns go into the Anarchies to die, men follow them."

"Oh yes. As you say, but those few hunters who do manage to penetrate the Anarchies tend never to
come out again. The land itself is said to be treacherous, and then too, most rathorns are man-eaters,
given the chance. Also, they're 'beasts of madness,' or so our old priest used to say. I've heard of
seasoned war horses running themselves to death out of sheer terror after simply catching a rathorn's
scent."

"Trinity. Imagine riding one into battle."

Marc chuckled. "Oh, the effect would be devastating, I should think, for all concerned. I wonder if that
was in Glendar's mind when he adopted the beast as the Knorth emblem to replace the Master's
dishonored black horse crest. Some say that it was an unlucky choice, since about at that time madness
first entered the Knorth bloodline."

"But the present Lord Knorth, this Torisen Black Lord," said Jame rather sharply. "Surely he's sane
enough."

"Why, yes, as far as I know. At any rate, he should be glad to get that ring and sword you've got in your
knapsack. They should easily earn you a place in his service, if you want it."

She almost told him then that in Torisen she hoped to find, not a lord, but a brother, but the words
wouldn't come. A silence fell between them. After a bit, Marc rose to build up the fire for the night, and
they lay down on opposite sides of it to sleep.

Rolled up in her blanket with Jorin snuggled against her, Jame listened to the crackle of burning pine
needles and the gregarious voice of the stream. She felt suspended between two worlds. Behind her lay
Tai-tastigon, where she had made a life for herself—an odd one perhaps by Kencyr standards, but very
much her own. Ahead lay the Riverland and a brother whom she no longer knew, but under whose
shadow she was about to come. She had never really thought about what Torisen would do with her, or
she with him. At any rate, she would see that Marc was rewarded properly. Tori would owe her that
much at least.

At daybreak they went on. Across the river, beyond a narrow meadow sprinkled with white flowers, the
forest of the Anarchies stood veiled in mist. Rain-colored birds rose, circled above the trees, and plunged
silently back into them.

The north bank began with a fringe of trees, but on the other side of the trade road the land sloped up to
the lower reaches of the Snowthorns in a series of bare hills. This was tribal territory. A dozen clans vied
for hunting space here, marking their boundaries with malirs, the skull of their totem animal mounted on a
pole with its bones hanging below from a cross piece. Sometimes the headless and not very fresh corpse
of a trespasser was lashed to the pole. When the wind blew, the clatter of bones filled every hollow.

"I begin to see why westward bound caravans don't disband at Peshtar," said Jame, "This is not what I
would call hospitable country."

"Just be glad that at this season most of the tribesmen are off hunting deer and each other on the lower
slopes of the Snowthorns. Every year the game gets scarcer and the clans more savage. Before long,

they'll be reduced to cannibalism, like the Horde."

"But if the hunting is so bad here, why don't any of the tribes claim lands across the Ever-quick? Those
woods must be seething with game."

"All the clans consider the south bank to be sacred ground. As I understand it, some three thousand
years ago, not long before our kind came to Rathillien, someone or something suddenly barred them from
the Anarchies. Before that, they believed that their dead crossed the river to a new life, and that the soul
of the tribe itself had its roots on the far bank. Their shamen still take turns crossing the Ever-quick to
perform secret rites on the far side, which they hope will eventually get them back into the Anarchies.
They can have them too, for all I care."

"Oh, I don't know," said Jame, looking across the river. "The place might be worth a visit, and those
rites could be very interesting indeed."

Marc gave her a worried, sidelong glance. He knew how intrigued Jame was by other people's religions,
but he had never before heard quite that note in her voice, as if she were imagining with some relish
ceremonies of a particularly gruesome nature. In fact, he had been uneasy about Jame since Peshtar,
where she had so casually slashed that brigand's throat. Like most Kendar, Marc was not particularly
bothered by the Shanir, perhaps because one had to have at least a touch of Highborn blood in order to
be one. He had always assumed that Jame was at most a quarter Highborn because not even a
half-blood would have been allowed to run as wild all her life as Jame obviously had. He had known
about her claws almost from the start, and they too had never disturbed him in themselves. He also knew,
however, how reluctant Jame ordinarily was to use them. Had something changed? He didn't know and
didn't like to ask.

That second day and the third they made slower time because of the pony, which apparently had gone
lame. Jame suspected it of malingering and proved her point by setting Jorin on it. After its initial fright,
however, it limped as badly as before and was harder to scare. Marc kept a wary eye on the hills. He
had by no means told Jame all that he knew about the hill tribes' less endearing customs.

The third night, they camped in a stand of poplars on a cliff above the river. In the morning, Jame shook
down her long black hair and ran her fingers through it.

"Filthy," she said with a grimace, and went down to the river with Jorin trotting beside her.

Again, the Kendar said nothing, despite his misgivings. If he had stopped to think about it, he might have
wondered why in spite of his seven decades' seniority he had never felt easy giving Jame orders. Now
Marc tried to forget his uneasiness and set about preparing their breakfast. He had just rekindled the fire
and was reaching for the food pouch when a foot came down on it. A hillman stood beside him. Marc
reached for his axe, but froze as steel pricked his broad back. Two more men had silently come up
behind him, armed with hunting spears.

"Who are you?" he demanded loudly, hoping that Jame would hear and take warning. "What do you
want?"

Ignoring him, the first man began to rifle through Jame's knapsack. He pulled out the sword, but threw it
aside when he saw that it was broken. Next he found Ganth's ring, still on the Gray Lord's withered
finger. He threw the finger into the flames and put on the ring. The man had just burrowed down to the
Book Bound in Pale Leather when one of his comrades gave a startled exclamation and pointed.

Jame stood in the shade of the poplars. Slender and still with sunlight dappling her bare limbs, she
looked like some spirit of the grove in human form. There are still such wild things in the wild corners of
the earth. Even Marc, seeing her, felt a touch of near primordial dread.

The first hillman rose and backed toward the Kendar, his eyes still on Jame. Then, almost
experimentally, as if to see how this strange apparition would react, he turned and struck Marc a heavy
blow on the head with his fist. The Kendar swayed, half stunned. He thought for one numb moment that
he had gone blind, but then realized that it was only blood, running down from a forehead cut made by
Ganth's ring.

As his vision cleared, he saw the silver sheen in Jame's eyes and her slow, chilling smile. Jorin cowered
away from her. Now she was gliding, almost dancing, through the woods toward them, and the morning
light seemed to darken around her. Marc had seen Jame dance as the B'tyrr back in Tai-tastigon, and
had been disturbed by it. Now he sensed that this was the true dance of the Dream-Weaver, of which
the B'tyrr's had been only the shadow.

The hillmen were staring open-mouthed, caught in the dark web of the dance. Jamethiel glided up to the
one who had struck Marc. With deft touches, she brought his soul trembling to the edge of his being, ripe
for reaping. Then she put her arms around him. Marc saw her draw the backs of her unsheathed nails
slowly, sensuously, along the sides of his neck across the pulsing arteries. They poised for the forward
sweep.

"No!" he cried.

Jame blinked. What the hell . . . ?

She brought her knee up sharply into the hillman's groin and again with a crack into his chin as he
doubled over.

Marc threw himself backward, twisting sideways. One spear point passed under his arm. The other
tangled in his jacket. He snapped the first one's shaft by catching it between his body and arm and turning
sharply the other way. The other spearman was trying to free his weapon. Marc grabbed it. He jerked its
head forward through his jacket and the man into his fist. By the time he had freed himself from the spear

shaft, the other hillman had fled. He and Jame stared at each other over the bodies of the two fallen men.
She looked very young, and very frightened.

The big Kendar shook his head as if to clear it. Jame could almost see memory fading from his eyes.

"That man hit me and then . . . and then . . . ah, no matter." He wiped the blood off his face. "Your throat
and my head certainly have taken a beating lately. Here." He bent and pulled Ganth's ring off the hillman's
hand. "I'm afraid the finger that wore this is gone, but then I always did think it should be given to the
pyre. You'd better wear this now for safe-keeping."

Jame took the ring. She was suddenly very cold, both from the Ever-quick's icy waters and from
delayed shock. She dressed hastily, with shaking hands. Yes, Marc had really forgotten. One mystery of
the B'tyrr's dance had always been that no one could recall its exact details afterward, not even the
dancer—not until now. This time Jame did remember. Sweet Trinity, she had nearly taken both that
man's life and his soul. And before that? The impulse to use her claws on the Earth Wife's imp and to
dance at the Peshtar inn; had her encounter with Keral triggered all this, or had she always been so
reckless? The Arrin-ken had spoken of honor and balance. How far could one go in either direction
without falling? Where did innocence end?

Girl, you don't want to find out,she told herself. Be very, very careful, because it would be so easy
to let go.

Jame put on her father's ring. Even on her thumb it was too big, but her glove kept it in place. Its cold
touch steadied her. She held this and the sword in trust for her brother, and they must go to him. That
was her primary responsibility now. She picked up Kin-Slayer and nearly dropped it again. An odd tingle
had shot through her hand. There were many strange stories about this sword, including a tradition that it
enhanced the strength of its rightful wielder; but Jame had handled it before without noticing anything
unusual. Of course, she had never worn the ring before either. The sensation faded. Jame shrugged and
returned the sword shard to her knapsack.

Marc had bound both captives with their own belts and was now questioning the one whom Jame had
stunned.

"We have a problem," he said quietly to Jame in Kens. "This is a Grindark, all the way up from the
Oseen Hills. He says he and his brothers were hunting nearby—poaching, really—when a man swooped
down on them out of the sky."

"A man?"

"Well, for lack of a better name. He was naked and seemed to be gliding on skin stretched between his
limbs and torso, rather like that white thing we saw yesterday. Also, he had the image of an imu burned
into his face."

"Trinity! That must have been the changer from Peshtar."

"That's likely, especially since he said he was an emissary from the Black Band. It seems that Bortis has
a pact with Grisharki, the Grindark warlord, who used to be one of his brigands. The upshot is that these
hunters were sent on ahead to waylay us while the changer went to summon more Grindarks from
Wyrden, Grisharki's stronghold. They must be well on their way by now."

"So we've got Grindarks coming at us from one direction and brigands from the other. Lovely. Now
what?"

"We could angle northwestward and try to outflank the Grindark . . . but no. We would only run into
more hunting parties. So it looks as if you'll get your wish, lass: the Anarchies it is."
***

FOUR LARGE STEPPING STONES led across the Ever-quick, each one carved with an imu face.
On the far bank were two malirs. Surmounting each was the skull mask of a rathorn, a stallion on the
right with both the nasal tusk and the ivory horn curving back from between wide-set eye sockets, a
mare on the left with only the nasal tusk. The bones hanging beneath each chimed together in the wind. A
road paved with white cobbles stretched back between the malirs into the meadow, toward the trees.

"That's the hill tribes' spell-path," said Marc. "Their shamen won't enter the Anarchies by any other route
and no ordinary hillman is likely to at all. So here we give the slip to the Grindarks and perhaps to any
brigand with hill-blood."

"But not to Bortis?"

"I doubt it. He isn't likely to honor the taboo, but with luck we can still evade him without going too far
into the Anarchies. Ready?"

Jame settled her pack more comfortably. In it, besides the sword and Book, was a portion of their food
and spare clothing. The pony stood nearby, looking bewildered to find itself both unloaded and free.

"Ready," she said.

"You first, lass, and mind your step."

Jame backed up a few paces, then took a running leap at the first stone some six feet from the shore.
The water rushing past it was both very swift and surprisingly deep, and the stone itself slick with moss.

She bounded from one to the next across the stream, seeing the green faces flash past under her feet. On
the far side, she turned so that Jorin could use her eyes to cross. Marc followed the ounce.

They went up the spell-path of white cobbles through the meadow. Ahead, the road ended untidily
under the shadow of the trees. Some of the cobbles there seemed to be covered with moss of different
colors, which birds were carrying strand by strand up into the trees. No, not moss. Suddenly Jame knew
what the shamen's rites were, and what use the hillmen found for the heads of their enemies.

From behind came the sound of voices. Drifting mist momentarily obscured the meadow, and under its
cover, the two Kencyr gained the trees. Looking back, they saw snatches of the far bank, then the entire
length of the river with some thirty men on the other side. One of them was all too familiar.

"Damn," said Jame in a low voice. "Bortis. He must have been one step behind us all the way. But how?"

"Maybe he didn't go back into the Ebonbane to rally his men after all. Maybe he just came after us with
as many as he could find of the ones who had been on leave in Peshtar."

"He's got one of the Grindark spearmen. Now what . . . Trinity!"

A shriek cut across the Ever-quick's loud gurgle. The hill-man was cowering at Bortis's feet, one of his
forebraids, roughly severed, dangling from the brigand chief's hand.

"Come on," said Marc. "We'll have to go farther in than I expected." He turned and set off with a long
stride toward the deeper woods. Jame and Jorin trotted beside him.

"But why? What's happened?"

"I underestimated Bortis's cunning and cruelty. The Grindarks believe that the roots of their manhood lie
in those braids. That hillman will lead Bortis anywhere rather than lose both of them, and his sense of
smell is nearly as keen as a wolf's."

They went southward through the trees, through a patch of a weed called "deadman's breath," whose
stench should stun the tracker's nose temporarily at least. Beyond was a brook running down to the
Ever-quick. This they followed for some distance, wading upstream in the shallows, before turning
southward again. Winter apparently came late in this corner of the world. Few leaves had as yet even
changed, and the air was almost warm. A deep silence lay over the land. Dense as these trees had
seemed from the other side of the stream, Jame now saw that the real forest still lay ahead, on the other
side of a large clearing. They passed under the shade of a solitary red maple, nearing the line of darker
trees. Mist blew across the meadow, and abruptly they were back beside the maple.

Jame stopped short, gaping. "What in Perimal's name? Marc, am I losing my few remaining wits or did
we just jump backward about fifty yards?"

"So we did. How very odd." The Kendar walked on over the ground they had already covered once.
Jame and Jorin followed. "Now, how far had we . . ."

He vanished.

". . . got?" said his voice behind Jame. She spun about and saw him loping toward her, away from the
maple. "Just about to here," he said, stopping beside her, pointing to the ground a few feet ahead. "This, I
would guess, is how the Anarchies were closed to the hill folk."

"And to us?"

"Maybe, maybe not. After all, a few hunters have gotten in, although they keep the way a secret." He
stroked his beard thoughtfully. "Have you ever heard of step-back and -forward stones?"

"Of course," said Jame impatiently, her mind on brigands and weed patches. "Certain rocks are
supposed to be so closely linked to where they developed geologically that if you move them, they
somehow exist simultaneously in both the old and new sites—that is, if you know how to set them
properly. Songs say that the Builders played all sorts of tricks with them. Ah," she said as Marc dropped
to a knee and began to cut out a square of sod. "I see what you mean. If some of those special rocks are
buried here under the grass . . ."

"Then stepping on them automatically transports us to their original location, back under that maple." He
lifted out the sod. At the bottom of the hole were stones, smoothly fitted together, carved with intricate
figures.

"Those are Builders' runes," said Jame, peering down at them. "A ring of step-back stones? That would
certainly close the Anarchies, but why should the Builders want to do that, assuming this really is their
work?"

"I have no idea. No one knows much for sure about those folk. We'd be safer if we could cross this
barrier, but offhand, I don't see how."

"One possibility does occur."

Jame let her pack drop. She backed up several yards, then ran toward the exposed stones. Just short of
them, she leaped head first over the barrier, rolled—and came up back under the maple. Damn. Marc
was just turning. She sprinted toward him through the clinging grass. Her foot came down in his cupped

hands and they launched her with all Marc's tremendous strength added to her own. She left his hands as
a stone does a sling. The ground passed in a blur twelve feet beneath—no, less: in fact, here it came. She
rolled over and over, finally coming to a breathless stop—almost under the dark trees.

"Are you all right?" Marc called after her.

"Fine, fine," said Jame, gingerly picking herself up. "Just send my stomach along by the next post rider.
Now, where's the edge of this thing . . . ah." Her probing knife struck stone under the sod. "Twenty feet
wide."

"Here." Marc picked up Jorin, and hurled the surprised ounce across the hidden stones. Then he threw
Jame's pack after her.

"Now you."

The big Kendar shook his head regretfully. "There's no way I can jump that far. You go on, lass. I'll
cover your retreat."

Jame stared at him, appalled, as he unslung his war-axe and turned to wait for the Black Band. She had
never stopped to consider how he would cross. It was unthinkable to leave him and yet . . . and
yet . . . no. There had to be another way across those damned stones.

Stones.

Jame turned and began to hunt feverishly through the grass for some of the rocks she had just rolled
over. Finding one, she pried it out of the ground. Marc looked back, puzzled, as the stone thudded to
earth some eight feet behind him. Jame had already pried another, even bigger rock and was staggering
back with it.

"You were trying, maybe, to get my attention? No games now, lass. Run while you can."

"Don't be . . ." she heaved the second stone, only managing a few feet's distance with it ". . . stupid.
Look, the earth that's accumulated over the step-back stones obviously doesn't hinder them much, but
then it belongs where it is. But the two stones I've just thrown are displaced. They come from ahead. I
haven't the skill or knowledge to build a 'step-forward' with them, assuming they're even the right kind of
rocks, but just maybe they can counteract the old rune-ring enough to act as stepping stones."

Marc looked dubiously at the two rocks, now almost invisible in the grass, and again shook his head.
"It's too chancy." He stiffened. "Here they come. Go now, quickly."

"Listen, you idiot," Jame hissed at him. "Either you come over here, or I'm going over there. My word of
honor on it!"

Marc gave her a quick look, then shrugged. He went back a pace, then leaped for the first stone, the
second, the far side. Jame caught his arm.

"Well, I'll be damned," he said. "It worked. Look out!"

He knocked Jame backward, away from the first wave of bandits. They rushed onto the hidden stones,
shouting, and suddenly found themselves back level with the maple. The slower brigands turned, thinking
they were under attack from behind. As a lively—if confused—free-for-all began, the fugitives took
cover in the trees. A shadow swept over the clearing.

"Damn," said Jame. "It's the changer. If he saw how we crossed, he'll tell the others. Now what?"

"We go farther in."

Jame looked back into the shadow of the trees. A vast silence waited there, and a lurking presence of
leaf and blade, bough and branch that numbed her mind. But what choice did she have?

"Yes, we go on. We have to."

They slipped back into the trees, and the shadows swallowed them.
***

BOUGHS ARCHED against the sky like the ribs of some great cathedral roofed with leaves. Green light
filtered down from above. Gray birds glided between the trees, the underside of each wing marked by a
single, almost human eye picked out in subtly shaded feathers. Below, mist drifted around ferns, between
the silver-gray trunks. Everything was hazy and dreamlike, a quality enhanced by the great silence of the
place. What sounds there were carried with unnerving clarity and seemed to come from all directions at
once. Jame and Marc moved as quietly as they could, listening for their pursuers. They heard nothing, but
that might only mean that Bortis had had the sense to keep his men quiet once past the step-back stones.
Meanwhile, the roof of leaves and mist hid them from the changer, if he was still looking for them. Maybe
they really had shaken off pursuit. Marc thought their best plan would be to cut back across the rune-ring
as soon as possible and continue down the Ever-quick on its deserted south bank. He didn't tell Jame
that he was no longer sure exactly where the stream lay.

Jame was equally confused. Not only had she no idea in which direction they were going, but also her
senses felt oddly muted. These woods reminded her of the Earth Wife's lodge in Peshtar, except that
here one sank into the strangeness of the place as if into deep leaf mold. She had felt a faint murmur of

this among the decaying temples of Tai-tastigon's elder gods. There was something so strange about them
and this place, something so . . . alien. But then she and Marc were the aliens here, as the Earth Wife had
said. This wasn't even their world. What if there was a native force on Rathillien that had nothing to do
with their god? What would that do to the Kencyrath's monotheism, to its entire self-conception?

Damn. These were the same doubts that had seized her the first time she had stumbled into the Temple
District. Well, this time she wouldn't panic, at least not before she had good cause. But sweet Trinity, she
thought, looking uneasily around, how strange it all was.

There! A flicker, seen out of the corner of her eye, gone when she spun around to face it.

"What is it?" Marc asked.

"I . . . don't know. Something short and gray. It was watching us. Jorin?"

The ounce stirred uneasily. He had clearly caught her visual flash, but had no sensory impressions of his
own to add. Whoever . . . whateverthe watcher had been, it had left neither scent nor sound. Suddenly
the cat's ears pricked. A hoarse, coughing cry welled up around them, as if out of the very earth. Leaves
shivered on nearby trees.

"What . . . ?"

"Hush." Marc pivoted, but mist and undergrowth cut visibility to a few yards in each direction. The
sound could have come from anywhere. "That was a hunting cry. There are rathorn about."

"Wonderful. Why do we always get a choice of disasters?"

"Virtue has to have some reward, I suppose."

Jame snorted. "Just once, I wish it would pick on someone else . . . hey!"

At that moment, her foot had suddenly broken through the leaf mold into the tangled roots of a dead
sapling. They closed on her ankle. She tried to pull it free, without success.

"What in Perimal's name—Marc, these roots—they don't want to let me go!"

The tree groaned and began to topple, straight toward her. Marc pushed it aside. It hit the ground with a
crash that echoed on all sides, bounding off one tree after another, until it at last faded away into the

distance. The roots twisted as the tree fell, clamping even tighter on Jame's foot. She gave a hiss of pain.

"Use your axe . . . ah! It's crushing my ankle."

Marc stripped away mold and earth, exposing the fibrous network beneath. He thrust his big hands
down into it. "The shamen never even bring edged tools here, much less weapons. We mustn't use them
either, if we can help it." He gripped the roots on either side of Jame's ankle. The muscles on his arms
bulged, wood creaked, and the foot suddenly came free. Jame rubbed her sore ankle gingerly. Ancestors
be praised for a stout boot. But had that been a freak accident or a deliberate attack? Just how strange
was this place?

Then both her head and Marc's snapped up. Somewhere in the woods, somebody had uttered a loud
yelp of surprise and pain. A babble of voices followed, quickly hushed.

"Maybe someone else put his foot in it," suggested Marc in an undertone, without much humor.

Clearly, the Black Band had crossed over the step-back stones. The hunt was on again. Marc gave
Jame a hand up, and they went on, as quickly and quietly as they could.

The day stretched on and on in green twilight. They heard little of their pursuers and less of any wildlife
except for the gray birds, which continued to swoop low over them, coming much closer than wild birds
normally do. They were probably only curious, Jame thought. Humans must be a rarity here. One landed
on a nearby branch and flexed its wings so that the feathered eyes seemed to blink at the intruders. Jame
noted that these were the only eyes the bird had. Somewhere in the distance, a rathorn coughed and then
was silent. They still couldn't tell if it was hunting them, the brigands, or neither.

Most of the time, Jorin trotted at Jame's side, ears pricked, sniffing, but only a few of his impressions
reached her now. Either her still tentative link with him had begun to fade again, or this place was starting
to come between them. Then he chose a tree and began happily to dig among its roots. It let all its leaves
fall on him at once. The cat erupted from the leaf mound with an affronted squawk and raced back to
Jame's side where he plumped himself down and began to wash as if nothing had happened.

" Nowwhat?" said Jame, eyeing the suddenly denuded tree warily.

Marc chuckled. "Oh, that's only a dorith. They're fairly common down the length of the Silver." He
stepped up to another tree covered with what looked like a myriad of small cocoons. "Here's something
rarer, though. It's called a 'host.' Watch."

He rapped its trunk lightly.

All the cocoons burst open. A flurry of pale green new leaves leaped into the air and vanished, golden
veins flashing, into the upper mist.

"But when will they fall?" asked Jame, staring after them.

"Not until they reach their winter host tree far to the south. They'll come back in the spring . . ."

It was beginning to get dark. Mist and shadows grew under the trees, taking on the hint of ghostly
shapes, dissolving again as a breath of wind rustled the leaves above. Below, the ferns whispered
together.

"We'll have to stop soon," said Marc. "This is no place for anything human after dark. We'd better not
risk a fire, though. For one thing, Bortis's men might see it; for another, I have a feeling that we should do
as little damage as possible here."

Jame caught his arm. "Look."

Ahead, a light glowed between the trees. They approached warily, thinking they might have circled
around on the brigands' camp by accident. Instead, in the middle of a glade they found a fragmentary ring
of standing stones. Actually, only one still stood. The others tilted drunkenly or lay in the long grass, and
most had left behind nothing but empty, overgrown sockets in the earth. All the stones that remained
were composed of some cloudy crystalline substance. All glowed softly in the gathering dusk.

"Diamantine," said Marc. "I've seen small chunks of it before, but never a complete lithon. We could
make our fortune with one of these, lass—if we could get it out of here. This stuff is almost as hard as
diamond and it retains sunlight."

His voice set off a faint echo in the glade that seemed to come from the stones themselves. Jame put her
gloved hand tentatively on one. It was vibrating slightly. Regarded more closely, its internal cloudiness
seemed to suggest some definite but rudimentary shape that she couldn't quite make out. Her fingers
brushed against gouges scarring the stone's side.

"I thought you said no one brought edged tools into the Anarchies."

"Let's see. Ah. Rathorns did that. They must spend about a quarter of their lives hacking at stones like
these or at anything hard they can find. Apparently a rathorn's ivory goes on growing throughout its life. It
can't do much about the chest and belly plates or the greaves, but unless that big horn is constantly honed
down, it eventually curves around so far that it comes through the back of the rathorn's skull. Some
scrollsmen even claim that the beast would be immortal if its own armor didn't eventually kill it."

"Marc, let's stay here for the night."

"Well now, there's a fresh spoor in the grass. We may have unwelcome company before dawn."

"At least we can see them coming."

The big Kendar glanced at the shadows gathering around them. Very soon, it would be very dark out
there indeed. "I take your point."

They ate a frugal supper, then lay down beside the standing stone. Jorin stretched out between them,
yawned, and almost immediately fell asleep. So did Marc, although he had intended to keep the first
watch.

Jame lay awake watching darkness gather beyond the diamantine's glow. It seemed to her that the
woods were full of shadowy forms, drifting, standing, watching. She could almost hear them whisper in
voices like the rustle of dried leaves. They wanted to tell her something, to warn her, but the gentle snores
of her comrades drowned them out. Now the stones around her began to echo the sound until she
seemed to be surrounded by sleepers, human, feline, and lithic. The somnolent hum pulled at her, drew
her bit by bit down into sleep.

Chapter 6
The High Council
Gothregor: 8th-10th of Winter
GOTHREGOR was nearly as far from Tentir as the randon college was from Tagmeth. Of those
seventy-odd miles, the first twenty-five were by far the worst, with the trailing edge of the storm pouring
down rain occasionally mixed with hail and the River Road nearly washed out. The nine riders were
soaked and all of their mounts spent except Torisen's black and Burr's gray when some three hours later
they reached Wilden and Shadow Rock Keeps, facing each other across the Silver. Lords Randir and
Danior had both already left with their troops, stripping both keeps' stables but luckily not their riverside
posting station.

By now, it was about midmorning. The thunderheads rolled on before them, leaving the brilliant but cool
sunlight of an autumn day. Wet leaves lay in drifts of crimson and gold across the road. On bare branches
above, raindrops hung like sparkling buds.

Harn twisted to look back up the road. "Odd. I thought Caineron would be snapping at our heels by
now. We didn't exactly slip out of Tentir unnoticed."

"No well-bred Highborn rides in all weathers like a leather-shirt trooper if he can help it." Torisen
quoted. "Now that I've slipped out of his grasp, I suppose Caineron will wait for his troops and descend
on Gothregor sometime tomorrow with all their weight behind him."

"Besiege it, d'you mean?"

"Trinity, no, not with all the other lords there, too. The man's not that big an idiot. He will simply want to
impress the rest of the Council. A Knorth defeat there will serve him much better than a quiet
assassination here on the road. He must be very sure of himself. Knowing Caldane, he's probably
convinced himself by now that you carted me off a raving maniac, tied to Storm hand and foot."

"That could still be arranged. You must have gotten that crawler before it could really get you; but just
the same, let me know if you decide to fall off."

"I'm resisting the temptation."

Harn looked at him askance, clearly unsure how serious he was. Torisen grinned.

"Now, Harn. I've kept you guessing for the better part of fifteen years. Is this any time to stop?"

The burly randon only growled.

They took the next two stages at an easier pace, changing mounts again at Falkirr, and came within sight
of Gothregor in the late afternoon. The fortress was set on the plateau of a mountain spur that jutted out
into the Riverland some one hundred and fifty feet above the valley floor. The outer ward and the fields
beyond seethed with troops. As the riders approached, they saw the wolf standard of Hollens, Lord
Danior, flying from the branch of an apple tree in the orchard just outside the northern barbican. Danior's
people, some one thousand of them, were camped under the trees among the windfalls. Torisen reined in.

"Lord Danior . . . Cousin Holly!"

A young man in hunting leathers seated by a campfire turned his head sharply. He rose and came toward
them, smiling. "Torisen! You made good time. We weren't expecting you until tomorrow."

"I had some help. Announce me, will you?"

"With pleasure!" He went off shouting for his horse.

"Is this really necessary?" demanded Harn.

"After last night? Yes."

Holly came back riding a skittish bay mare. He galloped up to the barbican and gave a loud blast on his
hunting horn. The mare nearly threw him.

"A Knorth entering!" he shouted up at the guard.

"The gate's already open, you fool!" shouted back the Kendar, who apparently had neither understood
what Holly had said nor recognized a Highborn in such rustic clothing.

"A Knorth! " bellowed Lord Danior.

"Sweet Trinity," said Torisen in an undertone. "D'you think it's too late to sneak in quietly after all?"

Just then, the guard saw him.

"M-my lord! Gothregor!" he turned and shouted across the inner ward. " Gothregor!"

Danior rode through the outwork with Torisen behind him. The others ranged themselves in the
Highlord's wake. The broad inner ward seemed to sway up and toward them as the Kendar came to
their feet. There was the leaping flame standard of Brandan and the stooping hawk of Edirr, Jaran's
stricken tree, and the Coman's double-edged sword flying over a token force: the rest would be waiting
down river at Kraggen Keep, as would be Ardeth's at Omiroth and the Edirr twins' at Kestrie. Even so,
counting Torisen's people, there were nearly ten thousand Kencyr here.

"Knorth!" one shouted, and the rest took up the chant:

"K-north! K-north! K-north . . .!"

"Who's trying to impress whom?" muttered Harn under cover of the roar.

"Trying,sir?" said Burr.

The randon nodded to the west, across the river. "There's one lot who aren't buying."

Over the ruins of Chantrie, Gothregor's sister keep, flew the standard of Kenan, Lord Randir: a
gauntleted fist grasping the sun. Kenan had brought nearly eight thousand five hundred troops to the
gathering of the Host, and of those, watching from the overgrown wards and crumbling battlements, not
one raised a cheer for the Highlord's homecoming.

Torisen rode through the roaring crowd to the causeway that led up to the gatehouse. The section
passing through the middle ward was so steep that steps had been cut out of the underlying rock. Ahead,
the rounded twin fronts of the gatehouse loomed dizzyingly up against the sky. Torisen's own Kendar
leaned over the battlements, shouting. Inside was the inner ward, broad, green, surrounded by barracks,
armories, and domestic offices, all stacked three stories high and built into the outer wall's thickness.

Torisen swung down, wincing. The leg that the wyrm had bitten had stiffened during the long ride. He
hung onto Storm for a moment, feeling lightheaded, cursing softly, then let go as Rowan, his steward,
limped across the grass to meet him. She too had been at Urakarn and bore the name-rune of the Karnid
god burned into her forehead.

"My lord! We weren't expecting you so soon."

"So I gather. Is everything ready for the Council tomorrow?"

"Yes, lord. Everyone is here except Lord Caineron."

Torisen reclaimed his saddlebag, and grooms led the horses away. Gothregor's subterranean stables
were four times the size of Tentir's, but, until winter, the garrison's mounts were stabled in converted
ground-level barracks. The Kendar certainly didn't need them all. Torisen and his two thousand retainers
rattled around in this huge fortress like dried peas in a helmet even when all of them were home. Now as
usual, about five hundred were off serving with the Southern Host and elsewhere, a duty that they all took
by rotation to earn Gothregor the money it needed to keep going. He could easily have fielded four times
as many yondri-gon and filled Chantrie with men and women willing to rebuild it with their bare hands for
half a promise of eventual acceptance among his regular troops. Caineron and his sons had built up their
own huge army that way. Ardeth kept urging him to accept yondri; but how could he make promises he
might not be able to keep? Even at two thousand, he felt the strain. It was as if every time he bound a
Kendar to him, he gave that man or woman a piece of himself. There was simply no more to spare.

"Lord Jaran has been asking for you, my lord," said Rowan as they approached the keep. "Or rather he
keeps asking for Ganth Gray Lord."

"He's gone soft?"

"As a rotten peach."

Damnation. At one hundred and sixty, Jaran had been overripe for years, but he had picked an
awkward time to go off altogether, as he must well know. If he couldn't hold himself together through
tomorrow to support the Highlord, his great-great-grandson would take over, and the boy was half a
Randir.

"Poor old Jaran. Make him comfortable, but see that he's kept as far from Lord Ardeth as possible.
Adric thinks that senility is contagious."

Rowan gave him a startled look. "Isn't it?"

"Who knows? Just be grateful that a full-blooded Kendar like you never catches it."

"Yes, lord—and by the way, have I begun to lurch more than usual or are you limping, too?"

"The latter. You wouldn't believe how big the vermin are at Tentir this fall. But speaking of Lord Ardeth,
where is he?"

"In your quarters, lord, making himself at home as usual. He asked that you attend him as soon as you
arrive—his words, you understand," she added sourly, "not mine."

"Indeed. Then I had better go see him at once, hadn't I?"

Rowan and Burr exchanged glances.

"My lord, won't you have some supper first?"

"Burr can bring it up to my quarters." He had already set off with a fast if uneven stride toward the keep,
still carrying the saddlebag.

"Me and my big mouth," said Rowan ruefully.

The keep had the same general outline as the larger fortress —rectangular with a drum tower at each
corner. Its first floor was windowless and dark. Here the lord of Knorth dispensed domestic justice
under flaring torches and the stern death banners of his family. The second floor—brighter, more richly
appointed—also was a hall of judgment, but for disputes between other houses. The third floor, as usual,
took Torisen's breath away as he stepped out of the spiral stair in the corner. All four walls between their

stone arches were stained glass. Here the High Council met, under the emblems of all nine major houses
blazing with light, three by three by three. On the fourth wall facing east was a map of Rathillien in
colored glass, all Kendar work, of course: the Highborn were about as artistically inept as an intelligent
race could be.

Torisen stood gazing at the map for several moments as he got his breath back. Then he turned. On the
western wall, catching the last of the day's light, was his own rathorn crest, flanked by Ardeth's full moon
and Jaran's stricken tree. They were the two oldest supporters of his house, in more ways than one. If he
was about to lose Jaran, it would be suicidal to quarrel with Ardeth, whatever the provocation.

He entered the stair and climbed more slowly, favoring his leg, to the room at the top of the northwest
drum tower, which served as his study.

Adric, Lord Ardeth, sat by the fire in the room's only comfortable chair, reading a book. He looked up
with a smile as Torisen entered.

"My dear boy, how delightful to see you again."

"And you, my lord."

It was a pleasure, despite everything, made all the more piquant by the old undercurrent of resentment.
Then he saw that the book in the old lord's hand was his journal. Ardeth noted his change of expression.

"Memory is safer," he said placidly. "I never could understand the compulsion to write everything down."

Torisen put the saddlebag on the table and lifted the book out of Ardeth's hands. "Hardly everything."

"Oh come. Surely after all these years we two have no secrets from each other."

None, at least, that you haven't tried to sniff out, you old ferret,thought Torisen. "You shouldn't
begrudge me some poor scraps of privacy," he said lightly.

"My dear boy, when have I ever begrudged you anything?"

Torisen was startled into a laugh. "I've just realized where Caineron gets those . . . er . . . remarkable
manners of his," he said in answer to Ardeth's look of inquiry. "He's trying to imitate you."

An expression of extreme distaste crossed the old lord's face. "Oh really! Caineron. . . ." He became

thoughtful. "That man is apt to cause trouble."

"You agree, then, that the Host must march?"

"Of course. You forget that I also served with the Southern Host, back when Krothen's
great-grandfather paid its hire, and that my son Pereden commands it now. We have seen the Horde. A
pity that Caineron hasn't, and that you gave him that idiotic promise. I said at the time that it was a
mistake."

"Perhaps. But if I hadn't, Harn Grip-Hard wouldn't be here now to act as my second-in-command."

"You reinstated him? But the man is a berserker, unreliable on his own in a battle."

"I rely on him."

"Well, you know best. Still, this will stick in Caineron's throat if nothing else does. He sold his consent
for a promise once, though; perhaps, for the right price, he will again."

The young man snorted. "And what can I offer him this time, short of the Highlord's seat itself?"

"A grandchild?"

Torisen made an impatient gesture. "We've been through all this before. On your advice, I took
Caineron's daughter as a limited term consort, and that did keep her father off my back for nearly a year.
Kallystine was sure I would extend the contract to include children. She still is. But if Caineron ever gets
his hands on a legitimate Knorth grandchild, I may as well cut my own throat to save him the trouble.
Trinity knows, after a night with Kallystine I've often considered doing it on general principles."

"And yet I'm told that she is very beautiful."

"So is a gilded sand viper."

"Yes, well, just the same, you should be forming some permanent alliances. Look at Caineron. He has
children and grandchildren with mothers from nearly every house in the Kencyrath."

Torisen gave a snort of laughter. "Don't I know it. That man is prolific enough to sire offspring on a
mule."

"I daresay. Caldane's fancy has been known to wander. I could tell you tales of his exploits in
Karkinaroth some twenty years ago . . . but never mind. The point is that the bloodlines of his legitimate
children form a net of power, one that Caldane may eventually use to entangle and destroy you. Now, if
you were to contract to one of my great-granddaughters and I had the right to avenge you if necessary,
that might make him hesitate."

"Perhaps," said Torisen dryly, "but it will hardly make him let the Host march the day after tomorrow."

"True," said Ardeth.

He steepled his long, elegant fingers and gazed thoughtfully at them. Firelight woke a spark in the depths
of his sapphire signet ring and another in his hooded blue eyes, still keen after nearly fifteen decades.

"I will have to pull a few bloodlines myself. Now, if Caineron should cast the sole dissenting vote, he
might be pressured into changing it. He cares what others think of him, or at least will until what they think
no longer matters. Randir will be the most difficult. Between them, he and Caineron command more than
a third of the Riverland Host. Danior and Jaran are yours as, of course, am I. The Edirr twins will be
swayed by their whimsy, and Brandan by his sense of responsibility. As for the Coman, there should be
no problem once you've confirmed Demoth as lord."

"I haven't decided about that yet," said Torisen.

Ardeth stared at him. "Of course you will confirm Demoth. His mother was one of my
great-granddaughters."

"And for that I should give the Coman a lord who is quite possibly an idiot?"

"An idiot, perhaps, but one who supports you and is of my blood. In case you'd forgotten, the alternative
is Korey, whose mother is a Caineron. That would be quite unacceptable. But enough of this useless
debate," he said, rising. "The matter is settled. Tomorrow at the Council session you will declare for
Demoth."

"No," said Torisen.

It was the first time since becoming Highlord that his instincts had led him flatly to refuse one of Ardeth's
more serious "requests." He had expected the old resentment to come boiling up. Instead, all he felt was
exhaustion and a dull ache in his leg. He leaned against the mantelpiece, looking down into the flames,
feeling the bite of Ardeth's cold eyes.

"I'm Highlord now, Adric, not your field commander," he said, not looking up. "I have to do what I think
is right for the Kencyrath, whatever your wishes, whatever mine. The best I can do is promise to protect
your interests whenever I can. I owe you that much at least. As for the Coman, I simply don't know
Demoth and Korey well enough yet to choose between them."

"You young fool. How much time do you think you have?"

A footstep on the spiral stair made both men turn sharply. Burr stepped into the room, carrying a
covered tray.

"Supper, my lord."

"Oh hell," said Ardeth, in quite a different voice, and sat down again abruptly, putting his hands over his
face.

"Adric?" Torisen bent over him. "Are you all right?"

"What we don't have time for," said Ardeth in a muffled voice, "is a stupid quarrel." He let his hands
drop. Every one of his one hundred and forty nine years seemed etched deep in his face. "Especially not
when the Southern Host has already marched. Do you really think Pereden was ready to take
command?"

"I hope so," said Torisen carefully. "He did have nearly a year's training as my second-in-command."
With Harn doing all the actual work.

Ardeth leaned back in the chair for a moment, his eyes closed. "He is the child of my old age, my last
son. All the others died in the White Hills, fighting for your father. Sometimes I wish I had died with
them." He stood up again, more carefully this time. "Think about the Coman. Of course, whichever one
you chose, the other is apt to come after you with a knife, but you'll find in the end that I'm right—as
usual."

He glanced at the far wall and blinked, a startled expression flickering across his face.

"Adric?"

"Nothing, nothing." Ardeth shook his white head as if to clear it. "Just eat something and get some sleep.
You don't look as if your northern trip was all that restful." He paused at the top of the stairs. "Pereden
thinks very highly of you, you know, but no less than I do."

" 'Highly' my left boot," muttered Burr as the Highborn disappeared down the steps. "That spoiled brat
would spit on your shadow if he dared."

Torisen sighed. "I know. See that Ardeth gets safely back to his quarters, won't you?"

"Yes, lord. . . . You didn't tell him what happened at Tentir?"

"Trinity! No, not a word."

Burr grunted. "He'll hear about it soon enough anyway." He went down the stair, shutting the door
behind him.

Now why hadn't he said anything about Tentir? It hadn't been a conscious decision at all, more like an
instinctive reluctance to tell Ardeth anymore than he had to. Torisen picked up the journal and leafed
through it. Names, dates, events . . . Anar, his old tutor, had kept a book like this when he had felt his
mind beginning to go. Anar, the keep, Ganth . . . Ardeth believed that the Gray Lord had died before his
son's departure.

That he hadn't was one secret that the lord of Omiroth must never even be allowed to suspect.

"Memory is safer," murmured Torisen, and threw the journal into the fire.

As the pages burst into flames, he turned and saw the child's shadow on the wall, sitting on the shadow
table, swinging her legs back and forth. So that was what had given Ardeth such a start. What was he
going to do about her? What was he doing with her in the first place? The answer lay just beneath the
surface of his mind, but he flinched away from laying it bare. Things were complicated enough already.
Just this once, he would do as he pleased and ask himself no questions. He picked up the saddlebag and
sat down before the fire holding it.

"So what do I do about Caineron?" he asked the air.

No answer. He was too tired to think of anything but grandchildren. Yes, he could promise Caldane
one, as a last resort. That would at least launch the Host and—who knows?—he might die fighting the
Horde anyway. If he didn't and Kallystine bore his child, Caineron would certainly move against him in
the child's name. He might still control events but, if not, he could at least prevent a civil war by killing
himself. Then Caineron would be Highlord in all but name and soon, probably, even in that.

"He cares what others think of him, or at least will until what they think no longer matters."

Torisen remembered Kindrie's cry of pain. Was that the sort of cruelty the Three People had in store?
Could it possibly be what the Kencyrath's cold, enigmatic deity wanted for them?

Torisen sat staring into the flames, following the same thoughts around and around, until the distant blare
of a horn broke the circle. He woke suddenly beside the dead fire, surprised to find that he had been
asleep. Who in Perimal's name could be blowing a challenge this late at night? He rose and threw open a
shutter. From this height, the outer ward seemed starred with campfires, but they were nothing compared
to the river of torches flowing down from the north, grouped in battle formation. The horn sound again,
imperious.

"Restormir!" came the guard's hail from the barbican. "Restormir!"

So Caineron had arrived, twelve thousand strong and apparently ready for a fight. It must have surprised
him to find the outworks open and the walls unmanned. Would he be stupid enough to rush in on the
sleeping camp anyway? Torisen wished he would, since that would turn the other lords against him with a
vengeance.

Here came torches under the gate: two, six, twelve; a delegation, then, riding up to Gothregor.

Torisen put on his coat. Carrying the saddlebag, he opened the southern door and stepped out of the
tower. Beyond was a narrow platform, then a catwalk suspended between the keep's two front towers.
It swayed underfoot as the wind caught it.

Below, Caineron rode up through the gatehouse into the inner ward. Three of his established sons were
with him, as well as a small, miserable figure who could only be Donkerri. The herald blew another blast,
waking a volley of echoes off the stone walls.

"Quiet!" Torisen shouted down at him. "People are trying to sleep!"

Caineron looked up, and flinched. Torisen remembered with sudden amusement that the lord of
Restormir was nearly as squeamish about heights as Burr. He unobtrusively shifted his weight to increase
the catwalk's sway.

"Highlord!" Caineron shouted up at him. "My son's blood is on your hands. I will have justice!"

"So will I!" Torisen shouted back. "But in the morning."

The walk swayed back and forth, twenty feet down to the flat roof of the keep, seventy to the flagstones
before the door.

"Your rank will not protect you from the consequences of this foul deed!" bellowed Caineron, rather
desperately launching into a formal challenge, which he had not expected to deliver at the top of his
voice, much less to a moving target. "If you deny your guilt, I say that you lie and . . . and . . . will you
stop that?"

"Stop what?" Torisen shouted back. The walk swung him up toward the stars and back again with the
wind whipping his black hair in his face. "Caldane, go to bed! Your quarters are ready, and I've moved
the Council meeting up to nine tomorrow morning. If you're too excited to sleep, have pity on those of us
who aren't. Good night!"

Caineron seemed inclined to argue but, from what Torisen could make out at this distance, he was also
beginning to look distinctly unwell. He let his sons persuade him to go inside.

Torisen waited for the walk's swing to slow and then went on to the southwest tower, which housed his
sleeping quarters. Good. Someone, probably Burr, had started a large blaze in the fireplace. He stripped
by its light and lay down before it. Tomorrow no longer worried him. Caineron had tripped over his own
feet before, rushing in for the kill, and somehow, he was about to do it again. Their god might favor a
cruel man, but never a fool. He fell asleep almost at once, and dreamed that he was a child again, pushing
his sister in a swing back and forth over the edge of a precipice.
***

THE TRUMPETS SOUNDED, high and sweet. Another procession was coming in under the
gatehouse. The morning sunlight blazed on crimson velvet and white fur, on steel and ivory. Brandan's
flame banner cracked over his head, its flying shadow throwing the deep lines of his face into even
deeper relief. The retinues of the lesser houses—Danir, Edirr, Coman, and Jaran— waiting in the inner
ward raised their war-cries in welcome, to be answered by Brandan's troops. Following Brandan would
be Randir, Ardeth, and Caineron, in ascending order of importance.

"I still say you should bring up the rear," muttered Burr, giving Torisen's boots a final buff before handing
them to his lord.

"You mean sneak out the postern at dawn and come back in by the front door, banging a drum? No,
thank you. Let them come to me." He pulled on the boots, trying not to wince as the top of the right one
came up over his calf.

"Still sore, eh?"

Torisen gave the Kendar a dirty look. "Nothing to complain about." In fact, the wyrm's bite only looked
like a ring of fading bruises this morning.

Burr held out his black dress coat with its full sleeves, and he slipped into it. The high collar felt odd

without the throwing knives sheathed in it, but even if they had survived the fight with the changer, it
wouldn't have been proper to carry them on such an occasion. A pity that the armorer probably wouldn't
be able to replace them before the march south, assuming there was one. There. That was it, except for
one item.

"I hope you haven't forgotten the Kenthiar," he said to Burr.

Burr snorted. "I hoped that you had. Here it is."

He opened an iron box. Inside lay a narrow silver collar, ornately inscribed with runes of forgotten
meaning, set with a gem of shifting hue. It had been found in the unfinished temple at Kothifir when the
Kencyrath first came to Rathillien. Some claimed that it was a parting gift from the mysterious Builders;
others, that it had simply been left there by accident. At any rate, in those times of self-doubt just after the
Master's fall, the Kenthiar had become both the emblem and test of authority, for supposedly only the
true Highlord could wear it in safety. Many questioned that belief now, but admired the nerve of anyone
willing to put the thing on.

Burr gingerly lifted it out of its box. Those who carelessly touched the collar's inner surface were apt to
lose their fingers, or worse. After Ganth had surrendered it and the title, it had lain on his chair for twenty
years, a challenge and a taunt to all would-be successors. Then a drunken Highborn had put it on during
a dinner party as a joke. The next minute, his neatly severed head had fallen onto the table and bounced
into a soup tureen. No one else had even dared touch the thing until Ganth's son came to claim it ten
years later.

Personally, Torisen didn't trust the Kenthiar at all. During its long history, it had also decapitated three
Highlords whose claims to power, as far as anyone could tell, had been perfectly legitimate. No wonder
so few in recent centuries had been willing to take the risk. If Caineron were to snatch power, he
probably could get out of wearing it altogether; but Torisen, coming to claim his father's place with neither
Ganth's ring nor sword, had felt that he must make some gesture to prove himself. Now he was about to
make it again.

"Ready, lord."

"You're sure you want to risk another good coat? All right, all right . . . go ahead."

Burr put the silver collar around his lord's neck. The hinges on either side of the gem straightened, and
the catch closed with a vicious snap. Torisen caught his breath. Nothing.

"All serene," he said to Burr with a smile. "No spilt soup today . . . and just in time."

Up the spiral stair came confused sounds from the Council Chamber below.

The lords of the Kencyrath turned and fell silent as the Highlord entered. They were clustered at the far
end of the room, under the map of Rathillien now ablaze with morning light. Torisen thought for a moment
that they were all avoiding him, but then he caught a whiff of something rotten nearby. The bundle of furs
in the chair to the left of his own raised its head. It was Jedrak, Lord Jaran. Green light from the window
mottled his bald pate like mold. His nearly toothless mouth stretched in a lopsided, welcoming smile.

"Ganth!"

Torisen went forward immediately and took the clawlike hands which the old lord held out to him.
Someone on the far side of the room gasped.

"No, not Ganth," he said gently. "Torisen. Remember?"

A look of confusion and near-panic flickered through Jaran's cloudy eyes. "Torisen?" His expression
sharpened. "Tori! Yes, of course. Stupid of me. My great-great-grandchild, Kirien."

A soberly dressed young man whom Torisen hadn't even noticed stepped forward and gave the
Highlord a half bow. His features were unusually delicate and his expression quite unreadable. Torisen
returned the bow, then turned to the others. Here it came.

"I expect you all know by now that Nusair was killed the night before last at Tentir, and that my lord
Caineron thinks I did it."

Caineron snorted loudly. "Thinks!"

"He has probably also suggested to you that I have finally succumbed to the madness that runs in the
Knorth blood."

Ardeth made a small, distressed sound. Madness, like senility, was considered not only hereditary but
contagious and unsafe even to mention.

"Obviously, this matter will have to be settled before we can discuss anything more important. To save
time, we'll consider the challenge already issued. As for the answer, no, I did not kill Nusair. That leaves
it up to you, my lord Caineron: prove me a liar—if you can."

He sat down at the head of the table, folded his hands, and waited.

For a moment, the assembled lords stared at him. By now, they all probably knew something about
what had happened at Tentir; but none, least of all Caineron, had expected the Highlord to tackle it so
directly. Ardeth took his seat at Torisen's right, casting a look of barely concealed horror across the table
at Jaran. Danior also sat down, with an air of defiance; and Demoth of the Coman, hastily; and Brandan,
because it was only proper. The Edirr twins exchanged questioning glances and a sudden grin. One sat,
one stood, cancelling out each other. That left Caineron with the elegant Randir and Korey of the
Comen, glowering from a corner.

"Well, my lord?" Torisen prompted.

Caineron gave him a sour look. He had really convinced himself that the Highlord had gone over the
edge and was affronted to find him so calm, so . . . rational. But then even madness had its cunning, and
so did he. He began to pace back and forth, hastily reshaping his argument.

"This murder was the culmination of an old quarrel and not altogether unexpected. Lord Knorth never
liked my son."

"Who did?" muttered Danior, and was hushed by Ardeth.

"He has even hinted that Nusair tried to assassinate him, once with a snake and once (Ancestors
preserve us) with a wall."

"So that was what happened at Tiglon," said Essien, the seated twin, with a solemnity undercut by a flash
of pure mischief.

"We always wondered," said the standing Essiar, in the same tone.

Caineron gave them both a furious glare. Then, forcibly composing himself, he went on to describe the
argument at Tentir, and the subsequent finding of Nusair's naked, mutilated body with the gold coin
jammed into his mouth.

"That certainly sounds like the work of a madman," said Brandan thoughtfully, "or of someone feigning
madness to implicate the Highlord—your pardon, Torisen—but in itself it hardly proves anything one way
or the other."

"And so perishes your case, my lord," said Danior with a laugh.

"Not yet, not quite yet. I have one final proof, and rather a convincing one at that. You shouldn't have
been so quick to stake your honor, my dear Knorth, for now you are foresworn and dishonored. Not
only did you slay my son, but you were seen doing it. Ha! Now I've shaken you at last, haven't I?"

"Bewildered is more the word for it. How could anyone see me do something I never did?"

"Seen by whom, Caldane?" interposed Randir. "If not by you, you can only repeat what you are told,
not vouch for the truth of it. You had better bring forward your witness."

Caineron demurred at first, then let himself be persuaded. Watching him, Torisen thought: He and
Randir have rehearsed this. Whatever Caineron's nasty surprise is, he can hardly wait to spring it.

"Very well," said the lord of Restormir at last, with obviously feigned reluctance. "It would have been
kinder to spare the boy, but apparently I can't. Donkerri, come here!"

Donkerri slunk out of the shadows, looking utterly miserable.

"Knorth, I take it you don't question my grandson's truthfulness?"

"I never have had cause to—before."

"Very well, then. Boy, tell them what you saw."

Donkerri gulped. "I-I saw . . ."

"Louder, boy, louder."

"I s-saw Torisen, Lord Knorth, kill my father."

Even Ardeth looked shocked. They all had an instinct for the truth, and this boy seemed to be telling it.

Torisen leaned forward. "Donkerri, how did I kill him?"

"W-with a knife in the back . . ."

Caineron looked up, startled.

"And then Commandant Harn tore his arm off, a-and then I-I fainted."

"This is very odd," said Brandan. "Caldane showed me Nusair's body this morning. I didn't see his back,
but the poor lad certainly had both arms."

Torisen fought a terrible desire to burst out laughing. "Caineron, d-do you mean that you set this boy to
spy on me and then didn't even listen to his full report?"

Caldane shook his head as if to drive off some buzzing insect. "This is nonsense. The fool is thinking of
his cousin. Surely that damned berserker hasn't taken up dismembering Cainerons for a hobby."

"He hasn't."

The voice came from behind Torisen. Kindrie stood in the shadows by the spiral stair, a long slender
bundle in his arms.

"What are you doing here?" Caineron barked at him. "I told you to stay at Tentir!"

"The bond between us broke the night before last," said the young Shanir in a completely colorless
voice. "You know that."

He came forward into the jeweled light of the windows, moving as if no part of him wanted to bend. As
he leaned forward stiffly to put his burden on the table, both Torisen and Ardeth saw lines of blood
suddenly appear on the back of his white shirt. Ardeth unwrapped the bundle.

"Is this the limb that you saw torn off?" he asked Donkerri.

"Yes!" said the boy. A look of great uneasiness flickered across his face. "Yes . . ."

Essien, ever curious, lifted the arm at the wrist. It dangled bonelessly in his grasp like a dead snake. He
dropped it hastily.

"My God! What is this thing?"

"That, my lords of the Council, is the arm of a changer," said Torisen. "Rather more substantial than the
stuff of songs, isn't it, Caldane? I suspect that this is the hand that killed your son. It certainly is the one
that I fought in the fire-timber hall at Tentir where the creature lured me in your son's likeness and where
Harn ripped its arm off. That must have been the battle that your grandson witnessed. I took part in no
other."

"I don't believe—" Caineron burst out angrily, but managed to stop himself just short of offering the
Highlord a mortal insult. "Damnit, why didn't you tell me any of this before?"

"When did you give any of us a chance?" Kindrie answered in that same dead voice.

"A changer," said Danior wonderingly. "After all these years. But why? What was it after?"

Torisen stepped away from the table, away from the living Shanir and the arm of the dead one. "It meant
to kill me," he said, "or, failing that, to entangle me in a blood feud with Caineron as his son's supposed
murderer."

"But again, why?" said Brandan, picking up the question. "And why now?"

"I can only think of one reason: to keep the Host from marching. Laugh if you wish, my lord Caineron,
but consider this: For the first time in centuries, the Horde moves north; simultaneously, a changer tries to
kill or discredit the one man who can rally the Host to march south. Now, maybe this really is a
coincidence. Maybe something else is brewing that we know nothing about . . ." He thought of the
changer spitting at the Master's name. ". . . but can we take the chance? Caldane, you asked me at Tentir
if I had anything to substantiate my fears. Well, now I've got that." He pointed at the arm.

"And we mustn't forget the Southern Host," said Ardeth, leaning forward with a new ring of urgency in
his voice. "It would be madness for King Krothen to order a pitched battle, but he might. We must
support our own people, even if—Ancestors forbid—that only means gathering their bones for the pyre."

"Then too," said Randir, examining his nails, "I understand that Prince Odalian of Karkinaroth has asked
for help."

Torisen looked at him sharply, surprised. "Not from me he hasn't. Caldane?"

"Yes, yes," said Caineron, giving his sometime ally a nasty look. "A messenger arrived late last night.
Odalian asked me as the father of his consort to present his request to the High Council. He says that
he's calling in all his troop levies and asks that the Host meet him at Hurlen just above the Cataracts."

"Well, surely that settles it," said Ardeth. "You can't refuse to help your own son-in-law."

"Oh yes, I can," said Caineron, looking mulish. "There was no mutual defense clause in the marriage
contract. I told him it wasn't necessary."

"Names of God," Torisen said, disgusted. "To get the best bargain by sleight-of-mouth—is that all honor
means now?"

Caineron drew himself up sharply, his lip curling with scorn. "Another lecture, my young lord? You
always seem to be telling me where my duty lies, you who weren't even born when I took over my house
after your father had reduced it to bloody shambles in the White Hills. You can trust me to safeguard my
own honor—"

"And to pay your servants their back wages."

Caineron started at the sound of Kindrie's inflectionless voice. "You damned spook!" he burst out. "Will
you get out of here?"

"Perhaps you should leave, Kindrie," said Ardeth in a silken tone. "My lord Caineron seems to find your
presence disturbing . . . for some reason." His sharp blue eyes met the Shanir's faded ones. Kindrie gave
a ghost of a nod and began to turn, giving Caineron his first glimpse of the Shanir's back.

"Now, now, let's not be hasty," he said with considerable haste. "Stay, man, stay. A broken bond
shouldn't break friendship as well."

What about a broken skin,wondered Torisen. If the others saw that bloodstained shirt, Caineron
would be explaining his honorable system of "back wages" from now until the coming of the Tyr-ridan.

"My lords," he said, "it seems that you have a choice of three reasons to let the Host march. First, to
support the Southern Host. As my lord Ardeth says, these are our people; we can't simply abandon
them. Second, to support Prince Odalian who is, after all, the closest thing to an ally that the Kencyrath
has left on Rathillien. And third, to support your poor, lunatic of a Highlord, who still believes that the
Horde is about to march down our collective throats. Take your choice of reason, but in all the names of
God, let's not waste any more time. Now, do we march or don't we? Ardeth?"

"Yes."

"Randir?"

"Yes, regrettably."

"Brandan? Edirr? Danior?"

"Yes."

"Yes."

"Yes."

"Coman . . . damn, I forgot. Demoth, the Coman is yours, for the time being at least. I'll make a final
determination later."

"Yes, lord," said Demoth, sulkily. He had expected full confirmation.

"Jaran?"

A rasping snore answered him.

"Jedrak?" The old lord's great-great-grandson shook him gently, without result. "I'm sorry, my lord.
When he drifts off like this, he may be gone for hours or even days." Caineron gave a crack of laughter.
"However," said the young man calmly, ignoring the interruption, "I am authorized to speak for him."

"And?"

"I vote 'yes.' What else?"

"Well, Caldane," said Ardeth, "it seems you decide the matter after all; your vote against our eight. What
do you say?"

Caineron glowered at him. His plans all awry, he looked ready to bid defiance to them all out of sheer
ill-humor. At that moment, Burr entered the hall. Caineron turned on him, snarling, but the Kendar's
expression made him hesitate.

"Burr, what is it?" Torisen demanded.

"News, my lord. The Southern Host has engaged the vanguard of the Horde."

"Oh my God. With what result?"

"None as yet, when the messenger was sent out. But he says it looked bad, very bad."

"Pereden," said Ardeth under his breath, almost in a moan. "Damn you, Krothen, God curse and damn
you . . ." The next moment he was on his feet, confronting Caineron as fierce and bright as drawn steel.
"You will vote now, my lord, and you will vote 'yes,' or it will be war indeed, your house against mine.
Well?"

"Yes," said Caineron, going back a step. "Yes, of course. This news changes everything. But sweet
Trinity, there are barely fifty thousand of us here ready to march. Even if Odalian sends the troops he has
promised, what can we do against an enemy three million strong?"

"There is one place where we can hold them." Torisen went to the far end of the room where the
stained-glass map of Rathillien blazed in green and blue and gold. He traced the southward twisting path
of the Silver, from the Riverland to a spot where the craftsman had frosted the glass to indicate billowing
clouds of spray. "There. The Cataracts. Odalian has the right idea. If the Horde keeps to its present
course, it must pass here, up the narrow Mendelin Steps to the top of the falls. There we stop it, or not at
all."

"So it's a race to the Cataracts," said Brandan, regarding the map with a practiced eye. "Roughly two
thousand miles for us, and about a fourth that for the Horde, which luckily travels at a near crawl. Just the
same, this is going to be very close. When do we start?"

"Just as soon as we've given Nusair to the pyre. The marching order to Omiroth will be according to
whoever is ready first. We'll sort things out there. Any questions? Then let's get at it."

The lords dispersed, except for Ardeth. Donkerri tried to slip out in his grandfather's shadow, but
Caineron turned on him, all his frustrations spilling over.

"You ill-omened brat, get out of my sight! I never want to see you again!"

"Grandfather, please . . ."

Caineron drew himself up to his full height. "I cast you out!" he roared. "Blood and bone, you are no kin
of mine." He jerked the hem of his coat out of Donkerri's grasp and stalked away, leaving the boy
standing white-faced, staring after him.

". . . damn you, boy, for deserting me. I curse you and cast you out. Blood and bone, you are no
kin of mine. . . ."

Torisen flinched at the memory. If a father's dying curse held any power, he was as disowned as

Donkerri, or as Kindrie, for that matter. But that had only been a dream. This was real.

"Burr, take the boy up to my quarters and then fetch a doctor. We've got a casualty up here."

"Yes, lord." He dropped his voice. "Lord, there was a second message, this one from Randon Larch."

"My old five-thousand commander. Yes?"

"She says that King Krothen didn't order the attack. He didn't even order the Southern Host to march
out. The whole thing was Pereden's idea."

. . . squat figures moving among the slain . . . oh, Pereden, you fool, you god-cursed, jealous
fool . . .

"Ardeth isn't to know, not if we can keep it from him. Understood?"

Burr nodded and left the chamber, taking the stunned boy with him.

Ardeth had made Kindrie sit in his chair. The Shanir had his head down on the table and seemed to have
fainted, for he didn't even twitch as the lord cut away his ruined shirt.

"I've sent for a physician," said Torisen, coming up to them.

"That won't be necessary. Look."

Ardeth had carefully uncovered the Shanir's back. Kindrie was painfully thin, almost emaciated. His ribs
showed quite clearly under white, nearly translucent skin, crisscrossed now with the marks of a Karnid
corrector's scourge. But even as the two Highborn watched, the bruises seemed to be fading. Then the
more serious cuts, which had broken open when Kindrie bent to put down the changer's arm, suddenly
closed, the raw edges knitting together into cicatrices.

Torisen turned abruptly away, feeling sick.

"Wonderful!" Ardeth said behind him. "A pity we can't all do that, eh? But then it's rare, even for a
Shanir. You know, my boy, you owe this young man a great deal. How fortunate that he is no longer
bound to Caineron. Now you can repay him properly by taking him into your service."

Bind himself to a Shanir? He did owe it to Kindrie, and it would be a shameful thing to refuse,
but . . . but. . . . He remembered the changer's arm, still lying on the table behind him. Its fingers had
seemed to reach out toward Kindrie, as if to touch his white hair. Another Shanir . . .

"I'm sorry, Adric," he said without turning. "I-I can't. I just can't."

"Very well," said Ardeth coldly. "Then I will, until you can bring yourself to do your duty."

Torisen left the hall without a word, without looking back. At Tentir, he had said to Harn, "I can do
anything I have to," and that had always been his creed. Now, for the first time, he had failed.
***

NUSAIR'S PYRE was set in Gothregor's inner ward, with four priests officiating. Several days before,
two other of their number had set off for Tai-tastigon to cope with trouble in the temple there, and a
seventh had left even more recently with three acolytes for Karkinaroth on a similar mission. No one
knew what was wrong at either temple, only that the balance of power in each had shifted, suddenly,
dangerously. But that was priests' business, and no one else paid much attention to it. What they did
notice was that at least one of the priests at Gothregor wasn't very adept with the pyric rune because,
when it was spoken, not only Nusair burst into flames but also about four hundred chickens being
prepared for lunch in the fortress's kitchen. Otherwise, it was a very successful cremation.

By dint of practically getting behind his troops and pushing, Lord Danior got them into second place
behind the rathorn banner. He and his guard rode ahead with Torisen. Ardeth's full moon followed
Danior's wolf standard, but Adric stayed with his people, Kindrie riding pale and silent beside him. The
token forces from Kraggen and Kestrie followed, then Jaran, Randir, Brandan, and finally Caineron.
Caldane's troops had already marched nearly one hundred and twenty-five miles over the past forty-eight
hours and had arrived the night before in a state of collapse. Several hours of dwar sleep had nearly
repaired the damage, but not quite. That night at Omiroth, everyone slept deep, and in the morning the
order of march was confirmed. That day the Edirr and Coman forces joined the column. Early that
afternoon, on the tenth of Winter, the Host marched out of the Riverland, nearly fifty thousand strong.

Chapter 7
A Rage of Rathorns
The Anarchies: 11th-12th of Winter
THE BLACK BAND crossed the step-back stones into the Anarchies after a brief but confused battle
that left several men injured and one dead. The half-dozen brigands originally from the hunting clans
refused to cross at all. The rest had caught the scent of blood, however, and pressed on, all the more
eagerly because of the reward that Bortis had first offered in Peshtar. The blind bandit chief himself led
the way with his Grindark tracker. When he thought about what he would do to the fugitives, especially

to Jame, he drooled a bit and lashed at the bound, hobbled Grindark to make him go faster.

The woods took the brigands by surprise. They were used to the evergreen forests of the Ebonbane, but
the expanse and quality of the silence under these green leaves awed them. Bortis didn't have to tell them
to move quietly. Only once was the silence broken, when they heard the crash of a tree falling
somewhere in the distance.

"It's them!" exclaimed one man excitedly, and the next moment went down with a grunt under Bortis's
hammerlike fist.

"Quiet, you half-wit. D'you think they've taken up lumbering to pass the time?"

They continued, foraging as they went. One man handy with a sling had already brought down a number
of gray birds. Now another bandit saw what appeared to be a giant puff-ball mushroom, but when he
reached for it, the fungus cap turned itself inside out around his hand. His cry of surprise turned to one of
pain. The others cut it away to reveal a hand covered with small punctures like wasp stings, but ringed
with orange-tinged flesh. The fingers had already begun to swell.

By dusk, it was fairly clear to everyone but Bortis that they were lost. Their only hope lay in the tracker,
who still seemed to have some intermittent idea of where he was going. At nightfall, they built a large fire
and roasted the birds on spits. Then they tore down boughs and uprooted ferns from a nearby hillock to
make their beds.

All slept deep that night, including those assigned to keep guard. Through all their dreams ran the steady
sound of munching.

In the morning, several men could not be awakened, and the four who had lain down against the
denuded hillock were simply gone. That reduced the Black Band to fourteen men, including the one who
had been attacked by the puff-ball. The others found him already awake, staring with rapt, almost greedy
attention at his hand. The fingers now were so swollen that they seemed to merge. The skin was puffy
and orange. He backed away from the other brigands, holding his bloated hand against his chest.

"You can't have it! I found it. It's mine, mine!"

He sank his teeth into the spongy mass and tore off a strip.

"It's mine!" he muttered again, chewing furiously. "Find your own!" With that, he darted off into the
woods with his prize. The others didn't follow.

"Up!" said Bortis harshly to the Grindark, jerking him to his feet.

"But what about them?" protested one man, indicating the half-dozen brigands who slept on as if
drugged.

"Leave them. They're no good to me like that."

"Yeah?" said another brigand. "And what good will that reward of yours be to any of us if we never get
out of here to claim it? I say turn back, and if you won't," he finished, belligerently, glancing at the others,
"we will."

"Oh, will you?" Bortis gave a nasty laugh. "Then go. I can't stop you. I can't even see you. But you know
who can, and what he'll do to you if you break faith with me."

To a man, the bandits glanced up with apprehension at the canopy of leaves that hid the sky. They hadn't
seen the changer since the previous day, but not one of them doubted that he was up there somewhere or
that he would deal with them as viciously as he had with others in the past who had challenged Bortis's
orders.

The brigand chief waited, a growing sneer on his lips. "What, no more debate? Then come on, you
gallows-bait. Just think how rich you'll be when we catch that Kencyr brat, and how well entertained."
***

AFTER A NIGHT of dark dreams, Jame woke to find the woods swept clean of shadows, aglow with
golden light. It must be near dawn. Marc and Jorin slept on, both snoring faintly. The ounce lay stretched
out on his back, head cushioned on the Kendar's arm, paws curled over his chest. When Jame put her
hand on the warm cream-colored fur of his stomach, his respiration changed into a sleepy purr, but he
didn't wake. She lay back, wondering at her own uneasiness. It seemed to her that in her dreams she had
been warned, but by whom and against what? Here with Marc, she felt quite safe, but then he often had
that effect on her, as if there was some innate quality in the big man that shielded him from evil. Even the
Earth Wife had sensed it. But she couldn't spend her life in his shadow. Even now, thirst made her slip
away from him and rise. Now, where was that brook?

She followed its sound, moving in quite a different direction from the previous night. Then too, it
was—or seemed—farther away. Perhaps she was simply approaching it at a different point. She
scrambled down to it through the bushes and knelt on the grassy bank about a foot above the water. As
she leaned over to scoop up a handful, the ground suddenly gave way under her.

Jame surfaced, sputtering. The water was only chest deep, but shockingly cold, and the current made it
hard to stand. Of all the clumsy, fumble-footed accidents. . . . She clutched at the bank. It crumbled
away. Downstream a few steps, a bush overhung the water. Jame let herself be carried down to it and
grabbed a branch, only to let go immediately with a startled exclamation. Blood from a deep puncture
stained the thumb of her glove. She saw then that each branch ended in a blunt, blind head, green

barked, with thorns instead of fangs. Every head was turned toward her. Downstream, similar bushes on
both banks closed over the water . . . and upstream, too. Surely those hadn't been there before, nor the
ones surrounding her now. She felt a chill that had nothing to do with the icy waters. They were closing
in.

Jame backed into midstream, bracing herself against the current.

"Marc!" The name came out in a croak, but loud enough, surely, to wake the Kendar. "Marc!" No
answer. Then she remembered his deep, slow breathing. Somehow, dwar sleep or something very
similar had claimed him. He would not hear her now, even if she screamed.

The branches were closer now, rustling. They would arch over her, press down. She would tear her
hands to bloody rags on them, then drown beneath their slight weight.

A gray bird landed on a nearby tree branch and spread its wings. The two feathered eyes regarded her
unblinkingly, as if the entire forest were watching. The Anarchies had tried and condemned her, Jame
thought wildly. But why? She had played by the rules, harming nothing. It could only be because she
really was a darkling, as the Arrin-ken had said, and the Anarchies hated anything with the darkling taint.
Marc couldn't help her now. Her own god wouldn't even if, as she half doubted, his power did extend to
this strange place. But did that deprive her all protection?

Slowly she reached underwater and drew the imu medallion out of her pocket. She held it up to the
feathered eyes of the gray bird.

"I-I have the Earth Wife's favor."

The wings beat once, eyes blinking, then again and again. The bird soared off between the trees. The
bush's nearest blind head took the medallion from Jame's hand. It was passed back through the bush
from mouth to mouth, and the branches withdrew in its wake. She scrambled back onto the bank. On the
far side, a green head offered the medallion back to her. She took it. There was blood on the imu's lips
again—her blood this time from her thorn-stabbed finger. She collapsed on the grass, shaking first with
cold and then with helpless laughter. Saved by a pun! She wondered what the Earth Wife had done to
her imp when she discovered that the medallion was missing. Finally getting a grip on herself, she rose
and went back to the ring of diamantine stones.

Marc and Jorin still slept. Jame changed into dry clothes, then paused, looking down at them. Perhaps
the Kendar had somehow fallen into dwar sleep, but the ounce, too? Frightened now, she shook them
and called their names. They woke, slowly, reluctantly. Marc stretched.

"Ah, lass, you should have gotten me up sooner. We had better eat our breakfast on the move." He rose
and looked about, in a puzzled way. "That's odd. I could have sworn that group of trees was over there.
Everything seems to be turned around. Hello, what's that?" He turned sharply, then shook his head, even

more perplexed. "Gone."

"What is?"

"Something gray. I only saw it out of the corner of my eye. A bird, maybe. Now, which way did we
come?"

They couldn't tell. Nothing seemed to be where it had been the night before, and the mist so diffused the
morning light that they couldn't even be sure in which direction the sun rose. Jorin was confused, too.
Jame circled the clearing with him, and as far as the ounce's keen nose could tell, they had never entered
the ring of stones at all.

"So much for Bortis's tracker too, I hope," she said, then turned abruptly. "There, again, by that larch!
No, it's gone." Or was it? When she looked directly at the tree, nothing was there, but at the edge of her
field of vision she saw . . . what?

"A figure, wearing a gray hooded cloak," said Marc. He had caught the trick, too. "Why, it's no bigger
than a child."

"And it's beckoning to us. I think it wants us to follow. Should we?"

Marc considered this briefly, then nodded. "Maybe it can lead us out of here. It's worth a try, anyway."

They collected their gear and followed, with no idea if their spectral guide was conducting them out of
the Anarchies or farther in. It wasn't even easy to keep that gray figure in sight.

"I've lost him again," said Jame, for the third time in half an hour. "This undergrowth is too dense."

In fact, they had gotten into a real thicket now, flourishing under the arched boughs of the trees. Dark
leaves surrounded them, edged here and there with the rose and hectic red of autumn, hung with berries
bright as drops of blood. A breeze rustled through the dense foliage. Like all sounds in this strange place,
it seemed to come from every direction at once in a flurry of crosscurrents. Jorin stiffened, his nose
twitching. The fur down his back slowly rose. Then Jame caught a sharp, tangy scent that made her own
nose itch and startled a host of fragmentary, fleeting images.

"What is it?" Marc asked in a low voice.

"I . . . don't know. Something very close, very wild . . ."

She slipped away through the bushes without waiting for an answer, hardly knowing if she fled this
unknown thing or sought it. Branches closed about her. The breeze made them dip and sway,
surrounding her with shifting planes of green. For a moment Jame hesitated, completely disoriented. The
wind died. She forged ahead, suddenly emerging on the edge of a small glade. Across it, beside a small
hillock from which most of the greenery had been stripped, stood a rathorn.

Jame's first impression was of a black stallion wearing elaborate ivory armor, and then of some fantastic
cross between a horse and a dragon. The creature was tall and finely made, with slender legs and a
broad chest tapering back to powerful hindquarters. His arched, almost serpentine neck supported a
small head encased in an ivory mask, out of which grew the nasal tusk and curved horn of a rathorn
stallion. Ivory plates curved around his neck, chest, and abdomen. More ivory sheathed his forelegs like
a pair of greaves. His white mane and tail hung against his ebony coat like falls of heavy silk. He stood
absolutely motionless, staring at her. She stared back, only dimly aware that the four mares of his rage
were behind him with their heads up, also watching her. A man lay in the grass at one of the mare's feet.
His belly had been ripped open. In all that glade, the only movement was of his blood slowly spiraling
down the mare's tusk.

The rathorn scent hung heavy as incense in the still air, numbing the mind, making the senses hum. It
drew Jame forward one halting step, then another. Under its hypnotic lure, she felt a hunger for young
meat, fresh meat, that was not her own.

Then, from everywhere and nowhere, came a moaning cry. It rose, faltered, sank into a series of deep
sobs. A shriller voice echoed it, note for despairing note.

The rathorns' armored heads turned as one. Between one blink and the next, the mares had disappeared
in a blur of ivory and ebony. The stallion backed away, ears flat in their mask grooves, then pivoted in
one supple, flowing motion and sprang after his rage.

"That was close," said Marc's voice behind her.

Jame drew a deep, shaky breath. The world seemed to redefine itself around her. "Yes. But what on
earth would frighten a rathorn like that? Marc, there's a body in the grass. Several of them." She started
forward, but he caught her arm.

"Wait a minute."

They waited. When the terrible cry wasn't repeated, they went cautiously out into the clearing.

"Why, these are some of Bortis's brigands," said Jame, crouching beside one while Jorin sniffed at him
warily. "This man seems to be asleep."

"These, too." Marc shook one bandit, then another and another, without result. Jame remembered how
deep in sleep she had found her friend earlier and shuddered.

"There must be something in the air."

"Phew!" said the Kendar, straightening. "There certainly is. What's that stink?"

They circled the hillock. On the far side were three skeletons jumbled together, covered with green slimy
mold. The hill made a sound that was half rumble, half gurgle, and excreted a fourth skeleton from a
foul-smelling hole hidden under a fringe of its few remaining ferns. Jame backed away, holding her nose.

"What a charming place. D'you suppose our friend in gray brought us here on purpose?"

"A trap, you mean? It could be and yet, somehow, I don't think so. Do you?"

"Somehow, no. Trinity!"

The cry had come again, closer, double-noted. It wasn't a sound so much to inspire fear, Jame decided,
as utter, hopeless misery. The wretchedness of it was almost contagious. For a moment, curiosity tugged
at her, but then that terrible moan sounded a third time, almost in her ear, and nearby leaves began to
wither on the bough.

"I have an idea," she said to Marc. "Let's go someplace else."

Since their gray guide was still nowhere in sight, they followed the path beaten through the thicket by the
rathorns. They had just gotten clear of the bushes when the sound of other cries and then of screams
reached them, apparently from ahead.

"Trouble," said the big Kendar tersely. He unslung his war-axe and loped off between the trees toward
the source of the commotion. Jame and Jorin ran after him.

"Marc, wait! What if it's the Black Band?"

It was the Band, but by the time the two Kencyr reached it, none of its members was in a position to do
them any harm. The slashed, trampled bodies lay on ground soggy with blood, among white flowers
slowly turning pink, then red. The rathorns' trail led through this carnage and beyond.

"So much for that," said Jame.

Marc looked slightly surprised at hearing her dismiss a dozen lives so casually. All he said, though, was,
"Not necessarily. Bortis isn't here, and neither is the Grindark."

"Perhaps they didn't make it this far."

"Perhaps. But then there's still the changer, and our mist cover is beginning to wear thin in patches."

As if on cue, sunlight brightened around them, startling a flash of white beyond the nearby trees.

"That looks like a building," said Jame. "What on earth is one doing here?"

Marc shook his head. "I can't imagine."

They went toward it through the trees, still following the rathorns' trampled path. More white showed
through the leaves, resolving itself into a low, vine-draped wall, which stretched about one hundred yards
in either direction. Beyond, rose a jumble of white buildings, the tallest of them barely over fifteen feet
high. The rathorns had apparently leaped the wall. Jame, Marc, and Jorin followed until they came to a
postern so low and narrow that the Kendar almost got stuck as he squeezed through it.

Inside, an equally narrow lane zigzagged back between the buildings. Crosswalks spanned it here and
there, connecting second or third stories. Only Jorin could walk under the former without ducking.
Overhead, circular windows glazed with crystal and rimmed with decorative motifs faced each other
across the way.

They soon came to what appeared to be the main thoroughfare. Like the other streets, it was very
narrow. Unlike them, no walkways spanned it, and it was paved with the cross-sections of diamantine
lithons quarried, perhaps, from the broken ring where they had spent the previous night. The glowing
stones were worn down to a groove as if by the passage of many feet, or hooves. The smell of rathorn
clung to the walls. At a guess, the rage had also come this way, still in full flight. The two Kencyr followed
warily.

They began to pass doorways opening into rooms lit by diamantine blocks set in the walls. The lighted,
empty interiors gave Jame the uncanny feeling that at any moment some diminutive householder might
lean over his door jamb to invite them in. The sense of arrested life was strong in this place, but so was
the feeling that everything had stopped here long, long ago.

Marc had also been looking about. "Now, that's odd," he said. "See that decorative band up there, the
one with alternating rathorn skull-masks and imu faces? The faces parody the masks. I've seen lots of

imus in my time, but never before one that was used to make a joke. Who could have built this,
anyway?"

"Apparently someone who knew how to make a step-back ring. Why seal off the Anarchies unless to
protect this place?"

The Kendar shook his head in wonder. "They had more than their share of nerve, then. Imagine laying a
claim here. But what could have happened to them?"

"Look!" said Jame sharply, catching his arm.

In the far corner of a lighted entry hall hung something gray.

"Oh," she said, disappointed. "I thought for a moment that it was our guide. That does look like his
cloak, though."

"Maybe he got home before us," said Marc, half joking.

"I wonder."

She ducked under the low lintel. White stone dust rattled down on her head and shoulders. The interior
walls, she saw, were shot with deep cracks, radiating out from the diamantine blocks.

"Careful," said Marc, bending to peer in after her.

"I think it must be safe enough or Jorin wouldn't have come in here with me."

She crossed over to the gray object. It looked exactly like their erstwhile guide's hooded cape, but when
she touched it, it crumbled to dust. Beside the hook where it had hung was a narrow hallway that had
been quite invisible from the door. It led back into the house. Jame wrestled briefly with temptation and
lost.

"Marc, I'm going to do a fast bit of exploring."

"If you like. I'll wait out here and spare my old back the stooping. Be quick, though."

Jame stepped into the hall. As in the first room, the ceiling was barely five feet high, forcing her to keep

her head well down. The corridor seemed to extend quite a preposterous distance, one hundred yards at
least, when the entire house could hardly be more than forty feet square. Her first step took her a good
fifty feet down the passageway. So, whoever had built this place liked to play with spatial distortions.

A few more steps, and here was a doorway opening into a fair-sized room with a ceiling at least twice as
high as the corridor's. The only piece of furniture was a long marble table about two feet high, apparently
standing on the left hand wall. Jame stared at it. Could something so massive be bolted to the wall? The
threshold was at a forty-five degree angle, but it felt level as she stepped on it. So did the floor . . . but it
wasn't the floor, or at least it hadn't been a moment ago. Set in the far wall was a large oval window. The
right half of it was dark with the trees of the Anarchies, all horizontal. The bright left half was the misty
sky. Jame shut her eyes hastily. The sense of vertigo disappeared at once. Yes, she was standing on the
wall beside the table, and it felt perfectly natural.

"What a place for a party!" she said out loud.

In fact, it looked as if there had been one, Trinity only knew how many years, or centuries, or millennia
ago. At one end of the table was a litter of small bottles. One of them still contained some clear liquid,
which instantly broke down into crystals when Jame touched the glass. On impulse, she emptied the
bottle's dehydrated contents into an inner pocket lined with waterproof silk. Who knew, someday she
might find someone she disliked enough to test the stuff on.

She left the room, stepping down to the hall floor, and went on up the passageway. Within a few steps,
the corridor turned. Although it still looked perfectly flat, Jame felt a strain in her leg muscles as she went
on and wasn't surprised, when she came to a window, to find herself on the second floor.

Here there were several rooms that once might have been living quarters; but a window had broken, and
the wind, blowing through, had long since reduced everything to dust.

At the end of the corridor was one last door, made of iron-wood, with three massive locks. It stood
ajar. Jame pushed it open cautiously and paused on the threshold, startled. The rest of the house had
been bright with sunlight and diamantine reflecting off white walls. This last room seemed to be hewn out
of a dark, half-familiar stone shot with luminous green veins. The moss covering the floor also glowed
faintly. What little other light there was came from a large oval window set in the far wall. Like those
below, it was sealed with rock crystal; unlike them, heavy bars also crossed it. Beyond was a sullen sky,
the color of a bruised plum, and a deep valley overgrown with luminous vegetation. The ruins of a white
walled city lay in the valley's folds. Vines had almost consumed it, but enough remained to show its
resemblance to the miniature city of which this house was part.

But those ruins clearly weren't in the Anarchies, or even anywhere in Rathillien. This entire room must be
made of step-back stones, stepped all the way back to some fallen world far down the Chain of
Creation, deep within the coils of Perimal Darkling. Why cling to such a dissolute view? Why, unless that
distant, lost world was somehow precious. Unless, perhaps, it was home.

Some pieces of the puzzle began to click together. The Anarchies had been sealed off some three
thousand years ago by people who knew how to use step-back stones and who quite possibly weren't
native to Rathillien. Neither were the mysterious and elusive Builders, who at approximately the same
time had been erecting the Kencyr temples using a host of architectural tricks including both step-back
and -forward stones. It seemed very likely, then, that this city too was Builders' work. It might even have
been their headquarters on Rathillien, despite its distance from all of their building projects. The seclusion
of the Anarchies would certainly have appealed to them, and they might well have believed themselves
more than a match for the land's strangeness.

But if so, what had happened to them? When their work on Rathillien was complete, had they simply
moved on to the next threshold world as they had done so often before? That was possible, but it hardly
explained the odd atmosphere of this city, as if life here had stopped suddenly, unexpectedly.

Jame shrugged. The puzzle still lacked too many pieces, and perhaps always would. She turned to go,
and stopped short. In the corner, in the door's shadow, lay a pile of bones. They looked nearly human.
The skull wasn't quite the right shape, though, and the entire skeleton reassembled would barely have
come to her waist. So. Wherever the rest of the city's diminutive occupants had gone, here was one at
least who hadn't gotten very far.

Jame knelt by the bones, feeling awed. Could this possibly have been a Builder? In all the long history of
her people, no Kencyr had ever even seen one before, much less come so close. The dark behind those
large eye sockets was like the darkness of this room, as if it held the secret of an entire race, obscured
now forever.

Looking closer, she saw that most of the bones were shot with hairline cracks like those that fissured the
walls. She touched the skull tentatively. It fell into fragments. The rest of the skeleton followed, crumbling
bone by bone. Jorin sneezed, and bone dust filled the air. Jame sat back on her heels, rueful. She'd done
it again, destroying where she had only meant to investigate. But then among the ruins she spotted one
bone that hadn't disintegrated. It was a third phalange, the tip of a finger, twice as long as her own. She
picked it up gingerly, marveling at its delicate structure. Here was something, at least, saved for the pyre.
She carefully wrapped it in a handkerchief and slipped it into her pocket. Now to rejoin Marc, who
probably thought she and Jorin had fallen down a hole somewhere.

But down in the narrow street, there was no sign of her friend.

"Marc!"

Echoes answered her, and wisps of mist drifting around the next corner. The silence rang. Jorin pressed
against her knee, uneasy. Other doorways opened off the street, their interiors glowing softly, invitingly,
but with no sign of life.

"Marc!"

This time she thought she heard an answer, toward the heart of the city. She followed it, calling again,
hearing the same faint, distorted reply. The mist grew denser with each turn. Jame ran one hand along the
nearest wall while keeping the other on Jorin's head to guide him. Suddenly he slipped away. She called
after him with voice and mind, but neither brought a response. Damn their mind-link anyway for being so
unreliable. But a moment later there he was again, chirping anxiously, running nose first into her knee. She
took a firm grip on his golden ruff.

"Hush, kitten. Listen."

That voice called again, closer now. It did sound like Marc, but there was something odd about it,
something almost mocking.

Jame felt Jorin's fur bristle under her hand. He knew that voice, and suddenly so did she. Bortis. They
went on, stalking more than seeking now, but still blind in the swirling mist. The glow of the diamantine
pavement faded away underfoot, and then Jame's hand lost contact with the wall. She groped for it,
without success. The city must be built around some kind of open space. A half-dozen more blind steps
and her foot struck something a ringing blow. Someone nearby chuckled.

"Brave Talisman, pretty eyes," crooned that hated voice, making no effort now to disguise itself. "How
does it feel to be lost and blind?"

The sound seemed to come from everywhere and nowhere. Jame felt her sense of direction slip away.
She heard stealthy movements in the mist, growing louder, nearer, seeming to surround her. She
crouched, arms around Jorin. The cat's ears pricked, but he clearly had no idea which way to turn.
Hopefully, neither did Bortis, but if he still had the Grindark tracker and they were approaching from
downwind . . .

A low, wailing cry cut through the opaque air; its shrill double note echoing sharply back as though from
close-set walls. The nameless thing that had put to flight an entire rage of rathorns was in the city, drawing
closer. Someone almost at Jame's elbow gave a hoarse exclamation. Two pairs of footsteps crashed
away, apparently in all directions at once. She and Jorin must flee too, but which way? A black despair,
not her own, gnawed at the edges of her mind. The closer that thing came, the more likely that they
would run straight into it. What to do? The cry came again, closer, paralyzing in its misery. In a moment
of near panic, Jame felt again how out of place she was here, how unable even to understand this land's
threats, much less to cope with them. But she still had the imu, whose power was somehow linked to this
strange place. She drew the medallion out with unsteady fingers.

"Help us," she whispered to it.

Nothing happened. Had it lost its potency or had she forgotten something? Yes, damnit: the thing had to
be fed. She thrust the edge of her hand against the imu's mouth. A sharp pain made her gasp and she
jerked her hand away. A small crescent had been bitten out of it right through the leather glove. For one

startled moment, she watched blood well out of the tiny wound before wondering why she could see it so
clearly. The mist swirled as densely as before around them, but not in front of the imu. She turned the
medallion's face outward. A path opened before her as if a beam of light had transfixed the mist and
burned it off, but there was neither light nor heat, only a shaft of clear air lit through the mist by the
morning sun riding high above.

At Jame's feet lay the skeleton of a rathorn. She had accidently kicked one of its ivory belly plates,
which still curved around emptiness to meet the cage of overlapping ribs. The skull mask was twisted
toward her, the impotence of death rendering its frozen fury all the more savage. Its massive horn had
curved all the way around the beast's head and split its skull open from behind. There was another
skeleton beyond it, and another and another, a fortune in ivory, a wilderness of death.

Jame picked her way through them, her hand again on Jorin's head. She saw a glow in the mist before
her, and a few moments later came up to a pair of diamantine stones each a good nine feet tall. Stepping
between them, she found herself in a circle some fifty feet across, ringed with standing stones. No mist
came here. It formed a shining roof over the circle and walled it, but Jame could clearly see the huge,
gape-mouthed imu faces on the far side, thrusting out of the diamantine lithons. Each stone's internal
cloudiness had been freed by nature to take its natural form so that she seemed to stand in a ring of tall,
narrow heads, their chins sunk in the ground. Only two were different. One had a sort of leathery caul on
top of it. The other's mouth had been hollowed out so deeply that darkness gathered in the heart of the
shining stone.

Something moved in the shadowy maw of the second stone. Bortis and the Grindark emerged. The latter
crouched like some hunted thing brought to bay at last. Bortis stood beside him, keeping a cruelly tight
grip on the hillman's surviving forebraid. The blind brigand chief was grinning. Saliva ran down from one
corner of his mouth to hang in a glistening thread from his chin.

Jame approached him slowly, moving on the balls of her feet.

"What have you done to Marc?"

Bortis leered crookedly. "So you miss that decrepit boyfriend of yours already, do you? You had young
suitors—Bane, that fool Dally—and you killed them. You killed me. Why, Talisman? Are you that afraid
of a real man?"

They were circling each other now. The Grindark scuttled sideways, retreating from Jame, but kept in
the ring of stone by the bandit's ruthless grasp. The hillman's teeth had begun to rattle together. He could
both see and sense what Bortis could not: the inhuman, silver sheen growing in their opponent's eyes, the
darkness gathering around her.

"I never went out of my way to hurt you, Bortis." The voice was low, almost purring. "You attacked me.
Three times. Does it threaten your manhood that your prey fought back and won? That wasn't supposed
to happen, was it? Oh no, not to the great bandit chief. Well, I blinded you once, and by God, I can do it

again."

She sprang at them. The tracker recoiled, jerking his captor off balance. Jame caught the brigand's
thumb and wrenched it away from the Grindark's hair. Bortis howled. He made a wild grab for her, but
she tripped him, and he fell sprawling. The Grindark scrambled clear. Clutching his remaining braid with
both hands, he scuttled out into the mist.

Jame circled the fallen brigand. "Now, what have you done to my friend?"

Bortis lay face down on the ground. His shoulders began to shake. He was laughing.

"Oh, it was funny! H-he thought you were calling him.

" 'Marc, oh Marcarn. . . .' " He gave a fair imitation of Jame's voice, spoiled by an attack of giggles. "I
lured him into that doll's house and—and pushed a wall over on him. The floor gave way too. He fell
down, then sideways—if that whoreson Grindark wasn't lying—straight through another farking wall!"
The brigand jerked up his head, wet mouth rimmed with dirt. "You've killed another one!" he crowed.
"Get yourself a new lover, Talisman. The old one's worm-bait!"

Something colder even than her building rage chilled Jame. A trick step-back room. Even she wouldn't
trust her reflexes, falling into something so unexpected. And Marc, as Bortis kept saying, was no longer
young.

Jorin had cowered away from her to the edge of the circle. She remembered how he had darted off
minutes before, and felt suddenly sure that it had been because he had caught the Kendar's scent. She
had called him off then. Not now.

"Find him," she said to the ounce. "Bring him here . . . if you can."

Blind Jorin gave her a wide moon-opal stare. Then he was gone in a flash of gold.

Jame circled Bortis again, feeling the cold berserker rage rise, savoring it.

"Dear Bortis. Who's worm-bait?"

Someone on the edge of the ring laughed softly.

Jame spun around, Bortis temporarily forgotten. The caul on top of the first stone had raised its head.

Diamantine light cast into even greater relief the angry scars that formed the shape of an inverted imu
burned into its face. The eyes on either side of it glittered, and the misshapen mouth lifted in a smile.

"Ah, child, how you love your work. What a reaper of souls you will make someday."

Jame recoiled a step. Then she quickly drew out the medallion covered in the changer's skin and held it
up as if it were a protective charm.

"You came back, maybe, for your face? Here it is."

"So I see. And you've been feeding it, too. How . . . considerate."

The changer gathered himself as if to spring, then collapsed, panting. His face was gray with exhaustion.
Jame slowly lowered the imu. The changer's smile twisted, distorting his warped face even more.

"Quite right. Even if this accursed place wasn't killing me by inches, after two days aloft with barely a
breeze for support, I'm in no shape to harm you."

"Why did you want to in the first place? Back in Peshtar, you said that my death would mean the
Master's eventual downfall. Sweet Trinity, how?"

"Now, child, no games."

"Damnit, it's true. I don't remember—if I ever knew at all."

"Indeed?" Malice lit his pale eyes. "Now, would it be more amusing to tell you or not? I think not."

His gaze suddenly shifted. Jame heard boot leather scrape on stone behind her and turned, just as Bortis
charged at the sound of her voice. He knocked her flat. His weight, crashing down full on top of her,
drove the air from her lungs. He had her hands pinned above her head before she recovered. His heavy
body shook on top of her as he began to giggle uncontrollably.

"And now," said the changer's cool, malicious voice, "I think that friend Bortis will also amuse himself."

A moaning cry welled up around them, echoed not by walls this time but, it seemed, by the very earth.
Bortis started. Jame got free an arm and struck him sharply in the nose with the heel of her hand. His
head snapped back. She shoved him off and rolled backward into a fighter's crouch, nails out, ready to
defend herself.

"Take her, damn you!" the changer was screaming. "She's right in front of you!"

Bortis ignored them both. He was listening, mouth agape, blood dripping unnoticed onto his chin. The
cry came again, all around them. Its desolation seemed to jar something loose in the man's broken mind.
He bolted, sobbing, between the lithons, out into the mist.

Some hunter's instinct almost sent Jame after him, but then she shrank back. Two figures had come into
the circle. For a moment, Jame had the half-dazed impression that they were human: a woman bent with
age and grief, a slender, white-haired child with fierce red eyes. Then she saw that they were both
rathorns.

The mare was indeed old. Her coat, nearly hidden by encroaching plates, had faded from black to silver
gray. Her slim legs trembled under the ivory's weight, while a massive skull mask bent her head almost to
the ground. She breathed in great gasps between bared fangs because the mask's nasal pits had grown
shut. So had one eye socket. She was slowly being buried alive in the ivory tomb of her own armor.

Snatches of her scent and the colt's reached Jame, even though this time they weren't directed at her.
With each breath she drew, memories not her own swirled around her: the smell of dawn on the wind,
the touch of a snowflake on the tongue, the sound of rathorn stallions belling in an autumn wood. Each
memory flashed and died, leaving only a sense of infinite loss. The mare was destroying them one by one,
ripping apart the vivid tapestry of her past, unmaking herself a bit at a time because she knew of no other
way to die.

Jame fought the swift current of the other's memories, but every breath she took plunged her back into it.
She began to sense the mare's underlying emotions like great jagged rocks in the riverbed of the rathorn's
consciousness: despair, that so long a life had left so many memories to be destroyed; rage, that her own
traitor body had made such a destruction necessary; grief, that bit by bit she was losing all the bright,
fierce days, all the glowing nights. But most of all she grieved for the colt at her side, her last foal with his
white coat and his red, red eyes. Her coming end had put its mark on him even before his birth. Now, the
longer she took to die, the longer he was bound to her and her self-destructive agony, the more warped
he would become. She foresaw that already no rage would ever accept him. He would grow up bitter
and alone, a rogue, a death's-head, her child. She moaned again, and the colt echoed her, furious in his
denial:

No, you're not going to die! No,wo . . .

"No . . ." breathed Jame, and then with a gasp wrenched her mind away from theirs. If she stayed, the
rathorn's despair would suck her down as it nearly had the colt. If she ran away . . . but that was
unthinkable. Stupid as it probably was, she could no more turn her back on this mare than on one of her
own people in agony, pleading for the White Knife. She drew her own blade.

"Don't!" hissed the changer. His voice rose. "You fool, don't . . . !"

Jame sprang forward on the mare's blind side. She caught the tusk and jerked the rathorn's ivory
encrusted head around. Like water deep in a well, the mare's sunken eye caught and held a warped
reflection of Jame's face. The mirrored lips moved.

If you kill me,said a cold, precise voice in her head, my child will kill you. Kill me.

The eye closed. It was her choice, then, with full knowledge of the consequences. So be it. She drew
back her knife to strike.

The colt's furious charge sent her sprawling. He had no tusk as yet and his horn was only a bump, but
those small ivory hooves splintered rock beside her head. She rolled clear. He came at her again,
bounding on his hind legs with fangs bared and forehooves slashing. His scent, rank with rage, sent a
scream lancing through her head:

No, no, no, no . . . !

Jame slipped aside and spun. Her kick caught him just behind the ear between the undeveloped skull
mask and the throat plates. He crashed down, stunned. Jame stood over him, panting. She could kill him
now. She should, or he would never stop until he had killed her, if not today, then tomorrow, or next
week, or next year. Think of him full grown, a rogue, a death's-head, coming to claim the debt of
blood . . .

She heard a sharp hiss behind her, almost in her ear. The rathorn's head was poised above her, that
ponderous weight of ivory balanced on the serpentine neck, ready to smash downward, to pulp flesh and
splinter bone. Jame drew a deep shaky breath.

"All right. I won't hurt him. But if you kill me, I can't help you. Do you still want help?"

For a moment, the rathorn didn't move. Then, with a sigh, she lowered her head until her chin came to
rest on Jame's shoulder. Jame had to brace herself as the weight settled. Hesitantly, wonderingly, she ran
her fingers along the mare's mark, along the cool ivory. All this beauty and strength, all this proud spirit
about to vanish forever. But everything, eventually, comes to an end, and destruction is only one more
face of God. Jame took a firmer grip on her knife. Then, with all her strength, she drove the blade
through the mare's eye deep into her brain.

The beast screamed. Jarme staggered back, hands over her ears. That terrible piercing cry went on and
on as the rathorn slowly collapsed. Her very soul seemed to be tearing its way to freedom, and the
diamantine imus gave back the murderous echo. The changer had curled himself up like a spider on top
of his stone, but now he plummeted to the ground, shrieking. Blood and gray matter ran out of his ears.

He convulsed once, horribly, and lay still. The stones under him began to crack.

Jame took a step toward the edge of the circle and fell, half paralyzed by the noise. The rathorn's scream
was bad enough, but the stones' echo was raw power, enough easily to kill.

But what was that? A shadow sped past her across the stones, cast by no seen form. It darted to the
hollowed-out imu and back again, away and back. No more gray cloak, because the cape in the entry
hall had disintegrated at her touch. No more child-sized figure seen from the corner of the eye, because
all his bones but one had turned to dust. But their mysterious guide would still lead her to safety if only
she could follow him—but Jame . . . couldn't . . . move . . .

Running footsteps. Someone snatched her up, and she found herself hurling toward the darkness inside
the shining stone. The imu's mouth swallowed both her and her rescuer. Inside, the diamantine boomed
with the rathorn's scream. Her rescuer stumbled and dropped her. She rolled down steep stairs between
booming walls, down into silence.

No, not quite silence. The ringing went on and on, only now it was only in her ears. She was lying on
stone pavement. More stone seemed to be heaped on her chest, making it hard to breathe. The weight
shifted, and a wet nose anxiously touched hers. She threw her arms around Jorin and hugged him as he
burst into a thunderous purr.

A dying murmur from above still echoed in the stairwell. Then, as it faded entirely away, a terrible shriek
rose in its place, full of despair, wild for revenge.

Jorin went straight up into the air and came down with all his fur on end. Jame scrambled to her feet. She
heard hooves thundering down the stair. Oh God, the colt. She must bar his way, but how? There, folded
back against the wall on either side of the stairwell: doors. Their stiffened hinges resisted her at first, but
with a final, frantic effort she managed to slam them shut in the colt's very face. A lock clicked. Almost
simultaneously, the young rathorn hit the other side with a boom. Jame felt the door shudder. She heard
sharp ivory hooves tear at it, but its panels were made of ironwood and they held. One last scream
sounded on the other side and then there was silence. Jame leaned against the wood. She knew as surely
as if he had shouted it in her ear what that last cry had meant:

If not today, then tomorrow, or next week, or next year. Wait.

Trinity. She had daydreamed about riding a rathorn into battle, but here she was instead, launched into a
blood feud with one. Just the same, it would probably be years before the colt was old enough to come
after her, and, at this rate, she would be lucky to get as far as tomorrow. Let's just take one crisis at a
time, Jame thought, and, for the first time, looked about her.

She was in a fair-sized subterranean chamber lined with close-fitted masonry, dimly lit by patches of
luminous moss dotting the floor. It was ringed by open doorways, ten in all. Shining runes marked their

lintels. Beside one of them, someone quite large was raising himself on an elbow.

"Marc!" Jame cried, and threw herself into the Kendar's arms. Jorin pounced on both of them. "But how
did you get out of Bortis's trap, or cross that killing circle up there, or—"

"Just a minute, lass." The Kendar stuck a finger in first one ear and then the other, dislodging what
looked like mud. Jame saw that the little sack of earth from Kithorn was hanging outside his shirt, empty.

"Oh, Marc, your home-soil!"

He shrugged. "I thought it might protect me. Luckily, it did. A good thing I hung on to it these sixty odd
years, eh? As for Bortis's trap, a funny business that was, falling first one direction and then the other.
But, you know, those cracked walls practically powdered when I hit them. There was no real impact to
speak of at all. It took me awhile to climb out; but when I did, there was Jorin, waiting to guide me here."

"Cracked . . ." Jame thought of those shattered walls, the stones breaking under the changer, the fissured
bones. The ghost of an idea began to form in her mind, but before it could take on substance, she started
violently. Out of one of the doorways, as if from a great distance, had come a voice:

"Hello? Is anyone there?"

Jame sprang to her feet. She had not heard that voice for years, except in dreams, but she had no doubt
who was calling to her now.

"Tori! My God, where are you? Answer me!"

She plunged through the nearest doorway into the tunnel beyond, still calling her brother's name. Moss
formed a luminous carpet for the first few yards, then broke down into clumps, more and more widely
spaced. Beyond lay utter darkness. Jame called again. Only echoes replied. Could she have chosen the
wrong door? Yes, easily. She must try again.

Jame turned quickly to retrace her footsteps, and again found nothing but darkness before her. Where
was the luminous moss? She could only have come a few yards beyond it, yet now it was nowhere in
sight. Marc's voice called her name. How impossibly far away he sounded. She took a hesitant step
toward him, and in the distance saw a faint green glow. Of course: the tunnel must be paved with
step-forward stones. Another stride or two and . . .

Her foot came down on emptiness.

She pitched forward, twisted, clawed at stone, hung there in space by her fingertips, heart pounding. A
rock, dislodged, plummeted away. It never seemed to hit the bottom. Instead, from below came a
scuffling, scratching sound, oddly furtive. An exhalation of air cold with earth and deep stone breathed up
around her.

Then Jame almost lost her grip as something touched her hand. It was Jorin. A moment later, Marc
caught her wrists and pulled her back up onto the path.

"What in Perimal's name is down there?" she demanded.

Steel struck flint. A spark flashed blindingly in the dark and grew as dead moss kindled. Marc rose and
kicked the blazing clump over the edge. It fell, revealing a deep, narrow crevasse running parallel to the
trail. The chasm's lower reaches were studded with rocks, each one about the size of a clenched fist. A
hundred points of light glowed briefly like small feral eyes in their craggy folds, then all blinked out at
once. In the utter darkness that followed, the stealthy scratch of claw on stone began again.

"Trocks," said Marc's voice in the dark. "The Builders brought them to Rathillien. Their digestive juices
dissolve stone, you see, so they were useful in temple masonry and, I suppose, in hollowing out tunnels
like this. We had better go back to that underground chamber. At least there was some light there. . . .
Wait."

They listened.

"They're between us and the chamber," said Jame. "Now what—try to make friends?"

"No. These may have been the Builders' pets once, but they've run wild for many a long year now. I
shouldn't think even a Builder would care to deal with them now."

"But if they're stone-eaters, surely they won't hurt us."

"Oh, they eat other things as well: lichen, boots, feet. . . . Krothen had an infestation of them in his
dungeon at Kothifir once that cleaned out every prisoner he had, not to mention quite a few guards. Most
areas around our temples have a problem with them, off and on. They don't like light, though."

Again the click of steel and flint; again, a spark. As moss caught fire, Marc tore up a clump and threw it
down the passageway. The path was thick with small gray rocks that certainly hadn't been there before.
They covered the moss. As it caught fire under them, the spreading flames kindled the glow of many
eyes, and a piping wail arose. Then the fire came leaping back up the tunnel toward Jame and Marc.

They retreated. The walls of the step-forward passage blurred as if they were moving impossibly fast,

but the flames followed faster over the carpet of dead moss. Jame and Marc plunged into a side tunnel
with Jorin on their heels just as the fire roared past. The dry moss burned fiercely, but not for long,
leaving a path strewn with rapidly dying embers. Darkness closed in again.

"We aren't having much luck with fire on this trip," said Jame in a rather shaken voice. "At least I don't
hear any more scratching. Marc?" The darkness pressed in around her, more absolute than anything she
had ever known. "Where are you?"

"Here." His voice came from somewhere to her right. "We seem to have gotten off the step-forward
stones. They probably only line the main passageway."

"But why? Where does it go?"

"Trinity knows. More to the point, where do we go from here? Some light should help."

She heard him draw out his fire making tools again, then give a disgusted grunt. "Dropped them." Joints
creaking audibly, he knelt to search the floor.

"Don't bother," said Jame. "I still have mine." She groped in a pocket and pulled them out. The
handkerchief-wrapped bone came too and fell before she could catch it. She didn't hear it hit the floor.
The next moment, the flint and steel were snatched from her grasp. "Hey! Give me a chance."

"What?" said Marc's voice, still down by the floor.

Jame stood very still. She heard nothing, and yet. . . . "Marc, I don't think we're alone down here."

He rose. "Where are you?"

"Here." She reached out. A hand closed on hers—slim, long fingered, very, very cold. She dropped it
with a gasp and sprang back, only to trip over Jorin. That cold grip caught her flailing hand and steadied
her.

"What on earth are you doing?" said Marc's voice behind her.

She gulped. "Making someone's acquaintance, I think, someone who apparently doesn't want to be seen
and who isn't very tall."

"Our friend in gray?"

"Maybe." That unearthly hand still lay in her grasp. Now its cold fingers tightened and tugged at her. "I
think he wants us to go with him. Should we?"

A moment's silence, then: "Yes," said Marc. "After all, we've been following him since this morning.
Here." His own hand, huge and warm, closed over hers. "Lead on."

The darkness confused Jame's sense of direction, but she was fairly sure that their guide was taking them
back to the main corridor. In confirmation the burnt smell grew and then charred moss crunched
underfoot. They turned left, away from the subterranean chamber. Jame went on, one hand gripping the
cold fingers that led her, the other engulfed in Marc's warm grasp as he followed in her wake. Only the
sound of her boots and his echoed off the walls, sometimes close by, sometimes far off, as if the path
momentarily skirted the edge of some vast cavern. There were depths too, or so the faint echoes hinted,
occasionally on both sides of the trail at once.

How long had they been walking? Time seemed to slow, almost to stop under the weight of darkness.
Where were they going? If the stones underfoot still stepped forward, they must have already come a
considerable distance.

Jame's thoughts spun in circles, snatching at answers that the darkness denied her. She remembered how
frightened she had been as a child during the dark of the moon. Perimal Darkling gripped that part of
Rathillien that overlapped the next threshold world, the one that had fallen with the Master, but the
shadows always sought to expand. Someday they might reach from the planet's surface up into the orbit
of its single moon. If that happened, Perimal Darkling would swallow the moon and soon after both the
sun and stars; that had happened before on other threshold worlds where the Kencyrath had fought and
lost. If ever Rathillien's moon disappeared, the Three People would know that they had lost again. But, in
the meantime, for five nights out of every forty-day lunar cycle, the moon was dark, and those below
waited anxiously for its reappearance, afraid that the end had come with no one the wiser until too late.
But even during "the Dark," there was some light. Not so here.

This wouldn't do, Jame told herself firmly. If she kept thinking about the darkness, it would consume her.
To steady herself, she turned her mind back to the mystery of the cracks, and soon came up with some
guesses that made her even more uneasy.

"Marc . . ." she said. "Suppose the Builders did try to claim the Anarchies. Then suppose the rathorns
came back, maybe through these tunnels, and . . . and used the imus to scream the city to pieces, with
the Builders still in it. I found a skeleton in that house I explored. It wasn't human. There could have been
more there, hidden in corners and holes all over the city, where they crawled trying to escape. Perhaps all
the Builders are dead, and if they are—"

"There'll be no more temples," Marc finished, his voice echoing hollowly in the darkness. "If we have to
retreat to the next threshold world, we'll be completely cut off from our god."

"Oh, I don't like the old grump any more than you do, but without him . . ."

"Or her, or it."

". . . we're helpless."

"So, if the Builders are dead, this is it: Rathillien, the Kencyrath's last battlefield. But if that's true, just
who or what is holding onto my hand?"

She didn't get an answer. Jorin had been walking beside her, his shoulder brushing her leg. Suddenly she
felt him stop. His keen ears had caught a faint, distant sound. Jame heard it too, somewhat distorted,
through his senses: many claws on stone, rapidly getting closer. The cat began to growl.

"Lass?"

"Company, and no more fire to make them welcome."

"Then let's not be at home when they get here."

Their guide seemed to agree for that cold hand tugged impatiently at Jame. They ran, tripping, stumbling
in the dark. Behind them, the scratching sound grew closer, louder, and a thin, excited whistling filled the
air.

Then between one step and the next, light exploded around them. Half-blinded, Jame skidded to a stop,
with Jorin tumbling over her heels. She turned in bewilderment and saw Marc standing behind her,
rubbing his eyes. There was a wall close behind him—so close, in fact, that his pack seemed to be
embedded in it. Then he gave a startled grunt and rocked back on his heels, as if something had given
him a sharp pull from behind. The next moment, he surged away from the wall and hastily shrugged off
what was left of his pack. It had been ripped open and its contents half dissolved by a slimy gray
substance through which white larvae wriggled.

"It must be the breeding season," said Marc grimly, and kicked the pack back through the apparently
solid wall. "I've heard old songs about gateway barriers like this. Ancestors be praised the songs were
right. Now, where's our guide? We apparently owe him more than we realized."

But the small gray figure from the Anarchies was nowhere in sight. Then Jame realized that she was still
holding something. She opened her hand. In it lay the long, slim finger bone from the Builder's house. It
crumbled into dust.

"Good-bye, friend." She let it sift through her fingers. "Now, where on earth are we?"

They were standing on the edge of a large, nine-sided chamber. Its walls were painted in a continuous
sylvan mural, and rib girders rose from each angle like tree trunks to meet overhead in a tangle of painted
leaves, branches, and sky. From the apex of the ceiling hung a light sphere. Jame had seen others like it in
Tai-tastigon, but this one was much larger and dimmer. The blinding glare was actually no more than a
twilight glow now that her eyes had adjusted to it, and apparently hadn't been more than that for some
time, for the real grass carpeting the room had had begun to die. But what really astonished her was the
white, windowless structure standing in the middle of the floor.

"Why, it looks just like a model of our god's temple in Tai-tastigon!" she exclaimed.

"That's no model," said Marc. He looked around in amazement. "I've heard of this room. We're in
Karkinaroth, Prince Odalian's palace. But how? That's three hundred leagues south of the Anarchies."

"The step-forward stones! I thought we'd probably gone quite a distance, but this . . . !" She stopped,
struck by a thought. "Marc, there are supposed to be nine Kencyr temples on Rathillien, aren't there?"

"Why, yes."

"There were ten doors in that underground chamber."

"Well, there's Wyrden in the Oseen Hills. That's Builders' work, too. Grindark hillmen live there now,
but there's a tradition that their ancestors were the Builders' craftsmen."

"So they would have to get to the building sites, too, maybe by a step-forward tunnel to that room under
the Anarchies and then on by one of the other nine doors. Well, it's a thought, anyway. It would at least
explain how we got here." She approached the miniature temple cautiously, wary as always in the
presence of her god. "But are you sure this thing is real? It's so small."

"Only on the outside. The Builders could be very playful about space. Three priests and nine acolytes
are supposed to serve here."

"It doesn't look as if anyone has for some time. Why, the door is even bolted shut." She put her hands
on it, then jerked them away with a startled exclamation. "There's power in there. Too much of it, barely
under control. Where are the priests? Trinity, don't they know how dangerous this could be? Tai-tastigon
nearly got ripped apart when the temple there was mismanaged."

"I think I hear someone in there."

They leaned as close to the door as they could without touching it. From inside came a whisper of a
voice crying over and over in Kens:

"Let me out! Oh God, let me out, let me out . . ."

Marc pushed Jame aside. He gripped the rod bolted across the door and pitted the whole of his great
strength against it. Muscles bulged, bones creaked, but the rod didn't move. He let go and looked rather
blankly at his hands, blistered by the power from within the temple.

"This calls for a lever," he said. He unsheathed his war-axe and regarded its wooden shaft critically. "It
might hold up against that rod, but then again . . ."

At that moment, three guards wearing the Prince's buff and gold livery entered the room. They carried
steel-shafted spears.

"Now, one of those will do nicely," said the big Kendar and stepped forward. "Here, friend, lend me
your weapon. Someone is trapped inside . . ."

The guard reversed his spear and struck with its iron shod butt. By skill or luck, he clipped Marc on the
head just where Bortis's brigand had hit him four days earlier. The big man crumpled without a sound.
Jame found herself facing two poised spears.

"What about the cat?" one man asked another.

"We have no orders about that. Kill it."

"Jorin, run!" Jame cried, and threw herself forward, twisting. One spear point passed under her arm and
the other clashed against it as the second guard tried too late to block her. She dropped the first man
with an elbow to the throat. The man who had struck Marc tripped her with his spear shaft. She came up
rolling and saw Jorin disappear in a golden streak out the door. The next moment, the back of her head
seemed to explode.

But these people are supposed to be our allies,she thought with amazement, and then thought nothing
more at all.

Chapter 8

Interlude with Jewel-Jaws
Wyrden: 12th of Winter
TWO DAYS after leaving the Riverland, the Host of the Kencyrath seemed to have left behind
impending winter. While Kithorn had been cold and stark, here in the Oseen Hills some three hundred
and fifty miles to the south, maples and sumac still blazed red and gold on the slopes and migrating birds
flew overhead. Holly, Lord Danior, still rode beside Torisen, shying stones at every dorith tree he saw.
Whenever he hit one at just the right moment, in just the right way, all of its leaves fell off at once with a
most satisfying "whoosh." Torisen finally sent the young lord and his riders on ahead to scout the next
stretch of road.

"Running you ragged, is he?" said Harn with a chuckle, pulling up beside the Highlord. "Now you know
how I felt when I was your commander."

"At least I never tried to bury you in dorith leaves. How are things down the line?"

"Just stay away from the Coman. Demoth and Korey are ready to cut each other's throats or,
preferably, yours. Which reminds me. Although you've sent your regular guard back to their respective
commands, you haven't picked your war-guard yet. Now, I've got my eye on a score or so of your
randons who—"

"Harn, no. We won't reach the Cataracts for nearly three weeks. Let it wait."

Harn bristled. "You think nothing can happen before then? You've got more enemies than just the
Coman, boy, and you're too valuable to risk. You need protection."

"Harn, I'm not going to spend the rest of this march tripping over a parcel of well-meaning bodyguards. I
just don't like to be followed about. You know that."

"In case you hadn't noticed, you're being followed by the entire Kencyr Host."

"That isn't quite the same thing. Drop it for now, Harn. I promise, I'll be as sensible as you like—when
we get to the Cataracts. Now, how are the foot soldiers holding up?"

"Well enough," said Harn grudgingly, "as long as they get at least one night of dwar sleep out of three.
We must be covering a good sixteen leagues a day. Not bad. But to have our strength cut by a third
every night when we're this spread out . . . d'you realize that the line of march stretches back nearly ten

miles?"

"We'll be out of these mountains in two or three days."

"Aye, and on the edge of the White Hills. What d'you think of Caineron's suggestion that we cut through
them instead of following the River Road? It would save us nearly three hundred miles."

Torisen snorted. "That wasn't why he suggested it. My lord Caineron simply wanted to remind everyone
of what happened there and whose fault it was."

The White Hills—white with the ashes of the dead after Ganth's defeat . . . no Kencyr had walked there
since, and Torisen didn't want to be the first. Who knew what might wait in a place like that?

"Harn," he said abruptly, changing the topic. "You served with Pereden for a year after I left. How has
he shaped up?"

The randon scratched an unshaven chin, his nail rasping on stubble. "Well now, that's not so easily
answered. It was a quiet year, without much to test the boy's mettle. I would say, though, that Pereden
wanted to be a great leader without having to work for it. He seemed to think that command of the
Southern Host was only his due."

"So it would have been from the start, if Ardeth hadn't given it to me. You know the tradition: where
there's no Knorth heir, the heir of Ardeth commands in the field—except when Caineron got his finger in
the pie just long enough to pull out Urakarn."

"But you were the Knorth heir."

"Yes, but Pereden didn't know that. No one did but Ardeth until I came of age. You thought I was
delirious when I told you in that ruined desert city where you and Burr tracked me down."

"Oh aye. And stayed drunk for a week along with half your staff when we heard you'd actually made the
other lords accept you."

Torisen laughed, then caught his breath sharply. Flashing across the road scarcely a dozen paces away
was a rage of five rathorns. The lead stallion spun around to face the Host, fangs bared. Sunlight fell on
the blackness of his coat, blazed off his two horns and wealth of ivory. Every war horse in the vanguard
rocked back on its heels, wild-eyed. Not one would have stood its ground if the great beast had
charged. Instead, he gave a scornful snort and bounded over the Silver after his rage. A moment later, all
five had vanished as if the hills had swallowed them whole.

"Trinity!" breathed Harn, soothing his frightened mount. "That was quite an omen."

"Of what? I think the emblem of my house just laughed in my face. But where on earth did they come
from?"

He dismounted and followed the rathorns' path, clearly marked by trampled grass. Ahead there seemed
to be nothing but a vine-covered cliff face. As he drew nearer, however, Torisen saw darkness behind
the leaves. He pushed the vines aside. Behind them was the mouth of a tunnel, high vaulted, lined with
smooth, expertly fitted stones. The shaft seemed to go back a long, long way. Its cold breath, heavy with
the smells of earth and rathorn, breathed in his face. A faint, confused murmur arose from the black
distance, almost like the sound of voices.

"Hello? Is anyone there?"

His voice echoed back harshly again and again and again. He caught his breath, feeling as if he had
shouted down into a place better left undisturbed. Then, somewhere, far, far away, someone called his
name.

The unburnt dead come for you out of darkness, calling, calling, and if you answer, you are lost.

But that was only how he and Jame used to frighten each other as children. It was just a silly game born
out of a stupid superstition . . . about as stupid as believing that someone down there in the dark actually
knew his name.

Harn called to him from the road. "Blackie! Here comes Ardeth."

The Lord of Omiroth was riding up toward the vanguard on his gray Whinno-hir mare Brithany, a
matriarch of the herd and Storm's granddam. Kindrie, the two Kendar scrollsmen, and Ardeth's
war-guard followed him at a distance.

Harn grunted. "Confrontation time, huh? I'd better take myself off, then." He cantered back toward the
main body of the Host, saluting Ardeth as he passed.

Torisen swung back up onto Storm and waited, not without some trepidation. He and Ardeth had not
spoken since Gothregor when the older man had dressed him down for not honoring his obligation to
Kindrie.

"My lord, my lady." He included both Highborn and horse in a wary salute. Ardeth, to his surprise,
looked almost embarrassed.

"My boy, it seems I owe you an apology. I didn't know that the changer who attacked you at Tentir was
a Shanir, much less that he was bound to a darkling wyrm."

"Kindrie saw the wyrm? Good. I was beginning to think that I'd imagined it. But he waited this long to
tell you?"

"You never told me at all," said Ardeth, a trifle sharply. "Still, what cursed luck that it was a Shanir. The
Old Blood can be dangerous. It opens us up to god-born powers few of us still know how to control.
But is it necessarily so foul a thing, say, to share senses with an animal? Now, if it were Brithany here
instead of some crawling thing, wouldn't that at least tempt you?"

"Wo," said Torisen, and gave a startled yelp as the mare nipped his leg. "Sorry, my lady. Forgive me?"
He held out his hand to her. She made as if to snap at his fingers, but only grazed them with a velvet lip.

"You always were one of her favorites," said Ardeth, smiling. "That was in part why I took a chance on
you in the first place."

"So that's why you introduced us that first night. The lord of Omiroth, taking advice from a gray mare.
Hey!"

Storm, growing jealous, had turned to snap at Ardeth's foot.

Brithany put back her ears. Her grand-colt subsided, chastened and a bit sulky.

"The idiot child," said Ardeth, regarding him coolly. "Why don't you look for a full-blooded Whinno-hir?
I know of at least one three-year-old in the herd who would be honored to bear you."

"Even a half-blood wouldn't have the weight to carry me into battle. Storm does. Besides, he'll take me
straight through a stone wall if I ask him to, without an argument."

"As I said, an idiot. Look!"

Across the river, a flight of azure-winged butterflies rose from the tall grass at the sound of the horses'
hooves, then settled back again out of sight.

"Jewel-jaws," said Torisen absently. "There must be something dead in the grass." He peered ahead
down the road. "Holly's been gone a long time. I sent him ahead to check out the next post station."

"You expect trouble?"

"I don't really know. We should have had news from the south before now, unless the post-rider has
been waylaid somewhere along the line."

"Or no one escaped to send word," Ardeth concluded bleakly. He turned to watch two more swarms of
butterflies dancing above the grass, then gave himself a shake. "Your pardon, my boy. It's an old man's
weakness to think too much of death. This post system of yours is really remarkable. Imagine, news from
the far side of Rathillien in only ten days. Of course, if you put the Shanir to work on it, they might come
up with something even faster . . ."

"No."

"Ah well. Have it your way. It must be quite a job, though, protecting stations in this wilderness."

"I have an arrangement with the local warlord, one Grisharki. If he were a Grindark like his followers, I
would trust him more, but he comes from the Ebonbane and boasts that he was the lieutenant of some
famous brigand there named Bortis."

"Grindark," Ardeth repeated thoughtfully. "An odd people, that, with an even odder connection to us."

"Because they're supposed to have been the Builders' workmen?" Torisen asked.

"Oh, there's no doubt that they were, my lord," said the young historian eagerly, spurring up level with
them. "They were my specialty, you know, when I qualified for the scrollsman's robe. I know all about
them."

Ashe, riding a length behind him, cast up her eyes, but the two Highborn smiled at his enthusiasm.
Ardeth gave him a half bow.

"Well, scholar, will you share your learning or leave us in outer darkness?"

The historian blushed—with embarrassment, gratification, or both. "It seems that once the Grindarks
were like any other hill tribe, if poorer than most," he said. "Then the Builders came. They offered the
Grindarks rewards and secret knowledge if they would work for them. Of course, the Grindarks agreed,
especially since their first job was to seal off the Anarchies from the other rival tribes."

"How?" Torisen asked.

"I can't explain, lord, and neither can they. They've also forgotten how they built a city in the Anarchies,
and the temples themselves. Oh yes, they also built Wyrden, just for themselves."

"And I'll bet they don't remember how they did that either," Ashe muttered. "Forgetful bunch of
buggers."

The historian laughed. "Not as forgetful as the Chief Builder, though. He had something—a talisman, a
device, I don't know what—that was supposed to protect him and his people from the Anarchies. When
the temples were done and the Builders moved on, the Grindarks were to have it and the city in the
Anarchies. Considering how all the hill tribes feel about that place—sacred ground and all that—you can
imagine what a prize it was. So the Grindarks worked like madmen putting up eight of the temples
around Rathillien and most of the ninth in Kothifir. Then one morning not a single Builder was waiting to
direct them. Instead, they found this talisman, this Men-thari as they call it, just lying where the Chief
Builder had apparently forgotten it the night before. Why finish the temple at all, the Grindarks asked
themselves. Why not just grab this thing they'd been slaving to win and run with it?"

"The Builders might have had something to say about that," Ardeth said.

"Ah, but you see, lord, the Grindarks had convinced themselves that this thing, whatever it was, was the
source of the Builders' power. They thought if they had it, they could do anything. But when one of them
put it on, it quite neatly cut his head off."

Torisen had been watching the scavenger jewel-jaws on the far shore. How many there were, five more
flights at least, each one dancing over something hidden in the tall grass. Holly had been gone such a long
time . . .

Then the historian's words penetrated his abstraction and he started, one hand going to the silver collar
of the Kenthiar, which he wore again. Ardeth noticed the gesture.

"And that wasn't all, either," the young scrollsman was saying with relish. "They suddenly noticed that
they were starting to lose their memories as well. Oh, not all of them, just those connected with things the
Builders had taught them, like how to set step-back stones, or read the Builders' runes. It was the
Builders' revenge, they thought, for their treacherous intentions. They panicked and bolted, all the way
back to Wyrden. And there they've been ever since, dwindling in number, periodically under siege by the
other tribes, who suspect they had something to do with closing the Anarchies."

"That's quite a remarkable story," said Ardeth. "I commend your research. Now, about this
Men-thari . . . "

Torisen stiffened in the saddle. "Hoofbeats," he said tersely.

Brithany tossed her head, nostrils flaring. "And smoke," said Ardeth.

Lord Danior and his war-guard careened around a curve in the road, nearly barreling into the vanguard.
"Tori, trouble . . ."

Torisen spurred past him. The road twisted back and forth, hugging the curve of the river, past larch and
maple. He could smell smoke now too, a stale, wet stink. He rounded a clump of red sumac and there
were the ruins of the station, still smoldering. Four figures in hieratic robes waited motionless in the middle
of the road. As Torisen rode up, he saw that each one was fixed on a sharpened stake driven up through
the body. Each face under its hood wore a seething mask of blue butterflies. He brushed the insects away
from one. Behind him, Donkerri leaned over his horse's neck, retching.

"Does anyone know this man?"

"He was the priest in charge of the mission to Karkinaroth," said Kindrie. Gingerly, he brushed clear the
other faces. "These were his acolytes. I trained with them."

Torisen glanced at him, then abruptly away. "Friends?"

"No. When a Shanir has no liking for the priesthood, the other initiates consider it their duty to break him
to it. But none of them deserved this."

Torisen wheeled Storm away.

"Holly, get these men down and ready for the pyre. Check the ruins for more bodies, and also the far
bank of the river. Follow the jewel-jaws. Donkerri . . . get control of yourself, boy. All right? Then ride
back for Harn. Tell him what's happened and where we've gone. Also tell him to keep the column
moving on the main road. Kindrie, you'd better go with Donkerri."

Because he still couldn't bring himself to look at the Shanir, Torisen didn't see the surprise and then the
hurt in the young man's faded eyes.

"Y-yes, my lord," Donkerri was stammering, "but where are you going?"

"Why, to Wyrden, Grisharki's stronghold. Where else?"
***

THE WARLORD'S FORTRESS was barely five minutes' fast ride back into the Oseen Hills. Torisen
caught a glimpse of its square white towers as Storm burst from a defile into the narrow valley that
housed it. Ardeth and Burr rode at his stirrups with the former's war-guard thundering after them.

Behind, someone shouted.

Torisen twisted around to see the first of Ardeth's guard crash down, entangled in a net thrown from
above. Thrashing horses blocked the mouth of the defile.

" 'Ware attackers!" Burr shouted, and the next moment toppled from his horse with a grunt as a rock hit
him.

Grindarks rushed in on them down the steep slopes. Ardeth was thrown as Brithany sprang nimbly away
from her assailants. A body crashed into Torisen. He fell, locked in powerful arms, but twisted in midair
to land on top. A bearded face snarled up at him. He smashed the man's larynx with a fire-leaping strike
and sprang clear, drawing his short sword. A stone hit his elbow, numbing it. The sword dropped from
nerveless fingers. He made a grab for it with his other hand, but at that moment his arms were seized
from behind and wrenched back. A Grindark picked up the fallen blade. Torisen stared at him.

My God!he thought with blank amazement. I'm going to die!

The man drew back his arm to strike. Then his eyes fell, widening, on Torisen's throat, laid bare in the
struggle. The Kenthiar gleamed coolly against the tanned skin. The Grindark fell back a step, then
another, whining. He dropped the sword. For a moment, it looked as if he might bolt, but then he flopped
down suddenly and lay groveling in the dirt.

Torisen's arms were released. He turned sharply, ready to strike, but this assailant too stood staring as if
thunderstruck. Then his eyes rolled up and he tumbled down in a dead faint.

"Men-thari,"another Grindark breathed, and dropped to his knees.

"Men-thari, Men-thari . . ."

The word went through the hillmen's ranks like the breath of terror, and they went down, one way or
another. The smell of voided bowels arose. Torisen was left standing in their midst, rubbing his bruised
arm and looking rather bemused. Then he saw Burr nearby and went quickly to him, stepping over
prostrate bodies.

"Are you all right?"

"Yes, lord." The Kendar rose unsteadily, wiping blood from a cut on his forehead. "They were only after
you."

"Brithany, back, lady. Careful. . . ." The mare had been standing over Ardeth protectively. Now she
stepped back, placing her delicate hooves as if among unbroken eggshells. The Highborn stirred,
groaning. Torisen helped him up. "My lord?"

"All right, my boy, all right. What happened?"

"I guessed correctly about the Kenthiar and so, I think, did you."

Meanwhile, Ardeth's guard had disentangled itself and came galloping down to secure the unresisting
prisoners. The trap could only have held them a few minutes in any event, but if its sole purpose had been
to kill the Highlord, a few minutes were all the attackers would have needed.

"Now what, my lord?"

"We pay our little visit to Grisharki."

They rode down the valley to Wyrden, taking their prisoners with them. Grisharki's stronghold was
partway up the far slope with steep cliffs behind it. It was square, with a tower at each corner and a
crenellated battlement lined with the decaying heads of tribesmen from farther back in the hills, with
whom the Grindarks waged continual war. Brown stains ran down from the crenels. The whole fortress
was not very large, but its white walls gave the impression of great strength.

Torisen rode within hailing distance of the closed gate. "Announce me," he said to Burr.

The Kendar took a deep breath. "Torisen, Lord Knorth, Highlord of the Kencyrath, summons Grisharki,
Warlord of the Grindarks!" he roared.

An arrow struck the ground between Storm's forefeet, making him dance backward. Laughter sounded.

"You fool!" It was Grisharki himself, leaning out between two merlons, the wind in his black bush of a
beard. "You escape one trap and walk straight into another! I can shoot you down from where I stand,
you and every half-wit with you!"

"Do that, and you'll bring the entire Host down on you!" Burr shouted back.

Grisharki spat. "That, for your Host! Run away while you can, little lord. You can't take this place by
storm and you haven't time for a siege."

"He was willing to risk both before when he ambushed us," said Ardeth. "Why settle for a warning
now?"

"I expect friend Grisharki has had second thoughts. Who knows what the Host might do with sufficient
provocation?"

"Hmmm. Just the same, he's right: we can't waste any more time here."

"Waste?" Torisen gave him a sharp look. "With the priests' blood price still unpaid? Yes, damnit, we
haven't the time, but how does he know?"

"Sir, can you read the runes over the door?" Burr asked the historian in an undertone.

"No, unfortunately. If I could, we could order the gate to open and it would, whatever bars Grisharki
has put on it."

Torisen overheard. "Perhaps we still can. You." He gestured imperatively to the captured Grindarks.
They shuffled forward apprehensively, so close together for mutual support that they practically trod on
each other's toes. "Do you believe that this collar is the Men-thari?"

Twenty dark heads nodded in unison.

"Do you still believe that the wearer of the Men-thari can do anything—even destroy Wyrden?"

"Y-yes."

"Then go and tell your brothers that."

They gawked at him for a moment, then turned and bolted for Wyrden in a compact knot, tripping over
each other's heels. The main gate opened a crack and they piled in. It shut again with a clang. Up on the
battlements, Grisharki crowed with triumph.

"It occurs to me, somewhat belatedly, that you could have taken the priests' blood price from that poor

rabble," said Ardeth. "After all, they're the ones who attacked us."

"Only under orders, I suspect. No, I want the man who swore to protect the post station and then broke
his word. I want Grisharki."

Ardeth gave him a sidelong look. "You know, my boy, sometimes I find you almost alarming—just like
your father."

Torisen stiffened. Then one corner of his mouth relaxed into a wry, twisted smile. "If you're going to
insult me, I'm leaving."

"My dear boy, where?"

Torisen stripped off his heavy black coat and handed it to Burr. "Guess."

"Here now," said Ashe sharply, spurring her horse in front of Storm. "You aren't thinking straight.
They're all back inside Wyrden now, behind virtually impregnable walls. D'you think they're still going to
fall flat at a word from you?"

"After having been scared literally shitless? It wouldn't surprise me. Move, Ashe, please."

She did, reluctantly, and he rode forward, sunlight glinting on the Kenthiar.

"Grindarks!" His voice rang back from Wyrden's wall. "Open your gate for the Men-thari! "

Grisharki jeered down at him from the battlements, his voice sounding strangely far away. When Torisen
glanced up, he saw that the walls rose higher and higher as he approached them, looming fifty feet,
seventy-five, one hundred. No wonder besieging forces down through the millennia had lost heart before
this place, even if much of that height was probably an illusion.

"Stop right there!" Grisharki shouted down at him in a voice rapidly growing fainter with distance. "All
right, damn you, you've been warned. Archers!"

He should never have left his coat behind, Torisen thought. Its braided inserts of rhi-sar leather would
have turned aside any shaft. Giving the Grindarks another clear glimpse of the dreaded collar was hardly
worth being turned into a pincushion by their arrows. The shadow of Wyrden fell across him, striking
cold through his thin shirt. Storm crab-stepped nervously toward the gate—fifty feet, thirty, twenty, and
still no arrow fell.

"Archers?"The warlord's voice barely reached Torisen now. "Where the hell . . . ?"

Inside the fortress, there were sounds of confusion. Fifteen feet to the gate, five, and it swung open
before him. The inner courtyard was full of kneeling Grindarks.

Ardeth, Burr, and the others charged in through the gate after him, swords drawn, and had to pull up
sharply to keep from plowing into the crowd.

"Well, I'll be damned," said Ardeth, staring about him.

Torisen had also been scanning the bowed heads. No black bushy beard, and fewer Grindarks than he
had expected.

"Where are the rest of you?" he demanded.

"Sent east on the road to Peshtar, one, two, three days ago," answered a grizzled tollman. "I swear it."
He touched his forehead, which was scored by a band of scars very similar in shape to the runes on the
Kenthiar.

"Our priests bound for Tai-tastigon must be halfway to Peshtar by now," said Ashe.

"See that a one-hundred command is sent after them to provide protection," Torisen said to Burr. "If
they've been molested too, I want the head of every Grindark responsible. Now, bring me Grisharki and
his first lieutenant."

He dismounted and walked into the main hall. Outside, it didn't look very large, but inside it was
enormous. Flagstones stretched nearly out of sight in both directions, a vast, stone-laid field under the
smoke blackened sky of a roof so far up that it could barely be seen. Here the Grindarks camped, their
habitual squalor scarcely noticeable in such immense surroundings.

The Grindarks shoved a narrow-faced man into the hall— Grisharki's second-in-command, apparently.
And the warlord himself? The hillmen shook their heads. He wasn't outside, and as for the hall, well, my
lord could see for himself.

Torisen looked down to find a small, incredibly grubby child tugging at his sleeve. It pointed to the huge
fireplace. Clinkers of corroded soot were rattling down onto the hearth.

"Build me a fire," Torisen said.

Ardeth's riders piled filthy straw bedding in the grate and kindled it while the children all gathered
around, delighted. Flames and black smoke roared up the chimney. Inside, there was a muffled howl. A
man tumbled out onto the hearth, smeared with soot, his clothes smoldering. The children cheered.
Ardeth's riders seized him.

"Well, Grisharki," said Torisen, "what have you to say for yourself?"

The warlord drew himself up to his full, not inconsiderable height and glared down through the singed
remains of his beard. "This is the way you honor our contract? What's the matter with you, man? Can't
you take a little joke between friends?"

"A joke. I swore to deal with you as you dealt with me, Grisharki, and I always keep my word.
Someone, prepare a sharpened stake."

Grisharki crumpled as if the bones had melted in his legs. "No, lord, no!" he babbled. "I was against that,
but he made me do it. He said it would bring you running, and then . . . and then. . . . Lord, he bewitched
me into it!"

"Who, Grisharki?"

"T-the stranger with the imu burned into his face—a demon, I swear! All his features kept shifting. Why,
he couldn't even keep his nose on straight!"

"Another changer," said Ardeth.

A guard approached and saluted. "Lord, the stake is ready."

"Take him to it."

Grisharki pitched forward with a howl and groveled at the Highlord's feet. Torisen regarded him
dispassionately.

"I always honor my word, Grisharki, but there is some room for mercy. Kill him first," he said to the
guards. They dragged the man away.

His lieutenant watched, rigid and silent. His eyes snapped to Torisen's face as the Highlord turned to
him.

"Now, what am I going to do with you? Grisharki is a poor enough blood price, and yet. . . . As his
successor, will you take the oath that he took, to protect my post station and never raise your hand
against my people?"

The man's head jerked in a nod.

"And you really believe you can trust him?" demanded Ardeth.

"I think I can, if he swears on this."

Torisen took off the Kenthiar and held it out by the edges. The man stared at it, wild-eyed, then reached
out desperately and gripped it.

"I swear . . . ah!"

His fingers fell to the floor, neatly severed, the wounds instantly cauterized.

"That was a false oath. Swear again, with your other hand. It's that or the stake, man," he added in a
lower voice. "Swear."

The Grindark swore and sat down abruptly on the hearth, white-faced but with one hand intact at least.
Torisen started to put the Kenthiar back on. Ardeth stopped him.

"Let the wretched thing settle down a bit first." He glanced at the fingers still lying on the floor. "The
longer, the better, eh?"

Ashe had been looking through a pile of gear halfway down the hall. Now she raised her voice in a hail:
"My lord!"

Just then, there was a commotion outside, and Harn stormed in. "You young idiot!" he roared, startling
bats off the high rafters. "What d'you think you're playing at, charging off like that and nearly getting
yourself killed? I'm the berserker, I'll have you know, not you!"

"Why isn't anyone ever pleased to see me?" said Torisen rather plaintively, and went to see what Ashe
had found, leaving Harn open-mouthed.

Ashe handed him a post-rider's pouch, its seal broken. The dispatch was still inside. Torisen drew it out
and read, his expression becoming grim.

"So this was how Grisharki knew we had no time for a siege. Adric?"

He turned to find the lord of Omiroth already there, reaching for the dispatch. Ardeth read. A stricken
look came into his eyes.

"We must make haste. Now, Tori, now."

"Yes, now."

He took the old man's hands and held them for a moment. Then he was off down the hall, shouting for
Harn.

They rode out minutes later, past the rigid figure of Grisharki mounting silent guard at his own door,
down the valley, out through the defile. The stench of burning flesh met them. The souls of the priests and
their escorts had been freed by fire, never again to walk in the shadow of their dread god. The main body
of the column was just coming up the road. Torisen called over the randon captain in charge of the first
Knorth one hundred.

"There's been a massacre," he told him. "The Southern Host has been virtually wiped out except for a
handful of survivors who are withdrawing toward the Cataracts. We've got to get there as quickly as
possible to cover their retreat. That means a faster pace with one night's dwar sleep out of two, and a
route that lies through the White Hills. You've got all that?"

"Yes, lord," said the captain.

Lord Danior had ridden over to listen. "The White Hills, eh?" he said, rather uneasily. "Do you think
that's wise?"

"Probably not, but what choice do we have?"

Behind them, the captain was repeating the Highlord's words verbatim to his command and to the next
captain down the line. As the news spread from group to group, a murmur rose among the ranks, then
died into grim silence. Many of these Kendar had once served in the Southern Host; nearly all had friends
or kin there who might well be feeding vultures or worse now on that distant battlefield. This was their
fight now, even more than their lords'.

The one-hundred captain raised his hand. When all eyes were on him, he dropped it, and his command
rocked forward as one into the loping stride that eats up nearly seventy miles a day as steadily and
inexorably as the sun falls. Sunlight glinted on shield and helm, on sword hilt and spear point. Torisen
reined aside to watch them pass, line after line, proud, fierce, determined. Then he cantered forward to
take his place in the vanguard. Behind him, the captains called the running chant, their seconds on the far
wing taking every other line. Two days' march ahead lay the White Hills.

Chapter 9
The Haunted Palace
Karkinaroth: 14th of Winter
JAME DREAMED that she sat on a fur rug beside a cold hearth. A vast hall stretched out before her,
paved with dark green-veined stone, lined with death banners. Someone leaned against the mantelpiece
behind her. She couldn't turn to see who it was but his presence warmed her as the fireplace never could.

"Who are you?" she demanded.

The voice answered in a fading whisper: "Ah, Jamie. Someone best forgotten."

Now she could turn and did, crying, "Tirandys, Senethari!" But no one was there.

The hearth was cold, and the skin beneath her that of an Arrin-ken. The nails of its flayed paws flexed
on stone.

Scee, sceee, sceeeee . . .

Jame woke with a gasp and sat up—too fast. A lightning stab of pain shot through her head, then slowly
faded to a dull ache. She touched the back of her head gingerly and felt a considerable lump. Why,
someone hit me, she thought dizzily, then remembered who and under what circumstances. The
grogginess was largely the aftermath of dwar sleep. Sweet Trinity, how long had she been unconscious?
She raised her head and looked about. No windows. No way even to tell if it was day or night.

But if the room lacked a view, it had just about everything else, including nine sides. The canopied bed in
which she sat was against one of them. Across a white marble floor was a small fireplace with a
gracefully carved stone mantel and embers still tinkling cheerfully in the grate. If her greeting from
Karkinaroth had been rude, Jame thought, looking around her, at least someone was trying to make her
stay comfortable. Best of all, on a slender-legged table by the bed was a plate neatly piled with fruit and
honey cakes. Beside it stood a flagon of cool white wine.

Jame's last meal had been in the Anarchies—days ago, if her hunger was any indication. She ate and
drank ravenously, getting crumbs everywhere. The wine had a curious aftertaste, but she ignored it. Who
knew what spices the southern vintners might use?

Then she dusted off her hands and rose to inspect the room. The marble floor felt cool on her bare feet,
but her boots were nowhere in sight. For that matter, neither were her clothes. Jame shook down her
long black hair for warmth and padded over to the fireplace. She didn't see any sign of her knapsack on
the floor or under the bed. Damn. The Book Bound in Pale Leather could usually take care of itself, but
Ganth's ring and sword were her responsibility. She began to look behind the tapestries on the walls for
any kind of alcove where her gear might have been stored. Behind five of the seven hangings and the
bed, she found only blank walls. The sixth swung aside to reveal another smaller room, lined with tiles
and fitted with a sunken bath as well as with other essentials. The seventh tapestry, opposite it, concealed
a locked door.

Someone apparently thought that that and the lack of clothing could keep her a prisoner here. Someone
was about to get a surprise.

Jame knelt by the door, extended a nail, and began to pick the lock. She had to get out. There was the
knapsack to find, of course, but most of all she was worried about Marc. The Kendar had also been
hurt, perhaps badly. She must find him and Jorin too, who was (she hoped) still free, even though he
would be having to cope in strange territory without the use of her eyes. She called to him by the mind
link, but got no answer. Damn and blast. If only her head ached less and her thoughts were clearer! But
why had they been attacked in the first place? Prince Odalian was supposed to be an ally of the
Kencyrath. None of this made any sense.

There was a sharp click inside the lock. Jame opened the door a crack and peered out. No guards. She
stepped cautiously into the hall and turned to shut the door after her.

Its outer surface was scored with deep, raw scratches that formed the crude outline of a dagger.

Jame stared at them, teased by some half memory but unable to grasp it. She shrugged and turned away.
The hall curved off in both directions, silent and empty. Which way to go? In the absence of all
information, it hardly mattered. She went left.

Other rooms opened off the corridor, all of them lit. They seemed to be guest quarters, each one more
opulent than the last. Some gave the impression of having recently been occupied, but no one was in any
of them now. Then came a sweeping staircase leading down into a suite of larger public rooms. She
drifted on from room to room like a ghost, looking for some sign of life or even for a window that might
give her a glimpse of the outside world. There was none. The palace seemed completely shut in on itself,
locked in some indolent dream of sweet-scented wood and marble and tapestried princes riding forever
under cloudless skies.

But at last she came upon a new current moving through the heavy perfumed air. It brought with it a
different odor, one that refused quite to define itself but that seemed as disturbingly out of place here as a
whiff of decay in a king's bower. Jame followed it out of the suite to the head of another staircase, again
sweeping downward. She descended. A broad corridor stretched away before her at its foot. Ahead,
the light spheres glowed more dimly. An almost tangible darkness hung in the air, shrouding the details of
the hallway beyond. As Jame warily approached, she saw with amazement that the corridor itself seemed
to fade in the distance. Some of its lines remained but were suspended ghostlike in midair. Beyond, space
seemed to open out into a much larger hallway. A cold wind breathed out of that farther hall, lifting
Jame's hair in black, fluttering wings about her face. With it came that odor, stronger now, like the breath
of ancient sickness. Jame shivered. She knew that smell, but what was it? If only her mind were clearer!
Just the same, in another moment surely she could identify it.

A hand closed on her bare shoulder.

Without thinking, she caught it and spun around. The man thumped down on one knee, his arm stretched
stiffly up, immobilized by a Senethar wrist lock.

"You're hurting me," he said through his teeth, in Kens.

Jame let go, astonished. "Who are you?"

The man still cringed at her bare feet—or was he a boy? With such sharp, thin features, his age was hard
to guess. He showed his teeth again. "My lady calls me Gricki."

Jame repeated the name with distaste. It was uncomfortably close to the Easternese word for
excrement. "I can't call you that."

"As you wish, lady."

He wasn't about to tell her his real name, Jame realized. After all, that was hardly a safe gift to make to
any stranger. "Well, I can't put a wrist lock on you every time I want to get your attention. I'll call you
Graykin."

The moment the word was out, she could have bitten her tongue. Graykin was the name of a mongrel
dog in one of the old songs; but he had been a faithful brute and, in his own way, something of a hero.
The young man shot her a startled, not displeased look, instantly suppressed.

"Graykin, where is everybody?"

"Gone . . . lady." He gave the title with a kind of cringing sneer, as if daring her to take offense.

"Yes, but where, and why?"

He clearly didn't want to tell her, but the direct question forced a direct answer from him. "Fifteen days
ago, Prince Odalian learned that the Horde was on the move, coming this way. He immediately sent out
messengers to summon the Karkinoran troop levies and to request help from the Kencyr Highlord. That
night, he had a visitor. Don't ask me who," he added defensively, as if this ignorance diminished his credit.
"I don't know. The next day, with no explanation whatsoever, he ordered everyone out of the palace.
There are only three guards here now, and the Prince and his lady (who refused to go), and the spook."

"The what?"

"Spook. I don't know where he came from, but I think the Prince and his guards stayed to hunt him.
Odd-looking man. Face like a year-old corpse. D'you know him?"

"No."

"That's strange." He gave her a sly, sidelong look. "He seems to know you. At least, I caught him
scratching on your door."

A man waited in the shadow of the stair, his face a death's head. He slipped a white-hilted knife
into her hand. She went on climbing, climbing, toward a doorway barred with red ribbons, toward
the darkness beyond . . .

Jame shivered. That was the memory that the scratched drawing of the dagger had half awakened; but
the stair, the knife, and the skull-faced man had all been in Perimal Darkling years ago. Even now, she
didn't remember enough to know what that fragment of a memory meant. Anyway, there were more
important things to think about now.

"Graykin, you only mentioned six people, seven, counting yourself. I'm looking for my friends—a big
man with graying hair and a golden ounce. They must be here somewhere, too."

"Not in the palace," he said emphatically. "I know every room here, yes, and every cell in all seven
dungeons, too."

"What do you know about that?" Jame pointed down the corridor into the darkness.

This time Graykin shivered. "That isn't part of Karkinaroth. I don't know what it is or where it came

from. Since the stranger's visit, it's simply been there, getting more visible all the time, taking over."

"Graykin, who is your lady?"

"Why, Lyra, my prince's consort, my lord Caineron's daughter."

"I had better meet her."

"Yes . . . yes, of course." This time he really cringed, as if a whip had been raised against him. "This way,
lady."

He led her back up into the palace, away from the phantom corridor. Jame followed, glancing at him
curiously. He had called her "lady." Was that just his cringing way, or had he actually sensed that she was
pure Highborn? Marc never had. Perhaps some Kencyr were quicker to make the distinction than
others—but was Graykin a Kencyr? Her own impression of him was curiously mixed.

They had come through quite a tangle of hallways when the young man stopped and scratched
tentatively on a door. No answer. He opened it anyway and slipped furtively inside. Jame followed. She
found herself in a lavish suite of rooms, all red and gold, plush and velvet. Rich carpets covered the floor;
richer hangings, every inch of the walls. All showed exquisite craftsmanship except one, a stitchery
portrait of a young, fair-haired, brown-eyed man, so clumsily done that it could only be the work of a
Highborn. Under it, flames leaped in an ornate fireplace. The suite was hot and airless. There were, of
course, no windows.

Graykin was hastily fishing bruised apples and battered cakes out of his pockets and piling them on a
table. Jame wondered if he had provided the food in her room, too. Somehow, she didn't think so.

"Odalian?"

Graykin dropped an apple and bolted for the door. Too late. A girl stood silhouetted on the threshold of
an inner room.

"Oh," she said, scornfully. "It's just you. Oh!"—in a different tone—"Food!"

She came quickly into the light, her long crimson skirt swirling. Above that was a broad gold belt, an
embroidered bodice that looked painfully tight, full sleeves, gloves, and a mask. From her voice and the
way she moved, Jame guessed that she was about fourteen. Then she saw Jame and stopped short.

"Oh! But you're dressed . . . I mean undressed . . . I mean . . . wait!"

Lyra darted back into the inner room and out again clutching a scrap of cloth that she thrust into Jame's
hand. Jame stared at it, then shrugged and put it on. It was a mask.

"I would be honored if you would share bread with me," Lyra said formally.

It would have been impolite to demand her guest's name, and the Prince's consort clearly meant to be
very correct indeed, despite her hunger. She cut an apple into precise pieces and offered each section to
Jame first before wolfing it down, bruises and all.

"Really, it's so awkward," she said. "Odalian should at least have remembered to keep a few servants
and a cook on hand, but then he's so impetuous."

"Why did he order everyone to leave in the first place?"

Under her mask, Lyra seemed to frown. Direct questions apparently were impolite too, at least by
Southron standards, but it wouldn't do to remind a guest of that. "I suppose he wants to lead out as large
an army as possible when he goes to meet the Kencyr Host," she said rather vaguely.

Even palace maids and pastry cooks? "When does the army march?"

"Oh, I never bother with details. Gricki?"

"In six days, on the twentieth of Winter," the young man said from the shadows by the door where he
had retreated, apparently in hopes of being overlooked. "Both the Host and the Horde are expected to
reach Hurlen above the Cataracts around the thirtieth."

"Clever Gricki." Lyra smiled, with a touch of malice. "He always knows the details—about everyone and
everything. Don't you, Gricki?"

Jame hastily interrupted. "Lady, would it be possible to pay my respects to the Prince?"

Lyra glanced up at the portrait over the fireplace. "If you can find him. Oh!" She rose abruptly, flustered.
"That is, he's been so busy lately. Duties here and there . . . I hardly ever see him myself. But it's all quite
normal, you know." She gave Jame an anxious look. "There certainly haven't been any violations of the
contract."

"Contract?"

" Youknow," said Lyra as if to a simpleton. "The marriage contract. It comes up for review at
Midwinter. My father, Lord Caineron, won't renew it if anything is, well, not quite right. Then I would
have to leave. But if the Prince helps Father win at the Cataracts, maybe he will even extend the contract
to include children. Oh, I would love that!"

Jame stared at her. "Don't you have anything to say about it?"

Lyra stared back. "Of course not! Lord Caineron is the head of my family. Naturally, I have to do what
he tells me."

"Naturally," Jame echoed, looking peculiar.

"But then you won't tell my lord father anything about this because you're a woman like me," said Lyra
with an abrupt, sunny smile. It fell away as she turned on the young man in the shadows. "And you won't
because there's nothing to tell! Do you promise?"

"Lady," said Graykin miserably, "you know I can't."

She made a little angry dart at him, small fists clenched. "You will promise, Gricki or . . . or I'll tell this
lady some details I do know about you. Think, Gricki."

From the way she spat out the nickname, Jame knew that it meant the same thing in Southron as in
Easternese. The young man cringed.

"Lady, please . . ."

" 'Lady, lady,' " she mimicked him, then spun around, skirt belling, to face Jame. "Do you like riddles?
Here's one: What do you call a half-Kencyr-half-Southron bastard? Answer: Anything you want."

Graykin abruptly left the room, not quite slamming the door. Jame stared after him.

"I didn't know that sort of a blood-cross was possible. Who made the experiment?"

Lyra shrugged, already losing interest. "Oh, a kitchen wench and someone in my father's retinue,
apparently. He visited Karkinaroth about twenty years ago when Odalian's father was prince. Will you
find Odalian for me?" She caught Jame's hands and spoke in a breathless whisper. "Oh, please do! I
couldn't say it in front of that . . . that sneak, but things have been so strange here, and I've been so

frightened. Will you?"

"I'll try, lady," said Jame, and made her escape.

Out in the hall, she leaned against the door and took a deep breath. Those awful, airless rooms! Was
that how a Highborn woman lived, bound in a stifling world of convention and obedience? Would Tori
try to make her into another Lyra? To be a pawn sent here or there as politics demanded, to warm this
man's bed or bear that one's children, to live in stuffy halls for the rest of her life. Jame shivered. But a
great deal could happen before then. She might even manage to get herself killed. Somewhat cheered,
she turned and saw Graykin sitting on the floor against the wall, sharp chin on sharp knees.

"You knew she would tell me, didn't you?"

"She tells everyone when she remembers," he said in a muffled voice. "She remembers when she sees
me."

"Look, Graykin . . ."

"Don't you mean Gricki?"

"No, I do not. You're no more responsible for your bloodlines than . . . than I am for mine. Look,
running around like this may be good for the circulation, but I'm starting to get cold. Can you find me
some clothes?"

He gave her a sharp look. "Some of Lyra's, d'you mean?"

"Trinity, no." She took off the mask and dropped it on the floor. "Some of yours will do."

Graykin started to laugh, then saw that she was serious. "Wait here." He jumped up and disappeared
down the hall. In a few minutes he was back with an armful of clothing, including one undergarment for
which Jame had no use whatsoever.

"Very funny," she said, handing it back to him.

She put on the rest: soft black boots cross gartered from instep to knee; black pants; broad black belt;
loose black shirt; even a pair of black gloves.

"There," said Graykin, surveying her. "The perfect outfit— for a sneak."

Jame raised an eyebrow at him. "As you say. Perfect. Graykin, will you take me to the temple?"

"As you say . . . lady."

He led her there by a tortuous route, full of unexpected twists and turns. Jame smiled. Clearly, he didn't
want her to master the intricacies of the palace anymore than she would have welcomed a rival in the
Maze back in Tai-tastigon. She fixed each turn in her well-trained memory.

Then Graykin cautiously opened a door, and there stood the temple in its nine-sided chamber. Jame
estimated that it was at least forty-eight hours since she had last been here. In that time, the light sphere
suspended from the ceiling had grown dimmer and the patches of dead grass larger. Worse, a continuous
ripple of power warped the air like heat over a sun-baked rock. Graykin stopped at the door. Jame went
slowly up the temple as though making her way through treacherous currents. She called, but this time no
voice answered from inside. The bar was still in place. If only it had been a lock, she could have
mastered it, but this required at least Marc's great strength. Dangerous, dangerous. . . . She backed to
the door.

"Graykin, you'd better keep an eye on this place in case I don't get back. At some point, the temple
door will start to disintegrate. Then you and Lyra had better get out of the palace fast before it comes
down on top of you."

"Yes, lady." Graykin sounded impressed despite himself. "But where are you going?"

"You said my friends aren't in the palace. Could they have been taken out to where the army is
gathering?"

"No. The Prince has bolted shut all the doors but one, and I've been keeping an eye on that."

"Damn. As far as I know, then, that only leaves one place they could be: in the shadows."

They had left the temple room and were walking back into the heart of the palace. Suddenly Graykin
caught Jame's arm. Before them, the hallway dimmed and distorted, shadowy depth within depth.

"That wasn't here before," said Graykin in a low voice. "The darkness is spreading. And you want to go
into it?"

Jame wrapped her arms about her, shivering. "No. I don't want to at all." In fact, a small, cold voice
seemed to whisper in her mind, it could be a terrible mistake. "But what choice do I have?"

Graykin regarded her with astonishment. "Why, you really don't know what you're doing, do you?"

"Very seldom," Jame admitted with a sudden wry grin. "If I did, I probably wouldn't be doing it, but as
far as I can see, the alternative is to spend the rest of my life standing in a corner with a sack over my
head. I'm serious about Lyra, by the way. Watch out for her. She may be a cruel, stupid child, but she's
one of us. See you later—I hope."

She walked into the shadows.

Chapter 10
The Lurking Past
The White Hills: 14th-16th of Winter
ATDUSK on the fourteenth of Winter, the Kencyr Host came to the place where the road bends nearly
due east following the curve of the river. That night, it camped beside the ancient paved way. At dawn on
the fifteenth, it forded the Silver and marched south through the untrodden grass into the rolling, forbidden
land.

At this season, the hills were green and yellow rather than white, and the sky was a clear, eye-aching
blue. Tall, coarse grass waved on the summits. Below, the hollows bristled with a kind of brier that grows
tinder dry in the fall but no less sharp of thorn. Laced through the barbed branches were white flowers,
which looked quite pretty from a distance, but, at closer range, resembled tiny, deformed skulls. At dusk,
a billion crickets sang and mist gathered in the hollows.

The first night passed without incident.

The second day they pushed on as quickly as the terrain permitted, but at sundown still found themselves
uncomfortably close to the old battlefield. All day, they had been stumbling across bones in the high
grass, missed by those who had searched the hills immediately after the fight. These they gathered, in
case any of them were Kencyr, for a later pyre. That night, some told stories around the watchfires of the
unburnt dead while others remembered the grief and shame of Ganth Gray Lord's fall. Many of the older
Kendar were survivors of that last bloody battle. All felt uneasy and unwilling to sleep, despite their
exhaustion.

Donkerri did sleep, but poorly. He dreamed that he again stood shivering by the fire in the Highlord's
tower quarters after his grandfather had disowned him. "I'm not good at forgiving those who spy on
me," said Torisen. "Ask Burr. But I will try if you promise never to do it again."

"But you never went bone hunting at Kithorn,"the other boys jeered at him. "Baby, baby,
blood-blind, blood-blind, blood-blind . . . "

Donkerri woke with a gasp to the sound of the taunting chorus. But no, it was only the crickets. He
hadn't been cast out, not utterly. Torisen had taken him in, and here he was now, safe in the Highlord's
tent. He still belonged somewhere and, somehow, he would still find a way to prove himself. Donkerri
wrapped that thought around him and slept again, comforted.

In his own tent, Lord Caineron was commiserating with would-be-lord Korey. No, it wasn't right that
the Highlord had put that blockhead Demoth in charge of the Coman. Once the family would never have
accepted so deliberate an insult. Wasn't it sad how the standards of honor had fallen.

Randir looked across at Caineron's lighted pavilion and wondered with scorn what stupidity the man
was up to now. All that power, in the hands of a fool.

Brandan walked among his own people, exchanging a quiet word here, a tired smile there. For perhaps
the hundredth time, he wondered what he was getting them all into, following this young, possibly mad
Highlord of a broken house.

The Edirr twins sat beside a brazier in their tent, discussing women and, as usual in private, finishing each
other's sentences.

In his own richly appointed tent, Ardeth pored over his maps as if counting the leagues to the Cataracts
over and over would somehow lessen the distance.

Holly, Lord Danior, slept.

To Torisen, restlessly walking the northern perimeter alone, came the boy Rion, almost in tears.

"Lord, lord, come quick! Great-great-grandpa Jedrak wants to see you. I-I think he's dying."

The Jaran standard had been raised on a hilltop some distance away, almost outside the eastern
perimeter. Everyone had instinctively chosen the summits and upper slopes, leaving the lower reaches to
the remount herd so that it might drift from slope to slope, grazing under the watchful eyes of the dozen or
so Whinno-hir who had accompanied the Host. Torisen passed rapidly below the herd with Rion trotting
beside him. Above, fires dotted the hillsides. Below, mist swelled up in the hollows. Then they were
climbing again toward the watchfires through the silent, waiting ranks of the Jaran's people. Torisen noted
that many of them were rather old for military service, and then remembered that most of these Kendar,
even the former randons, were scrollsmen and scrollswomen first, and warriors second.

Kirien emerged from the main tent carrying a fine linen cloth, which he carefully spread on the ground
under the Stricken Tree banner. A long sigh rose from the darkness. He drew a knife, nicked his thumb,
and let a drop of blood fall on the center of the cloth. Then he handed the knife to Rion. The boy jabbed
vehemently at his hand, producing a spray of blood, most of which he managed to get on the cloth's
center. He gave the blade to the nearest Kendar and burst into tears.

"I'm sorry," Torisen said to Kirien. "I came as quickly as I could."

He followed the young man into the large tent's innermost chamber. Jedrak lay on his pallet, his sharp
profile visible through the cloth laid over his face.

"Poor old man. He should never have come on an expedition like this."

"So we all told him." Kirien covered the brazier near the old lord's bed, letting the shadows enfold him.
"He would have his way, though, always—except this one last time."

"Rion said he wanted to talk to me. Do you know what about?"

"Two things. First, he didn't want to mix his ashes with those already thick on these accursed hills."

"That's easily arranged. We'll be clear of these lands by the day after tomorrow at the latest. His pyre
can wait until then."

"Good. Second . . . hush, Rion. What would Grandpa think of you, making a noise like that? Here, lie
down and try to sleep. There's a good lad."

He came back into the light, leaving the boy curled up on his pallet in a corner, choking down sobs.
Torisen stared at him. Something about his face, about the way he moved . . .

"Have I finally lost my few remaining wits or are you a woman?"

Kirien smiled. "Not quite. I don't come of age for a few more years."

"Well, I'll be damned. But how on earth have you kept it a secret all this time?"

"Who said it was a secret? The Jaran have always known. As for the other houses, my mother died

giving birth to me, you see. That made both me and my father suspect as breeding stock, so no one
outside our own house has paid much attention to either of us ever since, rather to our relief. Not that
Jaran Highborn have ever been considered very good matches. Too eccentric, you know. Lord Randir
condescended mightily in letting his niece contract to my father. Then she died. I could have been born a
three-legged hermaphrodite for all my esteemed grand-uncle Randir knew or cared."

"And now?"

She smiled. "I still could be, but since Jedrak declared me his heir . . ."

"Randir assumes you're male." He gave her a sharp look. "Was I supposed to confirm you, making the
same assumption?"

"Of course not. Jedrak was going to tell you tonight. He wanted your promise before he died that you
would support my claim. That was his second request."

Torisen turned away, running a hand distractedly through his hair. "Of all the crack-brained, senile
whims, but even if I were to sanction such a thing . . . surely the Law wouldn't. Jedrak must have known
that."

Kirien gave him a cool, almost scornful look. "We are a house of scholars. Give us credit at least for
having done our research. There's nothing in the Law that prohibits a lady from heading a family instead
of a lord. In the case of fraternal twins like the Master and the Mistress, the power even used to be
shared. It's only since Jamethiel Dream-Weaver fell that so many restrictions have been put on Highborn
women, and most of them are pure Custom, not Law."

"But surely the male Highborn in your house will challenge your claim."

She snorted. "Which one of them would want to? As I said, we're scholars, each one of us wrapped up
in his or her own work. My own specialty is the Fall. You might say that the entire house of Jaran flipped
a coin for the post of administrator, and I lost. Great-Uncle Kedan will officiate until I come of age, but
short of violence you couldn't get him to stay on any longer. The question is: Will you confirm me when
the time comes?"

Torisen considered this rather blankly. "I hardly know. The idea will take some getting used to, and then
things will depend a good deal on how much power I have when you finally come of age. The High
Council is sure to raise a howl audible from here to the Cataracts." He smiled suddenly. "It would almost
be worth sponsoring you just to see the others' faces. Trust the Jaran to come up with something so
unconventional."

"Unconventional." Kirien glanced back into the shadows toward the bed. When she looked back at

Torisen, a tear glinted in her eye. "Jedrak always said that was what he liked best about you, too."
***

TORISEN PAUSED in the tent's entrance to turn up his collar against the night's chill. The Kendar were
still silently paying their respects, a drop of blood each. The border of the mourning cloth was stained
nearly black by now. Before the blood dried, the cloth would be folded and placed on Jedrak's chest, to
go with him into the flames. In the old days, the blood-bound followers of a Shanir lord would have slain
themselves on his pyre. The rite might now be purely symbolic, but it was still a private ceremony in
which the Highlord had no part. Torisen withdrew.

The Jaran's main tent was practically at the eastern-most point of the camp. Beyond were a few
watchfires on the hilltop, then only the moonlit slopes rolling toward the distant Silver, toward the much
nearer battlefield. Torisen walked out beyond the perimeter and sat down on the hillside, looking
eastward over the diminishing swell of the hills.

He thought about Kirien. The idea of a lady holding the power of a house still left him thoroughly
nonplussed, but then he knew so little about Highborn women in general. Most were kept strictly
sequestered and their contracts arranged solely on political lines. He hadn't even met Kallystine before his
agreement with her father had been sealed. Ah, Kallystine, so beautiful, so vicious. Would his lost twin
sister have grown up into a woman like that? He couldn't imagine. All his life, he had felt haunted by
Jame, but in a curiously abstract way, as if by a ghost without a face, without a voice. Only over the past
year and a half had his sense of her presence sharpened, especially just before or after a nightmare, so
that now sometimes he almost felt as if she were standing behind him. But who or what would he turn to
find? The wind teased his hair, breathed down his neck.

Tori, I've come back. I'm coming to find you. Torieeeee . . .

He started violently, waking from a half-doze. This would never do. Last night, he had told himself that it
was better to stay awake because any dream here would be particularly vile; but now he suddenly
wondered if another of those special nightmares like the one at Tagmeth was creeping up on him.
Usually, he had more warning—days or even weeks, depending on the severity of the dream. Surely it
was too soon for another one. No, he must only be disturbed because of Jedrak's death and because of
where he was. Time to move on.

As Torisen rose, however, his eyes stayed on the rolling land to the east, and he hesitated, puzzled. The
shape of those distant hills looked so familiar, but how could that be? He had never been here before.
That hill there to the left, nearly out of sight . . . beyond it should be one almost with a peak and beyond
that another shaped like a barrow and beyond that . . .

Bemused, Torisen walked down the slope away from camp, limping slightly, toward the beckoning land.
***

KINDRIE HAD BEEN OFFERED space in one of the large inner chambers of Ardeth's tent where the

lord's Highborn kinsmen slept, but instead he had chosen a tiny room on the edge of the pavilion. It was
barely large enough for his pallet and had only one opening with an inner gauze flap for good weather and
an outer one of canvas for bad, but it was all his. After years in the acolytes' dormitory, such privacy
filled him with incredulous delight. On the first days of the march, he often lay awake far into the night just
to savor it. When the Host's pace quickened, however, sleep became more precious. Then, in the White
Hills, it became almost impossible.

On the second night, Kindrie was dozing uneasily in his canvas-walled cell. He wasn't used to so much
riding, and his bones ached with fatigue. Even half an hour of dwar sleep would have given his healer's
body a chance to recover itself, but every time he slid down toward it, confused dreams woke him again
with a start. Now it seemed to him that the hills had begun to swell beneath the tent, like the restless
billows of the sea. Up, down, up . . . no, it wasn't the canvas floor that rocked him, but hands, bone
white, bone thin, tugging, tugging.

Wake up, wake up! hethought he heard the faintest thread of a voice cry. Oh please, wake up! He
needs you!

"Who?" Kindrie said out loud, half waking. "Who needs me?"

A watchfire had been kindled outside, and golden flickering light flooded into the cubicle through the
gauze doorway. Shadows moved on the outer wall. Voices murmured in the night, but none spoke to
him. He was alone . . . or was he? On the rear wall of his tiny room was a shadow that hadn't been there
before, bending over the shadow of his own recumbent form. Kindrie regarded it bemusedly, convinced
he was still asleep. It was very small and painfully thin. Ah, it must belong to the dead child whose bones
the Highlord had taken from Kithorn and still carried with him in his saddlebag. Now, what could she
want with him, even in a dream? She tugged and tugged. His shadow started to get up.

Kindrie threw back his blanket and hastily rose. Dream or not, he had no intention of letting his shadow
go anywhere without him. He rapidly pulled on some clothes and followed it out of the tent. It and the
smaller, moon-cast shadow of the dead girl led him through the camp toward the eastern perimeter,
keeping to the lower reaches of the slopes. Beyond the Jaran's camp, he followed the shadows up to a
hilltop. The hills rolled on eastward before him under a quarter moon, and up one of their slopes went
something dark. Another shadow? No. Someone clad all in black. Someone who limped slightly.
Torisen.

Kindrie caught his breath. His first, almost unconscious act of healing as a child had been the repair of his
own weak eyes, but somehow the improved vision had never carried over into dreams. He could see the
hills, the moon, that dark, receding figure all too clearly. This was no dream. He was awake, and that
was the Highlord of the Kencyrath going alone, unprotected, toward the field of slaughter that had been
his father's ruin, toward the unburnt and possibly vengeful dead.
***

TORISEN KNEW THESE HILLS. Their curves, the texture of their grass and stones, everything spoke
to him of a place and time he had thought safely behind him forever. Ahead, darkness rose like a wall,

black on black, blotting out the stars. As a child, he had sometimes lain awake at night staring out the
window at it, hardly daring to breathe lest it topple, crushing the keep, the Haunted Lands, all of
Rathillien. Now here it was again: the Barrier, with Perimal Darkling pressing against its far side. One
more rise and there, impossibly, was the keep itself, his old home, nine hundred miles away from the
White Hills.

He walked down the slope toward it in a kind of horror-struck daze. Here was the stone bridge that
spanned the encircling ditch, here the main gate, hanging askew. Beyond the gatehouse lay the courtyard,
surrounded by the stone barracks, granary, and other domestic offices, tight against the outer wall with
the battlements running along their roofs. Ahead rose the squat tower keep. He walked slowly toward it,
still numb with disbelief. Grass grew between the flagstones, catching at his feet. Leech vines hung down
over the walls. How quiet everything was, how . . . dead.

Before the tower door was a black, tangled mass—the remains, apparently, of a bonfire. Now who
would set one there? Father would raise three kinds of hell when he . . . no, not charred branches, but
arms, and legs, and faces . . .

Torisen recognized everyone that flame and sword had left recognizable: Lon, who had taught him how
to ride; Merri, the cook; Tig, with all his battle scars scorched away. . . . He had dreamed of their deaths
in that final assault over and over, but never of this.

It's still a dream,he thought, feeling the cold paralysis of nightmare creep over him. I fell asleep on the
hillside, and I'm trapped. I'll never wake up again.

"My lord!"

Footsteps sounded behind him. Hands turned him around. He looked dully into Kindrie's face, barely
focusing on it.

"Go away. You don't belong in this dream."

"Dream? No, lord, listen to me: This is real."

"Real?" Torisen blinked at him. "How can it be? This is the keep where I grew up, where my father died
cursing me. These are the Haunted Lands."

The Shanir looked about, shivering. "Somehow, I didn't think we were still in the White Hills—although
if we were, we'd be just about in the middle of the old battlefield now. Correspondences." He shot
Torisen a look. "Why, don't you see, the White Hills must have gone soft. Perimal Darkling is just under
the surface there, as it obviously is here too, and when two contaminated areas are so similar in
geography, architecture or—or whatever, sometimes in a sense they overlap, as if one were laid on top

of the other. That must be how we got from there to here."

" 'We'?" Torisen turned on him, beginning to rouse. "Why did you follow me? What do you want?"

Kindrie fell back a step, flinching. He'd forgotten how much Torisen hated to be followed or spied on.
"T-The child brought me, lord. See, here she is now. I-I think this place scares her."

The child's shadow had moved between them on the moon-washed stones when the Highlord had
turned. Now it came quickly to his side, so close that he unthinkingly reached down to touch the head
that wasn't there. Yes, she was frightened. This place must seem very like Kithorn to her . . . assuming
both she and it weren't simply fancies of his sleep-locked mind.

Abruptly, he dropped to one knee and slammed his fist into the pavement. Blood speckled the stones.

"It's not a dream," he said, rising, looking in wonder at his broken knuckles. "It is real. Good. Then I can
cope. Now, what in all the names of God happened here?"

Kindrie looked at him, surprised. "Why, I understood that darklings attacked here some fifteen years
ago and killed everyone but you. You escaped and came to the Riverland, where you took service in
disguise under Lord Ardeth. At least, that's the story people tell."

But then why had Ganth died cursing his son, the Shanir wondered suddenly.

"That's what people say," Torisen agreed, not meeting Kindrie's perturbed look. Of course, he had
heard the story often enough before and never contradicted it. It was probably even true, except that the
massacre had happened only a few years ago, long after he had fled. If anyone ever learned that he had
left while Ganth was still alive, without his permission, the repercussions could be severe. "At any rate,
this happened later." He indicated the bodies piled before the door. "Someone has been here since I left."

"It looks like an attempt at a pyre," Kindrie said. "These people were dragged here and set alight by
someone—a Kencyr, I would say—who meant well but didn't know the proper pyric rune. Odd." He
peered more closely at the charred bodies, curiosity getting the better of repulsion. "They hardly look as
if they've been dead fifteen years. My God!" He sprang backward, his face turning as white as his hair.
"That woman's hand . . . it moved!"

Torisen also backed away. "Haunts . . . they're all becoming haunts. Nothing stays dead forever in this
foul place, not unless it's reduced to ashes and blown away. The fire only set them back. But if they're
still here, maybe he is, too."

"My lord?"

"Stay here with the child. I'll be back in a minute."

Torisen edged around the failed pyre and ran up the steps to the keep's first-story entrance. Both sets of
doors had been smashed open. He paused just inside the inner one, waiting for his eyes to adjust to the
faint light that came in through two deeply recessed windows. Before him lay the circular great hall where
the garrison had met to eat and hear justice dispensed— or what had passed for justice in those last days
before his flight fifteen years ago.

"Traitors!"

Memory caught the echo of that shrieked word, saw the Kendar freeze, faces turned to the lord's table.

"You eat my bread and yet you conspire to betray me! You, and you, and you—"

"Father, no! These men are my friends and loyal to our house. Everyone here is."

"To my house, perhaps, but to me? No, no, they deceive you, boy, as they did me. But never
again! You three, in your hands are knives to cut your meat. Turn them on me, or on yourselves."

"Child, come away. You can't help them."

It was Anar, the scrollsman, tugging at his sleeve, pulling him out of the hall into the private dining
chamber on the other side of the open hearth. From behind came the sound of something heavy falling,
again and again. The Kendar had made the only choice that honor permitted. Anar quietly closed the
door.

"Your father's quite mad, you know,"he whispered, and choked down a giggle. "Oh yes, so am
I—sometimes. It's this place, this foul, accursed place. . . . You've got to get away, child, before he
gets tired of killing your friends and turns on you. Oh yes, he will: The thought is already half in
his mind. Who else can take away what little power he has left?"

"But Anar, Ganth isn't just my father he's Lord Knorth, the head of our house. He'll never let me
go, and if I leave without his permission, desert him, that will be the death of my honor."

Anar shot a scared look at the door, then leaned close. "Child, there is a way . . . "

And he told him. If every Kendar in the house gave his or her consent, their will overbalanced that of

their lord. Anar's brother Ishtiér had tried to gain his release this way, but the Kendar hadn't consented.
After all, he was their priest. They needed him. But Ishtiér had left anyway, honorless, for the safety and
comfort of Tai-tastigon far to the south. But the Kendar could see what was happening now. They would
let Tori go, with their blessings.

"But Anar, how can anything outweigh a lord's authority?"

"Child, this can . . . I think."He gulped. "And if it can't, I-I take responsibility for whatever you
decide, on my honor."

The door to the hall crashed open. Ganth loomed black on the threshold. "And what's this, then?
Talking behind my back, conspiring . . . "

Torisen faced him. "Sir, we were only discussing honor— and options."

Now the hall lay silent and empty before him, lit only by moonlight streaming in between the bars of the
two windows. Something rustled furtively in the shadows by the door. Torisen didn't investigate. Quickly
crossing the hall to the spiral stair just off the private dining room, he climbed in utter darkness to the
second floor, his feet remembering the height of each irregular step.

Here were the family's living quarters, a maze of interconnected rooms circling the lord's solar over the
great hall. Some moonlight filtered into the outer rooms through slit windows. The inner ones lay buried in
shadows too deep even for a Kencyr's keen night vision, and not all of them were vacant. These Torisen
passed through quickly, seeing nothing, hearing nothing, but knowing that he was not alone. Beyond, the
stair in the northwest turret began its spiral upward.

After the darkness below, the battlements seemed dazzlingly bright. The cracked crystal dome over the
solar shone like a second moon, and the white gravel roof gave back its glow. In the shadow of the
northeast turret, Ganth Gray Lord waited.

Torisen stopped, catching his breath.

"Father?"

No answer. How still that grim figure stood, the dead piled high about him like half-burnt kindling.
Torisen slowly crossed the roof toward him, poised to fight or run, he hardly knew which. Those
shadows on Ganth's chest. . . . He was nailed upright to the turret door by three arrows. The ring finger
on the right hand had been snapped off. Of the left hand, which had wielded Kin-Slayer, not one finger
was left. Both ring and sword were gone. The corner of something white protruded from the gray coat
just above the singe-line of the pyre's flames. Torisen stepped gingerly in among the dead and reached
for it. His father's head moved. He snatched the folded cloth and leaped backward. Something grabbed

his foot. He fell, rolling, breaking the grip, and fetched up against the crystal dome. Ganth was staring
down at him, without eyes.

"Child of darkness. . . ." The words were harsh, croaking, spoken in a voice that both was and was
not his father's. "Where is my sword? Where are my fingers?"

Torisen bolted toward the northwest turret. Behind him, the dead around Ganth's feet were moving,
slowly, unsteadily, disentangling charred arms and legs. He nearly fell down the spiral stair. At its foot,
rustling, scraping sounds came to him from the darkness ahead. All the dead were awakening.

A trap,he thought wildly, I've walked into a trap. . . . Steady, boy, steady. One, two . . . "three!"

He sprinted through the second-story rooms, twisting, turning, into moonlight, into darkness. Here was
the stair. He half-threw himself down it and raced across the great hall.

A dark shape lurched into his path from the shadow of the door. Torisen tried to dodge past, but tripped
over a shattered bench and fell heavily. Someone bent over him.

". . . wrong . . ." croaked a familiar voice. "I was wrong. . . . Nothing outweighs a lord's authority. Take
back the responsibility, child. It burns me . . . it burns . . ."

Torisen stared up horrified into Anar's face. The failed pyre had seared it hideously, laying bare
cheekbones and patches of skull. He gave an inarticulate cry, shoved the haunt aside, scrambled to his
feet, and bolted out the door. The other's broken voice pursued him:

"Child, set me free . . . free us all . . ."

Kindrie had backed into the middle of the inner ward, away from the pyre, away from the stone
barracks now alive with furtive sounds. Torisen grabbed him.

"The rune, man, the pyric rune . . . can you say it?"

The Shanir stared at him, terrified. "I-I don't know . . ."

He stopped with a gasp. The pile of half-burned bodies by the door had begun to seethe sluggishly.
Torisen shook him.

"Say it, damn you! Set them free!"

The pale young man gulped and shut his eyes. Torisen very nearly slapped him, thinking he was about to
faint, but instead Kindrie took a deep breath and spoke the rune. It fought its way out of his throat like a
living thing, and he fell, gagging. Torisen caught him. The mound of twitching bodies burst into flames.
Sudden firelight lit the inside of the barracks, and the keep's great hall, roared up above the tower's
battlements. Torisen half dragged Kindrie out under the gatehouse and across the stone bridge. On the
hillside, he finally let the exhausted Shanir sink down into the tall grass, while he himself stood, breathing
hard, watching his old home go up in flames.

Fifteen years ago, he had paused on this same hillside to look back before slipping away southward into
the night. If he hadn't left, Ganth would surely have killed him sooner or later. Then the Three People
would be without him now, when they needed him the most. But he had left poor Anar to bear his guilt,
and that was a shameful thing, however good his reasons. Perhaps his honor was safe in the letter of the
Law, but he felt compromised in its spirit and sick at heart.

Torisen shook himself. These thoughts did no one any good except, perhaps, his enemies. Surely, this
whole thing had been a trap, but set by whom and, ultimately, for whom? Only the changers, with their
affinity to Perimal Darkling and their determination to stop him, could be responsible. First, there had
been the Shanir's attack at Tentir, then Grisharki's crude but nearly lethal ambush, then the carefully
preserved, barely hidden post pouch. Any Kencyr would know what effect that desperate message
would have. Of course, the Host would make for the Cataracts at top speed, by the most direct route.
Then came an element of chance. The Highlord might not even notice how like the Haunted Lands those
distant White Hills had suddenly become, much less go out to investigate. But he had, and there had been
the keep waiting for him, a festering sore ready to burst. Perhaps his very presence had triggered that
eruption. Perhaps the changers had counted on that.

Below, red light spilled out of the tower's door and down the steps into the courtyard. More light and
then flames poured out of the south window between the bars. The hall must be an inferno by now. The
pyric rune only affected dead flesh, but flesh in turn could kindle wood. How many dead there must have
been.

Flames, fire, fire-timbers, Tentir . . .

"Now, what would really frighten you, I wonder? Shall we find out?"

"Child of Darkness! Where is my sword? Where are my . . ."

Yes, he had been frightened to hear that dead mouth repeat the words of his nightmare, but not half as
scared as the real thief of the sword and ring would have been. But who could have taken them?

Then he remembered the cloth that he had snatched from inside Ganth's coat. It was still in his hand. He
unfolded it. It wasn't a proper mourning cloth at all, just a square of fabric ripped out of someone's shirt.

In the exact center was one dark stain, the mark of blood kinship. But he was the only surviving member
of Ganth's immediate family unless . . . unless . . .

Jame, the Shanir, the Child of Darkness, his sister—she had returned. For a moment, all Torisen felt
was numb shock. Then he abruptly sat down on the hillside and began to laugh, helplessly, almost
hysterically.

"My lord?" It was Kindrie, sounding scared.

"No, no, I haven't lost my wits—I hope. The fools! All that work, and they set their trap for the wrong
twin!" He choked down his laughter. "We've got to get back to camp or I really will come unstuck. But
how?"

"Walk, I suppose."

"More than three hundred leagues?"

"Less, I hope," said Kindrie hastily, as if afraid Torisen would start laughing again. "After all, the child
couldn't get that far from her physical remains. We've got to follow her back and keep exactly to the path
she marks, or I'm afraid it will be a very long walk indeed."

"Yes . . . yes, of course."

Torisen rose and followed the child's shadow as it danced ahead of them. He was still struggling to
regain his mental balance and, he suspected, not doing a very good job of it. He knew he had frightened
the Shanir badly. Kindrie was still keeping his distance from him, as if from something dangerous and
unpredictable, which was just how Torisen felt. He turned suddenly on the young man, who shied
violently away.

"Just now, you sounded rather strange. Are you all right?"

"Y-yes, lord. It's just the rune burned my tongue a bit. I'll heal."

"You always do, don't you?" Even to Torisen, that sounded like a sneer. Trinity, what was wrong with
him?

Kindrie took the question seriously. "So far, lord, yes. I may not be strong, but I'm apparently tougher
than I look—a family trait. My grandmother was a Knorth, you know." He shot a sidelong look at
Torisen. "I know that that doesn't give me much claim on the house of Knorth, but some pride does go

with it. You shouldn't have sent me away with Donkerri at Wyrden."

"God's teeth and toenails! I saw what Caineron did to you back at Tentir because of me. D'you think I
wanted to put you in danger again? But now I have anyway, and you've put me under a deeper obligation
than ever."

He spoke with such bitterness that Kindrie flinched. "Oh, please! Don't think of it that way. It's true that
you are my natural lord. I can't help that; you can't change it. But if you don't want to acknowledge my
claim, I-I'd rather that it was forgotten."

"Very noble, but that hardly discharges the obligation, does it? For someone who says he only wants
what I can freely give, you certainly keep finding ways to put me in your debt."

He turned on his heel and went on after the child's shadow, limping a bit more than before, leaving
Kindrie to flounder after him. Damn and blast. For years, he had avoided the Shanir and lulled himself
into thinking that he had gotten over his irrational aversion to them. Now here he was, deeply obligated to
one and paying him back with words savage enough to have come from his mad father. Ganth was
glowing ashes behind him. Why in Perimal's name did his shadow still fall across his son's life?

Kindrie gave a sharp cry. Torisen spun around to find the Shanir sprawling on the ground behind him at
the edge of a mist-filled hollow. In trying to catch up, he had cut too close to the hidden ground and
apparently tripped on something. Mist swelled up around his legs. He couldn't seem to rise.

"Oh, for God's sake," Torisen said in disgust and went back to help.

"My foot!" the young man gasped as Torisen grabbed his arms. "Something has a hold on my
foot . . . ah!"

He was jerked back, almost out of the Highlord's grip. Torisen braced himself and heaved, nearly
freeing the Shanir. A hand rose out of the mist. Its skin hung about it like a tattered glove, exposing white
sinews and a flash of whiter bone. It was clutching Kindrie's ankle. Kindrie gave a bleat of terror. Then
both Kencyr fell, as the hand suddenly released its grip and a dark figure surged up out of the mist.

Kindrie sprawled across Torisen's legs. He thrust the Shanir aside, out of the way, barely in time. The
thing from the mist blotted out the stars. It fell on him, its cruel fingers fumbling for his eyes, his throat. It
stank of death. Somehow he managed to brace his foot against it and flip it over his head. It landed
heavily. He went after it before it could recover, caught it in a headlock and, with a quick, lateral twist,
broke its neck. It convulsed, throwing him. He rolled nearly into the mist before coming up short in a
fighter's crouch. Clearly, however, the brief battle was over.

"That should at least slow it down some," he said unsteadily, and drew a sleeve across his face. The

cloth stank from the creature's touch.

Kindrie stared at the twitching body. "B-but it's still alive!"

"Moving, yes; alive, no. You can't kill something that's already dead."

"It's another haunt?"

"Yes. These hills are rotten with them. I used to hunt them occasionally when I was a boy. More often,
they hunted me." His head snapped up. "Listen!"

Far away over the hills, a horn sounded, and another and another.

Torisen sprang up. "The camp—it's under attack!"

He raced off toward the sound with Kindrie stumbling after him. Ahead, clouds rolling out of the west
cloaked the sky, and distant thunder rumbled. Mist was swelling up even more thickly in the hollows,
sending tendrils snaking up the lower slopes. The hills were becoming islands in a dim white sea. The fires
of the Jaran's camp crowned the next rise. Torisen scrambled up the steep slope toward them. Suddenly,
dark shapes emerged from the grass all round, ringing him with spearpoints.

"Here now, watch that!" he snapped, pulling up short.

"This one talks," said a voice from the shadows. "Maybe it will tell us what it is."

"Gladly! I'm Torisen Black Lord."

"There certainly is a resemblance," said another voice. "Perhaps it's a changer, or maybe an 'uman.
Remember, there's a reference in the fourth canto of the Randirean saga to one who changed into a bat."

"No, no—that was only in the aberrant version . . ."

"Kirien, help!"

"What in Perimal's name . . ." said Kirien's voice from above. "Luran, why are you holding the Highlord
at spear point?"

"Oh. Sorry, my lord."

The spears swung around to cover Kindrie as he staggered up the slope. Torisen knocked them down.
"Sorry. That's not an 'uman either—whatever that is. I've never been the subject of an academic debate
before," he said to Kirien as he joined her on the hilltop. "It's a singularly unnerving experience. Now,
what in all the names of God is going on?"

"Confusion, primarily."

"That I can see. What are all these horses doing up here? You must be playing host to at least a quarter
of the remount herd."

"Under the circumstances, we can hardly begrudge them the room. About ten minutes ago, the lot came
stampeding up the hill. Then our guards on the lower slopes shouted up that they were under attack.
They were gone by the time we got there—yes, completely. Then these . . . these things started coming
up out of the mist. There! Do you see that?"

It was hard to see anything below now that clouds had swallowed the moon. Beyond the circle of fires,
beyond the Kendars' double shield-wall, Torisen could just make out a horde of dark figures swarming
up the lower slopes. They coalesced into a silent wave that beat and tore at the wall of shields with
voracious hands and ignored the bite of spear and sword. The wall swayed but held. As the moon broke
free for a moment from the advancing stormclouds, the wave receded as silently as it had come, leaving
behind nothing but mist.

From off to the south came a battle cry, rising, falling.

"That's the Coman," said Torisen sharply. "What's that idiot Demoth up to now?"

"Whatever it is, he tried it after the first assault, too."

"Ho, Kirien!" The shout came from the next hilltop, which the Jaran also held. "Are you still there?"

"That's my great-uncle. Ho, Kedan! Where else would I be? Your shield-wall held?"

"Of course. But damnit, how can we fight what we can't even name? 'War with the What's-it'—ha!"

"Not 'ha,' " Torisen shouted across at him. "Haunts!"

"Ancestors preserve us," said Kirien softly. "Our own un-burnt dead from the White Hills . . ."

"Perhaps, perhaps not." Someday, he might tell her about the Haunted Lands, the other possibility, but
not tonight.

"But if they're haunts, we can't kill them, we can't even wear them down. Have we lost already?"

"No."

There had to be a way. The pyric rune would ignite every piece of carrion within half a mile, but Kindrie
clearly hadn't the strength to speak it again, and the idea apparently hadn't even occurred to the other
priests, wherever they were. But did they really need the rune?

"Fire," he said to Kirien. "Get torches."

Below, the double row of Jaran Kendar waited. Singer Ashe limped restlessly back and forth behind the
second line. By rights, she shouldn't have been even that close because of her maimed leg, but the battle
horns had reminded her that before an axe cut her military career short, she had been a randon, one of
the elite. She wondered where Harn was. In their days together, first as cadets and then as one-hundred
commanders, she had always covered his back, knowing that he forgot it when the berserker rage seized
him. The best way to manage Harn Grip-Hard, she had always maintained, was to give him a good clout
on the head before any major battle. Anything to slow the man down a bit.

Then the moon again disappeared, this time for good. The shadow of the storm rack rolled eastward
over the hills, dipping, swelling over hollow and crest. Darkness came in its wake, and the nearing rumble
of thunder. The front line tensed.

"Here they come again!"

The wall closed, shields locking with a crash. The Kendar leaned into them against the mute fury of the
assault. Nails scraped on steel. Hands groped over the top of the shield-wall, clutching at heads and hair.
The second line of Kendar opened ranks to slash at them. Their shields were still down when a wave of
haunts broke over the first line, swarming on top of each other, rolling over the Kendar. Ashe saw them
coming.

" 'Ware their teeth!" she cried, and limped back a pace to gain room for her staff.

A haunt crashed into her. The impact knocked the staff from her hands and her off her feet. Bodies piled
on top of her. Their stench, their loathsome touch—it was like being at the bottom of a mass grave, but

all the corpses moved. Sharp nails tore at her clothes. Teeth locked in her arm, which she had thrown up
to protect her throat. They were all fighting to get at her.

Then light exploded between the chinks of bodies. A great hissing arose, and the limbs about her
thrashed wildly, trying to disentangle themselves. She caught a knee in the stomach and was still doubled
up, gasping for breath, when the mound of haunts above her broke apart.

"Harry them home, but stay out of the mist!" shouted a familiar voice over Ashe's head. Hands pulled her
up. "Well, singer, how goes the song?"

"Highlord?"

She blinked at him with fire dazzled eyes. His face seemed to float ghostlike before her, black clothing
and hair melting back into the night. Torches blazed everywhere, and everywhere the haunts were in
retreat.

"The song?" Ashe repeated. "At least this time it won't be a dirge."

"Oh well. The night isn't over yet. You stay clear from now on, though, and have a physician look at that
arm. Remember, you're the one who's going to immortalize us all."

"Lord!" The hail came from downhill. "My lord, the mist!"

Torisen spun around and plunged off down the slope.

Ashe sat down heavily. "My arm . . . ?" She looked in dull wonder at the shredded, bloody sleeve.

Below, Kendars ringed the hollow, staring at it. They made way for Torisen. Ground fog still seethed in
the depression, but now it seemed to be lit from within, its shifting surface fitfully aglow.

"Lord, is it on fire?"

"I don't think so. No, look. It's the brambles."

Now they could all trace the arabesque of stem and skull-shaped flower etched in fire under the white
surface of the mist. The mist began to melt away in the growing heat, leaving behind only ashes and
hard-packed earth. The door between the White Hills and the Haunted Lands had closed. In a nearby
camp, a horn sounded, then another and another, signaling the end of battle. Now it was time to count

the cost.

Torisen walked alone through the camp, hollow by hollow. Either his cry for torches had carried or
others had come up with the same solution, for every depression had recently been fired, and some were
still smoldering. Apparently no encampment had been overrun. Most were now clearing the hilltops and
taking down any standards that might attract the lightning flickering closer and closer in the black bellies
of the storm-clouds. As he passed under Lord Danior's camp, Holly came down to meet him.

"Only three guards killed and two missing," he said proudly. "That's not bad for my first battle, is it? Lots
of people got a bit mauled, though."

"Keep an eye on them. Haunt bites infect easily and make haunts of their victims after death. There's the
Coman standard, still up. Now what . . . oh my God."

Ahead lay another smoking hollow, surrounded this time by a four-foot bank. In its midst, rising out of
the very earth as if to clutch brambles now reduced to ashes, was a hand.

"Why, someone's been buried alive!" Holly exclaimed.

He jumped down into the hollow before Torisen could stop him and grabbed the hand. It came away in
his grasp. There was no arm attached to it, no sign of a body on or beneath the ashes. The earth itself
seemed to have sheared it off.

On the lower slopes were many more bodies, some still twitching, others all too still. Many had been
gnawed almost beyond recognition. Korey stood among them, rigid with fury, facing Demoth. The upper
slopes were dark with silent, watching Kencyr.

"You have no right!" That was Demoth, nearly shrieking. "I lead the Coman! I order attack or retreat, or
anything else I damn well please! You're nothing, do you understand? Nothing!"

"What's happened here?"

They both spun at the sound of Torisen's voice.

"He ordered my people back!" raged Demoth. "He fired the hollow, against my express orders!"

"And he sent Kendar down into the mist to fight. Three times."

"Sweet Trinity. How many lost?"

"Over a hundred, and as many killed on the slopes," Korey said angrily. "This is as much your doing as
his, Highlord. You insulted the honor of the Coman by appointing this . . . this bungler. You insulted me."

He drew a knife.

Torisen had turned to Demoth. "I was wrong, and your kinsmen were right: You aren't fit to lead."

He turned back and saw first the knife, then Korey's thunderstruck expression. He put his hands on the
young man's shoulders. The knife point pricked him through his coat, just under the ribs.

"Korey, you idiot, put that away. I've just given you the Coman."

"Blackie!"

Torisen heard Harn's shout and saw Korey's bewildered gaze shift to something behind him. A footstep,
the hiss of descending steel, and Korey shoved him aside. His sore leg failed him. He was already falling
when knife and sword met with a crash, inches from his face. The violence of his swing had unbalanced
Demoth. He stumbled into Korey, and both fell, catching up Torisen as they rolled down the slope. For a
moment, all three were over the bank, in midair. Then they crashed to the floor of the depression, with
Torisen underneath. He landed on a rather large rock. Demoth lurched to his feet, still gripping his sword.

"The Coman is mine! You can't take it away from me! I'll kill you first, I'll kill . . ."

He took a shambling step and pitched forward at Torisen's feet. Korey's knife jutted out of his back.

Harn skidded down the bank. "Blackie, are you all right? From where I stood, it looked as if that
bastard nearly took your head off!"

He helped the Highlord sit up. Torisen was breathing in great, painful gasps.

"Grindarks . . . haunts . . . homicidal Highborn . . . and I do myself in . . . on a damned rock!"

"Ho, that's it, is it? Serves you right if you've broken half your ribs. Of all stupidities, to turn your back
on an angry Coman. Trinity! Here comes Ardeth."

"Ardeth . . ." Torisen dragged himself to his feet, hanging on to Harn. "I've just killed your cousin, or
maybe Korey has. As maternal blood-kin, what blood price do you demand?"

Ardeth stood on the edge of the bank, looking down. Torchlight turned his white hair into a glowing
nimbus, but left his face in shadow. "What price?" he repeated numbly, then straightened. "Why, none,
my boy. I saw everything. It probably was an accident."

"And you?" Torisen turned to Demoth's paternal kinsmen on the slope.

"None, my lord."

"Ancestors be praised. A simple solution for once. All right, everyone settle in for what's left of the night
and sleep if you can. The hills should be quiet enough for the time being. By tomorrow night we'll be out
of them and able to honor our dead fittingly. None are to stay here. Understood? Then pass the word."

He turned and found himself face to face with a truculent Korey.

"You haven't bought me, you know. I'll never crawl for you the way that worm Demoth would have."

"I wasn't expecting it. Just act for the good of your house; and as for owing me anything, who just
prevented whose decapitation? My lord Caineron is going to be furious with you."

"So 'Blackie's luck' is still a proverb," said Harn as he, Torisen, and Ardeth walked back toward the
Knorth encampment with several members of Ardeth's war-guard following at a tactful distance. "I
always thought you were too lucky for your own good."

"Never mind him," said Torisen to Ardeth. "Eventually, he'll forgive me for not having gotten myself
killed. Just the same, Ashe was wrong: The song was a dirge."

Harn snorted. "There could be sadder ones . . . your pardon, my lord."

"No, no," said Ardeth absently. "You're perfectly right. Demoth turned out to be somewhat less than
satisfactory. Now, if I can just arrange a contract between Korey and one of my great grandnieces . . ."

At his own campsite, the old Highborn left them.

Torisen looked after him with a wry smile. "I'm beginning to think that Ardeth can survive anything if only
there's a deal to be made out of it."

"And when he finds out about Pereden's role in the Southern Host's destruction?"

"I don't know. The best we can hope, I suppose, is that the wretched boy died honorably. We've got to
salvage Pereden's reputation if we can, for his father's sake."

Harn stopped short. "Not if it means maligning his officers."

The Highlord turned and stared at him. "Sweet Trinity. Those Kendar were my officers too once, and
the only family I knew for nearly half my life. D'you really think I would turn on them now?"

The stiffness went slowly out of Harn's shoulders. "Well, no —of course not. Damn stupid thing to say,
really . . ."

"And if you say anything more, it will be even stupider. What the—"

A small figure hurled down the hill from the Knorth camp and threw its arms around Torisen. He
recoiled with a hiss of pain.

"All right, Donkerri, all right. I'm glad to see you, too. Just mind the ribs."

Burr came down the slope at a more sedate pace. "We just heard about the fight and Lord Coman's
death. Are you all right, my lord?"

"Ribs," Harn repeated sharply. "Here now, why didn't you say you'd really been hurt?"

"Oh, I don't think anything's broken. Cracked a bit, maybe . . ."

With that, they closed in on Torisen and bore him off, a protesting captive, to his own tent.
***

THE RAINS CAME, pelting the hills, running down in rivulets between the tents, pooling in the hollows.
Lightning ripped, thunder boomed. Torisen lay on his pallet listening to the storm, watching the tent's
framework stand out in black relief around him with each flash of light. Although his leg felt sore and
cramped, he resisted the temptation to stretch it because he didn't want to disturb either Burr or the
parcel of bones nestled in the curve of his arm. His side ached too, but he was fairly sure now that it was
only bruised. As Harn would say, Blackie's luck still held . . . but for how long? What if, as he half
suspected, his sister Jame really was on her way to him?

With the emblems of my power in her hands, boy.

Yes. Torisen was virtually certain that she had taken Ganth's ring and sword. But what of that? She
couldn't wield them. She was only a girl.

So is Kirien. "Nothing in the Law prohibits a lady from heading a family instead of a lord." And
she has power of her own, boy. Why do you think I named her "Jamethiel"?

But she was his sister.

And your Shanir twin, your darker half. Why do you think I drove her out, boy? Now she returns,
to rival, to destroy you.

But h-he loved her. He always had.

Therein lies your damnation.

The storm grumbled off into the distance unnoticed. Torisen lay in the dark, listening to the hoarse, mad
voice that was both his dead father's and, somehow, his own, muttering on and on long after he had run
out of ways to answer it.

Chapter 11
Into Shadows
Perimal Darkling: 14th-21st of Winter
JAME ENTERED the shadows of Karkinaroth warily. At first, though, that was all they seemed to be,
just an obscurity lying over the rich features of the palace, dulling the crimson carpet, turning the purple
and gold hangings gray. The light spheres burned more and more dimly. Between them, the details of the
palace seemed to fade, or rather almost to melt. New depths opened up in the shadows, reaching back
to distant walls. Between the circles of light, the coldness of the floor struck through Jame's thin boots.
Here was pavement that had never known the touch of a carpet. Now the light spheres were only faint
glows bobbing in midair. A few hints of the palace's architecture hung ghostlike about them, but that was
all. Karkinaroth had disappeared.

But where was she now?

Jame went on, shivering slightly in this colder air. Outside windowless Karkinaroth there had been the
warm, southern land of Karkinor. What lay beyond these walls . . . and what was that smell? It
surrounded her now, vaguely sweet, vaguely rotten, like the fetid perfume of decay. The very walls
seemed to exude it. How frighteningly familiar it was, and how dull of her not to recognize it.

A doorway opened between the phantom light of two spheres. Jame almost went past it, thinking it was
some strange tapestry woven of shadows, but a breath of air came out of it. She entered. Her memory
told her that if she had continued down the hallway in Karkinaroth and turned at this door, she would
have found herself in the palace's main ballroom. This too was a room, but an even more enormous one.
Jame walked out into it. Her soft boots made no sound on the dark, green-shot floor, woke no echoes in
the impossibly high vault of its ceiling. Around its walls hung rank upon rank of memorial banners. In a
normal Kencyr hall, these traditionally were tapestry portraits of the Highborn dead, woven of threads
taken from the clothes in which each man or woman had died. Usually, the faces were calm and the
hands held low and open, crossed at the wrists in benediction. But the faces on these banners grimaced
hideously. Their hands clutched tattered clothing. Dark stains as if of dried blood streaked the walls
beneath.

Jame looked about with growing horror. Surely this was the big picture-lined hall that her mother had
described to her all those years ago; but the pictures were portraits of the dead, and they all looked so
starved because . . . because the souls had been eaten out of them. But how could she know that? Then,
too, there were so many of them. Too many? Why in Perimal's name should she think that? She had
never actually been in this hall before—or had she?

At the far end of the hall was a huge fireplace, the trunks of several trees piled in it. Fur rugs covered the
cold hearth. More complete rugs with snarling masks, were nailed to the wall above. They were all pelts
of Arrin-ken.

Her mother hadn't told her that, but she had remembered it in the dream that had first awakened her in
Karkinaroth. Surely, she knew more about this place than any story could have told her. She had stood
here before in her dreams, in the flesh. This was the great hall of the Master's House, where her father's
cruelty had driven her so many years ago, where she had spent her forgotten childhood. She was in
Perimal Darkling.

Jame turned to bolt, but the door by which she had entered was gone. She was trapped.

Jame stood in the middle of that vast hall under the eyes of the dead and began to shake. Far too many
memories were pressing against that wall in her mind. If they all broke through at once, if suddenly she
remembered everything . . .

No,she told herself. Keep control. Let through only what will help. You've bumbled through most
of your life in stark, staring ignorance. Don't stop now. She took a deep breath and let it out slowly.
All right. Now stop shaking and go find your friends.

. . . and the sword and the ring and the Book and the Prince . . .

Trinity, was everyone and everything lost but her, or was she the most lost of them all? Don't answer
that. Just go.

Jame went—across the hall, through an archway, into the depths of the House. As the Talisman, she had
learned how to move like a shadow among shadows, and so she did now, every sense alert, every nerve
taut. Everything was so big, so empty. High-vaulted passageways, broad stone stairs spiraling up or
down, more corridors, more halls. Everywhere, cold stone and colder shadows. But where was
everyone?

Dead,said a familiar voice as if in her ear. They're all dead.

"Marc?" She spun about, Nothing. No one. It must have been her imagination. Forget it.

Now, where might a prisoner be held? Not one of the archways she had passed so far had even been
hung with a door. A cold, thin wind breathed unhindered through the twisting ways. Something kept Jame
from calling. The place seemed deserted, but who (or what) might hear?

Jame went on. There was a sort of horrible fascination about this, as if at any minute her forgotten past
might spring at her from some dark corner. A terrified, outcast child had come to this place and emerged
the person she was now. Someone had taught her the meaning of honor; someone had taught her how to
reap souls. Thanks to those lost years, she was a paradox, a creature of both light and darkness.

And Master Gerridon, what of him? Before his fall, the long retreat from Perimal Darkling had been
bitter, but at least endurable for it had been done with honor. After, even the descendents of those who
had fled his evil felt tainted by it. And that evil still existed . . . didn't it? Marc had seen at least three score
of the Master's folk three years ago when they had swept down on East Kenshold from the smoking
ruins of her own old home, still looking for her and the Book. In fact, Marc had even seen Gerridon
himself, sitting his black horse on a hilltop, watching East Kenshold's sack.

His face would have been in shadows, Jame thought, and his upright form shrouded in a patchwork
cloak of stolen souls. One gauntleted hand, the right, would have gripped the reins while the other, mere
emptiness in a silver glove, rested on the stallion's ebony neck.

That left hand when it was still flesh and blood, reaching out to her between the red ribbons of a
curtained bed. . . ."So you've lost a father, child," a soft voice said. "I will be another one to you and
much, much more." The hand closed on her wrist. In a blind panic, she slashed at it again and again
until . . .

No. Jame leaned against a wall, shaking. She wouldn't remember that. She wouldn't.

But what if the only way to find Marc and Jorin was to open her mind fully to the past? She might once
have known where prisoners were held. Did she dare take the risk? And why was she so sure that it was
a risk? Something here was already tugging at her. She didn't feel as frightened as she had at first, or as
repulsed. Even that pervasive smell of decay was losing its disagreeable tang. Once this place had been
home. Once she had been accepted here as, perhaps, she never would be anywhere else. But it could
never be home again.

Remember that,she told herself with sudden anger. And remember what terrible things have
happened here. Remember where you are.

Prisoners . . . something about a cage without bars, but what had that been, and where? Perhaps
something farther along would give her a hint. She pushed herself away from the wall and went on,
deeper into the House.

All her senses, all her thoughts began to lose their edges. She drifted, feeling half asleep, dimly wishing
after a time that she could sleep or at least find something to drink. Her mouth felt full of dust. How long
had she been walking anyway? It felt like days. She began to have a vague feeling that the rooms through
which she wandered weren't entirely unoccupied after all. Dim light and shadow became silent figures
standing ghostlike in this corner or that. Their empty eyes followed her. Perhaps to them she was the
ghost.

The wind blew in her face. She had been following it for some time without realizing it, but now its
strength and the curious smell borne on it half roused her. She was facing an archway, its upper curve
shaped like a mouth. Once it had been walled up. Now massive blocks lay tumbled about it like broken
teeth, and the wind blew through them. The smell was . . . unearthly. Something dead, something alive,
many things in between. . . . The light in the room beyond was strange too, a sort of shifting green. Jame
stepped between the blocks, through the archway. The light came from a window, the first she had seen
in this place. The window was barred. Vines curtained it with leaves and white flowers, shaped like
bloodless, pouting lips, with glimpses between them of a sickly yellow sky.

Barred windows, unearthly landscapes . . . this was like that step-back room in the Anarchies.

Jame hugged herself, shivering. Old songs claimed that the Master's House stretched back down the
Chain of Creation from threshold world to world. Until Gerridon's fall, the Kencyrath had even used the
House itself as an escape route during their long retreat, sealing off each section, each world, behind them
when they could no longer hold it. Nothing could have shattered those seals from the far side. Nothing
had. It had taken a Kencyr's treachery to break down the barriers between the worlds, to open the
farthest, long-abandoned rooms of the House where shadows crawled and changers were made.

This was clearly not a good place to be. Jame backed toward the archway.

From the window came a low sigh, as if from many throats. Something white shot past Jame's face,
trailing green. The vine wrapped itself around her neck. Another caught her arm, and another and
another. They jerked her a step back toward the window. She clawed at those around her neck, but they
only tightened. The white flower lips sighed in her ear, nuzzled against her throat. They began to turn
pink, then red. Blood thundered in her ears. Vaguely, she felt the iron bars press against her back, felt the
strength go out of her legs.

Then someone was beside her. A knife flashed—it was all white, hilt and blade, she noted in a dazed
way—and the red lips fell away with a whispered shriek. Leaves rained down, already withered. She
was on the floor now, and someone was bending over her: a man with a face as emaciated as any on the
death banners in the Master's hall.

Shouts. The man jumped up and darted away, deeper into the House.

"Terribend, you fool, wait! You three guards, after him!"

Retreating footsteps, running.

Someone else bent over her now. Fair hair, a young face, silver-gray eyes . . .

"Prince Odalian?"

He smiled. "Close enough. You had gotten yourself into a mess, hadn't you? Some things never seem to
change. Let's see." He tilted her chin one way, then the other. "Not much damage, luckily, although
you've probably lost a fair amount of blood. Can you stand?"

She tried and lurched into his arms. "Damn."

"Never mind." He picked her up. She was surprised at such strength in one so slight.

"Size isn't everything," he said, just as if she had spoken. "Neither is strength. But then you should know
that. Hang on."

He carried her through the archway back into the gray halls. From his swift, sure stride, it was clear that
he knew exactly where he was going.

"Prince, what did you call that man?"

He went on a few paces without answering. Then, "Bender is one of his names. It will do."

She could have sworn that Odalian had called the fugitive Terribend, but that was the name of Tirandy's
brother, the one who had disappeared from song and history at the time of the Fall. Bender? That
sounded familiar too, but she couldn't quite place it. If only her head would stop spinning . . .

The Prince put her down on a bed. She looked around in amazement at the apartment's rich furnishings.
Had he taken her back into the palace, or was this some oasis among the House's bleak rooms? She
guessed the latter. White wine splashed into a crystal cup. Odalian stood for a moment by the fire,
frowning at the glass. Then he brought it over to the bed and thrust it almost roughly into Jame's hands.

"Here."

She drank thirstily, noting without really paying attention that it had the same unfamiliar after taste as the
wine she had drunk earlier, only this time the tang was much sharper. Her head swam alarmingly.

"Wine on an empty stomach," he said, sitting down on the edge of the bed and taking the cup from her.
"I don't suppose you remembered to pack any provisions for this mad expedition of yours. No, of course
not. You never did take a sensible interest in food."

She stared at him. The way he spoke, the way he moved, both were so very familiar and yet surely she
had never met the Prince before. She had only known what he looked like because of Lyra's clumsy
portrait, and that had barely suggested anything beyond his general coloration. Wait a minute . . .

"Odalian's eyes are brown," she said, drawing herself back in the bed away from him. "Yours are gray,
like mine. Who are you?"

Those steady gray eyes regarded her as if through a mask that was Odalian's face. "You don't remember
me. Good. But you've probably at least guessed what I am."

She nodded, her throat suddenly dry despite the wine. "You're another changer. What have you done to
the Prince?"

"I?" He gave a sudden harsh laugh. "Personally, very little. I came to see him the night he sent his
message to the Kencyr High Council asking for help. He thought I was Torisen. We can approximate
virtually any form, you know, until the shadows get too much of a grip on us, as they have on Keral,
whose acquaintance I believe you renewed in the Ebonbane. At any rate, I told the Prince that I had
decided to confirm him as a full ally of the Kencyrath before our forces met. He was pleased, especially
when I offered to seal myself first to the pact by blood rites. Once I had tasted his blood willingly given, I

was able to take his form."

"But not exactly."

"No, not quite. The eyes have always given me trouble. It takes many rebirths in the farthest rooms of
the House to make one . . . er . . . malleable enough to get all the details correct, even with the full blood
rites."

"But too many rebirths result in something like Keral, who can no longer hold any true shape," said
Jame, trying to sound defiant. "It seems to me that you changers have a pretty limited usefulness."

"Oh, yes. Our prime only lasts a millennium or so, by Rathillien standards. Good endures, I'm told. Well,
perhaps. But I know from experience that evil eventually decays, as my lord Gerridon is beginning to
learn. But we were discussing Prince Odalian. He was understandably surprised to find himself face to
face with even a flawed copy of himself, and even more amazed when a moment later he was taken in
charge by three of his own suborned guards. Then I opened the barriers between Karkinaroth and the
Master's House, and they took him into the farthest rooms. There they left him, chained."

Jame shuddered. "My God, what a vicious thing to do!"

"Yes, wasn't it? But my lord Gerridon insisted. 'So the little prince wants to be a Kencyr—like you.
Very well. Grant him his wish.' So I did. My lord has . . . strange whims sometimes."

Jame stared at him, struck by his tone. "Why, you hate this, don't you? You loathe what you've done.
But why do it at all? Why is it so important that you take the Prince's place?"

"Poor Jamie. No one ever explains anything to you, do they? If Gerridon had the last time, you might not
have panicked, and he would still have both hands. I won't make that mistake. You see, there's been a
revolt among the changers. Some of them have taken over the Waster Horde and are leading it against
the Kencyrath. Others of their number have tried several times now to kill both you and your brother:
you, because of the blow your death would deal to the Master; your brother, because at present he alone
seems to be holding the Kencyrath together. If the rebel changers should finally succeed in eliminating
him, before or even during the final battle, the Horde will surely defeat the Host."

"But wouldn't that please the Master?"

"In itself, yes, but then the rebels plan to use the Wasters to take over all of Rathillien to serve as a base
against their former master. That prospect does not please my lord at all. He intends to pit his two
enemies—the Kencyrath and the rebel changers— against each other. Whoever loses, Gerridon wins.
But at the moment he's far angrier at the renegades than at the Highlord, so I have been ordered to
sacrifice every man in the Prince's army if necessary to support the Host against the Horde."

"B-but the real prince would have done that, too."

"Oh yes, but consider the aftermath. If by some miracle the Host actually wins, there Prince Odalian is,
ready to claim subject ally status. Torisen is a fair man. He won't refuse after all those Karkinorans have
died fighting by his side. And when I have tasted his blood, why, I can replace him. Then, through me,
Gerridon of Knorth will again be Highlord of the Kencyrath."

She recoiled from him. "And when you and your precious Master have accomplished all this, what
happens to Tori? Will you chain him up in the shadows, too?"

"No. My lord may wish it, but I would never do such a thing to one of my lady's children. Of course," he
went on thoughtfully, "if these were the full ally rites in which both sides drink, my blood would probably
kill him on the spot, just as it would have Odalian if he had drunk first. Considering that changers' blood
is corrosive enough to eat through tempered steel, it would be an excruciating way to die. The only worse
fate I can think of would be that of a changer tricked into the rites with a Shanir blood-binder. The
contest between the two bloods in his system would probably tear the changer to pieces, but I have no
idea if even that would kill him.

"But as for your brother, I promise: no chains in the dark, no death agonies. You see, all parts of a
changer are virulent to some degree. My saliva in Torisen's palm cuts will give me at least enough control
over him to make his assassination relatively easy. He will die quickly, painlessly, probably within an hour
of the rites. My word of honor on it."

"Honor!" She almost spat the word back at him. "Do you still have any?"

A stillness came into that stolen face. The eyes took on a silver, inhuman sheen. Jame drew back,
suddenly reminded that she was in very close quarters with something very dangerous. Then the changer
rose and backed stiffly away until the shadows of a corner obscured his face.

"Honor," he repeated, in a voice clearly not the Prince's. "Define it."

Jame was shaken. This was all so familiar, but her head was spinning worse now than ever, and she
couldn't quite grasp the memory. "W-we've discussed this before, haven't we?"

"Many times. But you were a child then. Perhaps, since then, you've learned something."

Jame found herself stammering something about always keeping one's word, standing by friends,
protecting the weak. . . . It all sounded perfectly idiotic blurted out like that, but she couldn't seem to
focus her thoughts.

"Honor," said the changer again in his dark corner. "I used to be as sure as you that I knew what it was.
One kept one's word. One obeyed one's lord. But then my lord ordered me to do what was
dishonorable. I decided the shame was his alone and did as he commanded. I was wrong. But that was
my choice, and I must stand by it. That is my honor now, for as long as I live. May I die soon."

"B-but that's 'Honor's Paradox'!" Jame stammered. "Tirandys, Senethari . . . c-can you die?"

"Fire will kill me, if it kindles my blood." He gave a self-mocking laugh. "We changers scorned death,
and now each one of us is his own pyre, waiting for the first spark. I have often thought about that." He
went over to the fireplace, bent, and picked up a glowing ember in his bare hand. "I could hold this until it
eats through the skin—"

"Don't!"

"No." He tossed the ember back into the flames. "Not yet, while I still have a role to play, and not here.
If I ever do fall, let it be far from this foul house. If only there were someplace so far away that my lady
Jamethiel would not be sent to bring me back; but she will be, even if I should fall at the worlds' end. My
lord Gerridon can't allow any of his loyal changers the luxury of death. He has too few of us left."

"Too few . . . is everyone else dead or . . . or has the House always been this empty?"

"For you, very nearly. You have always been confined to the House's decayed present. The rest of us
whom the Master favors can move through layers of its fallen past, not that that does us much good.
Nothing ever changes. We tried to teach you the trick, but you were too young."

"Yes, yes . . ." Oh, if her head would only stop spinning. . . . "I almost remember. B-but all those death
banners . . . Tirandys, what's been happening here? Why did the changers revolt?"

"Why, quite simply the Master has very nearly devoured all the Highborn souls that the Mistress reaped
for him on the night so many of us fell. That puts my lord Gerridon in rather an uncomfortable position. If
immortality alone would satisfy him, he could accept the tainted souls which Perimal Darkling offers as
gifts—or rather as bait. The shadows wish to enfold my lord, to . . . to possess him. He served them best
as Highlord when he betrayed his people and opened up the fallen worlds. Now they would have him
serve them as their creature, their voice. It would be only justice for him to lose the humanity which he
has bartered away in his followers, but he is far too clever a man to make so great an error—I think. If
he wishes to remain both immortal and human, he must have more of his own kind to feed on, or he can
turn on the Kendar and changers."

"Y-you still have your soul, Senethari?"

"Yes, however warped. All of us do who willingly took part in the Master's treachery. That was to be
our reward. The changers who have rebelled did so because they were afraid that as my lord's hunger
grew he would go back on his word and find a way to feed on them, too. As for those whose souls the
Dream-Weaver did reap, most have become unfallen sacrifices to buy Gerridon his immortality. My
brother Terribend is one. Poor Bender. He weakened for a moment, and his soul was stripped from him.
Ever since, he has fought to regain it and to bring Gerridon to ruin; but the Master is stronger than he and
keeps his soul hostage. He won't believe that he and I have the same goals. In a sense, the
Dream-Weaver herself is another one of Gerridon's victims. She was only his tool and may yet save her
compromised honor by choosing to disobey him. I would gladly give what remains of both my honor and
soul to see that."

"I-I don't understand," said Jame, through teeth that had begun to rattle together as if from the cold. "The
Master has nearly run through his stolen Highborn souls. He needs more. Why can't he go back into the
House's past for them or—or have the Mistress reap more for him in the present?"

"He can't go back for more because the past doesn't work that way. We can go through the same
motions over and over, but they only really happened once, and nothing can change them, not even our
foreknowledge of their consequences. The past is past, even when we move freely in it. As for the
Dream-Weaver, she has lived almost entirely in the House's former days since she came back from the
Haunted Lands. My poor lady may not have consented to the Master's evil, but it was still too great to
leave her unmarked. Now when she comes forward to the present, it can only be as the fell creature she
has become, which reaps souls with a touch whether she wants to or not, and she can neither give them
back nor pass them on. The Master can only use her to bring home his injured changers, most of whose
souls, like Kera's and mine, are so deformed by now that they resist even her touch. Gerridon foresaw
long ago that this would eventually happen. When he found that opening the House to its fallen past didn't
help, he sent Jamethiel Dream-Weaver across the Barrier to Ganth Gray Lord. You were the child that
he wanted. Your brother came as an unwelcome surprise, just as, I gather, you did to Ganth. Twins have
too much potential of their own. They don't lend themselves well to other people's schemes. Gerridon
found that out when he tried to force you prematurely to become the new Mistress. You hadn't fallen
then. You haven't yet . . . quite. Perhaps now, you never will."

His words seemed to break over Jame in waves—swelling, crashing down, receding. She knew she
wasn't taking them all in. Only once before had she been drunk, and it hadn't felt anything like this. This
felt more like . . . dying?

You fool, do you always drink everything anyone hands you?

She tried to rise and fell, an interminable distance, it seemed. Now she was half on the bed, half in the
changer's arms. She looked up at him, astonished.

"Senethari, y-you've poisoned me."

"Yes. With wyrm's venom in the wine. You drank some seven days ago when you first woke in

Karkinaroth, and a great deal more just now."

"B-but why?"

"My lord commanded that you be drugged. He wants to take no chances with you this time, you see. It
occurred to me, though, that you would be much better off dead, especially since that would end the
horror for all of us, too. Oh, not immediately —the Master still has a few souls left to munch on—but
soon, unless he's fool enough to take what the shadows offer him. Then too, this is a game that should be
played out among my lord Gerridon's own generation, which he betrayed and damned for his own selfish
ends. You should never have been brought into it, Jamie. Strictly speaking, you should never even have
been born. This is the next best solution. Large doses of wyrm's venom have unpredictable results,
however. I don't know if I've killed you or not. You do understand, though, that I've tried to act in your
own best interests, don't you?"

She was still staring up at him with wide gray eyes, but all understanding had left them. The lids fluttered
and closed. He held her for a long minute, looking down at her face, then carefully picked her up and put
her back on the bed.

"If the worst happens, child, if you do survive, at least I've taught you the Senethar by my example and
honor by my mistakes." He kissed her lightly on the lips. "Welcome home, Jamie."

Chapter 12
Night Pieces
The River Road: 17th-24th of Winter
THE KENCYR HOST reached the far side of the White Hills well after dark on the seventeenth, after a
forced march of nearly eighty miles. That same night, pyres were raised for those who had died in the hills
and the pyric runes spoken. Then virtually everyone lay down around the dying flames and slept as if they
themselves were the dead. Torisen spent the night wandering restlessly among them. Ashe watched the
Highlord pass. Just so, forty years ago, Ganth had stalked among the dead on the slopes of the White
Hills, and she had lain there, too weak from loss of blood to call out, watching him pass. Tonight she was
silent again, for almost the same reason. Her mangled arm ached dully. She had not shown it to a
physician.

Early the next day, the Host again struck the River Road, which had shifted to the west bank back at the
confluence of the Silver and the Ever-quick. The Kendar moved well after their night of dwar sleep.
From now on, they would have its benefit every other night, and need it after the forty to fifty leagues they
would cover every two days. It was a ruthless pace, but given the foot soldiers' remarkable constitutions,
the horses would probably wear out first.

They were passing between the Elder Kingdoms now, with Bashti on the west bank and Hathir on the
east. Thousands of years before, these two colossi had controlled most of the Central Lands; but Hathir
had long since disintegrated, and decaying Bashti was a power now in name only. Consequently, the
Host overtook very little traffic on the road and almost none on the river.

The only time the Host met opposition was on the twenty-first when Torisen again led it off the winding
River Road to take a shortcut across a corner of the vast forest known as the Weald. Even at the height
of its power, Bashti had never succeeded in imposing its rule here, except around the edges. The wood
had swallowed armies whole in its time. Huntsmen sometimes did better, but only one in a generation
penetrated to the black oaks of the forest's heart and returned alive to report that they were still there. In
times of famine, the Weald might have been said to rule Bashti, when red-eyed wolves emerged from its
tangled shadows to ravage the countryside and even to stalk the streets of Bashti's proudest cities. But
when the wolves came to town, they came as men, still red-eyed, but with fingers cunning enough to pick
any lock and a hunger for women not always confined to the stomach.

The corner that the Host cut was called the Grimly Holt. It was hardly as intimidating as the deep woods
would have been, but the Kencyr still looked askance at its dense undergrowth and the green shadows of
its maple and birch. The shattered remains of an old road led through it. Even when the road was new,
though, it had never been well traveled, for the Holt had its own denizens, and they objected to traffic.

All day, the vanguard of the Host saw quick flickers of movement in the undergrowth, and their horses
danced nervously. Harn would have sent scouts out to investigate, but Torisen sharply forbade it. Harn
and Burr exchanged glances. The Highlord had scarcely spoken to anyone in days and often moved as if
in a waking dream. He barely slept at all since the White Hills. Burr noted that when not riding, Torisen
limped more than ever. Harn wondered if the judgment of a sleep-starved man, even this one, could be
fully trusted. Both remembered the White Hills and what had happened the last time Torisen had led them
off the road. Dusk fell, and a murmur as of wind passed under the leaves. But none of them moved.

Abruptly, a stone whizzed out of the twilight and struck Burr on the shoulder, almost unhorsing him. In a
moment, the air was full of flying objects, some rocks, some softer, but no less objectionable. From the
undergrowth came an excited yapping. Torisen spurred Storm off the road into a small glade.

"Hoy, Grimly!" he shouted at the surrounding forest. "Stop that!"

The hail of stones ceased instantly. Again the murmur of rapid question and answer, and then a sudden,
joyful yelp:

"Hoy, Tori!"

A shaggy figure erupted from the undergrowth. Torisen dismounted. By the time Ardeth and his
war-guard came charging into the clearing, the Highlord was trying to disengage himself from the glad
embrace of a young man wearing a wolf's pelt —or was it his own? All around them, other hairy figures

had emerged from the forest to watch.

"Lord Ardeth, my friend the Wolver Grimly, luckily at home. He spends part of the year at King
Krothen's court, playing the wild man and studying rendish poetry."

The Wolver grinned. All his teeth came to very sharp points.

That night, he and his people set a feast for all of the High Council who would come to the ruined keep
that served as their lair. They ate by torchlight, sitting on mossy blocks beside a brook that gurgled down
the length of what had once been the keep's main hall; and forest folk passed among them, shy, wild eyes
glowing red in the firelight, filling horns with honey mead. Out in the Holt, the rest of the pack sang in
yelps and long, crooning wails which took on the rhythms of some complex poetry.

"You know," said Lord Danior to Torisen in a low voice, "these wolves aren't anything like what I
expected. All those horror stories must be pretty exaggerated, huh?"

"That depends. Grimly's people live according to their own system of ethics, and on the whole are less
prone to violence than the average human. But the farther into the Weald you go, the wilder things get.
The wolvers of the deep-wood Holts are as bad as you can imagine, if not a good deal worse."

"Yes, but how did any of them end up in King Krothen's court? I mean, they're hardly my idea . . ."

"Of courtiers?" The Wolver popped up beside him with a toothy grin. "Now, that's a word to spit at. I'm
a poet, friend. A poet!"

"Grimly," said Torisen, "stop making faces and tell him the story. Once upon a time, when you were just
a cub . . ."

"There was a king who loved to hunt. His name was Kruin of Kothifir, and he was King Krothen's
father. Now, Kruin had gone after all sorts of game: rhi-sar in the Southern Wastes, rathorn, once even
an Arrin-ken—the last without success, I'm glad to say. Then some fool told him about the Weald. The
next thing we knew, he had arrived on our doorstep with a hunting party the size of a young army. He
took over this keep as his base camp. We hid, of course, and when he went into the deep-wood, some
of us followed."

"Why?" Danior demanded.

"Curiosity, mainly. Then too, we don't often see our wilder cousins of the deep-woods—or want to, for
that matter—but here was a chance to go visiting with what amounted to an armed escort. Well, the
escort didn't last long. There are more ways to get yourself killed in the deep Weald than you can

imagine. Within a day, Kruin was down to a handful of men, long before he'd gotten far enough to meet
even the least . . . uh . . . impetuous of our cousins. And he was lost too, just for good measure. Well, by
this time we'd gotten tired of watching men die in singularly unaesthetic ways, so we led the survivors
out."

"I trust Kruin was suitably grateful," said Ardeth.

The Wolver grinned. "He accused us of ruining the best hunt he'd been on in years. He'd come to the
Weald to get a wolver pelt for his trophy wall, he said; but he was a fair man. If any of us cared to go
back to Kothifir with him, he would find us an appropriate place in his court. The place that immediately
occurred to us was that trophy wall, so we said we'd think about it. Well, I thought about it for some
fifteen years until I came of age. Then I went south to Kothifir."

"By then, Krothen was on the throne," said Torisen. "Luckily, Krothen doesn't hunt . . ."

"Most days, he doesn't even move," the Wolver interposed.

". . . and he hated his father. So the trophy wall had long since been torn down, and Grimly became a
poet instead of a pelt. The work he does in his own language is quite good—the pack is performing some
of it now—but when he recites his poetry in rendish, it's the audience that usually howls."

After that, the talk became general. Ashe arrived at the feast late and ate nothing. She left, unnoticed,
before Harn came in from checking down the line of camps. Soon after that, most of the other Kencyr
left to rejoin their people and get some much needed sleep. Torisen stayed. So did Burr, determined not
to let the Highlord out of his sight. He settled down in the shadows of the ruined hall to wait, but soon
began to feel the effect of the holt-dwellers' potent mead. His lord's face, pale and fine-drawn, floated
before him in midair. Opposite it, the Wolver's white teeth and red eyes gleamed in the firelight. Their talk
ran together, merging with the brook's burble.

Then something fell with a crash. Burr started up blurry eyed, and saw that Torisen's mead horn had
slipped out of his hand. The Wolver caught the Highlord as he started to topple forward.

"Venom in the wine," they both heard him say indistinctly.

"Wine?" Burr repeated, confused. "Venom?"

"Here." The Wolver thrust Torisen into the Kendar's steadying arms and dropped to all fours beside the
puddle of split mead. He sniffed at it, then took a cautious lap.

Torisen shuddered violently, breaking out of the light doze into which he had fallen. He saw the Wolver

still crouching at his feet and gave a shaky laugh. "There's nothing in your good mead but an uncommon
amount of alcohol, Grimly. I must be more tired than I thought. No." A bewildered, almost frightened
look flickered across his face. "There was more to it than that. I was almost asleep when something
down in the dark caught and tugged at me. Hard. And then I began to slip away from the light."

"Tentir," muttered Burr.

"Yes, like that." Torisen absentmindedly rubbed his leg where the wyrm had bitten it. "Something has
happened; what, I don't know. Damnit, I don't want to know! Things are complicated enough as it is.
Grimly, Burr—just humor me and help me stay awake tonight, as if my soul depended on it." He
shivered. "Who knows? It might."

It was a long night. When dawn came at last, Burr was left with the feeling that they had merely
postponed the danger, whatever it was. At the breakfast council, Caineron gave Torisen such a look, half
speculation, half smug satisfaction, that Burr longed to shove the Highborn's fat face into the nearest pile
of manure. He took some pleasure, though, in Caineron's thunderstruck expression a little later when
Torisen rode up to the vanguard with a huge gray wolf trotting at his stirrup.

By noon on the twenty-second of Winter, they were back on the River Road.
***

TWO NIGHTS LATER, Ardeth sat in the reception chamber of his tent, sipping pale blue wine.
Outside, the night cry passed from sentry to sentry while more than half the camp lay in the healing grip
of dwar sleep. A mild breeze blew through the gauze tent flaps. It was very late on the twenty-fourth with
some three hundred miles left to go. In five days, the Host should reach the Cataracts where, they hoped,
Prince Odalian's forces would be waiting. And the Horde? Ardeth glanced at the map spread out on the
camp table before him. There had been no word from the Southern Wastes since that message at
Wyrden; but if the Horde was moving at its usual fifteen mile a day crawl, it was probably well within one
hundred miles of the Cataracts. As Brandan had said back at Gothregor, this was going to be close.

Ardeth sipped more wine. Its bouquet hid the disagreeable smell of the hemlock, but didn't mask the
juice's bitter taste. Still, he had developed a liking for the stuff during his career as a diplomat nearly a
century ago, and it did help to calm him. He needed to be calm now.

On the table beside the map lay the coded report of his agent in Kothifir. It had arrived just that evening.
The news was nearly a month old, but the agent hadn't been able to get his report out sooner because
Krothen had put every Kencyr left in the city under house arrest. He was furious because Pereden had
marched out the Southern Host to meet the Horde against his orders.

Pereden.

Ardeth sipped more wine.

Of course, the boy might have had information that made it essential for him to lead out his forces
immediately. At the very least, his suicidal attack on the Horde had bought the Northern Host time that it
desperately needed. But at what cost? The worst military debacle since Urakarn . . .

Calmly, old man, calmly,he told himself. You don't know that for certain yet.

In fact, what if the message at Wyrden announcing the massacre had been a fraud? Torisen had seemed
to trust it, but for all his cleverness the Highlord wasn't infallible. Perhaps instead of the reported pitched
battle, Pereden had simply used his forces to harry the enemy. Perhaps he would emerge as a hero after
all. Yes, perhaps; but Ardeth couldn't forget the petulant tone of Pereden's dispatches ever since he had
joined the Southern Host, complaining first because Ardeth had given command to Torisen and later
because (he claimed) his officers weren't giving him adequate support.

Ardeth wondered if Torisen knew that Pereden had led out the Southern Host against orders. Thinking
back to what the Highlord had said at various times, and more importantly, to what he hadn't, Ardeth
concluded that he had indeed known for quite some time. Probably one of his former officers with the
Southern Host had passed on the news. Then why hadn't he shared it with the man whom it most
concerned? Could the Highlord be playing a game of his own? It seemed unlikely, but Ardeth still knew
far less about Torisen than he liked, despite all the years the young man had served him. Then too, it was
becoming increasingly difficult to control a game in which one's principal player continually made
unexpected, even erratic moves. Damn. He had to find out what was going on before Caineron made
some half-witted play of his own that finished them all.

Voices spoke softly out by the watchfire. Ardeth recognized one of them. Ah, now here was someone
who might tell him something, if properly asked. He beckoned to his servant and murmured an
instruction. The man went out. A moment later, Kindrie appeared at the tent flap and stood there blinking
in the light. The breeze ruffled his white hair.

"You wished to see me, my lord?"

"Come in, come in." Ardeth gestured graciously to a camp chair that his servant had just unfolded and
set next to the table. "Sit down and share a cup of wine with me. It's just occurred to me that we haven't
had a really good talk since . . . when?"

"Before the White Hills, my lord." Kindrie sat down and accepted a glass of pale blue wine. He seemed
ill at ease.

"Ah, yes." Ardeth smiled benignly at him. "And how have my folk been treating you? No complaints, I
hope?"

"None, my lord." Kindrie swallowed some wine and almost made a face at its bitter taste. He rested the
glass on his knee, both hands cupped around it. "They've treated me remarkably well considering—" He
stopped short.

"Yes?"

"Considering that I'm a Shanir."

"I hadn't forgotten," said Ardeth dryly. "Actually, quite a few Shanir serve me. My other people have, I
hope, learned to treat them with respect. After all, once all our greatest lords were acknowledged Shanir
and many of them blood-binders at that."

"That was a long time ago," Kindrie muttered into his glass. He took another cautious sip.

"Times change, and change again," said Ardeth enigmatically. He eyed Kindrie's glass. "My dear boy,
you should have said that you disliked hemlock. I could have offered you something else. But I see that
you've already dealt with the problem."

Kindrie blushed. With an abrupt gesture almost of defiance, he put his glass on the table. His wine had
entirely lost its poisonous blue color.

"Very impressive," murmured Ardeth. "The priesthood lost a powerful healer in you, didn't it?"

"Only a half-trained one, my lord. I left before my final initiation."

"Ah, yes. We must discuss the reason for that sometime. Just at present, though, it would interest me
even more to hear something about your adventures in the White Hills with Torisen."

"Please, my lord. I can't discuss that."

"Has he bound you to silence?"

"N-no. That wasn't necessary. Oh, you don't understand. You can't!"

Ardeth leaned back and steepled his long white fingers. "I think I can . . . in part. Torisen is more your
natural lord than I am. He is also, despite his antipathy to the Shanir, a very attractive man."

Kindrie rose abruptly. "My lord, I am grateful for the protection you have extended to me these past few
days and sorry to give you such a poor return for it. I will remain in your camp tonight if I may and look
for a new place tomorrow."

Ardeth sighed. "My, how stiff and stilted. Wait a moment, dear boy, please. This is too serious a matter
to bury under a cartload of compliments. Something happened to Torisen in the White Hills. As far as I
can determine, he's barely slept since, and not at all since the Grimly Holt. Now we're only five days
away from the Cataracts. If I don't know what happened to him, I can't help him; and I think he does
need help. Desperately."

Kindrie wavered. Then, "I'm sorry," he said. "It would be too much like betraying a confidence, and we
Shanir can keep faith, whatever some people might think."

Ardeth's bland expression didn't change, but something flashed in the depths of his blue eyes that made
the young man go back a step. "I never doubted it. You know, dear boy, it's a pity you were born into a
Shanir-hating house like Randir's, especially with that white hair. Other Shanir traits are so much less
noticeable; but then in some houses the hair wouldn't present much of a problem either. Mine was stained
a fairly handsome shade of brown from the day it first grew until my ninetieth birthday."

Kindrie stared at him. He stepped back to the table and sat down as if someone had hit him behind the
knees. "I should have known. Back in the Oseen Hills, where your mare smelled the burning post station
and you knew what she'd smelled long before any of us possibly could have, I should have known."

"That was a slip," said Ardeth tranquilly, sipping his wine. "Luckily, only you seem to have caught it. Yes,
I am indeed mind-bound to Brithany, my Whinno-hir. That and my hair seem to be my only Shanir traits
except, of course, for the ability to bind men to me."

"But every Highborn can do that . . . can't he?"

"No. Actually only a few can. The lords must, of course, or they wouldn't be lords. What do you think
holds the Kencyrath together?"

"I-I assumed it was the will of our god, although I remember that some Highborn used the blood-bond
once."

"That was long ago, in a more trusting time. The blood-bond gave a Shanir lord almost complete control
over his followers, body and soul. Usually, only Highborn were bound that way and then only under
special circumstances. Then came the Fall. As far as I know, the Master wasn't a blood-binder; but he
did abuse what Shanir power he had so spectacularly that afterward we of the Old Blood were made the
scapegoats for all of our people's sins. But I hardly have to tell you that. As you well know, all the Shanir
talents came under suspicion, even the beneficial ones. As for the blood-bond, no one would even have
dared to mention it. So our ancestors fell back on the milder psychic bond that had always been used to

bind the Kendar. What they don't seem to have realized is that even that bond can only be made by a
Highborn with at least some trace of the Old Blood—in other words, by a Shanir."

"Why, the hypocrites." Kindrie thought of Randir and Caineron, of all the Highborn who had made his
life miserable by sneering at his Shanir blood. "The lying hypocrites . . ."

Lying? That word brought him up short.

"No," said Ardeth gently. "The other lords simply don't understand. If you asked any of them if they
were Shanir, they would thunder back, 'No!' And as far as they know, they'd be telling the truth.
Ignorance goes a long way toward protecting honor."

"B-but who else knows about this? My God, what a thing to have kept secret all these years!"

"Oh, the Shanir of my house have always known. We do love a good secret. I remember my
great-grandfather chortling over this one while the rest of us tried to imagine the most devastating
circumstances under which to spring it on the other houses. Now I sometimes wonder if we've waited
too long. But all of this, in a roundabout way, brings me back to my immediate concern. If all the other
lords are Shanir . . ."

"Then so is the Highlord." Kindrie sat back limply, taking in the implications. "Sweet Trinity. Torisen is
not going to like this."

"That," said Ardeth, "is putting it mildly. That is also why I sincerely hope he doesn't find out, at least not
before he can bear the truth."

"And yet you've just shared it with me." Kindrie leaned forward. "My lord, why?"

"Because I think that, despite everything, you love Torisen. Because I hope that that love will make you
want to help me protect him from himself."

"I . . . don't understand."

This time Ardeth leaned forward and spoke with unusual intensity. "Listen, my boy. We're not talking
here about someone with only a trace of the Old Blood. Consider all the people who are bound to
Torisen personally, far more than to any other single lord. Oh, his two thousand Kendar don't look like
much compared to Caineron's twelve thousand or even to my ninety-five hundred, but Caldane and I
have dozens of blood-kin adding their people to ours. Torisen stands absolutely alone. All right so far.
But a Shanir that powerful usually has other traits, too. What Torisen has, if nothing else, are dreams."

"My lord?"

"Apparently he senses when one is coming and stays awake nights, even weeks, attempting to stave it
off, as he's apparently doing now. That suggests a kind of Shanir foreseeing at the very least. But the
dreams themselves are the mystery. I've never been able to determine what they mean; they're obviously
pretty shattering. Just before he claimed his father's power, he had one that first drove him out into the
Southern Wastes and then nearly killed him. Burr reported that when he and Harn found him, Torisen
was raving about silent warriors, massacre, and a son's betrayal. You spoke?"

"I . . . no."

"To continue, then, I don't know if these dreams are dangerous in themselves or only in his violent
reaction to them. It certainly doesn't help that he wastes half his strength in trying to avoid them. One way
or the other, they've begun to threaten his health and possibly his sanity. You've seen what he's been like
since the Grimly Holt. So has Caineron. If I knew what these dreams meant, perhaps I could help him
deal with them. That's why I need every scrap of information about Torisen that I can get. Burr used to
gather them for me, but he isn't my man anymore. Neither are you, of course, but you've been closer to
the Highlord recently than anyone else, especially in the White Hills. Perhaps what happened there will
finally tell me what I need to know. Perhaps you can show me how to save Torisen from himself."

Kindrie hesitated, feeling torn. Of course he wanted to help Torisen, but would he do that best by
speaking or keeping quiet? Ardeth was the Highlord's oldest friend. Surely he could be trusted; but why
was there even a question of trust? What he had seen corroborated the common story about Ganth's
death, except that Torisen had let slip that his father had died cursing him, and now Ardeth had
mentioned a son's betrayal. There was some mystery about all this, but Kindrie had no key to it. Perhaps
Ardeth did. But would it help or hurt Torisen to have the puzzle solved, and would he ever forgive
Kindrie for having in effect become another one of Ardeth's spies?

Ardeth toyed with his cup, covertly watching the Shanir's obvious indecision. There was a secret here.
He might be getting on a bit in years, Ardeth told himself, but his instinct for such things was as keen as
ever. He also sensed, though, that if Kindrie didn't tell him now, quite possibly he never would.

Suddenly a figure appeared in the tent opening. It was Burr. Of all times for anyone to interrupt . . .

"Well, man?" Ardeth demanded, with a shade less than his usual coolness. "What is it?"

"Lord, just now my lord Torisen was walking the perimeter, and I was following him. Then he stopped
to look up at the stars. The next thing I knew, he'd just folded up in a heap on the ground, fast asleep. I
got him back to his tent."

"Well, surely that's a good thing," said Ardeth, impatient for the Kendar to leave. "Trinity knows, the

man needs some rest."

Burr stood there, wooden-faced, rigid with distress. "You don't understand, lord. He's begun to dream
again and . . . and I can't wake him up."

Chapter 13
Converging Paths
The River Road, Perimal Darkling,
Karkinaroth: 24th-26th of Winter
THEY WANTED her to wake up. Jame could hear them whispering around the bed. Her eyelids felt as
if they were glued shut, and her head was pounding. Oh, why didn't they let her sleep? Nimble fingers
plucked at her clothes.

Get up, up, up, Chosen of our Lord! Get undressed and dressed. Tonight is the night!

"Oh, go away," she groaned. "I'm sick, I'm . . . what night?"

Giggles answered her. She forced open her eyes. They were crouching all around the bed, peering at her
over the counterpane with golden, gleeful eyes. Long fingers like shadows in the coverlet's creases poked
at her. Except for their eyes, their bodies seemed no more substantial than those shadows. She struggled
up on one elbow, fighting down a wave of dizziness.

"Who are you?"

Forgotten us so soon? Shame, shame, shame! Our lord sent for us, called us from our dim world
into his dim rooms, up from the depths of the House. Said, "Teach this child the Great Dance, as
you taught the other one. One name will do for both." And so we taught you, the new
Dream-Weaver. Years, it's been, all to be consummated tonight. Now get up, up, up . . . or shall
we get into bed with you?

"No!"

Jame swung her feet down to the floor and nearly pitched head first out of the bed. How groggy she felt.
Some of it might be due to dwar sleep, but as for the rest. . . . This was like one of those leaden
nightmares in which one couldn't rouse oneself enough to fend off some ill-defined threat even as it crept

closer, closer . . .

The shadowy forms crouched about her feet, staring avidly up at her. She clawed her way up the
bedpost and stood, clutching it, swaying.

Ahhhh . . . !sighed the shadows. They rose about her, tall and lithe, no more distinct than before. Their
eyes shone. Now undress and dress, Chosen One. Quick, quick, quick . . . or shall we help you?

Jame fumbled at her clothes, all the Talisman's deftness gone. It was becoming harder and harder to
remember that such a person had ever existed. The fire had long since died, and the air was chill on her
bare skin. How cold the House always was. She remembered . . . remembered . . . what? Her head
seemed full of dust balls. They were offering her something. A garment. It seemed to be nothing but spun
shadows, weightless in her hands, but she thought she remembered how to put it on. There. Except for its
full sleeves, it clung to her like a shadow, at the same time leaving bare much skin in unexpected places.
Wonderingly, she ran her hands down the length of her body.

Ahhhh . . . !

Someone had worn a costume like this before, someone called . . . the B'tyrr? But who had that been?
Her head spun again, and she barely kept her balance. Time seemed to be collapsing in on itself, past and
present merging, the past swallowing the present. Sweet Trinity, to be a child again, here! To be forced
to live through all those lonely, frightening years again . . . They tugged at her with the quicksand grip of
nightmares half remembered. She fought them desperately, swaying on her feet, but the poison in her
blood pulled, too. The past few years faded away. Tai-tastigon was gone, and the Anarchies and
Karkinaroth. This was the Master's House. She was the Chosen, and this was her night. Shadowy hands
combed out her long black hair, caressed her, plucked impatiently at her sleeves.

Ah, don't keep him waiting. Come with us, come! Quick, quick, quick!She went.
***

BURR LED ARDETH AND KINDRIE through the sleeping camp. The Host was strung out nearly two
miles in the long strip of meadow that ran at this point between the River Road and the banks of the
Silver. Down by the river, witch-weed cast its red glow over the rippling water. In the meadow between
the watch fires, fireflies danced. The deep, slow breathing of nearly twenty-five thousand Kendar in dwar
sleep made it seem as if the night itself slept. But there would still be watchers and little chance of
concealing everything from anyone who really wanted to find out.

"Still, let's not make Caineron a present of any more than we have to," murmured Ardeth, putting a hand
on Burr's shoulder. "Walk slower, my friend. Now, who saw you helping the Highlord back to his tent?"

"Luckily, it happened just beyond the Knorth encampment. Only his own people saw, and not all that
many of them."

"There, you see? Things aren't so bad. Now slow down."

The Knorth camp was at the far southern end of the camp, and the Highlord's tent was very nearly at the
southern perimeter. Sentries patrolled beyond it. Beyond them, a thin crescent moon rode over dark
meadows and the silken sheen of the river. Everything seemed peaceful, until a shaggy form rose up in the
tent's shadow, growling softly.

"Be quiet, Grimly," Burr hissed. "How is he?"

The Wolver straightened up and stepped out into the firelight. Somehow, he looked less hairy than he
had a moment before.

"Worse. We had to gag him."

He held open the flap and they all went in. Torisen's tent was much simpler than those of the other lords;
it consisted of only three chambers, one inside the other. Donkerri jumped up as they entered the
innermost room. He was clutching a piece of firewood and looked terrified but ready to do battle. When
he saw who they were, however, he dropped the wood and burst into tears. Burr took him in charge.

Torisen lay on his cot. His arms had been tied down and a piece of cloth forced between his teeth. His
pale face was wet, and the bedding beneath soaked. Apparently Burr had come closer to drowning his
lord than waking him with a bucket of water. The Highlord was twisting slowly in his bonds. His eyes,
open only a slit, showed nothing but white.

Ardeth sat down beside him and gently pushed the damp hair off his forehead. "My poor boy. Was he
this bad, Burr, when you and Harn tracked him down to that city in the Southern Wastes?"

"No, lord," said Burr. "This is much worse: like what happened then combined with Tentir, nightmare on
top of poison."

"Before we gagged him, he was raving about shadows with golden eyes," said the Wolver, "and he
mentioned venom again. Venom in the wine. Burr has told me about Tentir. Could this have something to
do with the wyrm's attack there?"

"It's possible. The old songs say some odd things about the effects of wyrm's venom. Of course, there
are some poisons available even here on Rathillien that can tie a Highborn into fancy knots, especially if
administered in wine over a sufficient period of time. How long have you been the Highlord's cupbearer,
boy?"

Donkerri backed away, blinking, stammering. "I-I didn't do anything, lord. I wouldn't! I belong here."

Ardeth regarded him coolly. "It was just a question. Don't take everything so personally, boy."

Torisen made a stifled noise. His teeth ground into the cloth, and his head began to rock back and forth.

"It's starting again," said Burr hoarsely.

Ardeth steadied the young man's head. He hesitated. Then, obviously consumed with curiosity, he
cautiously loosened the gag. Everyone braced himself, hardly knowing what to expect. Torisen surprised
them all. In a low, rapid voice, he was muttering one word over and over again:

". . . don't, don't, don't . . ."
***

THE COLD, GRAY HALLS—no longer entirely empty. Indistinct figures stood in obscure corners, sat
in moldering chairs. They were all so terribly thin. Only their eyes moved, following Jame as she passed
with her escort of shadows. She stared back at them. Surely she had seen many of their starved faces on
death banners in the Master's Great Hall. Then the faint breeze changed, and they all vanished.

Now hangings rippled against the wall, so threadbare that the stones beneath showed plainly through
them. The faded carpets, too, scarcely hid the pavement they covered. Jame's feet rang on them as if on
naked stone. It seemed to her dazed senses that shapes flitted about her now, casting no shadows on the
cold floor. A hiss rose, faint but vehement:

The Dream-Weaver, the Soul-Reaver! Traitor, cursed be . . .

Tattered clothes, haggard faces—they were less distinct even than the motionless figures had been; but
Jame could see now that they were the same folk, only younger and less emaciated. Their bone-thin
hands were making the ancient Darkwyr sign—against her.

"No!" she cried, trying to clutch at them. "That wasn't me! I never hurt you, I never hurt . . ." but the
breeze changed again, and they melted out of her grasp like mist unraveling.

Shadowy fingers pulled at her. Golden eyes gleamed. Why are you dawdling, naughty child? The
dead are dead. Come, come, come!

She went, stumbling a bit with shock. The venom in her blood must have opened the abyss of the past to

her, to see if not to touch. If so, she was the only true phantom here, a ghost from the future, drifting
through the murky shadows of what had been.

More halls, more rooms. They passed a large chamber in which the floor fell sharply away around the
walls, leaving a small central island. Something moved sluggishly in the pit. A loathesome stench arose
and a sound like the monotonous muttering of curses. Jame hesitated, troubled. She vaguely remembered
something about a cage without bars, but was that the bare island or the malodorous pit that surrounded
it—and the cage of whom? Her guides plucked impatiently at her again, and she went on.

More rooms, more halls. As the fitful breeze blew, flickers of ghostly life came and went.

They passed another chamber, deep, high-vaulted. At its far end loomed an enormous iron face with
flames in its mouth. Fire light glowed red off the ranked weapons that lined the walls. A breath of air, and
the armaments were mounds of dust on the floor, the face a noseless, rusting hulk; but on an anvil before
its ash-filled mouth lay a sword. The air about it wavered with heat, making the serpentine patterns on its
newly reforged blade seem to quicken with uneasy life.

Then they were beyond the room, going down a corridor, around a corner and down a stair into the
Great Hall of the Master's House.

Jame hesitated on the threshold. Surely she had just heard a faint thread of music. There it was again, the
merest whisper. Wisps of color moved around the edges of the vast dark hall, and something white
shimmered in the center of the floor. A woman, dancing? Patterns of force wove about her, reached out,
fed. The music faltered, and the bright colors faded.

Then Jame understood. Of all the memories that the House held, this was the oldest, the darkest.
"Don't!" she cried, and darted forward to grab the Dream-Weaver's arm. For a moment, she thought her
hands had actually closed on something. The faintest glimmer of a face turned toward her, then dissolved
in the breeze she herself had brought with her rush across the floor.

"The past cannot be changed."

Jame spun around toward that faint but distinct voice. Someone stood on the stairway. She could see
the steps through him, and yet felt his presence more vividly than that of any other object in all that vast
hall. He looked very tall and lordly, clad in the splendor of elder days; but shadows fell across him, and
she couldn't see his face.

"I go ahead to prepare the way," he said. "Follow soon."

He turned and went up the stairs. With each step, Jame saw his retreating form more clearly, as if he
were climbing out of the well of the past, drawing closer to her even as he moved away. The silver glove

on his left hand flashed, then the lintel of the doorway hid him. The sound of his footsteps, still climbing,
echoed in her head.

Sweet Trinity, Gerridon.

Jame turned to bolt and stumbled into the arms of her golden-eyed guides. They dropped a cloak on her
shoulders.

Here, here! A present, child, an heirloom full of life!

It was made of black serpent skins sewn together down two thirds of their length with silver thread. The
snakes' tails, coiled together in a knot beneath her chin, twitched. The sense of nightmare rose again,
overwhelming her. Surely this had all happened before. They would lead her to the stair, and she would
climb after the Master up, up toward red ribbons, beyond . . .

There was another ghost in the hall. Jame saw it indistinctly by the far wall, standing in shadow. It
seemed different from the others she had encountered, but her scattered wits couldn't quite grasp in what
way. The others had seen it, too. They whispered together with a sound like the wind singing through
river reeds. Then a silver ripple of laughter moved among them.

See, child, see, a gift for your betrothed! Now dance with us, dance for us, and gather this wilted
flower for your lord!

She didn't want to. It was wrong, wrong, but now one of them had slipped off the cloak again, and the
rest were darting around her with avid golden eyes, their shadowy fingers barely touching her skin in
phantom caresses. She didn't want that, and yet she did. Her skin glowed. Almost despite herself, she
began to move, tracing the first kantirs of a dance that she had never brought to consummation. Its
power unfolded in her. To shape the dance, to be the dance! At first shadows glided with her, touching
and touched, but then she moved alone, reshaping the very air with her passage.

On the edge of the dance was a presence. The ghost. The dance reached out to him, tantalizing,
seducing. It sensed what he wanted most—to belong, finally to have both a place and name of his own.
The dance gave no promises, but oh, what hints it made. Sway, turn, the hands moving just so. He
couldn't conceive of how thoroughly he could belong. The soul was a small price to pay for such utter
acceptance, such intimate satisfaction. What good was a soul anyway? It only weighed one down. She
could take it oh, so easily. She hungered for it. But . . . but . . . but it was wrong.

The unbound energies of the dance spun outward to dissipate in the hall. Tapestried faces crumbled at
their touch. Jame came back to her senses with a gasp to find Graykin lying in her arms, pale, ready. She
dropped him.

"Ancestors preserve me. What did I almost do? Graykin, are you all right? Graykin?"

He blinked up at her for a moment, and then burst into tears.

Jame felt like crying herself. "Oh, hell. I'm sorry. I'm so sorry." She sat down with a thump beside him,
suddenly too dizzy to stand. The immediate past was rushing back in on her, jumbled up with scraps of
those now-not-entirely-lost years that she had spent in Perimal Darkling—spent here. The nightmare
hadn't let go yet. She felt its cruel pull and tried desperately to anchor herself to the present with
questions.

"Graykin, what are you doing here? Has something happened?"

"Happened?" He sat up and glared at her. "Why, what could happen except that the Prince has bolted
shut the last palace door on the outside and the whole temple has started to disintegrate, and now there's
some farking giant of a man I've never even seen before sneaking around with an overgrown cat while
the palace begins to collapse around our ears—and what are you laughing at?"

"It's Marc and Jorin. It has to be. Graykin, men his size don't sneak. They aren't physically equipped for
it. So at least he and Jorin are free. Ancestors be praised for that. But you said the palace was sealed off
now from the outside. So the Prince has left it. When does his army march to join the Host?"

"Four days ago. It's the twenty-fourth of Winter, you skinny twit. You've been cavorting around in
here—wherever 'here' is —for ten days."

Ten days. Was it possible? Between dwar sleep and the slower passage of time here, yes, damnit, it
was. And Tirandys, impersonating Prince Odalian, had already marched off to meet her unsuspecting
brother. She must warn Tori. She must . . . must . . .

"Hey, stop that!"

"Stop . . . what?"

"Fading, damnit!" Now Graykin looked indignant and more than a bit frightened. He was also beginning
to take on some aspects of a rather dirty window.

"You're fading too, Graykin."

Trinity, what was happening? Jame had assumed that whatever images of the past she saw, she herself
was still in the House's dusty present as she apparently had been all the years she had been growing up

here. But she had been here ten days longer than Graykin this time. Had her present become subtly
dislocated from his? Or had she finally learned how to move in the past? Or . . .

The wyrm's venom wrenched at her mind. She couldn't tell any more what made sense and what didn't.
Under her panicky efforts to think, the fear grew that she would never leave this place again. Just the
same, Tori had to be warned.

"Graykin, listen."

Rapidly, she told him about the changer, Odalian, and the trap set for the Kencyr Highlord. He listened,
his sharp features becoming less and less distinct, his expression less readable.

"And that," she concluded breathlessly, "is why you have to carry word of all this to Torisen. Find that
giant and tell him what I've told you. He can break you out of the palace if it's humanly possible and help
you and Lyra to reach the Host. Well?"

He hesitated. "Are you sure about all this?" His voice sounded thin and distant. "I mean, if you've really
been poisoned, you might have dreamed a lot of it. It all sounds so fantastic."

"Sweet Trinity. Is it any more fantastic than this?" She jabbed a finger at his now almost transparent
chest. It sank in up to the first joint without hurting either of them. Graykin drew back with a gasp.

"All right, all right, I believe you! But will the Highlord believe me?"

She hadn't thought of that. "Proof. He's got to have proof. But what . . . Graykin, up those stairs over
there, left around the corner and down the hall, there's a room with a furnace in the shape of a huge iron
face. On an anvil in front of it is Kin-Slayer, the Knorth heirloom sword, reforged. Take that to the
Highlord and . . . and tell him his sister Jame sends it. Then he'll believe you."

Graykin stared at her. From his standpoint, it was as if a ghost had spoken those incredible words in a
voice as faint as a whisper from the tomb. He could hardly see her at all now.

"Promise me you'll warn my brother, Graykin," she was saying in a desperate tone, holding out phantom
hands pleadingly to him. "Promise. . . ." And she was gone.

Graykin jumped up. He didn't like this place. There were things here he could never understand, could
never control. That strange girl had promised him . . . what? Something he would almost have given his
soul to possess. Almost? But what she had given him was information, and that was power.

All right, my lad,he told himself. Let's not falter now. One, two, three . . . !

He dashed across the hall, up the marble stairs, around the corner, down the hall, and fetched up
gasping on the threshold of a room. There was the rusting, iron face and there lay the sword. Even with
its hilt emblem smashed, it was beautiful. He touched it almost reverently and snatched back his hand
with a gasp. The blade might still be hot, but the hilt was so cold that it almost burned his hand. He
dropped his handkerchief over it and picked it up. The pride of the Kencyrath, in a half-breed's hand. He
would show them. Oh yes, he would show them all. Now, one, two, three . . . !

He dashed back the way he had come. On the second flight of stairs, he almost thought that he passed
someone. A coldness went past, and a glimmer of something white like the profile of a blanched face.
Graykin almost followed before he checked himself. No one had ever stood by him. Why should he
stand by anyone else? But she had refused to call him by that hated name and had trusted him with her
own. Yes, but again, there was no way he could help her now, even if he wanted to.

He ran down the stairs and across the hall. At the far side was the door that opened into the palace's
corridor. You couldn't see it from this side, but it was there. He had checked. Graykin paused on the
threshold, looking back at the hall. He still didn't know where he had been, but he did know what he had
gained: the Highlord's sister had put Kin-Slayer in his hands, and he hadn't given her his promise.
***

JAME CLIMBED the stairs. They seemed to rise forever, twisting this way and that. Sometimes the
uneven stone treads ran up between narrow walls, sometimes one side or the other opened up into
echoing depths. A cold wind blew down from above. The serpent skin cloak lay dank and heavy on her
shoulders. Every time its trailing heads bumped up another step at her heels, the tails, coiled together
under her chin, twitched in protest.

She tried to think what she should do. Was everything going to happen just as it had the first time; or by
some cruel twist was this the first time, different only in her foreknowledge of it? Ancestors preserve her,
to be trapped in the same round of events, years' worth of them, happening over and over . . .

An alcove by the stair and in it, waiting, the man who had scratched on her door in the palace and later
rescued her from the leech vines, whose ravaged face had haunted her dreams for years.

"Bender? Terribend? What's going to happen? What should I do? Please tell me!"

He pressed something cold into her hand. A knife. It was all white and all of a piece, hilt and blade, as if
hewn from a single bone. Its pommel was carved with the faces of three women, or perhaps of one
woman at three different ages: maiden, lady, hag. It didn't warm to Jame's touch. When she looked up
again, the skull-faced man was gone.

She began to climb again, knife in hand, moving slower and slower with each step.

At the top of the stair was a doorway opening into darkness. Red ribbons tumbled about it, plaiting and
replaiting in the wind that blew through from the other side. Jame stopped, just out of their reach. Oh
God, now what? Was he waiting, just beyond the light, waiting for her to cross his threshold? She had
once before, armed as she was now, intent on . . . on . . . what?

Jame sat down abruptly on the steps, on the cloak. The serpent heads rose hissing in protest, but she
ignored them. Earlier she had felt this memory rising and in near panic had thrust it back into darkness.
Now it lurched to the surface despite her.

The last time she had come here and the Master had reached out from the beribboned bed, had started
to draw her in, she had slashed wildly at him, not because she feared him but because she was afraid of
herself. She had wanted to go to him. He would have given her power, security, love—all the things she
had never had before. Priest, father, lover. There was no wish, no desire he could not have fulfilled, or so
it had seemed.

Even now, the lure drew her. Her desire to belong was at least as strong as Graykin's, and her chances
of acceptance among her own people perhaps just as slight. They would shun her, she thought, for the
very things that the Master would prize: her darkling training, her Shanir blood, herself. What chance did
she have among her own people? What chance had they ever given her? But here she was offered
acceptance, power, yes, even a red ribboned bed, velvet shadows, the touch of a hand in the dark . . .

She put her own hand to her cheek and felt its flushed warmth even through gloved fingertips. Lost,
lost . . . but not perhaps quite yet. This was the way the first Dream-Weaver had gone, taking the
pleasure, never counting the cost—to herself or to anyone else. This was the end of innocence, of honor,
and perhaps, finally, of the Kencyrath itself. Nothing was worth that.

All right, then,she thought, trying to force her chaotic thoughts into cool, logical patterns. If you're not
going to let yourself be seduced, then what?

First option: kill the bastard.

She had tried that before, without success. Could she trust herself to strike the man now, to kill him?
No. Not with a mere knife. Especially not with this damn poison slowing her reflexes, muddling her
thoughts, yes, perhaps even her loyalties.

Second option: run away.

That too she had tried and bought herself several years of freedom before coming back full circle to this
threshold. This time, however, the venom in her blood trapped her in this place, at this time.

Third option: . . .

Her mind scrambled for it, stumbling over half-formed ideas, groping for a solution that refused to take
shape. Only one thought remained brutally clear: If she went through those ribbons now, she would be
lost forever, knowing the evil she did, welcoming it.

Damnit, it wasn't fair! She hadn't asked to be dealt into this game, much less born into it. Think of all the
lives it had shattered over the past three millennia, all the honor and joy lost; and if the Master finally won,
so did Perimal Darkling. How did the old song go? Alas for the greed of a man and the deceit of a
woman, that we should come to this! Gerridon's greed, the Dream-Weaver's deceit, or rather her
willful ignorance that had brought her to such shame. And she was Jame's mother? She thought Tirandys
had said so, but that wasn't an idea she felt strong enough to cope with just now. No, better to think of
her only as someone else whom Gerridon had used, just as he wanted to use her now. Well, she wouldn't
let him, not while a single option remained. But what options were left? Sit here until she turned blue?
Find a good book to read? Take up knitting snake cozies?

"Oh hell," said Jame, and put her head in her hands.

The poison's grip was tightening. Soon there wouldn't be a coherent thought in her mind, probably just
about the time the Master got tired of waiting and came to look for her. A fine mess she had made of
everything, as usual. Tirandys was right: She should never even have been born. But perhaps he was also
right about the next best solution.

A stillness came over Jame, as if for a moment her heart forgot to beat. Yes, of course. The final option.
It had been there all the time, waiting for her to recognize it.

Your choice, Jamethiel.

In Tai-tastigon, she had chosen to take responsibility for her own actions, whatever the cost. In the
Ebonbane she had chosen the pit rather than see Marc fight an Arrin-ken in her defense. Perhaps it
wasn't her fault that she had originally been given a role in Gerridon's game; but if she went on, she might
soon become responsible for deeds so terrible that nothing would atone for them. Best not to take the
chance.

She leaned back against the wall. Poison might flow in her veins, but it was life pounding there that she
felt now. How much she had wanted to accomplish with it. So much to do, so much to see; yes, and so
many mistakes yet to make—great, thumping big ones, if the past was any guide. Oh well. One couldn't
have everything. She didn't have a mountain crevasse or another cup of venom, but what she did have
was even better.

Jame looked at the white knife. Her fingers were numb from gripping it, and her hand had begun to

shake. But it was very sharp. It would do. She raised it and laid its keen edge carefully against her bare
throat.

***

"I DON'T LIKE THE LOOKS OF THIS," said Ardeth.

He gently wiped Torisen's forehead with a piece of silk scarcely whiter than the Highlord's face. Torisen
lay motionless. One had to look carefully to see that he still breathed at all.

"For a moment, I thought he would wake up," said Burr in a husky voice.

"He came close," growled the Wolver. He padded over and sniffed at his friend. "Now, this is bad, very
bad."

"I think," said Ardeth, "that you might try your hand at this, Kindrie. After all, you are a healer."

The Shanir had withdrawn to the far corner of the tent out of the light, out of the circle of friends around
the cot. "You need a fully trained healer for this," he said in a stifled voice. "I'm not qualified."

Burr turned on him. "You helped that boy in the fire-timber hall at Tentir."

"That was only first-aid."

"You drew the hemlock out of that glass of wine," murmured Ardeth.

"That was only wine. My God! You don't know what's involved in deep healing. You have no idea how
far into his very soul I might have to go and, more to the point, neither do I. My lord, listen! He can't
even stand the sight of me! What if I get lost in there? What if his being and mine become so intertwined
that we can never be separated? What will that do to his sanity?"

"Lord, I could go for another healer," said Burr. "Lord Brandan has one who could be trusted . . ."

"That would be too late." Ardeth's tone, quiet as it was, made them all turn sharply toward him. "I really
think, Kindrie, that you should try something. We're losing him."

The Shanir stood stock still for a moment, then thrust both hands into his white hair. "All right," he said

through the bars of his thin forearms. "All right." He stood there a moment more, collecting himself, then
dropped his hands. "Where is the child?"

The others looked in surprise at white-faced Donkerri, but Burr immediately went to a pile of clothing
and drew out from under it the saddlebag full of bones. He put it on the table. Ardeth started when he
saw the child's shadow cast on the tent beside the shadow of Torisen's head. The Wolver growled.

"You bring death to the dying, healer?"

"I'll do whatever I think will help," snapped Kindrie, pushing the shaggy man aside and taking Ardeth's
place on the edge of the cot. "She helped me find him once. Perhaps she will again."

There. Everything was set. Kindrie reached out to touch the Highlord's face, and hesitated.

For each act of deep healing, the healer had to reach down to the very roots of his patient's being. At
that level, it was possible to do much good, but even greater harm. The safest way was to discover what
metaphor each patient was currently using, consciously or unconsciously, for his own soul. For those
concerned with growing things, for example, the botanical image of root and branch often worked very
well. On the other hand, scrollsmen could often be reached through the metaphor of a book, which must
first be unlocked and then deciphered. Hunts, battles, and riddles were other common metaphors. Once
the healer sensed which one to use, he could deal with his patient's illness or injury through it in a way that
was at least compatible with the other's basic nature. Kindrie had only done this before in practice. He
had the innate power—almost too much of it, one instructor had sourly remarked after Kindrie had
accidentally almost reanimated the man's sheepskin coat— but the thought of dealing so intimately with
Torisen almost paralyzed him.

"Well?" said Ardeth, with an undernote of growing urgency.

Kindrie took a deep breath. Relax, he told himself. Torisen can't hate you any more than he already
does. He rested the tips of his long sensitive fingers on the Highlord's eyelids.

A blurred image began to form in his mind: black hills, a sullen sky veined with green lightning. Wind
blew, carrying a faint, sweet smell, as if of something long dead. Weeds rattled. Something dark loomed
over him. More lightning, briefly illuminating the windowless facade of an enormous house. An archway
opened into the dark interior.

Was this a soul-metaphor, or something else? Kindrie had never used one like it before, and somehow it
didn't feel right for the Highlord either. Then too, everything was so indistinct. He had probably wandered
into the hinterlands of Torisen's nightmare. Damn. Dreams were tricky things, far less stable than some
metaphor under the healer's control. Standing on the threshold peering in, Kindrie was haunted by the
feeling that this bleak, blasted dwelling had no roots even in Torisen's dream consciousness. It was as if
they both had simply stumbled on this nightmare place, here, in the dark of the Highlord's sleep.

Kindrie hesitated. It could be dangerous to meddle at all with something like this. On the other hand,
how much worse could things get? More lightning, and a small shadow slipped past him into the house.
Well, that settled it. He followed.

Inside, dim corridors, cavernous rooms, decay. Whenever Kindrie tried to focus on anything, it
immediately blurred almost out of recognition. It wasn't just his poor dream-vision this time either: he felt
subtly out of phase with all his surroundings, as if he didn't quite share the same plane of reality with them.
Ancestors be praised that he could still see the child's shadow, however faintly . . . and now he had
something else to guide him as well. It registered on his half-trained senses as both a smell and a taste,
sharp and metallic. So there was poison here after all. He sensed it faintly all around him, but the farther
in he got, the stronger his impression of it became, until he felt as if he were sucking on a copper coin
crusted with verdigris. Down interminable corridors, across a great hall lined with what looked like the
blur of many faces, up a stair.

An indistinct figure sat on the steps above him on what appeared to be a knot of writhing shadows. It
held something white. He had a strong sense that, like the house, it had another existence elsewhere.
Everything here, in fact, seemed to be only the shadow of some other reality cast on Torisen's sleeping
mind —but if so, that shadow was killing him, for here was the poison's primary source.

Now, what on earth could he do about it?

Kindrie crouched before the ghostlike figure. He didn't think it could see him at all. He could see that it
was raising that white object, very, very slowly. Dark hair, gray eyes with a silver sheen—it might almost
have been Torisen himself seen through a heavy mist, but with some indefinable difference. The white
object was almost at its throat now. The eyes closed. On impulse, Kindrie reached out and touched the
shadowy lids . . .

. . . and again saw a mental image of the House. This time it was a true soul-metaphor, but not Torisen's.
Kindrie's next move should have been to repair whatever damage this architectural soul image had
sustained, but he could barely focus on it because of the shifting levels of dream and reality that separated
him from it.

Kindrie felt panic rise in him. Ardeth had been wrong to insist that he try this. He wasn't qualified, and
despite the slower temporal flow on this level, time was running out. He could feel it. Torisen would die
unless he did something quickly, but what? There was the trick he had used to draw the poison out of
Ardeth's wine, but that technique was intended only for use on inanimate objects with neither life nor
sanity to lose. No matter. He simply couldn't think of anything else.

But it didn't work quite as Kindrie had intended. When he extended his power to exclude the venom
from its victim's blood, the venom resisted. When he tried even harder, it struck back. Too late, Kindrie
realized he was dealing with a parasitic poison whose active principle was psychic rather than physical; it
took a dim view of being forcibly evicted just when it was getting comfortable. But it would move if

necessary, especially when another host so conveniently offered itself.

Kindrie felt the venom surge into him through his fingertips. Too late to raise any barriers. Too late even
to draw his hands away. Numbness spread up his arms. He should have been thinking of a way to
counteract this latest disaster, but all that ran through his mind like some idiot's chant was

Never say things can't get worse

Never say things can't get worse . . .

Then he saw that the serpentine shadows upon which the other sat had reared up to twine themselves
about his arms. Kindrie didn't like snakes. These, however, he could barely see and could not feel at all,
at first. Then the numbness began to recede, leaving in its wake sharp, stinging pain. His arms felt as if
they had been stuck full of needles. In fact, the snakes had sunk their fangs into them. Just as he came to
this not altogether welcome conclusion, the shadowy forms uncoiled themselves and tumbled back to the
floor. Kindrie sprang backward. His arms were covered with punctures just beginning to bleed, but the
venom was gone. The snakes had sucked it all up. The coppery taste in his mouth faded. By God, he had
drawn the poison to a reachable level, and they had gotten rid of it entirely.

But now everything was beginning to fade. Of course. With the venom gone, Torisen was beginning to
wake up, and here Kindrie was, still fathoms deep in the other's mind.

Never say things can't get worse

Never say . . .

He could see through the steps underfoot. Somewhere, the real stairs were probably still solid enough;
this was only their dream image, and the dream was dissolving. The house began to open up beneath him,
walls and ceilings fading like mist in the sun. Beside him was the child's shadow. It darted down the stairs
and back, down and back. He could almost feel small, phantom hands tugging at him.

You big dummy, run, run!

He ran. Down the steps, across the great hall, into the labyrinth corridors. The shadow cut through
dissolving walls now, and he followed, almost seeing the slight Kendar child who ran ahead of him. The
dead know so much, and they never tire. Kindrie was very tired. He had never been strong in anything
but his half-controlled healing powers, and now even they were too spent to help him. His breath burned
in his chest. Sweat half blinded him. He couldn't see the child's shadow now at all, but a small hand
gripped his, urging him on. A dark opening ahead. The front door. He pitched through it
headfirst . . . . . . onto the floor of the tent.

Someone was holding him. Strong, steady hands. Burr, probably. Voices ran together around him.

". . . all right!"

"Trinity, look at his arms."

"Tori, my boy, wake up, wake up . . ."

That last was Ardeth. Kindrie tried to focus on the cot and saw the old lord bending over Torisen. The
Highlord's eyes flickered open.

"Dreams," he said indistinctly. "Everyone has them." Then, more clearly, "Adric, you look awful. Get
some rest." His voice faded again, and his eyes closed. He began to breathe with the deep, slow
respiration of dwar sleep. Ardeth pulled the blanket up and sat back with a weary sigh.

"Lord, is he all right?" Burr asked anxiously.

"Yes, now."

"Good," said Kindrie, and fainted.
***

JAME WOKE on the stair, dazed. Overhead was naked sky seen through charred roof-beams. Sullen
clouds scudded across it. Lightning flashed in the belly of one, tingeing it with sulphurous green. Thunder
snarled. Of course, Jame thought numbly. The last time she had been here, years ago, she had left the
place in flames, hence no roof. But what was she doing here now? She groped for the memory and
caught scraps of it. God's teeth and toenails, what a nightmare. Why, she had been about to . . . to . . .

The white knife was still in her hand, numbing her fingers. She dropped it with a gasp. The snakes
dodged the falling blade and hissed at it as it vibrated on the step beside her, its point wedged in a crack.
Sweet Trinity.

More of the poison nightmare came back to her, and then, with a rush, all of it—but it had been no
dream. What in Perimal's name had happened? She should be dead or dying now with these wretched
snakes lapping up her blood. Instead, here she was, not only alive but apparently healthy. And the
Master?

At the head of the stairs was the doorway, its post and lintel scorched. Two or three singed ribbons

fluttered from it. They might have been red as tradition decreed, but in this light they looked black. And
beyond? She rose and climbed warily. Another lightning flash, and she saw the room. Its far wall still
stood —tall broken windows looking out into darkness—but both the roof and the floor were gone
except for the stub of a ledge just beyond the door and a few scorched beams groping out over the void.

Footprints disturbed the ashes on the ledge. Someone had stood just beyond the ribbons, waiting.
Gerridon. It had to be. Nothing new ever happens in the past, Jame remembered, staring at those
prints. He had come forward in time to get at her, whatever her poisoned senses had told her. If she had
crossed the threshold this time, with her mind and motives as confused by the drug as they had been, she
would indeed have been lost. Instead, she had chosen the knife; and suddenly, miraculously, been cured.
For a moment, she was almost tempted to think that the second aspect of her despised god—Argentiel,
That-Which-Preserves—had finally deigned to show his hand, but that hardly seemed likely. In her
experience, the best one could hope for from the Three-Faced God was to be left alone.

At least Perimal Darkling in the form of Gerridon had also left her. As lightning flickered again, she saw
faint ashy traces of his footsteps going down the stair from the door, fading away before they came to the
step where she had sat. Thwarted, he had gone back into the fabric of the House, into the blighted past,
which was preferable to its desolate present. Tirandys had said that he still had a few souls left to gnaw
on, probably including Bender's. How long before he ran out, before hunger drove him either to try for
her again or to accept the tainted gifts that would cost him his remaining humanity? She had no idea.
Gerridon had made his pact with darkness and was living to learn its price. He had bred her to serve his
need, but found that while he could tempt, only she could damn herself. Very well. That was the game,
and those were the rules. They would see who won in the end.

But in the meantime, Gerridon had made his next move by withdrawing. How should she respond to
that? Follow? Trinity, no, not even if she could. She had no idea what Shanir powers he still possessed,
and no desire to find out. Retreat to Karkinaroth? Fine, if she could find the way and if it hadn't tumbled
down yet. Graykin and Marc should already have left to warn her brother about the changer Tirandys,
taking Kin-Slayer, Lyra, and Jorin with them. The ring and the Book Bound in Pale Leather were still
here in Perimal Darkling. She hated to abandon either, but had no idea where to look for them—or did
she? For the ring, no, but the Book . . .

Jame snatched up the knife and ran down the steps. The stairway spiraled down through a series of
chambers, all once part of the Master's living quarters. She had barely noticed any of them on the way
up. Here, however, was one that she remembered well from former days. She entered.

Shelves stretched up almost out of sight on all sides and wandered off into the murky distance. Books
lined them, some charred, some half-devoured with luminous mildew, all crumbling. The smell made Jame
sneeze.

This was where someone (Bender?) had taught her in secret how to read the runes, both common and
Master. Knowledge is power. Gerridon would not have approved if he had known. This was also where
she had first encountered the Book Bound in Pale Leather, and here she had fled in search of it while the
flames from the brazier she had accidently upset spread through the upper chambers. The Book had
helped her to escape by ripping a hole through to the next threshold world. As far as Jame could

remember, she had had to jump out the window to take advantage of that dimensional portal, or perhaps
she had simply fallen through it. The latter seemed more in character. Also, she was pretty sure that she
had landed on her head.

One more turn, and there was the window through which she had tumbled, still broken. Black hills rolled
away beyond it under a lightning veined sky. Before it on a table, as she had half expected, lay something
pale. It was the Book. Ganth's ring lay on it, and beneath the table in a dark huddle was her knapsack.

Kin-Slayer had been left in the armory where it had been reforged. What better place to put the Book
Bound in Pale Leather than back in the library? Jame thought she saw Tirandys' hand in this. The Master
had undoubtedly told him to secure both objects, and after doing so, the changer had simply put each
where it belonged. Who found them first, Gerridon or Jame, was another matter. The fact that the ring
and knapsack were here too made her suspect that Tirandys had also wanted her to have them back if
she survived to come looking for them. At any rate, they were in her hands now, and Gerridon was out
of luck again.

So, of all the various lost items she had come in search of here, that left only the Prince. Poor Odalian,
chained in the back rooms of the House among all the horrors of the Kencyrath's fallen past.

She knelt and began to rummage determinedly through her knapsack. Oh, good. Here were all her
surviving Tastigon clothes, the Peshtar boots, and even the imu medallion. At least she wouldn't arrive
back on Rathillien dressed like something out of a traveling show. She let the serpent-skin cloak slip to
the floor, then hesitated. It wasn't often that she thought of mirrors, but for a moment she did wish she
could see herself. This shadow dancer's costume made her feel so . . . so . . . no, forget it. That belonged
to another life. She hastily stripped it off and picked up the familiar street fighter's d'hen.

Dally's d'hen. Jame stood there for a moment looking at the jacket, remembering the dead friend who
had given it to her. He had been in love with the Kencyr glamour too, perhaps fatally so.

She put on the coat, then her pants and boots, fumbling a bit because her right hand was still rather
numb. Odd that the knife should have had such an effect, especially since she didn't remember gripping it
all that tightly. Jame disliked knives in general and this one more than most, but at least it was a weapon.
She slipped it into her boot sheath. Now, twist her hair up under her cap, pack up the Book, put on the
ring with a glove over it to keep it in place, pocket the medallion and . . . where was that blasted cloak?
Halfway out the door, bent on a slithery escape. Jame caught it and put it on again, with some distaste,
over the pack. Reduced to a set of matched snakes for company. Oh well. At least they were alive, and
she felt in need of companionship where she was bound now.

Perhaps it was because she hadn't been able to save Dally; perhaps, because the shadows still drew her
more than she cared to admit; but Jame found she had no intention of leaving this place without Odalian.

The trip back through the House to where Tirandys had found her seemed both long and short. Back in
Rathillien, who knew how many days had passed by now? Perhaps her brother's fate had long since

been decided. Perhaps Rathillien itself had fallen into the dark of the moon—some twelve nights distant
when she had gone into the shadows of Karkinaroth—and had never emerged from it again. The
Kencyrath's millennia-long battle might have been lost while she stumbled on here in ignorance. She
certainly felt ignorant. The more she learned about herself, about the nature of things in general, the less
she seemed to know. "Honor," Tirandys had said. "I used to be as sure as you that I knew what it was."
Now Jame wondered if, in fact, she had ever known. The concept was too big, too abstract, like "good"
and "evil." Perhaps all one could do was stumble on in ignorance, in shadows, making one decision at a
time in the best faith one could manage, hoping for the best.

Jame certainly hoped for the best now. Before her was the archway shaped like a mouth, and beyond,
the shifting green light. She took a deep breath and crossed the threshold, keeping a wary eye on the
window. The vines outside rustled, and the pale, lip-shaped flowers kissed the bars, but when she edged
into the room, the serpent heads rose with a hiss, and the flowers retreated, pouting. Jame went on.

Since her goal was the farthest rooms down the Chain of Creation, she tried to follow the outer wall of
the House. It wouldn't do to wander off and lose herself in any of the threshold worlds that the House
spanned. But the outer wall hardly ran straight and was frequently windowless. She could often only tell
that she was making progress by the changing character of the rooms through which she passed.

Then too, the changes were often subtle. Jame realized this when she came across one of the three
Karkinoran guards Tirandys had sent in after Bender. The man had apparently gotten this far back and
then made the mistake of sitting down to rest. He seemed oddly sunken into the chair. It was, in fact,
consuming him. He watched Jame edge past with glazed eyes in which no humanity remained.

Then came a series of moss-mottled floors, treacherous under foot. The paving stones here felt not only
slippery but unstable, as if they might suddenly tip like blocks in an ice floe.

Beyond were walls covered with what looked like murals. In one of them, the second guard fled from
something with many eyes across a darkling plain. On closer examination, the picture broke down into
different colors of lichen on the stone wall; but when Jame looked back at it from the doorway, the gap
between pursued and pursuer had narrowed.

There were occasional windows, some barred, others not. Each one looked out on another threshold
world deeper inside the coils of Perimal Darkling, worlds on which the Kencyrath had once lived and
fought. The scrollsmen had songs about all of them, from green Lury to golden Krakilleth, and Ch'un,
where the very stones sang; but not one world was recognizable now. All lay under shadow's eaves. All
had begun the slide toward the ultimate interpenetration of animate and inanimate, of life and death, that
was the essence of Perimal Darkling. Nonetheless, many of these worlds still seemed to be inhabited.
Jame caught glimpses out windows of strange figures moving across distant landscapes or wheeling
against alien skies. Nearer at hand, jewel winged insects the size of her fist crawled on a window ledge
and raised tiny, shriveled faces to stare as she passed. One of them had features strangely like the third
guard's. It flew after her, crying something in a piping thread of a voice, but the snakes snapped it out of
the air and tore it to pieces at her heels. The farther in she went, the stranger and more terrible the "life"
forms became, but not all of them were limited to one world or one suite of rooms. By breaking down
the barriers, Gerridon had laid the Chain of Creation open practically from one end to the other.

All that remained was to break down the final barrier between Perimal Darkling and Rathillien. Soft
areas like the Haunted Lands might serve, but how much more devastating it would be if the Master
could create a beachead linked directly with the House and this corridor opening into all the fallen
worlds—Trinity, just as Tirandys had done in the palace of Karkinaroth. The priests should have
prevented that. Gerridon must have ordered the changer to confine them to their temple so that they
could still manage it but not interfere with his plans.

But the priests weren't managing. They were apparently dead or dying, and the temple in consequence
was rapidly going out of control.

"Of course!" said Jame out loud and hit the ledge of the window out of which she had been blindly
staring.

If the temple went, so would both the palace and Gerridon's primary beachhead on Rathillien. Tirandys
must know that. In fact, he had probably arranged it by sealing the priests in without adequate provisions.
Such an act might well come within the scope of his orders if Gerridon hadn't been any more explicit than
when he had told the changer to put venom in Jame's wine. So Tirandys had again honored his bitter
code of obedience and at the same time had done what he could to bring about the downfall of the lord
who had betrayed him. Oh, Senethari, clever, unhappy man. Who would ever have dreamed that the
paradox of honor could have so many sides?

But if the temple destroyed itself and the palace while she was still here in the shadows, she might never
get back to Rathillien. Time to move on. Outside lay a dark, glistening landscape that looked and smelled
like raw, spoilt liver. The window ledge had begun to bleed where she had hit it. Clearly, she must be
very far into Perimal Darkling. God help her if she had to go much farther.

Somewhere nearby, someone moaned.

Jame moved toward the sound. It came again—low, hoarse, urgent. Something crawled on the floor in
the shadows ahead. There seemed to be a tangle of half-seen shapes there, slowly writhing.

"Ahhh . . . !" sighed an all too familiar voice in the darkness. Feral eyes gleamed.
"Your . . . turn . . . Jamethiel?"

Jame went back a step, throat suddenly dry. "No, Keral. Not yet. Where is Odalian?"

"The little prince? Stopped crying, has he? Heh! Mother's boy. Doesn't know how to . . . enjoy . . . ah!
ah! ah!" Pain and pleasure wove through the changer's panting voice. The shadowy mound heaved.
"Ooohhh . . . ! And again, and again, and again. . . . You're still there? Come here or go away."

"The Prince?"

"Oh, that way." She could barely see the doorway he indicated. As she passed hastily through it, his
voice came after her: "I'll have my turn with you eventually, Jamethiel. We all will."

The room beyond was even darker. A pale form lay spread-eagle on the floor, surrounded by tittering
shadows that poked teasingly at it. It stirred and groaned. Jame drove back the shadows and knelt
beside it. Fair hair matted with sweat, a blanched young face, puffy with tears . . .

"Odalian? Your Highness?"

His brown eyes opened, glazed at first, then widening with horror as he focused on her. "No." He tried
to twist away, but his bonds held him. "No, no, no . . . !"

What in Perimal's name! Ah, Tirandys had tricked the young man into the blood rites while wearing her
twin brother's face.

"Hush." She tried to touch his cheek, but couldn't feel anything there. Trinity, now what? "Hush," she said
again as he still flinched away. "I'm not Torisen or the changer. I'm a friend. I've come to take you home."

He repeated the word silently, first in disbelief, then again in wonder, and burst into tears.

She could just barely see him in the gloom, but as far as her sense of touch went, he wasn't there at all,
just as with Graykin earlier. Ah. She had been in Perimal Darkling ten days longer than Graykin, but the
Prince had been a prisoner here at least sixteen days longer than she, and in farther rooms. She reached
for the chains that held him down and touched cold metal. Good. They at least were within her grasp.

Around them, shadows rustled, crept forward. Jame felt the cloak move on her shoulders. The snakes
fanned themselves out over both her and the supine prince. Their heads rose in a weaving, hissing fence
that struck at every shadowy form that edged too close. Under their cover, Jame picked the locks that
held Odalian down.

When she helped him to rise, she found to her surprise that now she could almost feel something. He
seemed to be taking on a shaky solidity that grew as she concentrated on it. Was she bringing him
forward in time or going back to meet him? Tirandys hadn't said what the trick of time travel was here in
the House, only that she had been too young before to learn it. Well, maybe now she was old enough, if
just barely.

Complicating matters in escaping was the House itself, which apparently didn't want to let them go. They

were followed from room to room by creeping forms and booming inhuman voices calling urgently to
each other in remote chambers. The snakes hissed and snapped. Their knotted tails tightened
uncomfortably around Jame's neck. They crossed the slippery stones with difficulty and bypassed an
empty, inviting chair. Here was the barred window, beyond, the arch. Then through the outer rooms of
the House back to the Great Hall.

Jame had long since figured out that it had been stupid of her not to check the door into the palace from
this side. Such portals might not be visible from all angles, but they didn't usually just disappear, lock,
stock and keyhole. Luckily, this one hadn't either. She and the Prince stumbled through into the palace
hall beyond.

Things obviously were not well in Karkinaroth. Tremors ran continually through the floor, and cracks
climbed the walls. At the end of the hall, a chandelier swung uneasily, tinkling. Fragments of crystal rained
down through a cloud of plaster dust.

Abruptly, the serpent tails relaxed their hold, and the cloak tumbled to the floor with a meaty thump. The
snakes hastily sorted themselves out and whipped back into the shadowy corridor, heads stretched out
with urgency, long black bodies all moving with the same undulant ripple. Jame started to go after them,
but just as they whisked back through the door into the Master's Great Hall, the floor shook again, and
the door vanished along with all other shadowy traces of Perimal Darkling, So much for Master
Gerridon's new beachhead on Rathillien.

Odalian gave a cry. Chunks of plaster fell around them, and then the roof beams came down with a
crash. For a moment, Jame couldn't see anything. Since she couldn't feel anything either, she rather
assumed she was dead; but then the dust began to clear. They were standing up to their waists in a pile of
rubble. The debris had fallen straight through them as if they weren't there.

Wonderful,thought Jame. More complications.

She hauled the Prince clear, feeling the wreckage drag at them more with each step. At least they
seemed to be readjusting. The next piece of plaster to fall hit her shoulder with a painful thump, fair
warning not to stand under any more collapsing architecture. She was also beginning to get a more secure
grip on Odalian. The chill of his flesh struck her even through her thick d'hen. She stripped off the jacket
and draped it over his bare, trembling shoulders, despite his feeble protests.

"Look," she said impatiently, "when I want you to die on my hands, I'll let you know."

He gave her a shy, sidelong look. "You're very strong, aren't you?"

That startled her. "Trinity, no, I'm just too stupid to give up."

He shook his head, haunted eyes focused on something far away or deep inside. "I've never been
strong."

"Oh, be quiet. You've done all right so far."

They stumbled on through the quaking palace. Plaster powdered their shoulders and made them sneeze.
Hangings rippled on the walls, tapestried princes trying to ride to safety. In distant rooms, mirrors
shattered. Jame didn't know which door Marc had (she hoped) broken open to let everyone out. The
best she could do, she decided, was to get Odalian to Lyra's quarters and hope the roof didn't fall in on
them again on the way.

Rather to her surprise, it didn't, but she was even more amazed when Lyra herself came running out of
the inner room to meet them as they staggered into the suite. They put Odalian on a couch and piled
every blanket they could find on top of him as well as half the wall hangings. Then Jame turned on the
young Highborn.

"Why in Perimal's name are you still here? Didn't Graykin —er, Gricki—tell you to get out?"

"Oh, yes." Lyra fussed around the couch. "But I couldn't leave without my prince, could I? Anyway, that
huge Kendar said if Odalian could be found at all, you'd probably be too stubborn to come back without
him."

"Marc? He's been here?"

At that moment, the hall door opened and a golden streak shot across the room. Jame went over
backward with a grunt as Jorin barreled into her and then pranced up the length of her fallen body in an
ecstasy of excitement. She sat up and hugged the ounce while he rubbed his cheek against hers, purring
thunderously.

"I'd say off hand that he missed you," said Marc from the doorway.

Jame sprang up and hugged him, too. The big Kendar started to respond, then checked himself. His
restraint surprised Jame. She tried to ignore it.

"But where were you two?" she demanded. "I've been looking in the most ungodly places for you!"

"Oh, we've been in some strange parts, too, but I'll tell you about that later. We've just been scouting the
area around the temple. The walls are starting to collapse down there, and the destruction is spreading.
I'd suggest, my lord and ladies, that we leave."

Ladies.Jame felt the word go through her like a cold wind. "Graykin did find you," she said numbly. "He
told you who I am."

Marc gave her a sober look. "Yes . . . my lady."

Just then, Odalian began to laugh. It was a terrible sound, edged with jagged hysteria.

"Don't!" Lyra was saying. "Oh, please, don't, don't . . . !"

The Prince had seized one of his own fingers and was tugging at it. It stretched, long and thin as a worm.
"Just like pulling taffy! Just like. . . ." He burst into another horrible laugh.

Oh God,Jame thought. She hadn't gotten to him in time.

The shadows of the House were in his blood and soul now. He had become a changer.

Odalian began to thrash about on the couch, getting more and more tangled up in the blankets. Jame
darted over to help Lyra hold him down. He seized the knife from her boot. The next moment, Marc had
swept both girls aside and was kneeling by the couch with the Prince half off of it, holding the young
man's wrists in a gentle, unbreakable grip.

"There, my lad, softly, softly . . ."

Odalian stopped struggling and dropped the knife. It scratched his arm as it fell. His face turned white.

"Sorry," he whispered. "I never was very strong."

Then he shuddered violently and went limp.

Lyra gave a shriek. "He's dead! Oh, I know he's dead!"

"Fainted, more likely." Marc lifted Odalian back onto the couch. "A good thing too, poor boy."

But Lyra was right.

"I don't understand it." The Kendar stopped trying to find a pulse and sat back, bewildered. "Trinity
knows, I've seen more than a few people die in my time, and in some pretty strange ways, but never
quite like this. I'd say that peculiar knife was to blame, but it barely touched him."

Jame had scooped up the white knife and was staring at it. She began to swear softly, passionately. All
her life, she had known about the three great objects of power lost when Gerridon fell. One of them—the
Book Bound in Pale Leather—had actually been in her possession for at least two years now. You'd
think that that would have made her realize these objects weren't purely mythical. But up to an hour ago,
she had been wearing the Serpent-Skin Cloak, giver of life, without once recognizing it for what it was;
and now here was the Ivory Knife, the very tooth of death and the original of every white-hilted suicide
knife in the Kencyrath, whose slightest scratch was fatal. She hadn't had it when she climbed to the
Master's bed and ended up cutting off his hand. This time Bender had taken no chances. This time, she
could have had Gerridon's life.

While all this was going through Jame's mind, Marc was looking from her to Lyra and back again,
somewhat at a loss. Here was Caineron's daughter, settling down to serious hysterics, and the Highlord's
sister, quietly exercising a vocabulary the scope of which amazed him. But he also heard something else:
a series of rumbling crashes, coming closer. The floor trembled underfoot.

Jame had heard it too and broke off in mid-curse. "Old lad, you were right: time to scamper."

"Just a minute." The Kendar composed Odalian's body and drew a gold-figured hanging over it. Then he
took several brands from the fire and thrust them under the couch. Flames began to lick at the bullion
fringe. "Now we're ready."

Out in the hall, they could see the walls farther down caving in. The palace was collapsing in on itself.
The power set loose by the crumbling temple spread both outward like ripples and inward, drawing
everything to it. It made Jame's scalp prickle and Jorin's fur stand on end. She had prevented something
like this at her god's temple in Tai-tastigon by dancing the rampant power into new channels, but it was
too late for that here. Walls sagged and beams crashed down. Plaster dust choked and blinded them.
Marc went first, carrying Lyra. Jame followed, hanging onto his jacket with one hand and Jorin with the
other.

Here at last was a door, its bolt lock shattered. The big Kendar thrust it open, and they staggered out
into a warm, starlit night. Below lay the city of Karkinaroth, sparkling with lights, and beyond that, the
midnight plain, now empty, where the army had gathered. There was no sign of the moon. The Dark had
fallen.

Behind them, the palace groaned. Deepening cracks laced its high, outer walls. They began to collapse
inward slowly, as if in a dream. Towers tumbled. Pinnacles broke and fell, streaming golden banners. The
whole vast structure seemed to crouch, lower, lower, drawing in on itself, filling every internal space with
rubble and shattered treasures. The rumble went on and on, in the air, in the ground, in one's bones, until
at last it slowly died out of each in turn.

Silence.

Then below in the city, shouting began and the howl of dogs.

Chapter 14
Gathering Forces
Hurlen: 29th of Winter
THE HOST came within sight of Hurlen on the twenty-ninth in the early afternoon. Torisen reined in.
The River Road dipped sharply here. To the left was the Silver; to the right, a series of natural stone
ledges called the Upper Hurdles, which cut across the top of the Upper Meadow to the woods some
two miles beyond. The citizens of Hurlen usually grazed their sheep here, but not one white back broke
the green expanse now. Cloud shadows chased sunlight over the sward down to Hurlen, perched on its
cluster of islands where the River Tardy rushed into the Silver. On Grand Hurlen, the nearest island,
stone spires showed white, then gray under the shifting light. Opposite it on the far bank rose another,
much larger city, this time of brightly hued tents.

"So the Prince made it after all," Torisen said to Harn. "How many troops, d'you think?"

Harn peered down the slope, shading his eyes. "Nine, maybe ten thousand. Not bad considering
Karkinor has no standing army. Still, we'll see how long this lot stands when things get lively. Amateurs.
Huh."

They rode on with the Host behind them. Here the river bent sharply to the east and swerved back a
mile later to rejoin the road. Downstream, where the Silver narrowed slightly, ferries waited on either
bank, linked by cables to huge winches. Powerful draft horses also waited in harness, swishing at flies, to
set the winches in motion. Hurlen derived its modest prosperity as a sort of dispatching center for goods
coming down the Tardy from Karkinor bound either north or south on the River Road.

Soon, the ferrymen would be busy carrying the Karkinoran army fifty at a time over to the west bank
battlefield and undoubtedly making more money in a day than they usually did in half a year. War was
proving good business for Hurlen.

Just beyond the ferries, where the Silver met the Tardy, the water broadened almost into a lake studded
with about thirty islands, ranging in size from Grand Hurlen to rocks barely ten feet across. All of them
had been hollowed out millennia ago, perhaps to serve as dwellings for some long-forgotten religious
order. The work was far cruder than that of the Builders, and much older. Later generations had built up
the walls, first with stone blocks, then with wood. Stone bridges connected the lower stories. Two of

them also extended to about fifty feet of each bank, ending in wooden drawbridges. The wooden spires
rising above the islands' masonry were laced together with catwalks. Laundry fluttered like bright banners
from them.

The Host pitched camp in the Upper Meadow opposite the city. The Highlord's tent was barely up
before Burr began pressing Torisen to rest. For this solicitude, he got a ringing snub. It was five days
since the near-fatal crisis, not that Torisen realized (on a conscious level, at least) that it had been so
serious. In fact, he remembered very little of it and, for once, virtually nothing about his dreams. Mostly,
he tried to forget the whole thing. It was enough for him that his leg no longer hurt and that he felt
blessedly sane again, if physically a bit fragile.

Because he wanted to forget, it irritated him that Burr, Ardeth, and the Wolver had all been watching
him so closely these past few days. Even Kindrie had been hovering just on the edge of his notice,
looking so washed-out that on a sudden impulse Torisen had ridden over to demand if he felt all right.
That, to a Shanir. It was all very strange.

Here was Burr again, mulishly offering a posset.

"You know I hate that stuff," Torisen snapped.

"Just the same, my lord."

Torisen looked at the cup of wine-curdled milk, at his servant's scarcely sweeter expression, and
suddenly laughed. "All right, Burr, all right. I've been rude enough for one day."

Just then, a guard appeared at the inner door to announce the approach of Prince Odalian. Torisen went
to the outermost chamber of his tent to greet the Karkinoran ruler, reaching it just as Odalian entered.
The Prince paused briefly in the shadow of the tent flap. Torisen also hesitated, suddenly tense without
quite knowing why, but then forced himself to relax as the other stepped forward. Whatever impression
he had received in that brief moment when shadow lay across Odalian's face, it didn't fit this slim young
man with his diffident manner. They greeted each other formally and made polite conversation while
messengers went to summon the rest of the High Council. The Prince congratulated Torisen again on his
third year as Highlord. Torisen, rather cautiously, felicitated the Prince on gaining Caineron's daughter as
a consort.

"If it's done anything to bring the Kencyrath and Karkinor closer together," said Odalian, "I'm glad. It
has occurred to me, though, that a stronger connection might be even more beneficial to us both."

Torisen agreed in principle, thinking that the Prince was probably just finding out how slight a claim he
actually had on Caineron. "What do you have in mind, Highness?"

"Well, my lord," said the young man diffidently, "I was rather thinking of subject ally status for my
country."

"But that would make you practically our vassal," said Torisen, surprised.

"Would the Council approve Karkinor as a full ally?"

"No. We've had rather bad luck with both subject and full allies. Some people blame my father's defeat
in the White Hills on their treachery." As he spoke, Torisen realized he wasn't too eager for any such
connection himself, but that might just be Ganth's savage bitterness speaking. He made an effort to be
open-minded.

Odalian had been thoughtfully sipping his wine. Now he looked up again as if just struck by an idea.
"What if the potential ally was to accept blood-binding?"

This time Torisen was really startled. "Highness, that's a rite hardly ever practiced these days even within
the Kencyrath. Anyway, you need a Shanir blood-binder to do it properly. Otherwise, it's just a symbolic
act. But if you were willing to undergo it," he added, trying to be fair, "it might impress the more
traditional members of the High Council. Trinity knows what your own people would think of it, though.
We'll wait and see. There's one great-granddad of a battle to win first."

At that point, the rest of the Council began to arrive. Only Caineron had met the Prince before. He
greeted him now with all the jovial condescension of a father-in-law, but as he stepped back, he looked
momentarily puzzled. Something about Odalian's face, the color of his eyes . . . no. Of course they had
always been gray. Caineron prided himself on his good memory.

Burr was serving wine and cakes when Lord Danior burst into the tent. The messenger hadn't found him
in his camp because he had ridden ahead some three miles to the edge of the escarpment.

"The Horde is in sight!" he exclaimed. "It's like . . . like a black carpet covering the plain, and the sky is
black above it!"

Caineron started, spilling his wine. "We must arm the camp!"

Danior gave him a scornful look. "Oh, it probably won't get here until sometime tomorrow. Plenty of
time—but oh, Tori, you should see it!"

Torisen put down his posset, still untasted. "I think we all should," he said grimly.

It was a fair-sized group that rode south some ten minutes later. Each lord had his full war-guard with
him now, ranging from Danior's ten to Caineron's fifty. Odalian's retinue had also joined the cavalcade, as
well as twenty of Torisen's randons, all trying to look inconspicuous. Harn had apparently impressed on
them that they were not to get in the Highlord's way for fear that even at this late date he would dismiss
them out of hand.

The road ran along the river to the head of the Mendelin Steps, but they all rode down through the
meadows. Torisen had come this way fairly often, traveling between the Southern Host and the
Riverland, but he had never regarded this terrain before as a possible battlefield. Now he felt as if he
were seeing it for the first time. Between the upper and middle meadows was another set of stone steps
called, predictably, the Lower Hurdles. The lowest step was quite steep in some places, constituting
nearly a six-foot drop. The middle field narrowed to a bottleneck at its southern end, hemmed in by the
river and by woods.

The woods struck Torisen as rather odd. For one thing, even as they approached, the individual trees
were hard to distinguish, as if mist obscured them. Also, rabbits startled by the horses jumped toward
their cover only to stop at the last moment, as if they had run into a wall.

Beyond the bottleneck was a small lower meadow that ran almost to the stony edge of the escarpment.
The Mendelin Steps began here, level with Eldest Island, which split the river into two channels. The
much narrower western channel descended in two falls, the first about one hundred feet high. The
second, at the edge of the escarpment, plummeted twice that far into a cauldron of seething water at the
Cataracts' foot. The stairs followed in two steep flights, separated by a level stretch at the foot of the first
cataract. The entire gorge was about one hundred and fifty feet wide, and the steps forty. Tears-of-Silver
trees overhung it on both sides.

Beyond the trees, beyond even the second, higher falls, the escarpment jutted out in a stony promontory
over the plain. The Wolver crouched at its edge, the wind ruffling his fur. Torisen dismounted and went
out on the bare cliff head to stand beside him. The others followed.

The great southern plain spread out nearly three hundred feet beneath them. Close to the curving cliff
wall to the left, where the Silver bent southeastward in its course, grass and trees were green. Farther out
to the south, the yellow marks of drought began. Farther still, and yet frighteningly close, the ground
turned black. The blackness was moving. It crept forward ever so slowly, like a stain, sometimes
breaking into individual dots but mostly coming in a solid mass that was miles wide and stretched back
out of sight. Storm clouds followed it. All the sky to the far southwest was as black as night but shot with
sudden forked tongues of lightning. Back under the shadow of the storm, the darkness on the ground
sparkled with a million torches. The faintest growl of thunder, like a muttered threat, reached them there
on the cliff despite the Cataracts' roar.

"Now that," said Brandan, "is moderately impressive. So what do we do about it?"

"Go home?" the Wolver suggested, without looking up.

"Tempting, but not practical. I think you were right, Torisen: that lot out there is a knife leveled at our
throats. Best to meet it here."

"Yes, but what can we do?" Caineron sounded almost peevish. "A fine thing to drag us all this far and
then shove that in our faces."

"As I see it," said Torisen slowly, "we have three chances to hold them . . ."

"On the stair," said Danior.

"In the lower meadow," said Korey of the Coman.

"At the first set of hurdles," said Essien and Essiar together.

Torisen smiled at this eager chorus. "Yes. If they get into the upper meadow, we'll probably be overrun.
That, on the whole, would be unfortunate. Stepped, rubble-work barriers at the foot of each flight of
stairs should help."

"I'll see to it," said Harn, and went off to do so.

Kirien had been staring out over the plain, frowning slightly. "Yes, but how long can we hold them in any
event? There are so many. Of course, none of this falls within the scope of my studies, but it seems to me
that if they simply keep coming, in the end we're all the dog's dinner."

"It would perhaps be better," murmured Randir, without looking at her, "if those without experience held
their peace."

Oho,thought Torisen, glancing at them sideways. She's already gotten under her grand-uncle's
elegant skin, and he hasn't even realized yet that she isn't his grand-nephew.

Ardeth had also been gazing out over the plain, wrapped in his own bleak thoughts. Now he turned to
Randir. "My dear Kenan, surely you would make some allowance for an intelligent comment even from a
novice—or was it the intelligence of this one that upset you? The lad is quite right: we can only hold them
so long. Our sole hope, it seems to me, is somehow to turn them back or even aside. This escarpment
runs a good five hundred miles in either direction. If they turn west, that puts them on Krothen's doorstep
or, even better, on the Karnides'; if southeast, there's Nekrien. Even if I were three million strong, I
wouldn't care to tackle the Witch-King in his own mountains— or anywhere else, for that matter. But the
big question remains: how do we turn them?"

"Kill so many that they give up," said Danior.

"I doubt if the death of even a million would discourage them much," said Torisen. "Remember, the
Horde is really a vast collection of tribes that have never done much before but chase and eat each other.
If we knew what united them now, we could strike at that. I only hope we learn while fighting them, and
learn in time."

Odalian had half-started at these words, and Torisen caught the sudden movement. When he turned,
however, the Prince only gave him a bland smile. "These abstractions are rather beyond me. Perhaps,
though, you would like to continue this discussion in the hospitality of my camp?"

"Go on ahead," Torisen said to the others. "I'll follow."

They went, leaving the Highlord and the Wolver in silence on the windy cliff, looking out over the plain,
while Torisen's war-guard waited at a tactful distance.

"You've never commanded a really big battle before, have you?" the Wolver said at last.

"One this big? Nobody has. But, of course, you're right. I was only a one-hundred commander at
Urakarn. After that, things were lively enough in the Southern Host, but we didn't tend toward pitched
battles." He sighed. "It feels like a lifetime since we last sat in Krothen's guardroom, discussing the ethics
of love and war."

"This is different," said the Wolver, still staring out. "This is real."

Torisen snorted. "You're telling me."

He half turned to leave, then paused, looking across at the island that split the Silver. The larger, higher
cataract was beyond, filling the air with mist and thunder. The projecting cliff where he stood gave a
glimpse of it, but even a better one of the island's head. Untold millennia ago, unknown hands had carved
a giant face there. Its smooth forehead rose almost to the island's shaggy crown of trees. Its chin
disappeared into the boiling cauldron of spray below. In all, it was more than three hundred feet high.
Some claimed that the founders of Hurlen had been responsible for this too, that, in fact, it was the
reason for Hurlen. Perhaps they had meant it to honor a king, perhaps a god. Ages of wind and water
had left it characterless, ageless.

"Grimly, long ago, when we were talking about the Cataracts, you said that if we ever came this way
together, you would show me something very old, very special."

The Wolver growled. "I must have been drunk."

"You were. Very. I wouldn't remind you now except—well, you can see what we're up against. If
there's anything about this terrain that will give us the slightest edge, I want to know about it."

"I don't see how it can help." He rose and shook himself. "But all right."

They went back the way they had come, with the Wolver trotting beside Storm and the war-guard
trailing along behind. Torisen wasn't really surprised when he saw that they were headed for the woods.
Storm went about a hundred feet under the overlocking boughs before halting, stiff-legged. The Wolver
seized his bridle. He drew his thumb slowly down the length of the stallion's face, turning the sharp nail
inward at the last minute to draw a drop of blood, which he flicked to the ground. Storm tossed his head,
snorting with indignation.

"Do you have to do that to me, too?" Torisen asked.

"And send you into battle tomorrow with a bandaged nose? Burr would never forgive me."

"You had better wait here," Torisen said to his guard.

They looked perturbed.

"My lord," said the oldest of them, "if we let you out of our sight, Harn Grip-Hard will nail our ears to the
nearest tree."

"I think, on the whole, you had better wait."

"Yes, my lord," said the guard unhappily.

Torisen and the Wolver went farther in. It was an eerie place, full of leaf-filtered light and mist drifting
between gray-trunked trees. Close as the Cataracts were, no sound of them penetrated here. Ferns
dripped. Storm's hooves thudded on deep leaf mold. The bluff loomed ahead of them. Occasional
breaks in the leaf cover gave glimpses of its wooded heights. Ahead stood a bare Host tree. As they
approached, a swarm of pale green leaves fluttered down through the mist, golden veins flashing, and
settled on its naked boughs. Beyond, the bluff scooped inward, whether by art or nature it was hard to
tell. The resulting hollow was about one hundred feet across at its lower end and somewhat deeper than
that. It had rather the shape of an egg with the opening at its smaller upper end. Ferns covered its floor.
Mist roofed it.

The Wolver stopped, almost cowering, at the hollow's threshold. "This is the heart of the woods," he
said. "This is sacred ground."

His voice woke the ghost of an echo in the hollow, as if other voices had caught his words and were
whispering them from wall to wall.

"Strange, definitely strange," said Torisen. "But sacred to whom?"

"To the people of rock and stone, who built Hurlen and carved Eldest Island, who were masters here
millennia before your ancestors came, before mine learned to walk like men. There's a legend that they
used to bring their enemies here and . . . and shout them to death."

"How?"

"I have no idea. It's just an old story. There are a lot of stories about this place, some pretty grisly. There
were terrible forces awake in Rathillien once—gods, demons, I don't know. None of our words seem to
fit them. They still sleep in places like this." He crept backward, shivering. "Let's go, Tori. We don't
belong here. No one does, now."

Torisen sighed. "I suppose not. Too bad. I'd hoped we could make some use of this place." He began to
turn away, then suddenly spun back. "BOO!" he shouted at the top of his voice, into the hollow.

"Yawp!" squawked the Wolver, and shot five feet straight up into the air, coming down again in his
complete furs.

The echoes of both their cries boomed from cliff wall to cliff wall, multiplying into a wild cacophony of
shouts, fading again into silence one by one.

The Wolver cowered wild-eyed under the ferns, all his fur on end. "Gods, Tori, don't do that!"

"Sorry. Just testing."

"For what?"

"I don't know. Anything. But you were right: There's nothing for us here. Come on, let's go partake of
Prince Odalian's hospitality. Maybe he can cheer us up some."

They went, but the last faint echo of their voices remained, murmuring from cliff to cliff, and some dirt

dislodged from half-obscured carvings on their heights came rattling down.
***

"DO YOU REALIZE," said Jame, shifting to a more comfortable position on her sack of potatoes, "that
it's only been about twenty-six days since we left Tai-tastigon? That was the third of Winter. We were in
Peshtar on the seventh and eighth, in the Anarchies by the eleventh, and in Karkinaroth by the twelfth or
thirteenth. That means we spent about fourteen days in the palace. Amazing. You still haven't told me
how you passed the time."

Marc glanced up at her from the bales of fodder on which he was stretched full length, with Jorin curled
up asleep beside him. For a moment, Jame was afraid he would point out that she hadn't told him much
either.

At first, there hadn't been an opportunity. People last out of a palace that has just collapsed for no
discernable reason are apt to be asked questions. Since neither Jame nor Marc had cared to answer and
Lyra was in no shape to do so, they had hidden in the ornamental garden on the slope while citizens
swarmed up to gape at the destruction. When the crowd was large enough, the four fugitives had quietly
descended to the city under its cover and found a pleasant inn that would put them up for the rest of the
night.

In the morning, Lyra talked incessantly; but the other two found that an odd reticence had seized them
both, at least about their new relationship as Highborn and Kendar. They could discuss their current
situation, however, and did. It seemed to both of them that they had better get to the Cataracts as quickly
as possible. The best solution was a supply barge bound down the Tardy to Hurlen. Since the island city
was stocking up for a possible siege if the Horde broke through, barges were leaving Karkinaroth's
wharf every other hour. The three Kencyr had bought passage on one of these and were nearing the end
of their journey now.

It had been a pleasant two days in some respects. The barge surged along, first through green fields,
then between canyon walls, towed by its draft horses. Three were harnessed to it by cables on either
side, massive, placid beasts trotting heavily along worn paths on either bank. The faster the river ran, the
more vital they became as brakes. At regular intervals, they were changed—one at a time, still going at a
trot—by relief riders from post stations. Roughly every two hours, the travelers met an empty barge
being towed back upriver. When one came in sight, they could see the other bargemen scrambling to
reach the nearest stanchion so that they could moor their tow cables high enough not to foul the
descending horses.

Lyra had enjoyed every minute of the journey. She had recovered so quickly from Odalian's death that
Jame at first wondered if the girl was half-witted. On consideration, though, she decided that Lyra had
simply never been taught to think seriously about anything except, perhaps, marriage contracts. For the
past two days, the girl had been running all over the barge like a flame in her tattered red shirt, getting into
more trouble than seemed possible in such a confined space. The crew plainly couldn't decide whether to
laugh or throw her overboard. At the moment, she was up in the bow, shying apples at the horses.

Jame wished she had Lyra's lightheartedness although not her terrible aim. The voyage was almost over.
Soon she and Marc would probably be back in the thick of things with little opportunity to talk—and
there were things they did need to discuss.

Now or never,she thought, and, as casually as she could, asked Marc about his stay in the palace.

"Fourteen days?" he repeated. "Odd. I was going to say that it felt like less than that, but thinking back, it
felt like more too. Well, my lady, it was like this: I woke up in a peculiar room. Its floor didn't reach to
the wall, and there was something down there in the pit that made an ungodly noise, like an idiot trying to
curse."

The cage without bars,Jame thought, but didn't interrupt. Maybe, as he went on with his story, he
would forget that he spoke to a Highborn.

"I don't know how long I was there," he said thoughtfully. "Time doesn't seem to behave properly
without a sun or moon. All I know is that I got very hungry and thirsty. Jorin had tracked me there. The
poor kitten sat in the doorway and cried until he could only squeak. I thought I would sleep a bit to
scrape together some strength and then try to jump across to him, but when I woke up, he was curled up
beside me. Someone had shoved a plank across the pit."

Bender,thought Jame, or perhaps even Tirandys. But still she said nothing.

"So we crossed. I shoved the plank into the pit out of sight just to give whoever put me there something
to wonder about. Then we wandered around a good bit, don't ask me where. It was all so gray,
so . . . dead. Eventually we got back into the palace and went looking for the temple. When we found it,
I broke in." He hesitated, remembering. "All the priests and acolytes were there."

"You said, 'Dead, they're all dead,' " Jame burst out.

He stared at her. "Yes, I did, but how . . ."

"I heard you, or rather I heard what Jorin heard. Interesting." She bent over to stroke the ounce, who
stretched luxuriously without opening his eyes. "I didn't realize the link could work that way. And were
they?"

"Dead? Yes. Very. I'd say at a guess that they were shut in without food or water and, as they
weakened, the power of the temple started to work on them. There wasn't much left by the time I got
there. When I gave them the fire rites, they went up like dry straw. After that, the kitten and I wandered
around some more, trying to pick up your scent. I think we crossed it a few times, but that damned house
kept shifting. It was all very confusing. We did find the kitchens, though, and Lady Lyra. Eventually, that
boy you call Graykin found us."

He fell silent. Jame looked down at her black gloved hands, gripped tightly together on her knees.

"It's never going to be the same again between us, is it?"

"No, lass. How could it?" Suddenly he rolled over and put his hand over hers. "Now, now, cheer up. It's
just that we've got to strike a new balance—and we will, eventually. Just give it time."

Jame looked up with a tentative, almost shy smile.

Just then, Lyra darted back toward them, pointing to the north shore and crying out excitedly. The bank
they had been running along beside dipped like a curtain falling away. Beyond was a meadow covered
with bright tents, bustling with soldiers. The biggest tent of all, set in the midst of the others like a young
palace all of gaudy silk, flew Prince Odalian's colors.

Now the tow horses were bracing themselves against the barge's pull. Water peeled in sheets off the
sharp curve of the stern. Hurlen appeared ahead, its easternmost island set almost squarely at the mouth
of the Tardy. Men waited on its wharf. The horses on either bank had reached the end of their paths,
which ran down to the edge of the Silver. All six of them were practically sitting on their haunches,
braced, while their riders paid out the ropes. Heavy as it was, the barge lurched in the current. If a rope
snapped or a horse lost its footing, the craft might smash into the island or be carried past it down the
Silver toward the Cataracts. They were fairly close to the island now. Bargees threw ropes attached to
heavier mooring cables across to the wharf. The wharfsmen reeled them in against the current. A thud, a
shout, and the voyage was over.

They arrived about midafternoon. Marc and Lyra had assumed that they would go straight on to the
Host's camp, but Jame hesitated. From what she heard on the wharf, she knew that Tirandys was still
impersonating the Prince, with no one apparently the wiser. In fact, he was entertaining the Kencyr lords
in his camp at this minute. Had Graykin betrayed her? She had been uneasy about him from the start, but
had assumed that because he had told Marc and Lyra about Odalian, he would also tell her brother. It
occurred to her now, though, that Graykin had had to give Marc some explanation or the Kendar would
never have let him leave the palace with Kin-Slayer. What explanation would have been better than the
truth? But while Graykin had told Marc that she had asked him to warn the Highlord, he hadn't said that
he would do it, just as he hadn't promised her.

On the other hand, though, even if Graykin had passed on both the news and the sword to her brother,
Torisen probably wouldn't move against the changer until after the battle when he no longer needed the
Karkinoran army. In that case, her sudden appearance might disrupt his plans, perhaps fatally. That was
too big a risk to take. She suggested that they find lodgings in Hurlen for the night.

This proved rather difficult. Hurlen was generally considered impregnable once its bridges were up, and
everyone within twenty miles had flocked there for sanctuary. The travelers did eventually find a room in

the southernmost island's single tower. It was about large enough to swing Jorin in, if anyone had wanted
to do such a thing, and was well above the masonry level. When the wind caught it right, the tower
creaked in all its wooden joints and swayed a bit. One night's lodgings cost them all the money they had
left as well as half the pearls off Lyra's bodice.

Several more gems bought them supper: bowls of almond fish stew, luce wafers, and salmon tart,
washed down with a flask of river water guaranteed to have come from well upstream. Marc ate in the
room itself while Jame and Lyra risked sitting crosslegged on the rickety balcony thirty feet above the
Silver. Downriver about a quarter of a mile the rapids began. Just before them, the water rose in a
gleaming ridge over the top of the boat-guard, a massive cable stretched across the Silver to stop the
occasional runaway barge.

It was dusk by now. Watchfires sparkled on the west bank where the Host camped. Stars began to
come out.

"It's still the dark of the moon," said Jame, looking up. "When Tori and I were children, we used to stay
awake whole nights sometimes watching for the crescent to reappear. Our old tutor Anar told us that if
ever it didn't, that would mean Perimal Darkling had swallowed the moon and all the stars would follow
one by one."

"Soldiers say the same, with reason," said Marc. "It's happened before on other worlds, just before we
lost them." He snorted. "A cheerful thought for the eve of battle."

"I'm tired," said Lyra. "Who gets the bed?"

There was only one, a straw pallet in the corner.

Jame laughed. "I'm going out to look around, so you two can fight for it. Just save a corner for Jorin."

Normally, the city raised its two drawbridges at dusk, but tonight both were still down as Hurlen offered
to serve either camp in any way it could, for one last grab at the soldiers' gold. Very few came from the
west shore, but the narrow, lower walks and bridges swarmed with Karkinorans.

Torches flared over rushing water. Bursts of raucous laughter erupted from small, crowded rooms and
occasional sharp cries from dark corners. The smells of roast mutton and ale filled the air, but under these
was another tang, sharp as sweat, heady as wine. So this was what it felt like, Jame thought, to go among
men who knew that by tomorrow night they might be dead.

She and Jorin kept to the upper catwalks. Even up there, a few soldiers did accost them in Southron,
which Jame barely understood, with intentions all too clear; but it was still early, and no one pressed the
issue. For the most part, they were left alone, suspended above firelight and laughter like spectators at a

play.

The stone walkways that connected the two mainland bridges were the closest thing that Hurlen had to a
street. Jame and Jorin crossed it. The farther north they went, the richer and quieter Hurlen became. At
its northernmost point was the island of Grand Hurlen where the city's upper class lived in a hive of
rooms, towers, and twisting passageways so narrow that one practically had to turn sideways to get
through. All the doors were shut now and the windows barred, although light shone through the cracks.
Jame and Jorin threaded past them toward Grand Hurlen's center, where the island opened out into an
earth-filled hollow about two hundred feet across. Grass grew there, and flowering shrubs and dwarf fruit
trees, not that much could be seen of them now for the park was currently full of sheep, waiting to play
their part in case of a siege.

Jame leaned against the stone rail. Above, stars shone brightly, but the absent moon seemed to say You
may already have lost more than you know.

Could she lose what she had never really had: her people, her place, her brother? What if Tirandys
won? He would still have to follow Master Gerridon's orders, but in his own devious way as he strove
for his lord's ultimate downfall. She knew the quality of his mind and the strength of his will. Despite his
handicaps, he would put up a good fight, better, perhaps, even than Torisen could, considering the
enemy. Maybe it would be a good thing if he won, if she let him win . . . but no, of course not. That was
only the darkness calling to her again, whispering that Tirandys already thought better of her than perhaps
Torisen ever would. She wanted to belong, but certainly not at the cost of her brother's life. Anyway, if
Tirandys did win and she fell into his hands again, he would probably either send her back to the Master
or kill her; the latter, preferably.

Below, the flock had caught Jorin's scent and was milling about restlessly. Sheep, sheep . . . goat.

She didn't see how she could find out if Graykin had betrayed her short of asking Tori himself, but that
wouldn't do. He would be surrounded by people now, including the false prince, and probably in no
position to explain the sudden acquisition of a sister, much less one possessing such dangerous
information. Assuming Graykin had reached him, though, there was no need for her to try until much
later. But if he hadn't, what then? The principal thing was that the Highlord learn about Tirandys before
the blood rites, assuming he and the changer got that far. If Graykin had betrayed her, it was to someone
who now presumably knew this, too. Would any Kencyr stand by and watch Torisen doom himself in
such a way? That should be unthinkable, and yet . . . and yet . . .

Lyra had been talking incessantly for two days. What she said usually had no more substance than
puff-pastry, but a rather muddled version of Riverland politics had emerged. It was clear that, as far as
Lyra was concerned, Daddy's enemy at the Cataracts wasn't the Horde but Torisen. Forgetting to whom
she spoke (if, in fact, she had ever known), she gave Jame a highly partisan account of all Caineron's
clashes with the upstart Highlord. My lord Caineron, Jame decided, sounded like a thoroughly nasty
piece of work. Yes, but surely even he . . .

Around and around her thoughts went.

"Damn," she said suddenly, cutting them short. It wasn't just all the unknown factors that were muddling
her. Running under everything like a scarlet thread was fear. One way or the other, soon she would see
her brother again, after all these years, and the thought filled her with near panic.

Jorin had been standing on his hind legs, forepaws and chin on the rail beside her hands, his nose
twitching at the smell of the livestock below. Now he raised his blind moon-opal eyes and gave a
questioning chirp.

"All right, child, all right." She scratched him behind the ear. "I'm just being silly. Let's go get some
sleep."

By now, the number of Karkinorans in Hurlen had grown, and so had the uproar. Men began to shout in
the distance. As Jame and Jorin neared the crooked main street, the noise settled into a chant, one
Southron word repeated over and over. Jame recognized it from its Easternese cognate.

"Highness!" the soldiers were shouting. "Highness!"

Down the street came the false Prince Odalian. Torisen was walking beside him.

Jame recoiled into the shadow of a tower. She had only seen her brother for a moment, but she
remembered every detail. His dark hair, the set of his shoulders, the way he moved . . . it was all utterly
strange, utterly familiar, like catching an unexpected glimpse of oneself in a mirror. Even that wry smile he
shot at Odalian . . .

Torisen would never have given that look if Graykin had told him who and what his companion was. He
didn't know. He didn't know.

Others followed the Prince and the Highlord, some Karkinoran nobles, some Kencyr Highborn. One of
the latter caught Jame's eye because he was so much more richly dressed than the other lords and wore
his finery so poorly. A thin figure darted out to him from the crowd, spoke a hasty word in his ear, and
faded back among his retinue. It was Graykin. His restless eyes swept the street, the bridges, the
catwalks, and met Jame's. For a moment, they stared at each other. Then he ducked away and
disappeared down the street with the others.

Jame stood very still long enough to draw four or five deep breaths. She didn't know which Highborn
Graykin had approached, but his intentions had been obvious. And now he knew she was in Hurlen.

"Just once, why can't we have a simple crisis?" she murmured to Jorin. "Stay close." They set off at a run
for their lodgings.

***

GRAYKIN HAD BEEN in Hurlen for several days, waiting for the Host and wrestling with his
conscience. His life had always had a single goal: to gain a real place in the Kencyrath. His Kencyr blood
was responsible for that craving. His Southron mother, however, made it very unlikely that he would ever
succeed. He knew that perfectly well, but hope refused to die. He had always scrambled for every
crumb of encouragement his lord had let fall and probably always would, hating himself more and more.

That was a bitter thought, especially now. For the first time, someone had actually trusted him. Perhaps
she had had very little choice, but she had still done it, and refused to call him that hated name. No one
had ever offered him those scraps of self-respect before. He found himself savoring them again and
again, before he remembered what must follow.

But it wasn't betrayal, he reminded himself fiercely. He hadn't given his word, so he owed her nothing.
Graykin knew the forms of honor. In a sense, he owed his lord nothing either because "his lord" had
never given Graykin the right to call him any such thing. Even a yondri would have had a better chance of
eventual acceptance.

But perhaps things would change now. Torisen's sister had given him information that could give his
patron great power, perhaps even make him Highlord. Surely that was worth something. Perhaps, finally,
Graykin would be acknowledged.

So he waited his chance, spoke his word in Caineron's ear, and then saw Jame up on the catwalk.

Caineron's tent was close to the bridge that connected Hurlen with the west bank of the Silver. It was a
huge affair with many internal compartments, rather like a canvas maze. Caineron led the way to his own
quarters, poured himself some wine (without offering Graykin any), and sat down.

"This had better be good," he said, leaning back in his chair.

Graykin took a deep breath. Too late to back out now, he thought miserably, and told Caineron what
had happened at Karkinaroth. When he finished, Caineron grunted.

"That's quite a story."

Graykin felt his pale face redden. "My lord, I'm not lying."

"To me? Not even you would be that big a fool." He considered, heavy eyelids lowered. "So, the little
prince is an impostor, a changer, no less, and out for our fine Highlord's blood. All right. Let him have it.
Then we'll see who pulls the strings, Gerridon or me. But a sister, now, that's very interesting. She could

be extremely useful . . . in the right hands."

He considered this for a moment in silence, the corners of his thick lips slowly lifting. Graykin followed
his thoughts without difficulty. What Caineron needed more than anything else was some blood claim on
the Highlord's seat. This unknown Knorth girl mated to one of his sons could give him the grandchild he
needed . . . or perhaps even a son.

Graykin had reasoned all this out long ago, much faster than Caineron, but he tried not to think about it.
This was no time for qualms, not at these stakes. Graykin swallowed.

"Lord," he said, "if you want this girl, I can give her to you. She's here, in the city. I saw her not twenty
minutes ago."

"Well, now." Caineron's eyes opened. "Well, now." He rose. "Then I had better go make her
acquaintance. The sooner the better, eh? Meanwhile, you fetch that sword. Oh, and here," He threw a
handful of coins on the table—barely enough, Graykin saw, to get him back to Karkinaroth. "You're
worth every bit of it, Gricki."

"Please . . . don't call me that."

Caineron gave him a blank stare. "Why not? It's your name, isn't it?" He disappeared into the recesses of
the tent without waiting for an answer.

Graykin stood there, swaying slightly, until a servant came in.

"You were thinking of spending the night? Out, you, and take your pay with you."

Blindly, Graykin scooped up the coins and left the tent. He couldn't seem to catch his breath. Caineron
would never acknowledge him. He had let himself be used for years for no more reward than this, and he
would never be offered a greater one.

He stood by the river in the dark, his quick mind sorting out new possibilities, killing old hopes. Then,
because his wits and will were both stronger than his stomach, he hastily found a fair-sized bush and was
violently ill behind it.

Four Kendar and a shorter man muffled in a cloak went past. Graykin easily recognized Caineron
despite his disguise. As the five started across the bridge to Hurlen, Graykin slipped out of the shadows
and followed them.
***

IT TOOK JAME AND JORIN nearly twenty minutes to get back to the room. Even the catwalks were
crowded now. It began to remind Jame of Tai-tastigon during the Feast of Fools when all gods are
mocked and nothing is counted a sin. Citizens were starting to shut and bar their doors. Many were
probably beginning to regret that the bridges had been left down so late tonight.

Jame found Marc calmly polishing his war-axe by the light of a candle while Lyra slept on the pallet
across from him.

"It's getting lively out there," he said tranquilly. "Not much discipline, these foreigners."

"Things may get worse fast. Listen, Marc: I want you to take Lyra to the Host's camp, to my brother.
Now. Tell him about Odalian. Then you can return Lyra to her father, but not before."

"Oh, I doubt if any of the soldiers will bother us up here."

"It isn't the Karkinorans who worry me."

She told him about Graykin. He listened soberly, then sheathed his axe and rose.

"We'll go immediately. And you?"

"I'll be all right. Anyway, we have a better chance of warning Tori if we separate. And Marc, you'd
better take Jorin."

He gave her a hard look this time, then shrugged and bent to wake Lyra. Long before Karkinaroth, he
had realized that there were things in his friend's life that he couldn't understand and from which he
couldn't protect her. Lyra woke and was herded, sleepily protesting, out the door. Marc paused on the
threshold holding Jorin, who also didn't want to leave and was saying so, loudly.

"Lass, be careful."

"Aren't I always?"

He laughed and went out.

The room seemed suddenly very quiet, very empty, leaving Jame to wonder at the strong impulse that
had made her send them all away. She could feel her blood stir as if before a fight; but if one came, it was

hers, not Marc's or Jorin's. The fewer encumbrances now, the better. That included the Book. She had
nearly lost it in Karkinaroth and didn't care to risk it again now. Best to hide it. She used the Ivory Knife
to pry up some floorboards in the dark corner by the pallet. They came easily, their edges crumbling at
the blade's cold touch. She put the knapsack into the hollow and fitted the boards back over it. There.
The damned thing would take care of itself for a while. She slipped the Ivory Knife into her boot, hating
its touch, but unwilling to give up so lethal a weapon. Hopefully, this crisis would be over before it ate
through either the leather sheath or her leg.

Someone was climbing the stair. Several people. The only other way out was the door opening onto the
decrepit balcony. Jame backed toward it, out of the candle's feeble sphere of light. Perhaps the soldiers
had run out of sport on the lower stories. Perhaps . . .

A man stood in the doorway. He was muffled in a cloak, but something about his swaggering stance
reminded Jame forcibly of the Highborn whom Graykin had approached in the street. She knew
instinctively that this was an enemy.

"My lady of Knorth."

"My lord Caineron." It was a guess, but apparently the right one. "I wasn't expecting you quite so soon,
much less in person."

"Now, would it have been courteous to send a servant for such a distinguished guest? As for finding you
so quickly, I had a stroke of luck there. You see, I met my daughter Lyra and her escort on the bridge.
You sent them right out into my arms, my dear. Lyra told me where to find you."

Jame hid her dismay. Damned if she would give this smug toad any more satisfaction than she had to. "A
family reunion. How nice. And the escort?"

"Safe enough, although perhaps not very comfortable at the moment. One of my guards had to give him
a clip on the head to make him more . . . cooperative."

Poor Marc. That was the fourth time he'd managed to get himself hit since they had left Tai-tastigon,
"And the ounce?"

"Oh, I would never harm a royal gold, even a blind one. He will make an excellent addition to my cattery
as breeding stock." Caineron stepped forward. Candlelight caught the gloat in his narrowed eyes.

Jame had involuntarily gone back a step, onto the balcony. Caineron stopped short in the middle of the
room.

"Don't move, girl."

Now, what did the fool think she . .

The balcony sagged. Nails screeched in wood. For a moment, Jame balanced precariously, feeling her
heart pound. Someone in the nearest tower cried out. It sounded like Graykin. Then one end of the
structure tore loose, and she fell, thirty feet down into the river. The impact knocked the breath out of
her. When she surfaced, gasping, Hurlen was already fifty feet away and rapidly receding. The swift
current had her. From ahead came the sullen roar of the rapids, and beyond that, the Cataracts' boom.

Chapter 15
The Killing Ground
The Cataracts: 30th of Winter
The first skirmish came shortly after midnight on the thirtieth when a dozen Waster scouts from the
Horde ran into a Kencyr ten-command on wide patrol about a mile from the foot of the Mendelin Steps.
The result was eleven dead scouts and one prisoner.

News of this encounter spread through the Host in quiet ripples from camp to camp. Because the Horde
itself wasn't expected until midmorning, however, no one leaped to arms. The older veterans, in fact,
went back to sleep. For a good many, though, this was their first major battle, and they began quietly to
prepare for it.

Harn walked up through that subdued stir, bringing the prisoner under guard to the Highlord's tent.

Burr barred his way at the outer door. "Sir, I've finally managed to clear out all those Karkinoran nobles
and to get my lord to lie down. He's asleep."

"No, I'm not," Torisen called from the inner room. Harn entered to find the Highlord stretched out on his
cot, fully clothed, hands behind his head. He opened his eyes. "What is it?"

Harn told him about the clash beyond the stairs. Torisen immediately rose and went with him back
through the war-guard's quarters to the outer chamber where the Wastelander was being held. They all
regarded the prisoner curiously. He was clad in a patchwork of poorly cured hides, some still tufted with
mangy fur, others that looked human. Charms made of teeth and hair hung about his neck. Around his
waist was a belt studded with nipples.

"B-but what's wrong with his face?" Donkerri blurted out, staring.

The man seemed to have two of them, one inside the other. The outer skin was wrinkled and translucent.
It looked dead. Other features moved ghostlike beneath it. Harn reached out. The man tried to lurch
back, but the guards held him. The outer skin came off in Harn's hand, and the scalp with it. Underneath
was a smooth face and shaved head. The Waster glared at them with yellow eyes slit-pupiled as a cat's,
while Harn held his trophy at arm's length.

"What is this thing?"

Torisen took it from him and spread it out to show the Wolver who had just come in. Grimly nodded.

"It's a death mask," said Torisen. "Surely you've heard stories about them, Harn, even if you've never
seen one before in the . . . er . . . flesh. The Wasters believe that a man's strength passes to whoever
wears the flayed mask of his face. Each elder is supposed to wear the face of his tribe's founder. If that's
true, some of these masks must be centuries old."

The prisoner suddenly exploded into vehement speech that sounded like the yowl of a cat fight. He
ended with a burst of scornful laughter, baring filed teeth.

"Ka'sadialect, I think," said Torisen. "That's one of Ashe's specialties. Where is she?"

"I sent a messenger," said Harn, "but he apparently hasn't found her. Come to think of it, I haven't seen
her either since the White Hills. As near as I can make out, though, this chap says we're all going into his
tribe's cookpot now that—someone—has come back to lead them."

"Who?"

Harn scratched his shaggy head. "Well, I think he said the tribe's forefather, but that hardly seems likely."

"I wonder. Have all the founders come back?"

Harn laboriously translated this question into dialect and got another spat of snarling syllables in reply.
"He says the Horse-head and the Goat-eye tribes have, as well as several others. They all follow his
people in the circling and apparently are allies of a sort. The other tribes are fed-chi . . . dog's pus. So
are we, by the way, and then some."

"By which I gather that news still only passes among one's immediate connections, unless the elders are
better informed," said Torisen. "Interesting."

He fell silent, pursuing his own thoughts, while Harn made another halting attempt to question the scout
and in return got what sounded like a ritual chant extolling the great strength and vast appetite of his
tribe's founder. The uproar stopped abruptly when Harn, in disgust, rapped the Wastelander on the head
with his knuckles. The guards took the man out, reeling between them. Harn threw the death mask after
them, then turned on the Highlord.

"What'sinteresting?" he demanded.

"Why, that the Horde hasn't suddenly become one big, happy tribe, all bones buried and never mind
who ate whose grandfather. It isn't primarily a question, then, of unification but of motivation. The Horde
is marching against us because its founding fathers have returned and told it to. It needn't even be all of
the founders, either. If any sufficiently large clump of tribes broke the circle and set off on a tangent, the
others would probably follow out of sheer habit."

"That's right," said the Wolver excitedly. "They've been like dogs sniffing after each other for so long that
it's probably second nature now. In that case, if you somehow manage to turn the ones under orders, the
rest will follow."

"Yes, but under whose orders?" Harn growled. "Who are these so-called founders when they're at
home? Are we up against three-hundred-year-old ghosts now?"

"After the past few weeks," said Torisen dryly, "it wouldn't surprise me. But I'll give you a more likely
name: changers."

"Eh?"

"Well, consider: We already know from Tentir that at least one of them is mixed up in all this. What if
there are more, masquerading as the tribal forefathers? The death masks would give them faces of a sort
to copy. You know that I've always thought some darkling influence was at work in the Horde. This isn't
quite what I had in mind, but it would still explain a good many things."

Harn snorted. "Yes, everything except how to fight them, unless you mean to dig firepits all over the
landscape and shove them in. Hello, what do you want?"

A breathless messenger had appeared in the tent opening. "Sir, our wide patrols have apparently run into
the vanguard of the Horde . . . less than two miles from the Steps."

"What!" Harn sprang up. "Why didn't the lookout on the escarpment spot them?"

"Sir, they're coming on without torches. We think they must have started a forced march just after dark.
The main body of the Horde is still apparently hours away."

"Ancestors be praised for that at least. Off you go, then, and sound the alert. If you're right," he said to
Torisen as the messenger darted off, "this vanguard is the lot under orders. Nice to know who one's
enemies are, isn't it?" He bared his teeth in a fierce grin and left the tent.

Just outside, the Knorth warhorn sounded. Like the rathorn battle cry, it began with a shriek, then
abruptly deepened into a roar that made cups on a nearby table rattle. Before it hit the second, deeper
note, it was joined by the howl of Danior's horn and a moment later by those of the other seven houses
as the alarm spread. The Host awoke with a shout.

"So now it starts," Torisen said quietly to the Wolver.

As the wild cacophony of the horns died, thunder could be heard growling in the south, and stars began
to wink out one by one before the coming storm.
***

"DO YOU MEAN TO SAY," said Danior, shouting to make himself heard, "that it's always like this in
the heart of the Wastes?"

"Worse, my boy," Ardeth shouted back. "Much worse. The Horde circles a perpetual maelstrom. Be
glad they only brought a touch of it with them."

"Hold on," said Torisen sharply.

Another blast of wind hit, making Brithany stagger and the two heavier war horses brace themselves,
ears flat. They were on top of the escarpment. The leading edge of the storm had reached them, bringing
strong, shifting winds and a darkness hard even for Kencyr eyes to penetrate. Far back in the plain's
gloom, the Horde's torches sparkled fitfully like stars fallen to earth. From below came the confused
sounds of battle. Then lightning split the sky almost overhead with a crash that made the horses jump. In
the darkness that rushed in again, the image remained of a seething mass extending from the foot of the
steps almost a mile back onto the plain. The full body of the vanguard had arrived.

"Now that, as Lord Brandan said, is moderately impressive."

No one had noticed Prince Odalian ride up. His voice, speaking in a lull, made them all start.

"I've been settling my people in at the second barricade, relieving yours, Lord Danior, according to

plan," he said. "Lord Ardeth, your people seem to have the first barricade well under control, although I
think they're getting tired. One hour is too long a stint, considering the opposition."

"Still bad, eh?"

"Worse than ever. They just keep coming, and the bodies are starting to pile up. That lower barricade
may have a twelve-foot drop on the far side, but if this keeps up, they'll be able to climb over it soon
using their own dead as a ramp."

"Nasty," said Torisen.

"And then some."

"I wish we could see what's going on," Danior complained. He had ridden over the edge of the
escarpment and was trying to peer back up the gorge. "These damned trees . . . wait a minute." The
tenor of the shouting below had changed. A rising gust of wind brought a cacophony of Ka'sa war
cries—the names of tribal founders, mostly—shrill with blood-lust and triumph.

"Something has happened," Torisen said sharply.

He wheeled Storm and set off at a gallop northward toward the head of the stairs with the others riding
after him. Halfway there, a messenger met them.

"My lord! The first barricade has fallen, and I don't think the Karkinorans will hold the second!"

"Oh, won't they, by God," said the Prince through his teeth. "We'll see." He spurred on with his retinue
scrambling to catch up.

"What happened?" Torisen demanded.

"Lord, t-they say that Pereden came to the barrier and ordered his father's men to withdraw. They
hesitated, and—and were overrun . . . Lord Ardeth!"

Torisen turned quickly to find Ardeth bent forward over Brithany's neck. He caught the old man's arm to
steady him.

"Adric, listen! I told you about our suspicions that changers are leading the Horde. Well, this proves it.
That wasn't your son Pereden. Do you understand? Do you?"

Ardeth drew himself upright with an effort and nodded. His face was haggard.

"Good. I thought you were going to have a heart attack."

"I . . . was seriously considering it."

"Listen!" said Danior.

The uproar in the gorge was getting louder. Then it swept northward. About a quarter of a mile ahead,
dark figures began to spill off the steps into the lower meadow. There were hundreds, thousands of them.
Shrill Ka'sa war cries rose in a continuous chorus.

"They're between us and the main body of the Host," said Torisen. "Damn."

"Shall we fight our way through?" Danior asked eagerly.

"With a combined war-guard of only about a hundred riders?" Then too, there was Ardeth, who still
looked shaken and wasn't even wearing full armor since he hadn't expected to take any part in the
fighting. This upset had caught them all badly off-balance. Still, "Harn is with the Host. He'll see that the
contingency plans go into action. We'll get back as fast as we can, the long way: through the woods."

The Kendar of his war-guard exchanged glances. On the whole, they would rather have gone straight
through the Horde.
***

THE SURVIVING DEFENDERS of the steps fell back to the bottleneck between the middle and lower
meadows where they met the Kencyr reserve coming down to reinforce them. About four-fifths of the
Host was engaged now and most of the Karkinoran army, spread across the quarter-mile gap between
the river and the woods. No one—Host, Horde, or army—went in among the trees.

Harn met Odalian and the tattered remains of his retinue just behind the front line shield-wall.

"How long can we hold here?" the Prince asked, shouting over the uproar.

"Trinity knows. They just keep coming. We need Gaineron's people, but he hasn't brought them down
yet from the camp. Damn that man. If he's forgotten his part in the plan, I'll —I'll have Ashe put him in a
song he'll never live down . . . heads up!"

A screaming wave of Wastelanders had charged in among the leveled spears and hit the shield-wall.
They swarmed up over it. The first across died on the defenders' swords, entangling them, and the next
wave crashed down alive on the far side. Harn swept the Prince behind him. His own shield was only a
small buckler strapped to his forearm, but it served to turn aside the Wasters' weapons of stone and
bone while his own war axe cleared a bloody arc before him.

He felt the red tide of berserker rage rise in him. The night narrowed to the flash of steel, the spray of
blood, the crunch of axe on bone, again and again and again. How simple everything suddenly was. One
knew one's enemies, and one killed them. Vaguely, he heard the shout of the one-hundred command that
swept in to the rescue, heard the crash of the shield wall closing again against the continuing onslaught
from the south. Still deep in the blood-lust, Harn only knew that he was running out of enemies to kill. He
turned, questing. Ah, here was one more, the last, the greatest enemy of all. Others tried to stop him. He
swept them aside, raised his axe to strike at the slight figure of his foe. It slipped away from his blow. The
rage gave him speed and strength, but the other still outmatched him. He struck again, missed again, and
in the moment before he could regain his balance, the other caught him. Harn fell. He struggled but was
held fast. Someone was shouting in his ear:

"Harn! Commandant! Get control of yourself, man!"

The rage receded. Harn found himself on the ground, caught in an earth-moving grip that completely
immobilized him. The voice in his ear was that of the Prince.

"Highness! W-what happened?"

"Well, so far you've slaughtered about thirty Wasters, terrorized your own people, and very nearly
massacred what was left of mine. You also seemed pretty determined to make mincemeat of me. Are
you still so inclined, or can I let go?"

Harn tested the other's grip again and found it unshakeable. He relaxed with a grunt. "You know a thing
or two about the Senethar, don't you, Highness?"

The Prince released him. "I like to think so. Now what?"

The tenor of the shouting had changed to the east.

"Can you hold here?" Harn demanded.

"We can try."

"Good enough."

Harn loped off eastward through the one-hundred command which had helped to close the breach. The
Kendar hastily made way for him. Beyond their torches, chaos reigned. To Harn's right was the shield
wall with a second and sometimes a third line of defenders behind it. It surged back and forth, roaring, a
solid mass of blackness except where torchlight fell on strained faces and the flash of swords. Harn went
on behind it, tripping over bodies, slithering on grass wet with blood. Damn this darkness anyway.
Deeper patches of it moved across the meadow like cloud shadows, obscuring everything. This was like
the fall of worlds after moon-dark, when all things come unmade and the void gapes.

Harn scarcely felt more settled in his own spirit. He had just tried to kill Prince Odalian. One of the few
good things about his past berserker rages was that even in the deepest blood-lust, he had always
instinctively known friend from foe. Now, for the first time, he had deliberately gone after an ally. He felt
as if he were beginning to lose control—of the battle, of himself. Where the hell was Blackie? Harn knew
that Torisen was still alive, as did every Kendar bound to the Highlord, but he needed him here, now.
Somehow, Torisen's mere presence always helped. Harn had been all right with the Southern Host until
the boy had left to become Highlord. If he was starting to lose his grip for good now as aging berserkers
often did, it was high time that he turned to the White Knife. But not just yet. Blackie was depending on
him to keep his head, to keep control, and so he would, by God—if only he didn't lose his temper. Damn
and blast this darkness!

Someone ran into him. "Sir!" It was one of his randon cadets, an Ardeth, almost in tears. "Sir, the line
has broken! We couldn't hold. I'm sorry, sir . . ."

Horns in the darkness, signaling three, four, five breaks in the line.

At this point, he should signal plan four—all houses to close the line except Caineron's, which was to
deal with those Wasters who had broken through. But as far as he could tell, Caineron was still no place
on the field. Damn and blast.

"Signal four and find me a horse," he snapped at the cadet. "Quick, boy!"

The horns belled behind him as he galloped up through the middle field. The night was full of dark,
running figures. How could so many have broken through? Suddenly his horse plowed into a knot of
them and almost floundered. Hands clutched at him. Ka'sa cries rose in a venomous, suppressed hiss as
if he had tumbled into a nest of vipers. His horse gave a shriek and bolted free.

The Host's encampment was a good two miles farther on. Horse and rider scrambled up the Lower
Hurdles at a point where the lowest step was only about three feet high and galloped on among the
watchfires into Caineron's camp. All the lord's troops were still there. Harn's mount skidded to a stop in
front of the tent of Sheth Sharp-Tongue, Caineron's randon commander. The Kendar who ran forward
to hold his horse gave the beast a startled look. Harn saw that the animal's flanks and legs were covered

with bleeding bites.

He stormed into the tent, sweeping aside Sheth's aide. The commander himself sat at a small table,
reading something. Candlelight brought out the hint of Highborn blood in the sharp lines of his face. It said
a good deal for the strength of his nerves that he didn't flinch as Harn loomed over him.

"Why in Perimal's name aren't you at your post?" Harn bellowed down at him. "The line was broken,
and I've signaled four. Trinity only knows how many Wasters are halfway here now!"

Sheth closed his book and rose. He was thinner than Harn but a good head taller, which gave him the
impression of stooping over the burly Kendar. His acrimonious manner, feared throughout the Kencyrath,
for once wasn't in evidence.

"Gently, Harn, gently. My lord Caineron ordered that we wait for him to lead us into position. I think,"
he said, as if the words gave him some difficulty, "that he wants to lead a charge. He's never done that
before."

"Well, now's his big chance. So where in all the names of God is he?"

"Gone."

"What?"

"He came back from Hurlen earlier this evening in foul temper. Whatever upset him, I think he was still
brooding about it even after the alert sounded around one o'clock this morning. At any rate, his servant
tells me that he suddenly acted as if he'd gotten a brilliant idea and went rushing out again with a few of
his most trusted war-guard. That was about an hour ago, just before we heard that the barricades had
fallen. I have no idea where he is now."

"And you can't move until he gets back."

"No."

"Yes, you can," said a voice at the tent entrance.

The two randon turned sharply to find Donkerri standing there with Kindrie and Burr behind him.

"We came to find out if there was any news of the Highlord," said Kindrie hastily.

"None," said Harn. "Highborn . . . Doni . . . what do you mean?"

"Grandfather told me that if he wasn't here, I had the authority to order his troops to their posts," said
Donkerri in a high, defiant voice.

Harn and Sheth looked at each other. They both knew that Donkerri had been disowned and was
almost certainly lying. Kindrie knew, too.

"Don't!" he said sharply to the boy. "Think what you're saying."

"I have thought. I owe Torisen a debt. Now I'm paying it."

"Do I understand," said Sheth carefully, "that you are taking responsibility for this, on your honor?"

Donkerri took a deep breath. He was very pale. "Yes."

"Then we can move." Halfway out of the tent, Sheth turned. "Thank you," he said to Donkerri, and was
gone. They heard him outside shouting orders.

"Y-you'll tell the Highlord?" Donkerri asked Harn in an unsteady voice. "Try to explain . . ."

"He'll understand, and be very proud of you. Now you'd better come with us."

"Sir, there's no time for the proper rites," Burr protested.

"The essentials won't be up to us anyway, thank God. Just find him a sword."

"And armor?"

"No."

Kindrie caught Harn's arm. "You can't take him into battle, My God, he's only a boy!"

" 'We all find our own rites of passage,' " said Burr unexpectedly. "It was something my lord said at

Tagmeth," he explained.

"This rite may have saved us all, but through a lie that's cost Doni his honor," said Harn. "The only way
that honor can be restored is through an honorable death. You know that, Highborn."

Kindrie let his hand drop. "Yes," he said numbly. "I know that. Good-bye, Donkerri."

When they were gone, Kindrie stood for a long moment in the empty tent. Outside, horses neighing,
shouts, receding hoof-beats. Caineron's troops had been ready to move at a minute's notice for hours
and now did so. When the Shanir emerged, all twelve thousand of them were gone, with dust still swirling
in the light of abandoned watchfires. Far downfield, horns were sounding the news of a line utterly
broken. Then came the Cainerons' eldritch war cry, faint in the distance, and the crash of horses clearing
the Lower Hurdles. The wind veered, taking the sounds of battle with it. Upfield, a sheep overlooked by
its shepherd was bleating disconsolately.

Kindrie went through the empty camp. No, not quite empty. Ahead was a large tent full of light and
activity, guarded by Jaran and Coman one-hundred commands. Inside, bandages were being folded,
poultices and potions prepared.

"Yes, Highborn?" A red smocked surgeon bustled up, brisk, impatient. "Can we help you?"

Kindrie gulped. "Perhaps I can help you," he said diffidently. "You see, I'm a . . . a healer, of sorts."
***

THE CABLE STRETCHED TO INFINITY. Gleaming water surged over it, under it, pulling, pulling.
Her arms ached from fighting the strain. Hemp fibers lodged under her nails like splinters. Every time she
released one grip to take another inches farther on, the current tried to sweep her over or under the
cable, down toward the rapids. Trinity, what a relief it would be to let go, to rest until she hit the white
water and then to die. Drowning was supposed to be an easy death. But her hands went on, grip by
painful grip, as if they had determined on their own not to let go of life.

. . . too stupid to give up, too stupid to give up . . .
***

JAME BLINKED. She still heard the rapid's almost deafening roar, but what she saw were flames. A
small bonfire, with her d'hen and boots drying beside it. A sharp face across the flames turned toward
her.

"Hello," said Graykin.

"Hello." She had to raise her voice almost to a shout to make it carry over the water's noise. "I assume I
didn't drown."

"Not quite. You got nearly to shore before passing out, and fetched up on some rocks a few yards
downstream. We're about a hundred feet farther down the gorge now, about level with the Lower
Hurdles. The River Road is on top of that cliff behind us, which you can't see because it's about as light
down here as the inside of a boot. So much for the geography lesson. How do you feel?"

"As if drowning might have been a good idea."

She pushed back the blanket and sat up. Her arms felt as if every muscle in them had been pulled. She
looked at her hands, at ruined gloves and nails scarcely in better shape. She wouldn't be using them again
soon. At least by some miracle Ganth's ring hadn't fallen off. She considered pocketing it, then on impulse
stripped off what was left of her gloves, wrapped a bit of fabric around the ring and put it back on.

"Let's see. So far tonight I've fallen out of a tower, almost drowned, nearly been declawed, and now I'm
apt to lose my voice from shouting. Once, just once, I'd like to spend a quiet evening at home—wherever
that is. So when does your lord Caineron arrive to collect me?"

Graykin spat into the shadows. "He's not 'my lord' anymore. Mind you, he still would be—as much as
he ever was—if he had given me what the news of your arrival was worth."

"And he didn't, huh?"

Graykin drew a handful of coins out of his pocket and let them spill, flashing, onto the ground. "What do
you think?"

"That Caineron is a fool. Also that you're being very . . . blunt."

He shot her a look across the flames. "I'm no more apt to lie than you are, but there are a hundred ways
to hide the truth. I'll never use any of them with you, ever. That's a promise."

She stared at him, wondering if she had heard correctly. "Graykin, that's one hell of a concession. Why?
Guilt?"

"No. I simply follow my own interests. Listen: People in power need sneaks like me to be their eyes, to
keep their hands clean. I've been Caineron's sneak most of my life—not bound to him, you understand,
just letting him use me. Well, that's over now. He'll never give me what I want, but perhaps someday you
can. You'll need someone like me when you have power. Oh yes, you'll get it. Nothing stops you. When
that day comes, I want to be your sneak—if you're half-witted enough to want me."

Jame shook her head. "Graykin, this is one of the strangest conversations I've ever had, which is saying
something. Even if you're right about the power, which I doubt . . ."

"Why should you trust me? A good question. The best I can do is offer two tokens of my good faith.
First, this." He picked up a long bundle and handed it to her across the flames. "It's your brother's sword.
Caineron wanted it, but he'll have to do without. Second, when we last met, you trusted me with your
name. Unfortunately, my Southron mother didn't live long enough to give me one. All my life, I've
answered to whatever people chose to call me. But I can tell you who my father is: Caineron."

"Sweet Trinity. Does he know?"

"Oh yes," said Graykin with great bitterness. "He thinks it means that he owns me. I thought that if I
served him well, perhaps someday he would acknowledge me as his son. Yes, yes, I was stupid. Just
wait until you want something that badly, though, and see how wise you are."

Jame tensed. "Do you hear something?"

They listened. It was so dark that the world might have ended at the edge of the firelight. Beyond that,
the river's roar and its echo off the cliff face hemmed them in with walls of sound. They had been
exchanging confidences almost at a shout. Now Graykin dropped his voice so that Jame could barely
hear it.

"I think something has been going on downstream for some time now. Down here, it's hard to tell,
though. There!" He sprang to his feet. "Voices . . . upstream. I'll check. You had better dress."

Jame was pulling on her boots when he came back.

"It's Caineron, searching the shore," he said, kicking apart the fire and stomping on the embers. "He must
have remembered the boat cable—a mere five hours after the event. You'd better run for it."

"Where?"

"Up the cliff—there's a path of sorts—and across the road. I left a horse on the far side, tied up behind
some bushes."

"Such foresight."

"A sneak's virtue. Here's the sword."

She had to grope for it.

"Here's the path."

She paused in the pitch blackness and caught the hand with which he had been guiding her. "Graykin,
I'm going to trust you again. Go to the room where I was staying in Hurlen on the southernmost island.
Under a loose board in the corner, you'll find a knapsack. Hang onto it for me. If I manage to get myself
killed, let my brother take his turn being responsible for the nasty thing. Promise?"

"Yes . . . my lady."

He spoke with a sort of wonder, as if the title had been surprised out of him. As for Jame, for a moment
she couldn't tell where her hand ended and his began. Then torches appeared upstream. She had
scrambled nearly to the top of the gorge when the thought struck her:

Sweet Trinity, I think I've just bound that man to me.

Up on the road, the light was better, but just barely. Jame paused, her ears still ringing from the echo
chamber of the gorge. What a difference it made to be out of it. To the south she heard shouting, a
continuous, distant roar. Graykin had been right: something was going on downstream. And behind? No
sound came out of that well of noise except the water's roar, but lights were winding back and forth up
the cliff face. Damn. Caineron had found the path.

Jame quickly crossed the road and scrambled down among the bushes on the far side. There was a
horse, a white, battle-scarred trooper, straining at his tether. Jame untied him and mounted awkwardly.
Whatever else she had learned in Perimal Darkling, apparently no one had taught her horsemanship. The
lowest step of the Lower Hurdles stretched out before her like a white chalk wall. She rode westward
along it.

Downfield, the shouting got louder. Now horns were blowing, Jame reined in. Thunder came from the
north, a continuous, rumbling roll of it. She rose in the stirrups, trying to see over the step, but the tall
fringe of meadow grass on top of it blocked her view. The stone of the step face vibrated under her
hand. The rumbling grew louder. Her mount snorted and turned to face southward. She could feel him
collect himself. Now what on earth . . .

Lightning split open the sky. In that brief, lurid glare, the middle and lower meadows leaped into sight,
black with figures running toward her. The rumble grew, thunder crashed, and Caineron's riders came
over the lowest step, over her head, in a screaming wave.

Jame nearly fell off as her mount bolted. He hit his stride just as the other war horses recovered from
their plunge. She found herself galloping between two riders, one apparently raving mad, the other little
more than a boy. The latter stared at her with his mouth open. Jame clung to her horse and to the sword,
sure that at any moment she would lose one or both of them. Her feet had already slipped out of the
stirrups. The Kencyr line crashed into and through the first wave of Wasters, then the second and third,
riding them down. Jame's horse stumbled on bodies, recovered, then put his foot in a rabbit hole and
somersaulted. Jame found herself in midair, still clutching the sword. She had just time and wits enough to
wrap herself around it before she crashed into the ground. For a moment, the night went very dark
indeed.

Some light returned to her stunned senses and sound: a shrill yelling, very close. The boy was standing
over her, facing a huge Waster, shouting defiance in a cracked voice. The Waster laughed. His teeth
were filed and very white. He scooped the boy up and broke him over his knee like a dry stick. Then he
lowered his head to bite.

Jame lurched to her feet with the rathorn war cry of her house. She swung the sword. The blade sheered
through its wrappings, through the Waster's boiled leather armor, halfway through his body. He dropped
the boy with a grunt of amazement, took a step, and pitched forward on top of her. Jame dragged herself
clear. Her right hand, wearing the ring, gripping the sword, tingled as if it had been asleep. So at least one
of the stories about Kin-Slayer was true. She drove the blade into the earth and knelt beside her
would-be rescuer. With horror, she saw that the boy was still alive.

He stared up at her with blank amazement. "Why, it doesn't hurt at all. I can't feel a thing. Did I do well,
Highlord?"

"But I'm n. . . ." She swallowed. "Yes. You did very well."

"Good," he said, and died.

"Tori!" The shout, almost a bay, rose from somewhere close by out of the battle's uproar. "Tori, I heard
your war cry. Where are you?" A shaggy figure burst out of the seething darkness and stopped short, red
eyes glowing. Its pointed ears flattened and it crouched. "You aren't Tori. Changer!"

It sprang. Jame lunged for the sword, but was knocked away from it. The wolf was on top of her,
snapping at her throat. She jammed her left forearm, protected by the d'hen's reinforced sleeve, between
its jaws and tried to reach the Ivory Knife in its boot sheath. Her fingers brushed, then grasped it. She
was poised to strike when the wolf gave a sudden yelp of astonishment and sprang back, regaining his
human aspect in midair.

"You aren't a man!"

"I'm not a changer either," she snapped. "Where's the Highlord?"

"I don't know!" the other wailed. "I leave him on his own just for a minute, and this happens!" He spread
his arms to include the entire battlefield with perhaps two hundred thousand warriors locked in bloody
combat on it. "Anyway, who in seven hells are you?"

Before Jame could answer, a sizable number of riders bearing torches swept down on them, reining in
only at the last minute. Jame found herself among the war horses. Their massive bodies surged around
her, white-rimmed eyes rolling in her direction, iron-shod hooves dancing. She whacked one on the nose
when it bared its yellow teeth at her.

"Behave, you!"

The beast reared back, snorting, astonished either at the blow or at a voice speaking Kens almost under
its hooves. "What in Perimal's name . . ." said its rider, but Jame had already ducked away through the
press.

"Grimly!" a voice cried nearby. "Have you seen either Tori or Ardeth?"

"No! Weren't they with you?"

"Well, yes, until we tried to cut through the woods to rejoin the Host. Then, somehow, w-we lost them
both."

"What?"

Jame was close enough now to see the speakers. One was the shaggy man who had attacked her, and
the other, a young distraught-looking Highborn who apparently led these riders.

"Grimly, it was so strange," the latter was saying. "One minute they were riding ahead of us, then the mist
came up and they were gone, except that we could still hear them for a while. Then their voices faded,
too. I didn't think we'd ever find our own way out."

Jame retrieved the sword, practically from under the Highborn's horse. "Which direction is this forest?"
she demanded.

"Why, that way," Danior pointed. "But who . . ."

She was already gone.
***

"THIS IS RIDICULOUS," said Torisen. "Somewhere in the immediate vicinity, the greatest battle of the
millennia is raging, and I can't find it. Adric, do you have any idea which way we should go?"

"None, my boy. I'm completely turned around. Really, this is a most peculiar place."

That, thought Torisen, was putting it mildly. The woods were even more a world of their own now than
they had been the previous afternoon. Mist lay even thicker on the ground than before, glowing faintly.
No sound of battle penetrated here. Lightning occasionally flashed overhead, throwing green leaves into
relief, but only a whisper of thunder reached here below. The entire forest seemed to be holding its
breath. It was almost as if through mist and misdirection it was trying to keep them from the battle.

No, thought Torisen, irritated with himself. That was pure imagination. He was simply worried about the
fight, about Harn's ability to control it, about Ardeth's health.

"How do you feel?" he asked the old man.

"Oh, well enough, considering."

Considering that he was still very close to a heart attack. Damn Pereden anyway. Nothing about this
business, desperate as it was, would have upset Ardeth half so much if his wretched son hadn't been
mixed up in it.

"Highlord! Torisen!"

A voice in the woods, calling his name.

Ardeth put a hand quickly on his arm. "Don't answer."

"But surely that's Holly."

Brithany was listening, ears pricked. The distant voice called again, joined by another.

"No, that's not Lord Danior," said Ardeth in an odd tone. "I don't know who it is, or what, but as for
that other voice . . ."

"It's not Pereden," Torisen said sharply. "I told you about the changers. Never mind who it sounds like.
Damn." He swung down hastily from Storm and helped Ardeth to dismount. "Sit down, Adric. Steady,
steady . . . there. All right?"

"Yes, yes . . . just let me rest for a minute."

Torisen settled him back against a tree. He always forgot how old Ardeth was, how close to that abrupt
slide into senility and death that marked the end of so many Highborn. Adric would probably prefer to
die of sudden heart failure or even by his own hand than finish as Jedrak had; but it hadn't quite come to
that yet, not if he could spare the old man any further shocks for a while.

Ardeth gave him a rather shaken smile. "Thank you, my boy. You know, it's odd to think that when we
first met, you were half the age you are now and I was already old." He shook his head. "Fifteen years
ago. I think, on the whole, that we've done rather well by each other."

"On the whole. That sounds like running water. Rest here a minute, and I'll get you some."

He took his helmet from Storm's saddle bow and went to look. Mist drifted between the trees. Forest
depths appeared and disappeared silently, gray trunks shining silver in the mist-glow, leaves a pale,
luminous green. The liquid chuckle was almost underfoot now, although all Torisen could see was a
feathery carpet of ferns. He parted them. The sound stopped instantly. Under the fronds ran a stream
made up entirely of bluebells.

Lured.

He tried to find his way back to Ardeth, without success. This was really ridiculous. First he had
misplaced a battle and now an old man and two horses who surely couldn't be more than fifty feet away.
He called and thought he heard Brithany neigh softly in response, but which way was she? When he tried
again, only the voices answered him, calling his name—six, seven, eight of them at least, eldritch and
mocking. The one that mimicked Pereden was still recognizable, but the others made no attempt now to
sound like anyone he knew.

If he couldn't find Ardeth, he must at least try to lead these pursuers away from the old man to
someplace where he could confront them. After all, it was the Highlord whom they wanted. This was his
fight.

He raised his helmet to put it on, then hesitated, staring at it. Its polished back seemed to be glowing.
No, it was reflecting some light, just as were the inserts of fine chain mesh on the backs of his leather
gauntlets. But what possible source. . . .On the helmet, he saw the distorted reflection of his own face
with something bright beneath it. The Kenthiar. He was wearing the silver collar with its single gem for the
first time since Wyrden, and the gem had begun to glow. Had that ever happened before? He didn't think

so, but then in all its long history, no Highlord had probably ever brought the collar to a place like this.
Should he take it off before it decided to do something else? No. Better not to meddle. Besides, the
damned thing might object to being removed. He put on the helmet, unslung his buckler, and drew his
sword. There. Now, which way to go? The voices called again, closer this time, but he still couldn't tell
which direction they came from. He set out at random.

The dreamlike quality of the woods grew. The mist itself drifted between glimmering tree trunks, silently,
continually changing shape. Torisen was haunted by a sense of constant movement just out of his line of
sight. His armor felt almost as if it were deliberately hindering him. Its outer layer consisted principally of
rhi-sar leather, boiled, beaten, and finally shaped to his body before it hardened. Although excellent
against sword and arrow, it had hardly been designed for sneaking about in a midnight forest. His right
boot kept squeaking. All he heard beyond that were the voices, especially the one that sounded so much
like Pereden.

"Torisen, where are you?" That voice was calling now in a jeering croon. "Don't run away. Brave, sweet
Blackie, wait for me."

Blackie?

Ahead, the trees ended. Was he entering a glade? The mist made it impossible to tell, but he sensed the
presence of something solid on either side. Beyond, the feeling of open space returned. The Kenthiar's
glow grew. Ferns brushed his knees. Mist swirled, momentarily clearing overhead, rolling back. The
walls of the bluff curved around him. At their heights, the stones seemed to shine faintly through the dirt
and plant growth accumulated over centuries if not millennia. He was in the hollow at the heart of the
wood.

Movement behind him. He turned as figures emerged from the mist—six, seven, eight of them wearing
the patchwork skins and ivory ornaments of Waster elders, a ninth in rhi-sar armor stained blue. They
surrounded him. So. He saluted the ninth and waited in silence, poised.
***

AFTERWARD, Jame remembered little of her hasty trip across the battlefield. Visibility changed
practically from step to step. Sometimes whole vistas opened up before her, sometimes she couldn't see
beyond her own outstretched hand. The battle seemed to be raging in scattered pockets all over the field
as the Wasters who had broken into the middle ground grappled with Caineron's forces above them and
the rest of the Host below. She stumbled onto scenes of heroism, carnage, and horror beyond anything
she had ever imagined. Here a ten-command under a randon cadet charged a force three times its size to
rescue a fallen comrade. There a solitary Waster sat munching someone's arm while the battle surged
about him. Her hand was beginning to blister from gripping Kin-Slayer, especially around the ring. This
was clearly not a weapon to be wielded without cost. She had no idea how many Wasters she had killed
and only a vague impression of the wave of startled half-recognition that followed her.

Here at last was the edge of the woods. Under the leaves, in the glowing mist, she stopped, amazed. It
was so like the Anarchies, only somehow less deeply rooted and more awake. The Anarchies had been

a sleeping land, thick with ancient power, difficult to rouse in any but a superficial sense. Beneath its
surface calm, this place felt as twitchy as a horse's hide in fly season. Before she had gone more than a
hundred feet she realized that she was already lost. Damn. She could wander around in here all night,
unless . . .

She groped in a pocket and drew out the imu medallion. Waster blood still ran down the sword. She let
it drip on the imu's lips.

"All right," she said fiercely to it. "Do something."

It just lay there. As she turned, however, it suddenly tugged at her hand. She went where it pulled her,
walking quickly at first, then running. Trees, mist, and then suddenly a stone cliff soaring up overhead.
When the imu pulled her left along the base of the cliff, she guessed she was moving southward. Distant
voices were calling her brother's name. Jame saved her breath for running. She had gone about a mile
when the cliff abruptly fell away to the right. Jame hesitated. Her keyed-up senses told her that she was
on the edge of an area thick with ancient power. Like the Anarchies, this was no place for humans, and
especially not for anyone with the Darkling taint.

From inside came a sudden shout, ringingly echoed, and the crash of steel. Jame ran toward the sounds.

A fight was going on very close at hand. One voice was shouting almost continually, shrill with rage and
hate, against the rasp and clash of swords. Echoes rang from all sides. Sword in one hand, imu in the
other, Jame crept cautiously closer. If the mist was this thick throughout this place, she could suddenly
find herself too close to the combatants for comfort.

Ah-ha. Ahead it thinned and dropped to knee-level, leaving an arena of sorts a good fifty feet across.
Two armed figures confronted each other in the open. One, clad in black and silver, had a glowing jewel
at his throat. The other wore dusty blue. Jame dropped to her stomach and wriggled closer under cover
of the mist and ferns.

The blue warrior was making all the noise. His technique seemed to consist entirely of fire-leaping
swordplay, fast, aggressive, and showy. Every time he shouted, his voice cracked back from the cliff
walls and more dirt rattled down from them. The echoes were deafening.

In contrast, his opponent fought in silence, using mostly water-flowing and wind-blowing evasions. Jame
knew immediately that this was her brother. "Never make an unnecessary move," Ganth had said over
and over when Tori had begun his training at the keep in the Haunted Lands, and she had crept close to
watch as she did now. Tori had learned well. His style was as spare and elegant as any she had ever seen
and made her remember with some embarrassment all the thrashing about she had done with Kin-Slayer,
getting here.

Just then, the blue warrior seriously overextended himself in a lunge. Torisen slipped out of the way,

caught the other's sword hand, and jerked him forward even farther into a sharp blow with the hilt of his
own sword that drove the other's nasal guard back into his face. The man dropped without a sound. The
ground mist swallowed him. Jame almost gave a whoop, but just then Torisen turned directly to her, or
so it seemed, and gave a formal salute. She was startled into silence—luckily, as it turned out.

Something moved behind and to either side of her. As she flattened herself under the ferns, the mist
withdrew slightly to reveal eight figures surrounding both Torisen and her. She had apparently crept
between two without noticing them or being noticed. They were dressed like Waster elders, but
something in their eyes gave her pause. If she had been Jorin, the fur would have risen down her spine.
The odd thought came to her that this was all a trap that the woods had set for these Darkling creatures,
using her brother as bait; but he didn't know how to spring it and neither did she. She edged carefully
backward through the ferns.

On the far side of the circle, one of the creatures stepped forward, and Torisen pivoted to face it. It
saluted, clenched fists held at waist height, crossed at the wrists—a derisive challenge from superior to
inferior. Torisen responded silently with hands holding sword and buckler held uncrossed chest high, the
challenge response to one whose rank is unknown. The other gave a scornful snort and picked up its
weapon. Worked metal of any sort was rare in the Horde due to its constant movement and general lack
of forges. The most prized weapon was a stone-headed axe with a long shaft made from the femur of
one of the huge shaggy beasts that pulled their tent wagons. That was the sort of weapon this creature
hefted and swung with sudden, murderous strength.

The axe-head glanced off Torisen's steel buckler, denting it. He retreated step by step before the
onslaught, using water-flowing and wind-blowing moves to avoid any blow he could. The other followed,
snickering.

Just then, Torisen's foot caught in a tangle of ferns. Jame gasped as she saw the killing blow whistle
down on him. Unable to sidestep, he caught it full on his shield. The buckler shattered. He was driven
down to one knee, his left arm at least momentarily useless. Before the other could recover, Torisen
lunged. His blade caught his opponent in the abdomen and ripped upward. He disengaged and staggered
back. The other dropped its axe and stood there swaying, arms wrapped around the terrible wound.
Why didn't it fall? Instead, it began to laugh, a crazy, giggling sound. It spread its arms. The wound had
closed. Torisen threw aside the remains of his buckler and went back a step, sword raised. The blade
had been almost eaten through by the other's blood. It fell apart in his hand. Soft laughter rose from all
sides.

Changers,Jame thought, horrified. They're all changers.

She gave a shout and threw Kin-Slayer: "Here, Tori . . . catch!" The mist closed around her as she
ducked back into it, drawing the Ivory Knife from her boot.

He turned to see the blade flashing toward him, caught it, and swung. It caught the changer just under its
chin as the creature rose. Its head flew off, bounced once and disappeared. Jame heard it some distance
away, mewling petulantly under the ferns. The changer's body collapsed slowly, its gaping wound already

sealed. Even as it sank under the mist and fronds, it kept moving like a swimmer slowly floundering. Its
hand rose, clutched air, sank.

Torisen had sprung back, breathing hard. Now for the first time he looked at his weapon and saw with
utter amazement not only that it was undamaged but what blade it was. He turned sharply to discover
who had thrown it, but saw only the remaining changers, closing in around him.

Jame, hidden in the mist, heard the sound of renewed combat. She was neither equipped nor trained to
help Tori out there in the open, so she must do what she could here on the fringe, in the shadows—like a
proper sneak, as Graykin would say. But this sneak bit with the tooth of death.

A changer stumbled back into the mist, clutching a bloody sleeve. Before its wound could close, Jame
slipped up behind it and drew the Knife lightly across its neck. The creature whirled, snarling. Then a
startled look crossed its stolen face, and it toppled, dead. One down, seven to go.

She claimed two more, catching glimpses of the main battle each time. Kin-Slayer, reforged in Perimal
Darkling, seemed as proof against the changers' blood as the Knife, but Torisen couldn't go on wielding it
forever against foes who could heal themselves of practically anything. Damn her bungling anyway, to
have gotten the sword to him without the ring.

Meanwhile, Torisen did indeed begin to feel his strength fail. He hadn't realized until now how badly that
forced march had drained him. No, don't think about that, he told himself. Concentrate on weaving
the Senethar patterns of evasion and attack, sword against axes, and remember that too many
direct blows will shatter already weakened armor. Damn. There went his helmet, carried off by a
glancing blow that made his ears ring.

"Good," grunted his opponent, applauding his own strike, the Highlord's evasion, or both.

Torisen struck in reply and missed.

"Not so good."

The sword was shaking in his hand now and the air burning in his lungs. He had almost reached the end
of his endurance. According to legend, Kin-Slayer was supposed to strike true as long as its rightful
owner wielded it. Ganth had hinted at some further secret to its use, but had been too jealous of his
dwindling power to reveal it, especially to one whom he already suspected of wanting to usurp his
position. A fine time this would be to learn that his father's curse actually had taken effect, that he really
was disowned and not the rightful Highlord after all.

Lunge, parry, turn . . . too slow, damnit.

He saw the blow coming, a white blur of stone and bone. It hit him in the stomach. He heard armor
crack, saw Kin-Slayer spin away, all in the split second before he found himself doubled up on the
ground, gasping for breath. There was no blood, ancestors be praised: The chain mail byrnie under the
hardened leather had stopped the axe's edge. Now, if he could just breathe . . .

Hands scooped him up. The largest of the changers was holding him aloft as one might a child and
grinning up at him through freshly broken teeth.

"Come to daddy," it said, and let him drop into its full embrace.

Torisen heard his armor shatter, felt the chain links dig into him. He struck at the other's eyes and ears,
but the changer drew folds of flesh over them. Its arms tightened. He . . . couldn't . . . breathe . . .

Somewhere, someone screamed. The sound merged with the roar of his own blood until both faded into
black velvet silence.

Jame saw her brother fall and rise again in the changer's grasp on the far side of the mist clearing. She
started to run toward him, only to fall barely ten feet across the open space. Something had grabbed her
ankle. It was the headless changer, still wallowing sluggishly under the mist. Its grip felt strong enough to
break bone. The other changers were turning toward her but she ignored them. She saw her brother
strike at his captor, first with strength, then more and more weakly. Pieces of his armor rained down. In
near panic, she threw the Knife, but it wasn't balanced for such use and she had no skill. It missed.
Torisen went limp, and still the other squeezed. Blood ran down from his nose and mouth.

Jame screamed.

The sound echoed piercingly off the cliffs, bouncing back and forth, seeming to grow—just as the
rathorn's death scream had in the Anarchies. Almost without thinking, Jame pitched her cry to that
terrible sustained note. The sound lanced through her head. The imu vibrated in her hand as if it too
screamed, and perhaps it did. Above, other imus of diamantine emerged along the cliff heights, spitting
earth from their frozen, gaping mouths. They were less well defined than the ones in the Anarchies but, it
seemed, no less deadly.

The changer dropped Torisen and clamped hands over its ears. Its face distorted horribly. The others
had already fallen and lay convulsed among the ferns. The hand gripping Jame's ankle let go. If this really
had been a trap, she thought, lurching to her feet, she had just sprung it with a vengeance. She staggered
toward where her brother had fallen, guided by the gem's glow under the mist. They must get out of here.
The noise grew, shattering thought, and the imu exploded in her hand. She stumbled on—how far, she
didn't know—until her legs seemed to melt out from under her and she fell into the cool ferns, under the
glowing mist, into blessed silence.
***

ALL NIGHT, Harn had felt his berserker blood undercutting his randon discipline. He had briefly lost
control once when he had attacked Prince Odalian; but when the charge began, he finally, deliberately,
let go. Better that than to consider too closely what would happen to the pale boy who rode beside him.
Besides, the battle had gone beyond anyone's control now. There was nothing left but to smash and
smash and smash until it was all over, one way or the other.

So Harn rode over the Lower Hurdles borne on the crest of his battle madness, seeing the field laid bare
for a moment before him by lightning, shouting with the thunder. For a moment, he thought Torisen was
galloping beside him on a white horse, but that was a hallucination: Blackie would never ride white, the
color of death. The pale horse disappeared, and Donkerri with it.

Death take you, boy. Go with honor.

Harn found the largest contingent of Wasters he could and smashed into it. His sword had gone with
Donkerri. Now he again wielded his long-shafted axe, his Kencyr steel against the stone and obsidian of
the enemy. The night stretched on and on in blood and thunder. All around him, lightning limned upturned
faces, sharp teeth, wild eyes. He reaped heads. Hands clutched at him, and he lopped them off, too. His
horse was splashed with gore up to the shoulders. It reared and plunged, striking, biting, finally screaming
as Waster knives found its vitals. It crashed down. Harn rolled free and charged on into his massed foes
until their sheer number stopped him. By now, he had outrun all but one Kendar, who had covered his
back all the way. He fought on in savage joy, too deep in madness to count the odds. The Kendar
behind him was chanting a war song full of the crash of steel, full of battle cries. Lightning and fire
transfixed the night.

Then the scream began. It came from the woods to the right, preternaturally clear and piercing. Harn
started, thinking it was the Knorth rathorn war cry, but it went on and on. A light shone in the heart of the
forest. It seemed to spread. As that incredible scream continued, glowing mist drifted out from between
the trees onto the battlefield. Where it went, the demon wind lost its strength, and the Wasters retreated.
Suddenly they were all in flight. Startled out of his berserker fit, Harn watched them go in amazement.
They scrambled out of the middle ground, into the lower meadow, onto the stairs.

"D'you see that?" he shouted to his companion. "Look at the buggers run. Look!" Getting no response,
he turned. The Kendar was leaning on her spearstaff as if too tired to move. "Are you all right?" Harn
demanded.

"No," said the other in a curiously husky voice, raising the haggard face of a haunt. It was Ashe. "I'm
dead. I've been dead . . . for at least three days."
***

IN THE WOODS, the scream faded, and the mist began to disperse on the battlefield.

Just about this time, the Wolver, Lord Danior, and the combined war-guards reached the trees. They

had been trying to get there for some time, but the currents of battle had swept them far south, almost
into the lower meadow. Now they followed the Wolver into the woods, leaving their mounts, who still
refused to enter. Here the mist still faintly glowed, lighting their way. The Wolver picked up Storm's
scent. Not long afterward, they meet Ardeth leading the war horse and riding Brithany, also in search of
Torisen. The Highlord's scent led them to the hollow. The Wolver crouched unhappily on the threshold
while Ardeth and Danior went in with a handful of their guards to look by the light of mist, diamantine,
and torch.

One of the guards gave a sudden yelp. "Something bit me!" He reached down under the mist and came
up with the changer's severed head, which he held gingerly aloft by its hair. It made a hideous face at him.

They found other bodies under the mist, mostly by tripping over them, and carried them out beyond the
hollow to where the ground had begun to clear. Of these, some were dead, some moving in slow
convulsions with constantly changing faces and bodies. It was clear what the latter were, and also that
their minds had been utterly destroyed. The Kencyr had collected two dead and three insane when
Ardeth spotted the Kenthiar's dimming glow and followed it to the Highlord.

At first they thought he was dead for he lay so still. It wasn't until they had carried him out and laid him
down under torchlight that they could see he was still breathing.

"But, my God," said Danior, staring. "What's happened to his armor?"

Ardeth wiped blood off the young man's face. "Who knows? Most of his adventures recently have been
beyond me. Life used to be so much simpler. Ah, he's waking."

Torisen groaned. His eyes opened, and he stared at them, blankly at first. Then, "What happened?" he
said weakly.

"God's claws and whiskers. Don't you know?"

"I-I remember the fight and being grabbed and not being able to breathe. Then someone screamed, and
I passed out." He looked up at them, confused. "Who screamed?"

"Nothing human from the sound of it," said Danior. "Tori, you should have seen the Wasters run! I bet
there isn't a clean breechcloth in the entire vanguard right now."

Torisen struggled up on one elbow. "The noise routed them?"

"Well, not entirely. They're on the steps again. We should have pressed our pursuit, I suppose, but, well,
we were a bit shaken up, too. And now an attack is apt to bring them swarming back up. It's a stalemate

of sorts. I don't like to think, though, what will happen when they realize we've got their precious
founders, if that's what those things over there are."

"That's it!" said Ardeth. He rose abruptly and went over to look at the pile of changers, living and dead.

"That's what?" Danior asked, puzzled.

"Never mind, my boy, never mind. Let's just say that you've given me an idea." He gestured to his
guards and gave them a low-pitched order. They bent to pick up the changers.

Meanwhile, Torisen had been trying to collect his scattered wits. He felt, on the whole, as if he had just
been rolled down a mountain in a barrel full of rocks. Then he saw Ardeth standing by the changers and
one thought at least leaped into his mind with startling clarity.

"Pereden," he muttered, and struggled to rise. Danior helped him. "Adric . . ."

Ardeth put his hands on Torisen's shoulders. "Now listen, my boy. Over the past few weeks, you've had
insomnia, nightmares, bruises, cuts, bites, poison, and now probably assorted internal injuries as well. Let
someone else have some fun for a change." He bustled off.

Torisen looked at the changers as Ardeth's Kendar carried them off after the old lord. He saw no
familiar faces.

"Holly, do me a favor," he said to Danior. "Go back into the hollow and look for a sword with a
smashed hilt crest. I-I think it's Kin-Slayer."

Danior stared at him. "Your father's lost sword? But . . . Tori, are you sure you're all right?"

"I feel," said Torisen, "like something the cat threw up, but I don't think I dreamed either that
or . . . Holly, while you're in there, look for the—the changer that resembles Pereden. He'll be wearing
blue armor. If he's still alive, take him to my tent, bound and gagged. He's to speak to no one,
understand? Not even to you. Swear it!"

"Yes, of course," said Danior, looking bewildered. He signaled to the Highlord's war-guard. "Now you'd
better go back to camp yourself before anything more happens."

During most of this, the Wolver had been snuffling around in the undergrowth beyond the hollow. He
came trotting back just as Torisen was leaving in the midst of his guard, who had no intention of losing
him again.

"Tori, there's another scent here . . ."

"Not now," said one of the guards, pushing him aside. Torisen hadn't heard.

"Yes, but . . . but. . . ." But the war-guard had already left, bearing its leader captive with it.

Meanwhile, in the hollow, Danior had found both the sword and the blue-armored warrior lying close to
where Torisen had fallen. Danior bound and gagged the warrior as ordered. When he emerged, he
looked rather sick. Perhaps that was because he had never dealt so closely with a changer before, or
perhaps because for all his puppylike bumbling, he was an intelligent young man and had begun to
suspect the truth about his prisoner. At any rate, he was in no mood to gossip with the Wolver.

"But I'm telling you," the poor Wolver cried, "there's someone else in there!"

"I know. I stepped on at least two more bodies. If you want them, Grimly, you can have them."

"But this isn't a changer!"

"I don't care if it's the Witch-King's maiden aunt!" Danior snapped, and left with his own captive.

The Wolver paced back and forth at the mouth of the hollow, torn with indecision. This place was
almost as dangerous for him as for the changers, although in a different way and for a different reason.
His ancestors had been little better than the dogs of the men who had worshipped here. None of his kind
liked to remember that or to admit the effect places like this had on them; but he also couldn't forget the
stranger with Torisen's eyes whose scent he had been following until the tide of battle bore him
southward. She had gone into the hollow and not come out. His keen nose told him that. He paced a
moment more, almost whining, then bared his teeth and dashed inside.

Five feet over the threshold, he dropped to all fours. At five yards, he was padding through the ferns in
his complete furs. At fifty feet, the human part of his consciousness had faded to a dim flicker. It was a
wolf in mind and body that slunk through the fronds now, barely remembering what he sought, only
knowing that this place was frightful. He found two twitching bodies and then, almost against the far cliff
wall, one that lay still. The smell was right. Now what? His lupine mind held only the confused impulse to
protect. He lay down close beside the motionless form, whimpering slightly until the cliffs caught the faint
echo. After that, he lay still in watchful, frightened silence.

Chapter 16

Blood Rites
The Cataracts: 30th of Winter
TORISEN and his war-guard emerged from the wood into the lower meadow opposite the head of the
Mendelin Steps in time to see Ardeth set his scheme in motion. The vanguard of the Horde was backed
down the steps with some of it still spilling into the field. It looked a very compact, dangerous mass,
black under the stormclouds that still hung over it despite the faint, predawn light gathering in the east.
The Host faced it over a no man's land of about a hundred feet, as silent and keyed up as its enemy. One
war cry on either side would probably have been enough to set them at each other's throats again.

Then the Host parted, and Ardeth rode into the space between the armies. He stopped about fifty feet
from the Horde and sat quite still. Behind him, his men came forward with the changers' bodies and laid
them on the trampled grass. Actually, there were five bodies and six heads, the spare having been
brought too, still fitfully grimacing. Then the Kencyr withdrew, Ardeth last, backing Brithany all the way
to Storm's side. The entire Host fell back a short distance, waiting, hardly knowing for what.

"It occurs to me," said Torisen softly to Ardeth, "that it might not be exactly tactful to show the Wasters
what's happened to their revered founders. Just what are you up to, Adric, besides maybe getting us all
killed?"

"Think, my boy, think. If as you guessed, the Horde is only attacking us because its founders have told it
to, and if they realize now that their so-called forefathers are no such thing . . ."

"They might just turn around and go home. If they can still recognize their 'founders' in that lot; if they
know what changers are; if they object sufficiently to having been tricked . . ."

"And if you spin me one more 'if,' my boy, I'll . . . look!"

A Waster had crept forward to the pile of bodies. Several more followed him. For a moment, they
formed a dark knot around the changers, then from their midst came sudden yells of rage and grief. A
Waster broke away and ran toward the Host, still screaming. The spears of the first Kencyr line came
down. The man charged into them, trying to twist past the points, but they caught him, and he fell. The
Host went forward a pace, war cries rising in their throats, and so did the Horde. Torisen spurred in front
of the Kencyr line.

"Still!" he snapped at it.

Simultaneously, someone by the changers also barked a command, and the Wastelanders checked

themselves, startled. An elder rose, holding the spare, severed head by the hair. He was wearing a death
mask that might have come off of the changer's still-twitching face. He addressed the Horde's vanguard
in Ka'sa.

Where the hell were Harn and Ashe, Torisen wondered, trying to quiet Storm. Was he about to get
caught without even a sword between two colliding armies or . . .

But what happened next needed no interpreter. The Waster elder suddenly raised the changer's head
and spat full in its face. Then the entire vanguard simply turned, muttering, and withdrew. The elder
dropped the head, gave it a contemptuous kick, and followed his people. They all went out of the field,
down the steps, onto the plain. The stormclouds followed them.

A collective sigh rose from the Host.

"Is that all?" demanded Essien incredulously.

"It seems so anticlimactic," protested Essiar.

Torisen turned in the saddle to regard the Edirr twins. They were wearing identical armor, riding twin
stallions, and had both managed to get wounded on the left forearm. If he hadn't expected it of them, he
would have thought he was seeing double.

"Haven't you two had enough excitement for one night?"

"Oh, never," they said simultaneously.

Lord Brandan had ridden up. "Just the same, be glad things ended now. The main body of the Horde is
almost here."

"Will it turn?"

"It's already started to, following the vanguard. I would say, Highlord, that you've just won a rather
major battle. Congratulations."

It hardly seemed to Torisen that he had been involved in the main conflict at all, but it wouldn't do to say
so. Others would point that out soon enough. Speaking of which . . .

"What's become of Caineron? I would have expected him to be in the thick of things."

"So he was," said Brandan dryly. "Rather more so than he intended, I think. For some reason, he was
crossing the top of the middle field when his own riders came over the Lower Hurdles on top of him. I
don't suppose he's stopped cursing since, although I couldn't swear to it because he seems to have
dropped out of sight again."

"The longer, the better."

Brandan gave Torisen a sharp look. "You had better do the same for a while," he said bluntly. "On the
whole, you look as if you've been fighting the entire battle single-handed." With that he rode away to look
after his own people.

"Sensible Brandan," murmured Ardeth, looking after him. "He's right, you know. You do look like
something hardly worth warming over. For Trinity's sake, my boy, go get some rest."

"My lord." It was one of Ardeth's Kendar, riding up. "The Wasters left those . . . those creatures just
lying there. What should we do with them?"

"That, I expect, was the final insult," said Ardeth. "The changers weren't even considered fit to eat.
Tori?"

"Build a pyre and burn them."

The Kendar was shocked. "But, Highlord, three of them are still alive, and then there's that head."

"Kill them and it with my blessings—if you can."

He rode up through the meadows, through the dead and dying lying thick on the ground in the growing
dawn light. His own people were here somewhere. For the first time, he hadn't fought beside them, and
now every instinct told him to seek them out; but he couldn't, not just yet. First, he must keep his
appointment with Danior. Here at last was his encampment, his own tent, and Burr waiting for him.

"Where's Donkerri?" he asked as they entered the inner chamber.

Burr told him.

Torisen sat down on the cot. After a long moment, he said, "Does it ever strike you, Burr, that we have
a very strange code of honor?"

"My lord?"

"Never mind. Just help me out of this gear."

Burr gingerly removed the Kenthiar. Its gem still held the ghost of a glow, which lit the inside of its iron
box with faint, opalescent hues until Burr slammed the lid on it. He unlaced what was left of Torisen's
armor, both the rhi-sar leather and the chain mail byrnie. Under them, Torisen was wearing a padded
shirt, which had prevented the mail rings from cutting into him, but he still had darkening bands of bruises
where the changer's arms and the axe blade had caught him. It hurt to take a deep breath. Blackie's
proverbial luck hadn't prevented him from getting at least a few cracked ribs this time, although Harn
would undoubtedly point out that again he had gotten off very lightly indeed. But where was Harn? He
had just turned to ask Burr when a guard announced Danior.

Torisen slipped into the soft black shirt that Burr handed him, taking his time, bracing himself.

"Send in Lord Danior," he told the guard. "Burr, go tell our people to make a special search for
Donkerri's body."

Burr stood his ground. "Lord, I already have."

"Then go help them, and take the war-guard with you. I want this tent cleared, Burr. Now."

Burr left reluctantly as Holly entered, bringing his bound prisoner with him. He had stripped off the
latter's distinctive upper armor and put a different helmet on his head, visor down, over a gag. Noting
these precautions, Torisen gave Holly a sharp look.

"As far as you know, this is one of the captured changers, right?"

"Yes, but Tori . . ."

"No 'buts.' Stick to what you know for certain and make no guesses. They aren't safe. Understand?
Now I expect you'd like to get back to sorting out your people."

"And leave you alone with this . . . this. . . ." He gave up on the word. "Tori, is that safe?"

Torisen sighed. "On the average day, I usually do at least three stupid things before breakfast, but this
isn't one of them— I hope. Now scoot."

Holly started to leave, then suddenly turned back. "I almost forgot," he said. "Here." Almost reverently,
he drew Kin-Slayer and handed it to Torisen. Even in the dim tent, the patterns on the blade shone
coldly. "No one will ever question who you are again, Gray Lord's son."

"I suppose not," said Torisen a bit dubiously, remembering how his father's sword had served him in the
hollow at the heart of the woods.

Holly left.

"Turn around," Torisen said brusquely to the prisoner.

He cut the cord that bound the other's wrists. The captive shook his hands to restore the circulation, then
took off the helmet and spat out the gag. His was a young face that would have been quite handsome if
not for a badly swollen nose. Touching it gingerly, he said in a petulant, nasal whine:

"I think you've broken it."

"That wouldn't surprise me. Why did you do it, Pereden?"

"How did you know it was me and not another one of those damned changers?"

"Several things suggested it. First, you called me 'Blackie' in the woods. Not many people outside of the
Southern Host know that that's my nickname. Second, I recognized both your armor and your fighting
style. Third, we were the only two to come out of that killing circle in anything resembling our right minds.
But I wasn't really sure until just now, when you told me. Why, Peri?"

"Oh God. What else had you left me to do?"

"I?"

"Yes, you, damnit!" he said explosively. "Taking my rightful place as commander of the Southern Host,
turning my father against me. You reported every little mistake I made to him, didn't you? You
deliberately gave me impossible tasks so you could tell my father how incompetent I was!"

"Peri, I never asked anything of you that I wouldn't have of any officer under my command, and I've
never told Ardeth more about anything than I've had to, especially about you. Now I wish I'd told him
more."

"You lied to him!" It came out almost in a shriek. "You stole his love! Now you're his son, not me."

"Peri, that's not true . . ."

"True!" He began to pace. "You want the truth? You never gave me a scrap of authority you didn't have
to. You never trusted me, so neither did your officers. And when they became mine, when I finally got
command, did they give me their loyalty? No! They still reported to you, still told me at every turn how
the great Torisen would do this or that. Damn."

He snuffled and drew the back of his hand across his face. His nose had started to bleed. Torisen silently
gave him a handkerchief.

"Then word came that the Horde was marching north," he went on. "My randons said that the wise thing
would be to harry and delay it. That was what you would have done. But I knew I could turn it, I knew,
and I would have, too, if those precious officers of yours—yes, and the troops too—hadn't failed me."

"I see," said Torisen. Suddenly, he felt almost dizzy, both with fatigue and with knowledge that he had no
desire to possess, but there was no stopping now. "What happened next?"

"I was captured. The changers told me what a fool I'd been not to demand my rights from the first. They
showed me how I could still take my rightful place. My place?" He gave a wild laugh. "No, yours! The
Knorths forfeited their power over thirty years ago when your father slunk off into exile like a whipped
cur."

"So they promised to make you Highlord." Torisen sighed. "Peri, you are and always have been a fool."

"Maybe, maybe not. But I'll still have my revenge. How d'you think my father will react when he hears
what I've done, and why?"

"It will kill him. And I promised to protect his interests."

This time Pereden's laugh was distinctly nasty. "Try," he said. "Just try."

He dropped the stained handkerchief on the floor and turned, sneering, to leave. Torisen came up
behind him in three swift strides. His left hand slid around Pereden's neck to brace itself against the
other's right shoulder. His right hand caught Pereden's chin.

"I keep my promises, Peri," he said in the young man's ear. Then, with a quick twist, he broke Pereden's
neck.

The young man tumbled down into an untidy heap. Torisen stood staring down at him, breathing hard.
Suddenly, there didn't seem to be enough air in the tent. The canvas walls moved . . . no, he was falling.
Something dark moved in the chamber's entrance and strong hands caught him. He blinked. The cot was
beneath him now, and Harn was bending over him, his broad face like a full moon incongruously stubbled
with beard.

"All right, Blackie, all right. Don't fret. He wasn't worth it."

"You heard?"

"Enough. He deserved worse. Now what?"

Torisen pushed him back and sat up. His mind felt clear again, rather like the ringing vault of a cloudless
sky. "Put him on the pyre with the other changers—and, Harn, make sure he's unrecognizable first."

"With pleasure. There'll be no dirges for this one." His expression changed.

"Now what?"

Harn hemmed and hawed, but finally told him about Singer Ashe.

"Sweet Trinity," Torisen said heavily. "If we won this battle, why do things keep getting worse? This is
my fault, too. I should have made sure she had those haunt-bites tended to. What did you do with her?"

"Nothing. She's down in the lower meadow now among the wounded, helping to sort the dying from
those likely to recover."

"A haunt, being useful?"

"I don't understand it, either. She has the oddest attitude toward the whole thing—not glad it happened,
mind you, but interested in what will happen next. A strange woman, that, and rapidly getting stranger. I
don't know what to say to her. Ah!" He shook himself. "Where's a helmet?" He picked up the one
Pereden had worn and clamped it on the young man's head to hide his features. Then he slung the corpse
over his shoulder. "You get some rest, Blackie."

"But what about my people?"

"A lot of good you'll do them, falling down in a heap every ten minutes. Be as stubborn as usual, Blackie,
but for God's sake don't be stupid on top of it. Get some rest."

He left.

Torisen sighed and stretched out again on his cot. Harn was right. A few hours of dwar sleep wouldn't
entirely restore him, but it would certainly help. Trinity, but he ached. Senethar techniques controlled the
worst of it, but not his restlessness. After about five minutes, he swore out loud and got up.

"Stupid, stupid," he muttered as he found and put on the oldest clothes he could, including a dull red
jacket of Burr's. Then he went out.
***

THE SUN WAS JUST coming up when a very tall man strode through the woods, following a golden
ounce. The cat led him straight to the hollow and bounded in. The mist was thinning. Two changers, one
of them headless, lay on beds of crushed ferns, writhing slowly. Their flesh was as puffy as drowned
men's and mottled with bruises, which even now kept appearing in new patterns. A third changer lay
motionless nearby. The ounce skirted them all warily and darted toward the far wall, only to bounce
back, all his fur on end, as a large gray wolf rose snarling from the ferns.

The big man hesitated. Then he advanced slowly and went down on one knee.

"You're the Wolver, I think," he said, pitching his voice almost to a whisper because of the echoes. "I
heard you were about somewhere. Forgotten yourself a bit, have you? There, there, gently. . . ." He
reached slowly toward the still form the wolf guarded, but stopped as the beast held his ground, white
fangs bared.

"Well, this is a bit of an impasse, isn't it? I'm Marcarn, Marc to my friends, and that's one of them there.
Friend. Do you understand?"

The wolf snarled.

"Oh dear. We came to Hurlen together, the lass, this kitten, and I. I was captured by Lord Caineron.
Ah, that's a name you remember. Enemy, eh? Anyway, the battle began, and then suddenly everyone in
camp charged out of it, my guards included. I found the kitten, and we went looking for our friend there
in the thick of things, where she usually is. No luck. It wasn't until the battle was over that it occurred to
me to look for her here. That was rather slow of me, because this is obviously just the sort of place she
would end up. Now, if you'll just let me have a look . . ."

He spoke in a low, soothing voice, counterpointed by Jorin, who practically stood on his shoulders,
singing defiance. When he reached out again, the Wolver went back a step, then suddenly lunged. His
jaws closed on Marc's wrist. Kendar and wolf stared at each other.

"There, there," said Marc gently. "You don't really mean it, do you?"

The Wolver, if anything, looked embarrassed. He let go. His fangs had barely dented the other's skin.

"Now let's see." Marc parted the fronds. "Hmm. Still breathing, no obvious wounds . . . what's this?" He
picked up something white by Jame's hand. It was the Ivory Knife. The Wolver growled at it. "I agree,
but then the lass always did favor odd toys. It wouldn't do to leave this one here." He slipped it into her
boot sheath, "Now, let's get out of here." He picked Jame up and carried her out of the hollow with Jorin
bounding ahead and the Wolver trotting at his heels. By the time he crossed the threshold, a shaggy
young man followed him, looking sheepish.

"Sorry about that," he said as Marc put Jame down. "I got a bit lost in there."

"So I suspected. Ah."

Jame had started to revive the moment she was out of the hollow. Now she sat up abruptly with a sharp
cry.

"Where are they? Where . . . oh, Marc! Ancestors be praised. What a foul dream I was having, or at
least I think it was a dream. W-was there anyone else in there besides the changers?"

"No, lass. Who else should there be?"

"Those . . . those men. They came when the scream ended, almost as if they were answering it. I
couldn't see them very well. They seemed to be wearing leather collars hung with glowing stones and
nothing else. They were very squat. I-I could see their mouths move as if they were chanting, but I
couldn't hear anything. Then they started to do . . . things to the changers. Terrible things. You were
there," she said, turning suddenly to the Wolver. "You saw."

"I saw, but I hadn't the wits to make sense of it then, and now it's all slipping away."

Jame shivered. "I wish I could forget as easily. At first all eight darklings were there as well as Tori and
that man in blue. There was a . . . a sort of dome of light around Tori and the other, centered on that gem
Tori was wearing. The shadow people wouldn't come anywhere near it. Come to think of it, it looked
like the stones they were wearing, only polished and bound to that silver collar with Builders' runes. Then,

somehow, Tori, the other, and all but three of the changers were gone. The shadow people went on
torturing the two changers who were still alive. I think they would have killed them outright if they had
been strong enough. That would have been kinder. But they weren't kind. They made me watch, and
wait. Maybe they were saving me for last, or maybe it was the worst they could do to me because you
were there, wolf, guarding."

The Wolver was staring back into the hollow, ears flat, half cowering. "I couldn't have held them off
long, not if they were the people of rock and stone who built this place. There are more kinds of ghosts
on Rathillien than one. Now can we please get out of here? This place makes my teeth ache."

Just then, a branch snapped close by in the woods. The Wolver spun about with a squawk, but instead
of the squat men whom he most feared, Kendar warriors silently emerged from the trees all around to
ring them in. Just the same, his relief was short-lived.

"Ah, here you are," said Caineron to Jame, stepping forward with a bland smile. "You've led me quite a
chase, my dear, but now I really think you will accept my hospitality at last."
***

THE LIGHT OF A SUN just barely up showed the middle and lower meadows strewn with battle
debris, much of it human. Because most of the houses had kept their people fairly well together despite
the confusion, each now had its own area to search for its fallen. The dead had to be gathered for the
pyre, the wounded sorted according to who was likely to live and who to die. Highborn did much of the
culling since, oddly enough, many of them had a better instinct for such work than all but the best-trained
Kendar. Then, too, it brought more honor to the mortally stricken to be dispatched by the White Knife of
a Highborn. Those with lesser injuries were either treated on the spot or sent back to the surgeons' tent in
camp.

There were, of course, a great many Wasters still on the field. Most were dead. Searchers dealt
summarily with the survivors when they found them.

There were also scavengers. Torisen came on a clutch of them stripping a dead Kendar, and a moment
later was nearly trampled by the Coman's war-guard charging down on them. The scavengers bolted.
One of them ran between the horses straight into Torisen's arms and struggled in his grasp, scratching and
biting. It was only a child, one of Hurlen's tower waifs. So were the others.

"Names of God," said Korey, staring at his captives. "And what am I supposed to do with this lot?"

"Take them back to the city," said Torisen, carrying his prisoner in among the riders and dumping it with
the other cowering children. "You'd better leave a ten-command guarding the bridge and another at the
ferry or we'll be overrun."

"And who in Perimal's name . . . oh, Highlord!"

"The same, getting underfoot and frightening the horses as usual. See to Hurlen, won't you—and Korey,
I understand that your people were among the last to retreat when the battle line broke. Good work."

Korey glowered and blushed at the same time. "Thank you, Highlord. I'll tend to Hurlen." He wheeled
and rode off with his guard.

I really have been wearing black too long if no one can recognize me in anything else,Torisen
thought ruefully, and went on.

Torisen found his own people not much farther on, the last to give way when the line broke. Now the
lines of the dead seemed incredibly long. All those stiffening hands and still faces, most painfully familiar.
Nearly three hundred dead, Harn's second-in-command reported, and perhaps a hundred more still
missing. Even if all of the latter turned up, Torisen would still lead back to Gothregor a force more than
decimated.

"Still, at sixty to one odds, it might have been worse," said the second-in-command dryly.

Torisen sighed. "I suppose so." He did what he could there, and then went on down into the lower
meadow to look for the missing Kendar.

The dead and wounded of all nine houses lay here where the vanguard's initial charge had rolled over
them. Searchers moved among them, identifying, classifying. Torisen recognized Ashe. At a distance, she
looked unchanged, but as he approached, she turned to look at him, and he stopped short, aghast at her
pale face and lifeless eyes.

"Do I . . . frighten you, lord?" Her voice was a husky, halting whisper.

"Yes. I didn't know haunts could speak."

"Most of us . . . probably have nothing . . . to say. And yet your father . . . spoke to you in the White
Hills."

Torisen looked quickly around, but no one was within earshot. "How do you know that?"

"I find . . . that the dead know . . . what concerns the dead. It's the concerns . . . of the living that we
forget . . . bit by bit."

He came closer, drawn despite himself by curiosity. "What is it like, being dead?"

"I . . . hardly know yet. It's like . . . a new language, heard for the first time. It will take awhile to
learn . . . the words, and then they may have no cognates . . . in the speech . . . of the living. At least, for
the first time in forty years . . . my leg doesn't hurt."

"Ashe, I'm very sorry that this happened. Maybe Kindrie can help. Ardeth tells me that he's a powerful
healer."

"He would have to be . . . to resurrect the dead. No, Highlord. And don't . . . be sorry. Look."

He had noted the gashes in her jacket without paying much attention to them because there was no
blood. Now he realized that they really did correspond to wounds, some very deep. Of course: The
dead don't bleed.

"I got these . . . defending Harn's back. He never remembers to . . . when one of his fits comes
on . . . which is why I followed him. Any one of them . . . might have killed me—if I hadn't already been
dead. I have time . . . before me now . . . that I would have lost forever."

"But not an eternity," Torisen said sharply. "I grew up in the Haunted Lands, Ashe. I saw how haunts
change. You belong to the shadows now. Sooner or later, they will consume you."

"Ah . . . but before then . . . what songs I will sing!"

Torisen shivered. "I wonder if the living will be able to bear them. But I'm not fool enough to interfere
with a singer. What else can I do for you, Ashe? I owe you for Harn's life."

"Then give me . . . the child. Her brother . . . is with the Host now. She should go to him . . . and
then . . . to the pyre. This half-life isn't for one so young . . . so defenseless."

"I know. I've been selfish. But I-I seemed to need her."

"You did. You don't now. Did you know," she said, with apparent irrelevancy, "that during the battle you
were seen repeatedly . . . both riding a white horse . . . and on foot with a sword?"

"So I've heard. I don't know what to make of it."

"Neither do I . . . but it has something to do . . . with why you no longer need the child. Let her go."

Torisen still hesitated and wondered why. What was he really giving up with such reluctance—the bones
and shadow of a Kendar child whom he had never known or, in some confused way, the ghost of his
own sister, of the child she had been when he had stood by and watched their mad father drive her out
into the Haunted Lands? He had let her go then and had felt guilty ever since. He didn't want to lose her
again. But, damnit, this wasn't Jame. This was some stranger child with her own path, and he had selfishly
kept her from it too long already.

"Yes, yes, of course," he said, impatient with his own weakness. "Let her go."

"Good." Death-glazed eyes regarded him with deceptive blankness. "Highlord, this is going . . . to sound
strange coming from me . . . but you look awful."

He gave a sudden snort of laughter. "So everyone keeps telling me. Let's just say I'm tougher than I
look. It's a family trait. And don't tell me I should rest. I think I'll see what I can do down here to help.
After all," he concluded more bleakly, looking around, "this was my party."
***

THE SUN WAS UP well above the east bank bluffs now. It would be a hot day. Already heat waves
rippled above the lookout's stony point on the escarpment. Torisen brushed insects away from an injured
Kendar's face. She was unconscious—a good thing, given the severity of her wounds—but as far as he
could tell she was also on the edge of dwar sleep and so likely to recover.

"Another one for the surgeons' tent," he said to the stretcher-bearers who accompanied him. They
carried her away.

Torisen rose stiffly. Despite Harn's prediction, he hadn't keeled over yet; but he was beginning to feel
distinctly lightheaded. In a way, he welcomed that. It took the edge off his perceptions, made the
suffering around him easier to bear. The pain, especially of his own mortally stricken Kendar, seemed to
draw him. Perhaps it was their collective suffering that had pulled him all the way here from his own
camp, as if part of him lay dying on this hot field. Torisen shook his head impatiently. Leave fantasies
like that to the Shanir, he thought. He didn't ask himself how he knew that all the dying Kendar
personally bound to him had now been found.

Somewhere not far off, someone was whimpering in pain. That didn't sound like a Kencyr. Sure enough,
in a fold of the meadow Torisen found a Karkinoran soldier curled up on the ground, arms wrapped
around his lower abdomen. Half of his bowels had already spilled out on the grass. Someone in
Karkinoran field buff bent over him. Torisen saw with surprise that it was Odalian. The Prince looked up
as Torisen approached and shook his head. He drew a knife. The soldier saw and began to scream. He
fought them both with a strength born of terror until Torisen pinned his hands, and Odalian delivered a
heart thrust.

"Messy," said Torisen as they walked away.

"What did you expect?" said the other with a sort of suppressed violence. "They don't have dwar sleep,
or Senethar techniques to control pain, or even a practical attitude toward death. They're like children,
waking up in a slaughterhouse."

Torisen shot him a surprised look. And you're so much older? At that moment, it seemed true. "You
hardly sound as if you think of yourself as one of them," he said. "For that matter, just now you're
behaving more like a Kencyr Highborn."

This time, Odalian looked surprised. "How so?"

"Well, here you are—in common clothes, without your retinue, helping to cull the wounded . . ."

"Just like you."

"Yes, I suppose so." He looked around, shivering. "So many dead. It wasn't this bad when I led the
Southern Host, before anyone was bound to me personally. This was my first major battle as Highlord.
And you?"

"My first—as prince." The other's face indeed bore no lines of experience, but his silver-gray eyes
looked old and sick. "I didn't know they would suffer so much; but that happens in war, doesn't it?"
Abruptly, the naive young man in Odalian was back —voice, face, eyes. "Actually, I came down here
looking for you. Have you thought any more about subject ally status for Karkinor?"

"I've hardly had a chance," said Torisen, thrown off-balance by the other's sudden change both of
subject and manner. For a moment, he could have sworn that he was walking beside quite a different
person. More fantasies, he told himself, and dismissed them. "You're still serious about that, Highness?"

"More than ever."

"It isn't something I can just bestow on my own, you know," he said, hedging. "In theory, yes, as
Highlord, but the rest of the Council would be furious, with good reason. I'll have to consult their wishes."

"Yes, I can see that," the other replied with quiet persistence. "You said before, though, that it might
impress them if I showed I was willing to undergo the full rites. What if I were to blood-bind myself to
you now, as an act of good faith?"

The idea at first startled Torisen and then made him very uneasy. He had mimicked blood-binding many

times before, as with Harn at Tentir, but never gone so far as actually to make the cuts. The blood itself
didn't bother him or the scars. What, then? Because Odalian wanted him to play the Shanir in such
explicit terms? Yes. He could feel all his mental defenses rise at the very thought. But should he let that
prevent a just decision? No, of course not. But . . . but . . . but . . .

"Damnation," he said, disgusted with himself. "Your people fought beside us and many of them died. We
owe Karkinor something for that. Whether the Council will go so far as to grant ally status of any sort I
don't know, but at least I can give you the chance to put your request in the strongest possible terms. If
they say 'no,' I'll release you and no harm done. That, at least, is something no true blood-binder could
do."

"You'll go through with the rites?" The Prince's voice was eager. It must have been imagination that for
an instant his eyes looked so bleak. "Here? Now?"

"In the middle of a field with stretcher-bearers tripping over us? No. I suggest the lookout's point on the
escarpment. At least there with the sentinel withdrawn we'll have some privacy."

"That," said the Prince, "will be perfect."
***

JAME CIRCLED THE ROOM one more time, looking for some way out. Actually, "room" was
probably the wrong word for it. It was an inner compartment of Lord Caineron's tent, which was the
largest, most intricate of its kind that Jame had ever seen. She had been brought here in the midst of
Caineron's war-guard nearly two hours ago. Marc, Jorin, and the Wolver were presumably prisoners,
too. She didn't think Caineron would hurt any of them, but precious time was passing, and Tori was still
unwarned.

The walls were made of strong canvas dyed yellow and orange. She might have cut her way out, if
Caineron hadn't taken the Knife. She tried again to pick a seam, but her claws were too sore now even
to extend. Attack the guard? Fine, if she could get at him. The room was laced shut on the outside, an
arrangement that made her wonder if it had been used as a prison before, probably without that delicate
table in the corner with glasses and a carafe of wine on it or these pillows scattered about its canvas
floor. Jame kicked one in sheer frustration. Damn, damn, damn . . .

Someone was unlacing the door flap. A moment later, a guard held it open as Caineron entered smiling,
resplendent in a white coat embroidered with sunflowers and marigolds across the shoulders. In the
golden light of the room, he seemed to glow. The guard laced up the flap again after him.

"My apologies for having left you on your own for so long, my dear. Have you been comfortable?"

"Why are you keeping me a prisoner?"

He made a slight face, as if silently deploring her lack of manners. "A prisoner? Oh no. An honored
guest. But I see you haven't touched the refreshments my guard left you. Let me pour you some wine."
He crossed to the table.

"Where is my brother?"

"Somewhere in the lower meadow, I believe, ostensibly helping to cull the wounded. The Prince is there,
too. Soon their paths will no doubt cross. How delightful for both of them."

He was playing with her. He knew she knew about the changer, because Graykin had told him, but he
didn't know that she knew that he knew. Damn these games anyway. There wasn't time.

"Torisen presumably has friends among the Highborn, if not on the Council," she said. "What will they
say when they find out you've allowed him to be trapped by a changer impersonating the Prince?"

He turned and looked at her. "Ah. And who will tell them? You?"

Jame stiffened at his tone. "No one has ever questioned my word or honor."

"Honor doesn't come into it," he said coolly. "Not with the unbalanced. My dear, just look at yourself.
No Highborn in her right mind would dress like that or disport herself as you have. Lyra has told me
about some of your little escapades at Karkinaroth, and I've seen others for myself here at the Cataracts.
You're patently unhinged, my dear. There's not a chance that anyone will take you seriously. Then too,
you forget that eventually your brother or more likely something very similar to him will come back from
the lower meadow. Who will the Council believe then, you or him? But do have some wine, my dear. It
would be much better if you didn't repulse my hospitality."

He held the glass out to her. Under the circumstances, it would be an insult to refuse; but Jame
remembered all too clearly that last time someone had offered her wine. That in turn gave her an idea.
She accepted the glass.

Caineron beamed at her. "That's better. Now we can be more comfortable. You know, my dear, it
would interest me very much to know where you've been keeping yourself these past fifteen or so years,
and how you came by such an odd weapon as this."

He was wearing the Ivory Knife sheathed at his ample waist. How like the man simply to appropriate it,
just as he had Jorin—twice now, presumably.

"It has a very sharp edge," said Jame, hoping he would try it and find out for himself.

"I daresay. But you haven't answered my question."

Jame had turned her back. Keep him talking. "First tell me what you mean to do with me."

She heard him sigh behind her. "I really must teach you the meaning of obedience, my dear. In fact, it will
be a pleasure . . . perhaps for you, too. At least, I think you'll be pleased with the plans I have for you. It
isn't every girl who is honored with an alliance with the first blood of such a powerful house as mine." He
went on, happily describing the advantages of such a match, most of which sounded extremely trivial to
Jame. At a time like this, he was trying to bribe her with toys, confident that they would delight her. She
made noncommittal noises, her back still turned. Deftly, she unsealed the inner pocket that held the
crystals from the Builder's house. If the river water had gotten at them . . . but no. She had taken them
thinking that someday she might find someone to test them on. Well, no time like the present. She
dropped a pinch into her wine. The crystals dissolved immediately, leaving no visible trace. As for a
smell . . .

"What are you doing, my dear?"

She turned, the glass still raised to her nose. "There's something in my wine. A potion? Was this what
you meant by hospitality, my lord?"

"Nonsense," said Caineron sharply. "Give me that." He took the glass, sniffed, drank. "There, you see?
Next time, perhaps you'll trust . . . hic! . . . me."

For a moment, he looked uncertain, but it wasn't in his nature to doubt himself long on any point. He
went on talking about the glories of his house, sipping absentmindedly from the glass, which he had
forgotten to return, and hiccupping whenever he least expected it. Torisen's presumption figured in his
discourse too; but now he seemed contemptuously amused by it rather than angered.

"Imagine that . . . hic! . . . man, thinking he can disguise himself simply by putting on a red coat,
sneaking . . . hic! . . . off without his war-guard to the lower meadow. Why? All so he and the Prince can
confirm a pact without the Council's . . . hic! . . . approval. Ardeth is going to spit blood when he finds
out. He still thinks Torisen only jumps when he pulls the strings. Well, we'll see after this who jumps, and
why. Hic!"

He poured himself more wine. His feet, Jame suddenly noticed, were no longer quite touching the canvas
floor. Caineron also noticed. He tentatively felt downward with one elegant boot, then cleared his throat
and put down the glass.

"This is a rather potent vintage," he said carefully. "Luckily, I have a very strong head for wine . . . hic!"

He went up another inch and began to look rather alarmed, but much more so when Jame darted in and
whipped the Ivory Knife from his sheath. She jumped back. He began to shout.

"Guard, guard! Assassin! Sorcery! Hic!"

The guard could be heard frantically unlacing the door. Jame slashed at the rear canvas wall. The tough
fabric ripped, half cut, half rotted by the Knife's cold edge. She wriggled out through the slit into a canvas
corridor. Which way now? More guards were coming. She cut through the opposite wall, and emerged
in a silk-draped bower. Lyra sprang up, shrieking.

"Just passing through," Jame said hastily, and did so by the next wall.

Another corridor, another wall—Trinity, how big was this tent?—another room, and a guard spinning
around to face her. He went down with a grunt under Marc's fist.

"I thought you'd be along sooner or later," said the big Kendar tranquilly while Jorin rubbed against her
knee and the Wolver yelped questions from the next compartment. She slit the wall to let him out.

"Look, I'm in a bit of a hurry. Can you two cause some confusion to cover my escape?"

"I'd say you've been doing pretty well on your own," said Marc, listening to the shrieks, bellows, and
shouts that followed in Jame's wake. "But certainly. Our pleasure."

"And hang onto Jorin again."

She heard the ounce's protesting wail as she slashed into and dove through the far wall. Poor Jorin,
always getting left. Two more canvas barriers, each brighter than the one before, and at last the open air
of a sunny, hot morning.

People had begun to gather around the tent, listening with amazement to the uproar within. One of them,
a Kendar girl, led a tall gray war horse. Jame seized the reins.

"But this is Commander Sheth's horse!" protested the girl, hanging on.

"And I need it. Understand?"

The other met her eyes and let go, gulping. "U-understood, Highborn."

Jame scrambled up onto the stallion's bare back. Trinity, but the ground looked a long way down from
up here. She had played tag-you're-dead on the roofs of three-story buildings and felt more secure.
Behind, part of the tent collapsed to the sound of outraged shouts from within. Marc and the Wolver
were evidently enjoying themselves. If they could just manage to breach the roof, maybe Caineron would
float away, sunflowers, marigolds, and all.

Jame clamped heels to her mount and nearly shot off over his tail as he bolted. If she survived the day,
she thought, clinging desperately, she simply had to learn how to ride. They thundered down through the
camp, over the Lower Hurdles (fortunately, at a low point), and across the middle field. Searchers
leaped out of the way and shouted angrily after them. The ground seemed paved with bodies, but this
time she had a mount who knew where to put his hooves. They burst through the bottleneck between the
woods and river into the lower meadow.

"Where is Torisen?" Jame shouted to a pair of stretcher-bearers, reining in as much as she dared. The
stallion curveted, as if to test her none-too-secure seat. "He's wearing a red coat."

"Red? That was the Highlord? Then he's gone to the lookout's point, Highborn. The Prince was with
him."

Jame galloped on. She was below the battlefield now with no more bodies underfoot. The upper
cataract roared below her in its gorge. Ahead some five hundred feet the world seemed to end at the
edge of the escarpment with nothing beyond but sky. On the point stood two figures. One wore
Karkinoran field buff; the other, a dark red coat. The man in buff knelt. The other gave him his hands.

"Tori, no! Don't . . . !"

The horse shied. Jame lost her grip and tumbled off. Earth and sky blurred together as she rolled over
and over in the thick grass. Her cap flew off. Long, black hair whipped in her eyes. Then she had
stumbled to her feet and was running. Ahead, the buff-coated figure seemed to be on the ground, and her
brother was bending over him. What had happened? She was still a good hundred yards away, her
shadow leaping on before her. Her shadow? But the sun rose in the east, not the north. Something very
bright was coming up fast behind her. Even as she turned to look, it shot overhead, blazing. Sweet
Trinity, the Dream-Weaver. What in Perimal's name was going on?

Torisen asked himself the same thing. The proper words had been spoken, the cuts made, and the
Prince had gone down on one knee to drink the blood welling up in the Highlord's cupped hands that
would symbolically bind Odalian to their conditional oath.

"There. That's done," Torisen had said, relieved; and the Prince had looked up at him with an odd
expression.

"Yes. It's done."

Then a tremor had gone through the Karkinoran as if the very flesh rippled on his bones. His look had
turned inward in astonishment and growing dismay. Another tremor had shaken him.

"Odalian? Your Highness? What's wrong?"

But the Prince didn't answer. He was huddled on the ground now, hands over his face. His fingers
seemed impossibly long and thin, stretching up over his eyes into his hair like the bars of a helmet, but the
thing that he fought was inside.

A blinding light passed overhead. Torisen stared after it, bewildered. It arced out over the plain, shining
like a comet as it crossed the blackness of the retreating stormclouds. The afterimage of a woman's form
burned in his mind's eye. Something about her made him catch his breath. Who was that?

The Prince gave a ragged laugh. When Torisen looked sharply back, a girl was crouching opposite him,
panting as if after a hard run, her dark hair tumbling down about her to the ground. Surely he knew her
too, but it couldn't be . . .

"Binder," gasped the Prince through his hands. "Joke's . . . on me."

Jame stared at him. Then her eyes snapped up to her brother. Binder? Blood- binder? Tori, a Shanir?

He was staring back at her with growing incredulity. "Who in Perimal's name are . . . oh no. Don't tell
me."

"I'm afraid so. Hello, brother." Growing light made her look sharply southward. "Sweet Trinity. Here she
comes again."

"Here who comes? Who is that woman?"

The light was almost on top of them now. Jame sprang up without answering, shielding her eyes against
the brilliance. The Prince caught at her, but it wasn't the Prince anymore. This creature's face rippled like
a reflection on stagnant pond water. "Don't!" it croaked. "Don't get in her way, either of you! One touch,
and she'll reap your souls. She can't help herself!"

The light slowed, hovered just beyond the escarpment's edge. Its brightness hurt the eye. Torisen saw
nothing staring directly into it, but when he turned away, eyes watering, the woman's image danced

before him. Her shadow stood between her and the false prince. It held a white knife.

"Leave him alone, damnit!"

Jame's voice sounded shrill even to her. What on earth was she doing, coming between two creatures of
legend? The Master had sent the Mistress to bring back his faithful servant, apparently not realizing what
a subtle, double game the changer had played. What was that to her . . . except that if it were not for
Tirandys, she would never have learned the meaning of honor.

"Let him die in peace!"

She had spoken Master Runes more than once. For the first time, she heard threads of their power
weave through her voice, but not enough of them. Never mind. She had the Ivory Knife. She could
defend herself and the other two if . . . if . . .

The Dream-Weaver's beautiful face was still tranquil, almost masklike, and, this time, startlingly familiar.
Jame glanced from it to the pommel of the Knife and back again in amazement. Yes, of the three faces
carved there—maiden, lady, hag— the Mistress's was the second. But no ivory could catch the silver
sheen of those eyes or the impossible black of their pupils, like the void between the stars.

As in the Ebonbane, Jame felt that darkness tug at her. She was falling into it, down, down. . . . But at
the same time she felt the stones of the escarpment under her feet and sunlight hot on her left cheek.
What she saw, though, was darkness, and an arch of rock spanning the unmade chaos that gaped at the
very core of the Dream-Weaver's being. Winds howled into it. Jame could almost feel them. She had
heard of the soul-metaphors used by healers and knew that this was the other's soulscape; but if the
bridge was a metaphor, the gaping emptiness beneath it wasn't. Through the abuse of her Shanir powers,
the first Jamethiel had opened this breach into the void beyond the Chain of Creation, just as the
Arrin-ken had said. Now the souls of those whom she touched fell shrieking into it, as Jame's would too
if her namesake touched her.

But where was the Dream-Weaver? She had been scarcely ten feet away, just beyond the cliff's edge.
Jame stepped hesitantly out onto the arch. She felt the grass between the stones of the escarpment brush
against her legs and knew that she was walking toward the brink.

Light glimmered ahead. A figure danced on the arch over the void, tracing with single-minded
concentration the kantirs of the Senetha, which helped her to keep her precarious balance. In outward
aspect, she had been a beautiful lady clad in dazzling white. Here at the center of her being, though, the
garments of her soul had faded to the color of bone, with a glow that barely touched the surrounding
darkness. Her long hair was also white, and her pale features bore a likeness more to the third than the
second face on the Ivory Knife's pommel. Some shreds of beauty remained, however, saved from ruin
by an underlying innocence that not even this personal hell had thus far managed to destroy. Jame took
another hesitant step toward her.

"Mother?"

The woman turned. They were very close to each other now. Without thinking, Jame almost touched the
other's pale cheek and saw that in a mirror gesture the Dream-Weaver was almost touching hers.

"Daughter?"

Jame stared at her. "I-I hardly remember you," she stammered. "It's been so very, very long. Why did
you leave us?"

"Because I could no longer touch you."

There was so much more to say, so many questions and answers needed to span the years of separation
that lay between them; but time had run out. The Dream-Weaver tottered, her eyes widening in sudden
horror. She had stopped dancing. The rock beneath them had begun to crumble. Jame also staggered.
She hardly knew if she felt the escarpment underfoot now or the metaphoric bridge; but whatever it was,
it wouldn't be there long. If the other touched her now, she would surely fall; but the Dream-Weaver just
might regain her balance. She saw the other's panic-stricken indecision. The Mistress had reaped souls
before as if in a dream. To take one now, knowing what she did, would be the end of innocence, the true
fall from honor, but it might also mean survival.

A sudden smile lit the Dream-Weaver's worn features. Her hand passed Jame's face in a phantom
caress, and the span of rock on which she stood gave way. Jame gave a sharp cry and lunged forward to
catch her, but missed. Sprawling on the edge of the broken arch, she saw the other's soul plummet away,
white hair streaming, into the void. Pieces of stone fell after her. The bridge was disintegrating. Jame
clung to it, too afraid to move, even though she knew instinctively that the brink of the escarpment was
also giving way beneath her. Behind her, someone was shouting her name over the winds' howl:

"Jamie, give me your hand! Do you hear me? Answer!"

"I hear you, Senethari," she whispered. One of her hands released its grip on the crumbling rock and
groped blindly behind her as if of its own accord, impelled by a childish trust she had thought long since
dead.

Another hand closed on hers. Even as the arch gave way under her, she was wrenched back out of
darkness into blinding light and fell face down on the hot stones of the escarpment.

The roar of wind seemed to fill the world. Jame felt the rushing air try to suck her off the ground, but
something held her down. She could hear the trees of Eldest Island bend, groaning, and a great whoosh
as tear-of-silver leaves rose in a glistening sheet from the gorge. What was happening? Even with eyes

squeezed shut, she was half stunned by the light, as if the sun had come to rest just beyond the
escarpment and everything was falling into the darkness at its heart. While the Dream-Weaver's soul had
kept its uncertain balance, only other souls had plunged through the portal of her body into that void.
Now her soul had followed the others, and all matter seemed to be rushing after it. By sacrificing herself,
Jamethiel had saved both her daughter and her long-compromised honor, but had she also doomed all of
Rathillien? For a moment, that seemed all too likely, but then the winds faltered and began to die.

Jame dragged herself free and turned to look. For a moment, her eyes were still dazzled; but then they
cleared in time to see a point of radiance as bright as a distant star dwindle and vanish just beyond the
cliff edge. The portal that had been Jamethiel Dream-Weaver had collapsed in on itself and closed
forever. If the destruction of the body freed the soul, then the Mistress was free at last—if such rules
applied beyond the Chain of Creation. Jame found herself praying to the god she despised that they did.

She glanced toward the ground then and saw the changer Tirandys sprawling before her, his fingers dug
into the very rock like pale roots. She had crawled out from under his left arm. Torisen still lay under his
right. Hastily, she pulled her brother free.

"Are you all right?" she demanded as he sat up, looking distinctly groggy.

"Well . . . enough. Too many things caught up with me at once—including you."

"Sorry. I didn't mean to be quite so dramatic about it. . . . Trinity!"

Tirandys was moving. She had thought he was dead, had hoped it, at least, for his sake, forgetting how
hard changers die. He rose on an elbow. His face moved as if secret things crawled at will beneath the
skin. Then he made a choking noise and convulsed horribly. They heard bones break. Jame threw off her
brother's restraining hand and dropped to her knees at the changer's side. The muscles of his back and
shoulders writhed like snakes under her hands.

"Tell me what to do!" she cried in an agony of helplessness.

The seizure subsided, and for a moment he lay still, panting. Then he rolled over. The Ivory Knife was in
his hand.

"You've already done it," he said in a hoarse, nearly unrecognizable voice. An expression almost like a
smile crossed his tortured face. "We trained you well, Jamie. Some good does endure, it seems."

Then, before the next convulsion could grip him, he turned the Knife's point to his chest and fell forward
on it.

He was already dead when Jame turned him over. Even as they watched, his face changed one last time,
settling into lines as fine-cut and tranquil as any on a Knorth death banner. Jame closed his silver eyes.
Good-bye, Tirandys, Senethari.

Her own eyes were stinging.

"But I never cry," she said almost defiantly to her brother, and then amazed them both by bursting into
tears.

Epilogue:
Moon Rise
The Lower Hurdles: 31st of Winter
JAME PACED THE SMALL inner chamber of Torisen's pavilion, which had been set aside for her use.
Light was fading beyond the canvas walls. It was late afternoon, almost thirty hours since the events on
the escarpment. In all that time, she had hardly seen anyone. When her brother did return to the tent, it
was only to collapse in the outer chamber and sleep as long as Burr could keep away the swarms of
people who still surrounded him day and night, making requests and requesting orders. Just the same, she
wished he would at least look in to say hello. She was beginning to feel more and more like a forgotten
piece of luggage.

Jame eyed the canvas wall. It would be the work of seconds to cut her way out with the Ivory Knife,
which Torisen had let her keep, apparently not realizing what it was. For that matter, it wouldn't be hard
simply to slip past Burr and take a little walk, just to see the sky and feel the breeze. Since Torisen had
moved the tent away from the main camp down here to the edge of the Lower Hurdles, perhaps no one
would even see her.

She sighed. No, that wouldn't do. Highborn women apparently did not wander around unattended. In
fact, there seemed to be a great many things they didn't do. Again, she had a new game to learn, and she
already hated the rules. Just the same, she would have to know what they were before she could find a
way around them—if such a way existed. If not . . . well, she wouldn't think about that yet. Once they
found some "suitable" clothes for her, perhaps she would at least be allowed out of this canvas cell.

In the meantime, at least she had Jorin for company. The ounce was napping on the cot now with his
head under the pillow, pretending to be invisible. He had charged into the tent last night and scuttled
under the bed, clearly determined not to be hauled away again. Then she had heard Torisen outside,
speaking to Marc. It was curious that while the big Kendar had been looking after her, her brother had
had charge of Marc's little sister Willow, or rather of her bones. She gathered from what she had heard
eavesdropping, that Marc now had a place in Torisen's household whenever he cared to claim it. That
was reassuring, as was the note she had found knotted in a scarf around Jorin's neck, written by the

Wolver for Marc, who didn't know how. It seemed that her friend had finally landed on his feet. She
wondered a bit forlornly if she would ever see him again.

She also wondered about Graykin. Just thinking about him made her uneasy, and yet she found that she
no longer distrusted him. Accident or no, he was bound to her, and she believed that he would keep the
Book safe for her—if that lay in his power. But Caineron must have realized by now that his bastard son
had betrayed him. That put Graykin in great peril, perhaps all the more so because she had entrusted him
with such a dangerous secret. In retrospect, she probably shouldn't have; but as with Kin-Slayer, there
hadn't seemed to be much choice. The thought of Caineron wresting the Book from Graykin made her
shudder, but somehow she didn't think Graykin had yet faced any such crisis. She would have to find
some way to help him before he did.

Jorin's head came out from under the pillow, ears pricked. The next moment he had leaped off the cot
and dived under it.

"Lady, may I enter?" It was Burr, in the no man's land of the middle chamber.

"Are you sure you want to risk it? Ah, never mind. Come in."

He entered, his arms full of something pink and frothy. Jame eyed it with misgiving.

"What in Perimal's name is that?"

"A dress, lady, from Hurlen. It was the only decent one we could find for tonight's feast."

"Feast? What feast?"

"To honor the dead, lady. The entire High Council sups here this evening. They also want to meet you."

"Trinity. I think I preferred being a piece of lost luggage."

"My lady?"

"Never mind. Let's see that thing." She took the dress from him and held it up. "Names of God. Did you
say 'decent'?"

Burr stared at it. His expression didn't change, but color crept into his face until, to Jame's amusement,
he was blushing violently.

***

DUSK.

Torisen collapsed wearily into a camp chair before his tent and stretched out his legs. All the bodies had
finally been gathered from the meadows, the wounded tended to, and the slain given to the pyre. That last
had taken most of today. He could still see the glow out on the escarpment against the darkening sky.
Tomorrow all the lords would start rebuilding their forces by taking yondri into their regular service, but
that was a rite for the morning. Tonight still belonged to the dead, whose memories they would soon be
honoring.

Burr emerged from the tent and offered him a cup. He took it, sipped, and made a face. Another
damned posset. Oh well. If he objected, Burr was apt to say something scathing about his general
decrepitude or, worse, about the barely closed cuts on his hands. He hadn't explained those yet to
anyone and didn't intend to if he could help it.

Their sting reminded him of another pyre, down by the river, away from the others. Even if Jame hadn't
insisted, he probably would have arranged full rites for the false prince. Odd that after their brief
conversation down there in the lower meadow among the wounded, he couldn't quite think of the
changer now as the enemy he undoubtedly had been. At any rate, he hadn't been prepared to leave any
Kencyr to the outraged Karkinorans. It hadn't pleased them to learn that an impostor had led them into
battle; and Harn hadn't sweetened their tempers any by pointing out that between Odalian and a darkling
changer, they had gotten by far the better war-leader. But then they had already been upset by news
from Karkinaroth of the palace's collapse. Torisen suspected that Jame had come down the Tardy from
that city. He shifted uneasily in his chair, wondering if she could have had anything to do with the palace's
destruction. But no. Surely not even Jame could have that cataclysmic an effect—or could she?

She has power of her own, boy. Why do you think I named her Jamethiel?

He flinched away from the memory of his father's voice and remembered instead, despite himself, the
strange events on the escarpment. All that light and wind and noise. He hadn't understood any of it then
and wasn't sure that he wanted to now. It was confusing enough to have his twin sister back, not as the
child he remembered, not even as the woman he had tried to imagine, but as this half-grown girl with a
tentative smile and a darkness lurking in the shadow of her silver-gray eyes that frightened him more than
he cared to admit.

Face it, boy,he thought glumly. If she was strange before, when Father drove her out, she's ten
times stranger now . . . and this time she's your responsibility.

He supposed that in a way that culpability extended to the damage the wind from the escarpment had
done to the camp. Trinity, what a mess that had been. Panicking horses all over the meadows, supplies
scattered, tents blown down right and left, all but Caineron's which, for some reason, had already been
half collapsed . . .

Come to think of it, Caineron himself hadn't been seen since. When Torisen had invited all the High
Council to dinner tonight, Caineron had sent back word that he was indisposed.

"Not quite feeling in touch with things yet," his randon commander Sheth Sharp-Tongue had added with
a sardonic smile.

Torisen didn't quite know what to make of that, and he wasn't about to ask for fear Jame would turn out
to be at the bottom of that mystery too, as camp rumor already hinted.

He looked out over the middle and lower fields, darkening now. Fireflies danced over them and glowing
mist nestled softly in their hollows. After the wind had knocked over his tent, he had moved it down here
away from the rest of the camp to the Lower Hurdles . . .

"Putting me in quarantine?"Jame had asked. . . . because it was so peaceful. Now below the tent
Kendar were setting up chairs and a table borrowed from Hurlen. The fine silver and crystal had all been
lent by Ardeth, as had been the cook. The odor of rich meat and spices wafted over the meadow. It was
fitting that they gather to celebrate their victory, or at least their survival. The entire Host would be
pausing to catch its breath tonight, to share the joy of still being alive and to remember the dead. Torisen
wished he could spend the evening with his randon. If the Council didn't sit too late over its wine, he
would slip upfield to Harn's tent to talk again with Commanders Elon and Lorey of the Southern Host,
just to convince himself that they and their troops were really here.

They had come in early that afternoon, nearly two-thirds of the Southern Host, exhausted and filthy after
their desert campaign, but alive. It turned out that only Pereden's center column had been virtually
annihilated. The message found at Wyrden had come from Larch, its randon commander, who had had
no way of knowing that when Pereden's ill-judged assault had failed and he had been captured, the right
and left flanks of the Southern Host had fallen back, each unaware of the other's survival. They had
continued to harry the Wastelanders all the way to the Cataracts and probably were the reason the
Riverland Host had reached the battlefield first. So Pereden had a fair chance of going down in history as
a hero after all. Ardeth must be very pleased. Torisen wondered, though, what kind of a song Ashe
would make out of the whole affair, given her new perspective.

A faint light grew over the east bank bluff. The horn of the new moon edged up over the trees, the
merest curve of ivory tipped with pale rose. Torisen watched it rise.

"I thought I would never see that again," said Jame behind him.

"Nor I."

Her thoughts so closely matched his own that it took him a moment to realize that she was actually there.

He turned. Finding Jame anything like proper clothes had been quite a problem in a camp with only one
other Highborn lady who also, apparently, had arrived without luggage. She looked, he thought, like a
child who had made a not very successful raid on her mother's wardrobe. She glowered at him from
behind a makeshift mask.

"Go ahead. Laugh. I'd like to see how you would look in some three-hundred-pound courtesan's best
street dress."

He stared at her. "How in Perimal's name do you know that?"

"Simple. This wretched thing is big enough for three of me."

"No, no . . . the rest of it."

"Oh. Well, best, because it's perfectly clean; courtesan, because it had slits. Fore and aft. Poor Burr
nearly had pups when I pointed them out to him. They're sewed shut now. Wouldn't it be better, though,
if I just wore my old clothes? After all, plenty of people have already seen me in them."

"Believe me, the High Council will find even a streetwalker's gown less offensive than a knife-fighter's
d'hen— although I sincerely hope they have no more idea of whose dress that was than I did."

Jame sighed. "All right, Tori. I know I haven't had your experience with the world, but then," she added,
with a flash of pure mischief, "you haven't had mine, either."

"Oh, for God's sake . . . !"

"Sorry. But what will you tell them about me?"

"Just what you've told me. Nothing. Let them speculate."

"Oh, I expect they'll do that, all right," she said dryly. "But Tori, do I really have to meet the High
Council tonight? Isn't it a bit unusual to show off any Highborn woman in public?"

"It is, very. But you're a new player entering an extremely complex game of bloodlines and power. Our
house has led the Kencyrath since the beginning, by our god's decree. The other Highborn thought they
only had me left to deal with, but suddenly here you are, a new Knorth, a new possibility—or threat.
After all the rumors that have been floating around camp, the High Council needs to see you, to be
reassured that you're only a pawn after all."

"And am I?"

"Yes," he said, looking away, willing it to be true. "What else?"

"I see," she said in an expressionless voice, after a pause. "Well, then, I suppose you'd better take this."

She tugged at a ring. He had noticed its gold band before, but not the stone, which had been turned
inward and wrapped with a scrap of cloth to keep it in place. The cloth fluttered down. The stone caught
a flash of firelight and blazed back green as a cat's eye.

"Father's ring." Torisen rose quickly. The emblems of my power in her hands, boy. "Give me that," he
said sharply. "You should never have put it on."

"I didn't exactly do it to amuse myself," she said, nettled. "And I would have returned it before now if I'd
had a chance. Here."

She held it out to him. He reached for it, then paused involuntarily. She must have realized what made
him hesitate for she raised her other hand and flexed the claws. "Some things don't change, do they?" she
said with a bitter smile. "Yes, Tori, I'm still a Shanir."

Torisen took the ring and put it on. He probably had her to thank for the return of Kin-Slayer too, he
realized; but the words of gratitude stuck in his throat. He remembered Kindrie. There was another debt
to a Shanir that he hadn't been able to make himself pay—yet.

"Perhaps I haven't changed all that much either," he said slowly, "but I am trying." He looked up sharply.
"What did you say?"

"I?" Her eyes widened, startled . . . guilty? "Nothing."

He knew that was true, but the ghost of a whisper still echoed in his mind: "You had better try,
blood-binder. " He shook his head as if to clear it. After the past two days, it wasn't surprising that he
had begun to hear voices, even if they didn't make any sense.

Jame had picked up his posset, sipped it, and made a face. "You actually like this stuff?"

"No, not at all."

"Nor I. It tastes as if something was sick in it. So now what?"

"Most of us will start back for the Riverland tomorrow. Only token garrisons at Kestrie and Kraggen
keeps hold it now. Some will stay here until the wounded can travel. Ardeth will probably insist on going
to the Southern Wastes to look for his son's bones." Torisen suddenly felt rather ill. "I suppose I'll have to
go with him."

"No. I meant what will happen to me . . . to us?"

He looked at her, then away. "I don't know." Your Shanir twin, boy, your darker half, Returned to
destroy you . . .

No. Those too were his father's words. But she was dangerous. He would have to control her, find
some way to bind her energy and power . . . or was that Ganth talking again?

"This is going to be hard," he said. "For both of us. But we'll find some way to make it work. We have
to."

Burr appeared around the corner of the tent. "My lord, the Council members are coming down from the
main camp. I can see their torches."

Torisen took a deep breath. "So now the game begins again." Under Burr's disapproving eyes, he
deliberately emptied his posset onto the ground, almost as if pouring a libation. "Ready?"

"Sweet Trinity. Of course not."

"Nor I, but here we go anyway." The Highlord stepped forward to greet his guests, whose voices now
clearly sounded by the tent's far side. "Oh, and by the way," he said over his shoulder to Jame with a
sudden, wry smile, "welcome back."

Appendix I:
The High Council

The above are all major houses, located in the Riverland. Minor houses such as the Harth of East
Kenshold and the Min-drear of the High Keep are located near the Barrier and help to maintain it. Once
all the houses did, but since they became concentrated in the Riverland, their attention has turned more
toward the affairs of Rathillien. Some argue that this is why the Barrier has weakened in such spots as the
Haunted Lands.

Appendix II:
The Master's Generation

Lorien, Cethron, and Periel were all Knorths. Daron was a Randir. No one knows who Keral's mother
was, or Bane's. Both were Kendar.

The Master's generation may look improbably complicated, but its mix of full and half siblings is fairly
typical of Highborn families. Most lords have a number of consorts during their lifetimes. Their contract
specifies how long the arrangement will last and whether or not the lady is authorized by the head of her
father's house to bear her consort children. If she does, they stay in their father's house even if she moves

on. This has always been so, although before the Fall Highborn women had a far greater say in
determining their own fates. They still have more influence than their menfolk realize. Now as then, they
can usually control conception at will, which is fortunate because childbirth is often fatal for them. If they
do die, their child and its sire are both more or less blacklisted as future breeding stock. The rare
illegitimate child is considered as having no family and its mother, again, is blacklisted.

The point of all this, of course, is to control the ways in which various houses are linked through
bloodlines. At the time of this story, the aim is purely political. Historians suggest, though, that long ago
the Highborn may have been trying to breed Shanir, from whose ranks the Tyr-ridan or chosen three will
come to lead the Kencyrath in final battle against Perimal Darkling. The way to get the most powerful
Shanir, however, is to inbreed, hence the custom of mating twins. But since the Fall, Shanir have become
less popular and cross-breeding between houses has become more and more the rule. Now all the lords
of the High Council have mixed blood except Torisen and Adric. The Ardeth have always had a special
interest in the Shanir. As for the Knorth, because of their divine mandate to provide Highlords, they have
always chosen leaders from among the purest of their blood. Now only Torisen and Jame are left.

Maps

THE END
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